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Summary

Cong village was once again invaded for the weekend by 
a diverse collection of consultants, teachers, academics, 
politicians, entrepreneurs, business owners, farmers, 
physiotherapist and psychologists who gathered to discuss 
the future. In the run up to the events all the participants 
produced a 600+ word blog submission which they 
presented and talked through on the day.

In its fourth year the annual Congregation festival has 
expanded to three days running from Friday 25th, to Sunday 
26th with over 90 adults and 31 children attending.  The centre piece of the event is the ‘unconference’ that took place on the 
Saturday in Cong Village but a small group were also treated to a series of fascinating talks in the private cinema in Ashford 
Castle on Friday night with the #cong16 finishing off with an archaeology tour of local heritage sites.

Themes
The thinking behind this years Congregation was to 
explore perspectives of the future from a myriad of view 
points and backgrounds.  However it was also important 
to anchor this in the rich heritage and past through three 
different events.
•  “The Past Meets the Future” presentations in Ashford 
   Castle
•  “The Future” huddles in Cong Village
•  “The Rich Past” archaeology tours of Cong

“The Past Meets the Future” Ashford Castle
Gathering at 7pm in the Billiards Room in Ashford Castle for a Prosecco reception hosted by the Castle, the group of 32 were 
treated to a flash tour of DNA, Scratch, Mindcraft and Archaeology Storytelling.

Mike Mulligan from Ancestry.com kicked things off with 
a narration on the fundamentals of DNA structure before 
mapping the evolution of man and migration through the 
globe and finally mapping DNA data onto insights from the 
early Annals, linking family names and location.  The layering 
of DNA data, although still early days has the capability 
to plug gaps in recorded histories and also to help answer 
population enigmas.  

Archaeologist John Tierney spoke about using geolocation data to help piece together the 
truth and also shared a project where he has used data to plot the connection of Walt Disney’s 
ancestors to Dublin. 

Stephen Howell, SMARTlab UCD demonstrated how the computer programme Scratch can help 
students create their own experience of what they learn in school. One programme he wrote and 
demonstrated showed how you could use Microsoft Kinect to move, control and interact with 
a simple history character on a computer screen.  He suggested that the real value of learning 
code was akin to learning to read and write.  Not everyone will be an award winning writer but 
the basic literacy skills enables us to communicate at a deeper level.  Similarly with coding, the 
aim should be to enhance learning rather than turn the country in to a nation of programmers.  

The final speaker Gar McCriosta from Mindrising unveiled school projects where students 
created their own virtual versions of historical moments including 1916 on Mindcraft.  Schools 
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around the country built virtual GPOs, soldiers in uniforms, created engaging narratives and songs and through the process 
changed mindsets on how school topics can be taught and deeply learnt.  He finished his talk sharing the insights on how he is 
using these tools to enable students and others to start envisioning the future.  At a recent event he gave a group of students the 
challenge of coming up with solutions to solve the health crisis in 2030.  The range of solutions were fascinating and illustrated 
that with the right guidance, tools and openness that breakthroughs can be achieved.

Children’s Congregation
The following morning as the 90 attendees gathered in Ryans Hotel for their 
briefing, a group of 31 children were being treated to workshops in the Crossroads 
Centre.  Ranging from 4-15 years old, they were expertly guided through building 
lego robots from scratch by Niall McCormack of Colmac Robotics before eventually 
pitching them against each other in Robot Wars.  After lunch Hassan Dabbagh from 
Castlebar and Pamela O’Brien from LIT in Tipperary introduced the children to a 
selection of MaKey MaKey workshop activities from code breaking, making simple 
electrical circuits with diodes and batteries before creating start/stop animation 
and making electric pianos from fruit.

“The Future”.  UnConference.  Cong Village
Meanwhile in Cong Village the series of talks and conversations kicked off at 10.30 until 4.30 in 8 different venues in Cong Village.
Themed around ‘The Future’, each attendee had produced a 600 word article of their vision, thoughts or perspective on what lies 
ahead for whatever area they wished to focus on.  This was the basis of talks on the day and are all available to see on 
www.congregation.ie

During the day each of submissions which were presented in coffee shops, book stores, bars, restaurants and craft stores were 
guided by a chair person who ensured three presentations at each huddle and moderated the following discussion.

The mixed background of attendees and the range of topic areas reflected the challenge of looking into the future.  Far reaching 
presentations into Artificial Intelligence, rise of automation, future transport were combined with individual thoughts on how we 
will work and play in the future.  Although the depth and quality of information sharing on the day was extremely stimulating 
the real magic happened in the Q&A and subsequent conversations.  Capped at 10 minutes the presentations acted as a catalyst 
for conversation and gave people a better understanding of the presenter.  As the day evolved and barriers were slowing broken 
down, perspectives on the future moved from disparate opinions to more personal and universal themes.  Although there was 
plenty of conversation about flying cars to embedded chips the final exercise of 
distilling thoughts, perspectives and concepts to create a better future proved 
difficult.  The final session revealed peoples fear about the future, the uncertainty 
about the here and now and thinking started to focus on what type world do we 
want and what actually matters.  

One group debated at length about what a better future means and what actually 
makes people happy, rationalizing that a sense of community was what made 
people happiest.  The truth is that the future not alone fundamentally questions 
what is possible but also what we want and need as a race.  It also has deep 
psychological repercussions as many of us grasp with dealing with the next step 
and unable, fear of cannot see the point in looking beyond.

Finishing up at 4.30pm the group were treated to a one for everyone in the audience 
with a free copy of Chris Brogans book ‘The Freaks Shall Inherit the Earth’ supplied by Eoin Kennedy and Paul O’Mahony.

Following the annual photo at Cong Cross the 
conversations continued on at a conference dinner in Pat 
Cohan’s and Ryan’s Hotel.   The group finally convened 
at Danaghers Hotel where one of the attendees, Sean 
McGrath, guided everyone through a bodhrán workshop.  
Sean patiently explained the difference between ‘rashers 
and sausages’ and ‘black and decker’ as 50 people finally 
started to build rhythm together.

www.congregation.ie
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 “The Past Archaeology Tour”. Cong.
Despite the late night a bus tour on Sunday, led by Chris from the Quiet Cailin Studio, 
introduced and explained the Battle Of Moytura with trips to the 5,000 year old 
Ballymagibbon Cairn, King Eochys burial mound with view of lough Mask that have 
changed little in millennia, the Standing Stone Circle in the Glebe before a gentle tour of 
Cong Abbey and its healing stone.

Congregation finally game to gentle stop as Chris broke into song on the stone bridge in 
Cong, the fish leaping in the water, a bat circling the group and the sun peeping out.  

Surreal finish to a whirl wind brain storm of a weekend.  With the virtual saw dust of 
Congregation still clearly visible calls for details of next years event had already started.

Submission Reviews
The diverse range of submissions is difficult to group together reflecting the wide background of all who attended #cong16.  
However some common grouping do emerge but some cross and cover multiple areas.

Common Themes
• Business
• Community 
• Education
• Environment
• Farming
• Politics
• Society
• Technology

Business
The first submission by Simon Cocking looked at technologies, trends and the social impacts of remote working in ‘The Future is 
Working (remotely)’.  Along a similar vein Adrian Corcoran detailed specific tools and the benefits of remote working and virtual 
collaboration in ‘Where’s the boss? The future of managing your business…”
Louis Grenier advised marketers to focus on trust and not money and to be yourself in ‘Trust is the Future of Marketing’.   Fergal 
O’Connor warned that as humans become seem as data points and measurability has become  the ultimate mantra that 
creativity is being sacrificed for mass appeal in ‘Creative Armageddon - The race to be average’.
Outside of sharing 10 business life experience tips on maintaining innovation Cronan McNamara also advised taking a longer 
term perspective in ‘Your Overnight Success will be 10 Years in the Making + 10 Innovation Tips for the Long Term’.  Ger Tannan 
reminded us that great relationships between buyers and sellers continue to underpin all progress despite the rapid pace of 
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technology in ‘All Has Changed (But Not 
Utterly): How The Future Of Marketing Looks 
Just Like The Past’.  Alan O’Rourke gave a 
real world example of a new colleagues 
rise in his company to explain how internal 
communications and keeping teams 
informed could be the future of success 
in ‘The Future of Work is Marketing’.  Sean 
Fay shared some lessons from China on 
attracting back talent and diaspora back to 
Ireland in ‘Our near future West, via the far 
East’.   Keith Morrison went back to basics 
on what matters in PR and the importance 
of the human dimension in a digital world 
in ‘Communicating Tomorrow’.  Lisa White 
discussed how the networked, adaptable, 
collaborative model for organisations is 
set to reinvent our world in ‘Want to be 
in Business Forever?:  A Spin through our 

Organisational Future’.   Joy Redmond discussed how many of us as “Multipotentialites” don’t have one calling in life but there 
are big benefits of multiple role experiences in ‘Don’t Mind the Gap: Career Pivots are the Future’.  Jane Leonard highlighted 
the dangers of Irish business not going online in ‘In the future, your customers won’t want to talk to you.’  Sean Brady made the 
environment and business case for using technology in favour of unneeded face to face meetings in ‘The Future of Meeting is Not 
Traveling’.  Myles McHugh revealed that in a world where the power has shifted to the consumer, we need to utilise technology, 
act fast and continue to make the experience personal and pleasant in ‘The Future of Service’.  As technology and new platforms 
make it easier to reach large numbers and fame lasts for a short period, Gus Ryan points out that to be truly famous with lasting 
effect you still need to be remarkable or to have done remarkable things in ‘In the Future everyone will be famous for 15 seconds’.  
Fiona Curran Lonergan looked at some current and emerging trends used to consult and engage with the public on a variety of 
topics in ‘Role of Technology in’ Inclusive Public Engagement – The Future’. Experienced retailer John Horkan shared research and 
his own thoughts on how the retail experience needs to evolve to survive in ‘What’s happening to retail?’.  Echoing a world in flux 
Jenny Sharif explored what a future marriage between tech and reading could look like in ‘The Future of Books in a Digital World’. 
Susan Crowe revealed current and future home automation in ‘A Smarter Home is Here and Now’. John Wright and Mark Leyden 
both looked at the Future of Finance with John articulating the challenges that disruption, mainly in the form of technology, 
will be problematic for the regulatory environment and  business environment.  Mark discussed the arrival of ‘Utility Banks’ 
and an inevitable delivery of financial services by trusted brands like Facebook and Google, away from traditional banking 
brands.  Maire Garvey shared insights into being authentic, energized, adaptive and connected in public speaking and that 
despite the rapid evolution of technology, the art of verbal communication remains the same in ‘It Was Always Thus. The Art of 
Communication Has Come Full Circle Since Aristotle’.  Calvin Jones  advocated not trying to predict the future but rather focusing 
on being nimble, embracing change, learning from the past, excelling in the present, and adapting to the future in ‘How to 
future proof your business’. Greg Fry shared how shared how live video is moving from live to interactive and the emergency of 
mainstream virtual reality video in “Live and Targeted” - The Future of Digital Video’ 

Community
John Magee argued for the need to embrace rural living and nurture it as an asset, in addition to laying out a policy driven 
template in ‘Mayo 2040: Wasteland or an attractive & vibrant place?’.  Bernard Joyce also advocated for the survival of local 
communities from use of technology, keeping resources local to creating new spaces in ‘If Things Don’t Change, They’ll Stay The 
Way They Are’.   Pat Kennedy discussed some of the technologies that could enhance local community development from data, 
online meetings and task management arguing that local communities had not yet reaped the same transformation in services 
as the business and government communities in ‘The Future is in “Smart Local Communities”’

Education
Victor del Rosal submission ‘The Future of Education in a World of White-Collar Automation’ was a fascinating journey looking at 
the future workforce while examining how we are equipping our children to be able to adapt to a world where many current 
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jobs will not exist.  Ailish Irvine explored where we should put our 
focus in education and engender creativity and original thinking in 
‘That Internet thing will never catch on.’  Janine McGinn questioned the 
head long rush to designing education solely around the needs of 
the labour market rather than moulding more rounded individuals 
in ‘Focus on Labour Market Demands will Hinder Students’ Future 
Potential’.  Hassan Dabbagh pragmatically asked if we should fully 
utilise what we already have rather than always looking for the next 
best thing in education in the ‘Past Lessons for Education’.  Frank Walsh 
queried how our formalised system of education can allow for new 
forms of diverse learning outcomes and their assessment in ‘The 
Future of Learning and Assessment’.  Padraig McKeon looked at the 
options for learning online and how self directed learning takes a 
fundamentally different approach to traditional education in ‘Digitally 
mediated learning - starting with the end, What Does it Mean Over Time’.  Mags Amond shared how the different dynamic and flow 
of TeachMeet events enhances professional development and where its future might lie in ‘If TeachMeet is the answer, what is 
the question?’  Gar MacCríosta unveiled a new approach to creating a system to get the best of digital and physical worlds in 
‘FreeRange Learning and the Digital Hedge Schools’

Entertainment
Barbara Heneghan shared some interesting projects that use technology in helping to protect our world and the increasing 
ways we rely on scientist to stop plants from disappearing with seed banks and other initiatives in ‘The Future of Technology 
Helps us to Better Understand our Planet’.  Sean Conway showed how the use of social media and the internet can bring about 
behavioural change and how the use of digital technology also brings us much hope in the area of solution engineering and in 
measuring the effects of a warming planet in ‘Climate Change, Technology and the Internet’ 

Farming
Declan Molloy looked how big data and Agtech can modernize farming practices and increase 
output in ‘Cloudy with a chance of data’ while Margaret Griffin explored the fundamentals in ‘What 
is a Farm?’. Danny Noone challenged convention and introduced holistic new thinking in ‘Next 
Generation Profitable Dry Stock Farming’ while Tomas Tierney explored what the options are in 
‘Farming post EU Structural Funds and Subsidies.’

Politics
Politics crept into a lot of submission in the guise of Brexit and the US Election and how it will shape a more uncertain future 
but there were some submissions that focused solely on politics. Jenny O’Reilly gave an inside track on the use of social media 
by political parties, questioning if it has resulted in informed debate or an echo chamber of like minded views in ‘The Future 
of Political Engagement in a Social Media Driven World’. Max Hastings gave a research and data driven insights into the use of 
automated bots that have the potential to skew election results in ‘2016 Elections and Twitter: Rise of the Political bot’

Society
Although not a homogenous group many submissions 
predictably had a strong sociological focus.
 
Tom Murphy in his piece ‘Dept of Near Future’ highlights 
the difficulty of thinking about the future and the need 
to pay attention and look for clues so we can adjust our 
behaviour.  Chris Collins documented how women’s different 
use and engagement with social media could result in  ‘The 
emergence of the online female entrepreneur.’  Leon Tunney 
Ware contested that we need to understand what makes us 
truly human, before plunging into the possibilities that the 
digital age offers and that Forethought and Foresight are 
necessary for our digital future in  ‘The Human Experience of 
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the Internet’. Theresa Rock outlined what it takes to be a visionary and its importance for a positive future in ‘The Future Needs 
Visionaries’.  Andrew Lovatt questioned how the early promise of the internet has become driven by shareholder value and we 
need to rethink what the future could be  ‘Is the future what we make it?’.  

Damien Costello articulated a new construct for society based on 
social capital in line with evolving generational shifts in ‘Towards a 
more Sympathetic Future - Thoughts on the Humanisation of Society 
through Digital Technology’. Rapidly following on the generational 
focus on the individual Ginger Aarons uses the example of 
preservation of our heritage that depends on a more communal 
approach in ‘I Becomes We .... Our future depends on it!’. John Tierney 
explored how Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and contextual data 
sets can help in replaying the past but also has a role in finding the 
truth in ‘The Future of Experiencing the Past’. 

Sean McGrath also questioned the truth in a world of algorithims where machines decide what we read and possibly what we 
think in ‘A Pokemon Ate My Hamster’. Continuing this theme Alan Tyrrell gave guidance on our relationship with information and 
ensuring it is an enabler rather than enslaver in ‘The Lost Generation: Questions and Rambles on the Way to Discovery.’

Julian Ellison articulated the fundamental basis of religion, why 
it is valuable to our belief and being in ‘Does God have a future? 
Or to be more specific, does belief in God have a future?’ Denis 
O’Hora gave a psychologist view on how we should handle/
deal with thinking about the future as it poses uncertainty, 
distractions and excessive worry in ‘The Future Deserves 
Our Consideration.’ Joan Mulvihill continued the theme of 
uncertainty and posed a series of question about the future in 
‘Address Unknown’. Paul O’Mahony through a Periscope session 
and follow up audio posts gathered together views on the 
movement to virtual communication and debated the merits 
and discomfort it poses for some in ‘The Future Is Not Virtual - or 

is it?’.   Andrew O’Brien brings us back to earth in his evolution inspired piece on ‘The Future of Health is Running and the Future of 
Running is Health’.

Ruairi Kavanagh dug deep into intergeneration traits, 
aspiration and difference in ‘Generation Y and why we need them 
more than ever.’  Paul Killoran’s ‘A Faster Horse’ questioned why 
we accept that transatlantic transport has taken a step back 
and is more constrained by our imagination than technological 
capabilities.   Belinda Brummer took the evolution of robots 
and AI and argued that we need to think beyond human rights 
as machines become more advanced in ‘The Future of the Rights 
Movement’. Billy Kennedy pointed out the weakness in our 
reliance on electronic data, suggested some future proofing 
strategies and also pointed out that techniques, thinking that 
took millennia to evolve have a role in our future in ‘The Future 
Depends on Harnessing the Tools of the Past.’  On a similar theme 
Robert Malseed demonstrated how a very simple game from 

Roman times can help us improve our thinking and strategy formation (without the reliance on power) in Gaming the Past 
for the Future. Gavin Duffy argued that we are doomed to repeat the mistakes of the past if we fail to examine and learn from 
them, as reflected in past rises/falls of civilization in  ‘Examine the Past to Determine the Future’. Sabina Bonnici presented a view 
of how adults and children will entertain themselves in a technology driven future in the ‘Future of Play’.  Syed Ghazi argues 
that the rising belief that AI and data will solve all our problems is ill conceived in ‘Big Data is not the Answer’.  Noreen Henry 
presented a series of possible technologies that will drive the future in “Tomorrow belongs to those that hear it coming”. Dermot 
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Casey in ‘Airbags for the Algorithmic Age’ paints a cautionary picture of how computational errors can have profound impacts 
on lives and argues for a charter of algorithmic rights.  Barry Adams outlined how machine learning and the Internet of Things 
is transforming the internet and beyond in ‘The World Wide Web in the Age of the Industrial Internet’.  Tom Murphy presented an 
alternative decentralized social networking architecture that empowers people rather than enriches corporations in ‘Let’s Kill 
Facebook’. Sabine Mckenna argued the case for basic coding in ‘Digital Natives not Created Equal’ while Kathryn Parkes outlined 
the need for diverse forces in design technology in ‘The Future of Human-Centred Design in a World of Machine Intelligence’.   
Camile Donegan discussed the role of myth and story telling as the future or VR in ‘Virtual Reality - Theatre of the Future’. 

Alastair McDermot narrated the 
past story of website design and 
articulated how automation, 
artificial intelligence and the 
proliferation of devices will 
change ‘The Future of Web 
Design’. Darragh Rea used the 
backdrop of the US election 
to explore how we access 
information and what is shaping 
our experiences in ‘Google 
and Facebook, Democracy’s 
Greatest Challenge?’. Will Knott 
showed how Maker Spaces can 
transform how we collaborate 
and how/what we can create 
and build in ‘Making your inter-network, of things – MakerSpaces and the future of innovation’.  Niall McCormack proposed that 
the secret to the future could lie in past fiction in ‘Science Fiction to Science Fact: How the Past is Predicting the Future’.  Bernie 
Goldbach collated a series of thinking about how we transport ourselves in the ‘Future of Mobility’.  In the controversial world 
of artificial intelligence Ciaran Cannon put the debate into context in ‘Artificial Intelligence - The robots are coming to get us and 
other such stories’
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Conversations Captured
Capturing the magic of the discussions following each presentation and the connections made between attendees in the huddles 
is difficult to articulate in words but thanks to Gar MacCríosta we have some visual illustrations of some of the conversations.
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The Future is in “Smart Local Communities” by  Pat Kennedy 

Want to be in Business Forever?: A Spin through our 
Organisational Future by  Lisa White

The future is working (remotely) by  Simon Cocking. 

The Future Needs Visionaries by  Theresa Rock. 

Our near future West, via the far East by  Sean Fay. 

The future of agriculture is cloudy, with a chance of big data 
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Most shared submissions

 
    

The Future Depends on Harnessing the Tools of the Past 
by Billy Kennedy.  

VR Theatre of the Future by Camille Donegan. 
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35 Facebook likes

130 Linkedin

The Future Needs Visionaries by  Theresa Rock. 

Role of Technology in Inclusive Public 
Consultation – The Future by Fiona Curran 
Lonergan.

https://twitter.com/JBBC


Coverage of Congregation

16    

Online and traditional coverage really helps spread the word on #cong16.  This year we got 15 Online Articles, 5 Newspaper 
articles and 1 radio interview.  Congregation also featured in a few magazines last year and was also used as case study for a book 
on events.  Some articles were also referenced on international sites such as Silicon Valley Watcher.

11 Online Articles
5 Newspaper articles

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/business/congregation-mayo-future-cong
http://irishtechnews.net/ITN3/the-future-is-working-remotely-1-cong16-congregation-2016-begins-tomorrow/
http://irishtechnews.net/ITN3/eoin-kennedy-the-founder-of-congregation-appears-      on-the-latest-irish-tech-news-podcast/
http://irishtechnews.net/ITN3/eoin-kennedy-the-founder-of-congregation-appears-      on-the-latest-irish-tech-news-podcast/
http://irishtechnews.net/ITN3/eoin-kennedy-the-founder-of-congregation-appears-      on-the-latest-irish-tech-news-podcast/
http://www.lookwest.ie/futurologists-to-descend-on-cong-village-for-3-day-congregation-un-conference/
http://www.lookwest.ie/the-future-unveiled-in-cong-village/
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http://www.techcentral.ie/eoin-kennedy-congregation-interviewed/
https://magsamondposts.wordpress.com/2017/01/07/cong16-my-first-visit-to-cong-for-congregation-was-a-delight/
https://magsamondposts.wordpress.com/2017/01/07/cong16-my-first-visit-to-cong-for-congregation-was-a-delight/
https://medium.com/@iomurchu/congregation-2016-1e7d0bc54d32#.mqu1pzj50
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Tweet Quotes

https://twitter.com/Omaniblog/status/671733710094540800
https://twitter.com/Breffni_O/status/671263382469795840
https://twitter.com/FionaAshe/status/671099655082610688
https://twitter.com/dermotcasey/status/671087159139540992
https://twitter.com/MyDroneIreland/status/671069663892250626
https://twitter.com/alanorourke/status/671043443666362368
https://twitter.com/alanorourke/status/671043443666362368
https://twitter.com/Omaniblog/status/670997360072368133
https://twitter.com/Omaniblog/status/670997360072368133
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https://twitter.com/Relaxyourface/status/670997018328891392
https://twitter.com/JohnTierney_/status/670944716792446977
https://twitter.com/paulinesargent/status/670928753535660032
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984
https://twitter.com/GingerTT/status/670937520465645568
https://twitter.com/dermotcasey/status/670799098799329281
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https://twitter.com/Relaxyourface/status/670997018328891392
https://twitter.com/Relaxyourface/status/670997018328891392
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984
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https://twitter.com/JohnTierney_/status/670944716792446977
https://twitter.com/GingerTT/status/670937520465645568
https://twitter.com/GingerTT/status/670937520465645568
https://twitter.com/GingerTT/status/670937520465645568
https://twitter.com/GingerTT/status/670937520465645568
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Paul O’Mahony, Marketing Write Now
“This was my third Congregation.  Twas as fresh as ever. 
A brilliant blend of three magics:  Cong, Community & 
Challenge.  The place is an chance to position myself away 
from regular daily routine.  Gathering such diversity is superb 
for renewing & revitalising intellects, spirits & imaginations.  
The whole experience - before, during & after - is an invitation 
to reconsider the status quo - and go forth to change lives for 
the better.”

Paul Killoran, CEO, ExOrdo
“What is this life if, full of care.
We have no time to stand and stare.
Congregation is a place of strangers and wild ideas. There is 
no judge, no metronome.”

Dr. Adrian Corcoran, MD Attik Designs 
Ltd.
“Congregation was a fun & engaging event. What I liked 
about it was the chance to meet and hear the thoughts and 
opinions and lots of different people, particularly people 
I wouldn’t meet in the normal day to day of my business. 
Getting completely different ideas than you are used, sparks 
new and fresh ideas in your own mind. Plus we made some 
good contacts and have done business after the event itself. 
See you guys next year!”

Sean McGrath, CTO Propylon
“Congregation was great again this year. my third year 
attending. The variety of topics and the variety of world-
views and opinions present was excellent as usual. I made 
some new connections that I will be following up ideas with 
this year, and I am already looking forward to the next one.”

Janine Mc Ginn Entrepreneurship 
Lecturer and Creativity Researcher, 
GMIT Mayo
“The diversity of participants’ perspectives was truly 
inspirational.  There was a unique  mix of people with 
non-judgemental attitudes and a great freedom around 
expression of personal views, this is hard to find elsewhere.”

Quotes from the attendees

https://twitter.com/ciarancannon/status/670687741752057856
https://twitter.com/Declan_Clancy/status/670967225910697984


In attendance at #cong16
Ginger Aarons Ailish Irvine Paul O’Mahony
Mags Amond Emelia Jones Ina O’Murchu
Sabina Bonnici Bernard Joyce Auveen O’Neill
Sean Brady Ruairi Kavanagh Jenny O’Reilly
Anne Brennan Pat Kennedy Alan O’Rourke
Belinda Brummer Eoin Kennedy Fergal O’Connor
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Sean Brady, CloudAssist
“Great event at Congregation with an amazing group of 
contributors sharing and exploring their thoughts on the 
future. This is the beauty of un-conferencing which allows 
you to connect with more people in a way that other events 
just don’t come close to. Well done to all involved.”

Fergal O’Connor, CEO, Happy Media 
and Marketing
“Great learning, sharing, collaboration with families catered 
for while adults went to play.  I have connected with a lot of 
people after the event that I hadn’t met previously and also 
connected with a lot of people I hadn’t seen on a while. Eoin 
and his team organised a very complex event and it ran 
seamlessly. Brilliant experience for my first time and would 
love to be back again. Congratulations to Eoin and the village 
of Cong for embracing something new, vibrant and exciting.”Cronan McNamara, CEO, Creme Global.

“Congregation is a unique gathering of interesting people 
with diverse interests and backgrounds. The broad ranging 
discussion leaves me re-energised with new ideas and 
friendships every year.”

Don’t be surprised when you find a leading international 
expert in their field sitting beside you at a huddle during 
Congregation in Cong, Co. Mayo”

Tomas Tierney Belmont Organic Venison
“Despite all the mediums we have to communicate,  people still crave the face to face forum to talk.  Congregation delivers this 
without the unnecessary compulsion to have a conclusive result.”

Gar Mac Criosta - Co-founder 
MindRising
“Congregation was my 3rd event that week (and the event 
I was most anticipating); it didn’t disappoint. Exhausted 
after delayed flights and a rainy drive, I was suddenly faced 
with a fairytale Ashford castle which was just the beginning. 
Congregation brings together a unique group of people 
interested in sharing ideas and experiences. The people and 
the vibe create a space where it was easy to share, be open 
and learn. The theme was the future and  I came away from 
Congregation hopeful, energised and deeply enthusiastic 
about what that future holds. I’ll be back next year (if you’ll 
have me)”

Simon Cocking, Irish Tech News
“My submission for #cong16 was also the basis of the TEDx 
talk I then gave at TEDx Wexford and was a direct line of 
inspiration to other subsequent cool things too.”

Mag Amond
“I’m still thinking about the people I met and the things we 
discussed – all that was good about Ireland was there”

Sean Fay, Celtic Turtle
“In the endless desert devoid of solutions, facing into the 
relentless winds of ‘The Problem Is’ stands CongRegation. A 
shared deep well of positivity”



Robbie Canavan Billy Kennedy Denis  O’Hora
Ciaran Cannon Barry Kennedy Kathryn Parkes
Dermot Casey Tracy Keogh Carmel Rafter
Graham Clarke Paul Killoran Darragh Rea
Chris Collins Tim Kinsella Rob Reck
Sean Conway Jane Leonard Theresa Rock
Adrian Corcoran John Leonard Jenny Sharif
Damien Costello Mark Leydon Averil Staunton
Darrell Crowe Maryrose Lyons Ger Tannan
Fiona Curran Lonergan Gar MacCríosta John Tierney (by video)
Hassan Dabbagh John Magee Tomas Tierney
Victor del Rosal Robert Malseed Leon Tunney Ware
Don Delaney Roisin Markham Frank Walsh
Camile Donegan Niall McCormack Lisa White
Gavin Duffy Alastair McDermot John Wright
Julian Ellision Janine McGinn Chairs
Sean Fay Sean McGrath Robbie Canavan
Greg Fry Myles McHugh Auveen O’Neill
Maire Garvey Sabine Mckenna Averil Staunton
Syed Ghazi Padraig McKeon John Leonard
Bernie Goldbach Cronan McNamara Barry Kennedy
Louis Grenier Mike Mulligan Emmet O’Donnell
Margaret Griffin Joan Mulvihill Don Delaney
Barbara Heneghan Tom Murphy Ruairi Kavanagh
Noreen Henry Danny Noone Tony O’Kelly
Owen Higgins Andrew O’Brien
John Horkan Emmet O’Donnell
Stephen Howell Tony O’Kelly

24    
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#cong17 Friday 24th to Sunday 26th November 2017. 
The outline theme for #cong17 is ‘Innovation’ – Rethink, Disrupt and Rebuild with a final challenge of 
rethinking what we want in a future Ireland.  It is expected that mix of attendees will expand further.

Special Thanks

Congregation is sponsored by Mayo.ie, Bank of Ireland, MKC Communications and Blacknight whose 
financial support continues to allow Congregation to remain as a free event.  
I would also like to personally thank:

•  Sue Power of Power Design for all the design hard work.  
•  John Breslin for his wonderful algorithmic skill in putting together the huddle running order.  
•  Niall Rochford of Ashford Castle for hosting the evening event.
•  Alec Taylor for the video and guidance of the chairs.
•  Gary Collins and the committee of the Crossroads for the use of the centre.
•  All the business in Cong Village for their patience and acceptance of the event.

All details of the event are available on www.congregation.ie with additional videos/photos on social media 
under #cong16.

I do hope you enjoy reading all the submission contained in this eBook.  Please feel free to share the link 
but ask you include #cong16.

Eoin

© Eoin Kennedy 2017

http://www.congregation.ie/cong17-theme.html
http://www.congregation.ie/
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Synopsis:                                                        

Gazing into a crystal ball of what 
the future might be for remote 
working. Some ideas on working 
remotely, drawing on being senior 
editor for Ireland’s top online tech 
news website, Irish Tech News, 
and the experience of living on 
Ireland’s most southerly inhabited 
island, Oileán Chléire - Cape Clear.

4 Takeaways:                                                  

1. There a few future paths open 
to us, it’s up to us to actively 
consider which ones excite us and 
that we’d like to follow.
2. Technology has already made 
it much more possible to work 
remotely.
3. Future developments will make 
remote working even more viable.
4. Driverless cars will be around 
far sooner than you might think - 
start planning what you might do 
with this new extra free time.

About Simon Cocking:                                    

@Irish_TechNews Senior 
editor|Winner best 2014 Science 
Tech site | 2015 Irish Blog Awards, 
Silver Award best Tech Blog 
#writer#photographer New 
book ‘How to Crack Websummit 
2015| upcoming publication on 
Werner Herzog & Fitzcarraldo | 1st 
inductee in Irish Ultimate Frisbee 
Hall of Fame

The future is working (remotely) #1

By Simon Cocking

Firstly future technology will continue to make remote 
working better.
This will not be a techno-solutionist paean to how everything will be rosy in the future. 
However the unintended byproduct of massive improvements in personal computing 
means it is more and more possible to work from remote locations. It is highly likely that 
commuting to sit in front of one keyboard in an office rather than another one where 
you live will be something we look back on as a curiosity. Already many people come 
home in the evening to use tablets, smartphones and other devices to access data / 
digital content / entertainment. It will become more possible for us to be rated on the 
quality of our work and the timeliness of its delivery, rather than how we interacted with 
our boss or work colleagues.

Better versions of skype, slack, trello and other workflow tools will all increase the 
importance of creativity and reduce the necessity for middle management.

Our digital footprint will be our brand and our reputation
This need not be too Orwellian a concept. It’s true there will need to be deeper thought 
given to thinking before we tweet / text / IM, but that might be no harm. For coders, 
Github, Stackoverflow and other online user groups are already clear demonstrations of 
the value of digital reputations. This concept will just expand into wider areas, especially 
for the creative industries.

Dull repetitive jobs will be offloaded to machines, creativity 
will increase
While Ray Kurzweil’s predictions of the Singularity by 2030 (machines achieving 
consciousness and massively superior intelligence to humans) can lead to Skynet 
concerns (the dystopia of the Terminator movies). However before we get too negative 
we are also looking at a possible golden epoch where the drudgery work is done by 
machines and humans have more time, resources and energy to spend on creative 
endeavours. This offers great potential for an increased quality of life, for those willing 
to embrace the challenge of working differently.

Driverless cars illustrate this possibility
Yes many of us love driving. But just consider what it would be like if we had a device 
that could move us from A to B in a hands free way. Statistically driverless cars are already 
much less likely to crash than humans. Imagine if that travel-pod carrying you also had 
great wifi. Well would you rather tick off the service stations between Cork and Dublin, 

http://irishtechnews.ie/
https://twitter.com/Irish_TechNews
https://twitter.com/hashtag/writer?src=hash
http://www.successstore.com/15010.html
http://www.successstore.com/15010.html
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or watch that movie / read that book / write that article? Already we could be looking 
at a massive gain in our free time in a 3rd place - not home, not work, but the spaces 
travelling in between those places. The hyperloop is also currently being prototyped, 
to rapidly, cheaply and effectively ping us across the planet at speeds faster than flying. 
This offers the potential for more time to be spent doing great things, or squander it, the 
choice is ours though.

What would the social impacts be?
This is something exciting to consider. Drawing on the small rural island community we 
have moved to, with around 100 to 120 people in the winter, and several hundred more 
in the summer, there are some exciting possibilities. People come together and help 

each other out. The broadband, 
ethernet and wifi all ensure that 
we’re not isolated (and yes it 
would be good if it were faster) 
but stepping outside the house, 
with areas of no coverage on 
the island you also rely on 
human contact too. In the first 
10 days here we spoke to more 
people than we had met in our 
Dublin suburb in eight years. 
When you’re outside, rounding 
up runaway ponies, dropping 
someone’s dog back home, 
giving a neighbour’s kids a lift 
home, these are all things that 

help to build the fabric of rural communities. There is massive potential for technology 
to enable the repopulation of the Irish islands, and their Irish speaking communities 
too. The work we have, and the growing clients and contracts coming in could all spin 
over into more work for others here too.

There is a massive potential, by connecting and upgrading the rural areas to re-balance 
the onslaught of massive urbanisation that has been the prevailing trend of the last 70 
years, post world war two if not more.

Will we see bigger companies follow this trend?

I think the rational answer is no, but there are inspirational remotely distributed 
companies like Basecamp who are breaking the mould and being hugely successful 
too. Therefore I think it’s ok to appeal to the visionaries and big goal achievers first. 
Generally a few inspirational people then impact on many many more. Big companies 
won’t follow this trend. However small dynamic, mobile, agile companies will lead 
the way. These path blazers will map out an exciting alternate future for those willing 
to take the plunge. They will use technology to empower and enrich their work and 
quality of life for those that chose to follow this path.

Contacting Simon Cocking:                                             

You can contact Simon on Twitter 
(personal), and also read his 
thoughts in his blog.  You can also 
find Simon on Irish Tech News 
and Tweakyourbiz.

https://basecamp.com/
https://twitter.com/simoncocking
https://twitter.com/simoncocking
https://sarahpaddleswim.wordpress.com/
http://irishtechnews.ie/
http://tweakyourbiz.com/marketing/2014/11/18/grow-online-business-presence-blogging-strategically/
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Synopsis:                                                                  

Powered by advances in artificial 
intelligence (AI), the global supply 
of intelligence has increased 
exponentially. We now carry in 
our pockets devices which have 
the same computing power as the 
military-grade supercomputers 
of the 80s. This surplus cognitive 
power will replace human 
cognition, making a wide range 
of so called white-collar work 
redundant over the next two 
decades. To prepare for the future 
of work there is a significant 
challenge and opportunity to 
prepare students, workers and 
entrepreneurs with higher order 
skills which cannot be easily 
replicated by artificial systems.

4 Takeaways:                                                

   
1. AI and robotics will continue to 
displace skills which are repetitive 
and/or predictable leading to 
significant job losses over coming 
decades.
2. Education will no longer 
be seen as a period of life but 
as life-long process for self-
improvement, including self-
directed learning.
3. Skills such as creativity, 
communication, collaboration 

The future of education in a world of white-collar automation. #2

By Victor del Rosal

Listen to Myles or read below.

Up until the industrial revolution muscle power was limited to what animals and 
humans could provide. With the advent of the steam engine, the availability of physical 
power grew exponentially, marking an era of tremendous progress. This is referred 
to as the first machine age by Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew Mcafee in their Second 
Machine Age book. 

If muscle power was essential to 
that age, brain power is the key for 
the second machine age. However 
this is not the natural brain power 
of humans, but that afforded by 
computers. It is the era we live 
in, where plentiful computing 
power—which continues to grow 
exponentially—multiplies the 
availability of cognitive power. 
Today computers are doing the jobs 
that were reserved for humans not 
long ago. This is powering the era of 
automation.

Brynjolfsson and McAfee point 
out that it is the “exponential, 
digital, and combinatorial” nature 
of technology that underpins the 
powerful nature of the second 
machine age. Processes which were 
limited to human labor are now 

being performed by computer code. Automation will continue to especially impact 
work that is predictable and repetitive.

The implications are profound and far-reaching. Within two decades the equivalent 
of billions of new brains will be added to the global economy. But these will not be 
human brains but artificial intelligence agents performing all sorts of knowledge tasks.
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and critical thinking and traits 
including curiosity and grit will 
increase in relevance as these 
cannot be easily copied by AI.
4. The challenge is to reinvent 
education so that student-worker-
preneurs can better adapt to the 
new reality of the future of work.

About Victor del Rosal:                                 

Author of the book ‘Disruption: 
Emerging Technologies and 
the Future of Work’. Founder of 
Emtechub, emerging technology 
startup and of the Emtechleaders 
initiative to create awareness of 
the 21st century skills needed in 
the workplace. Lecturer at the 
School of Computing at National 
College of Ireland (Dublin).

Contacting Victor del Rosal:                                                                                                            

You can follow Victor on Twitter.

Not so special after all
As the global supply in 
intelligence—human 
or artificial—increases, 
human cognition loses 
its value; it is no longer 
unique, especially as 
AI systems get more 
sophisticated. This is 
because the supply 
of computing power 
is steadily increasing, 
and it will do so until it 
becomes ubiquitous. 
Overall the price of a 
floating operation per second is dropping. All of this powers a cocktail of technologies 
that make us humans increasingly replaceable. Humans may not be so special after 
all. Computer code is replacing basic human cognitive functions across a variety of 
functions and industries.

One of the consequences of the technological progress is precisely our availability to 
replace human cognition with machine cognition. 

Automation is not a new thing
However, automation is not a new thing. In a Pew Research Center study, Jim Warren, 
the founder and chair of the First Conference on Computers, Freedom & Privacy, 
wrote that “Automation has been replacing human labor—and demolishing jobs—for 
decades, and will continue to do so. It creates far fewer jobs than it destroys, and the 
jobs it does create often—probably usually—require far more education, knowledge, 
understanding and skills than the jobs it destroys.”

Rex Troumbley, researcher at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, wrote, “We can expect 

http://emtechub.com/disruption/
http://emtechub.com/disruption/
http://emtechub.com/disruption/
https://twitter.com/vicdelr
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robots, artificial intelligences, and other artilects to increasingly displace human labor, 
especially in wealthy parts of the world. We may see the emergence of a new economy 
not based upon wage labor and could be realizing the benefits of full unemployment 
(getting rid of the need to work in order to survive)”.

The reason why this will start in wealthier parts of the world is simple: a worker in the 
developed world is more expensive than her peer in a developing country. There is 
simply more incentive for a corporation to start an automation process where wages 
are higher. In the developing world, where labor intensity is still affordable it will take 
longer, but it will also come of age.

AI and robotics will continue to displace low 
level worker skills
A top digital media strategist at a U.S. national public news organization responded, 
“Our continuing failure to re-train under-skilled workers will continue to create a glut 
of un- and underemployed as advances in AI and robotics require workers that are 
more educated than ever before. Those who attain those education levels will find new 
opportunities while under-skilled workers are left on the curb.”

Rebecca Lieb, an industry analyst for the Altimeter Group and author, responded, 
“Enterprises will require a highly educated, digital and data literate workforce, which 
does not bode well for blue-collar workers, or softer skill white-collar workers. 
Given trends in U.S. education, this could lead to high demand for engineers from 
foreign countries (as we’ve seen in the past) with advanced degrees in engineering, 
mathematics, etc., as institutions of higher learning in this country fail to produce 
enough graduates with the requisite skill sets.”

Education for the new wave of knowledge 
workers
If we accept that the new knowledge worker is an augmented human capable of 
leveraging knowledge and emerging technologies to achieve what a small army of 
non-augmented humans could do a few years ago, then we have to seriously ponder: 
how do you teach a learner like that?
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No more carbon copies
In an Industrial economy, education was designed to replicate workers, so that they 
were interchangeable pieces of well-oiled machinery. However, exact copies of worker 
are no longer as useful or relevant, because, by virtue of automation we see that 
eventually most predictable patterns will be ultimately replaced. Emerging education 
must recognize that learners in the new economy are moving towards an era of 
specialization, where workers and entrepreneurs will be highly rewarded for coming up 
with unique solutions.

Education will then move away from the mass-production of graduates towards highly 
customized educational programs. Instead of following a cookie-cutter approach 
to teaching and learning we will realize that it makes more sense to follow highly 
personalized teaching-learning methodologies which are adapted to each learner. 
While technology will serve as a key enabler of this, the biggest challenge will not be 
technological or even methodological, but cultural. We need to reconsider the role of 
education for the era we have entered.

Realization of the student-worker-preneur
One of the questionable assumptions relates to how the educational system sees the 
learner: is she an employee? Is she an entrepreneur? Is she a perennial student?

John Baker, founder of Desire2Learn, asserts that “life in the industrial economy was 
typically viewed as a series of discrete segments: school, work and retirement. But this 
thinking is no longer viable as we have entered the era of lifelong learning.”

Are we then 
teaching 
students to 
be employees 
and not 
entrepreneurs? 
While we may 
be tempted 
to answer that 
everyone must 
be trained as an 
entrepreneur, it 
does not mean 
that everyone 
wants to be 
exclusively one 
or the other. The reality might lie somewhere in between: we need for learners to 
become proactive lifelong learners, who will likely work for a company as a full-time 
employee at some stage, and will more-than-likely start their own company, or be 
a freelancer. Hence a more balanced term which reconciles reality and work trends 
might be summarized in the realization of the student-worker-preneur, a term I have 
coined to represent that each of us is a student who is a worker and an entrepreneur in 
different degrees throughout our careers.

Memory augmentation: commoditized 
knowledge
If, for all practical purposes, knowledge is a Google search away, memorizing things will 
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become irrelevant. The idea of regurgitating dates and names for the sake of it will be 
seen as a waste of time. Access to information will become increasingly commoditized 
and it will also be enhanced and sophisticated: from voice commands, to augmented 
reality displays, to automatic face recognition—the trend in memory augmentation 
is clear: we will need to memorize less and less. This implies that as educators the 
emphasis should not be placed on getting students to remember and regurgitate data. 
The case is strengthened by the increasing volume and speed at which information is 
generated; the body of knowledge in any given profession can change not in a matter 
of years but months or weeks. Hence, knowing is not enough. The actual competence, 
doing, achieving something, is the real test.

Questioning the purpose of education

How can education keep up in times of 
exponential change?
Whereas in an Industrial age the quantity of graduates was the key variable to optimize, 
in the new economy, it will be the quality of graduates. Thus, instead of graduating 
professionals with the same (commoditized) skills, the most valuable education will be 
that which is able to cultivate the uniqueness of each learner, including an optimal mix 
of hard and soft skills, that is, technical and interpersonal competencies.

Learning to learn
Decades ago it used to be enough to learn a trade in a four or five-year university 
program. However today, by some estimates, half of the technical information that you 
learn in a university program might be outdated by the time you finish.

In an era where new industries and business models are born overnight, it is clear 
that being able to learn at a record speed will not only give the learner a competitive 
advantage but it will become an essential skill for life.

However, as explored, the limitation for this is no longer access to information. 
Nowadays anyone can learn virtually any trade online, thanks to Massively Open Online 
Courses (MOOC), or through full university courses made available by Universities 
including Harvard, Stanford, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. While 
certification is still closely held by universities, the actual knowledge to be learned 
has increasingly become commoditized. As the new currency is being able to do, and 
not just knowing, the ability to proactively engage in self-taught education that helps 
develop real world competencies will become paramount.

Raison d’être: the motivation to learn
Underlying the ability to learn is the motivation to learn. In an article by the Center 
for Teaching and Learning at Stanford University, author Barbara McCombs, director 
of the Human Motivation, Learning, and Development Center at the University of 
Denver, is quoted on seven qualities of students who are optimally motivated to learn. 
McCombs points out that optimally motivated students see schooling and education 
as personally relevant to their interests and goals; they believe that they possess the 
skills and competencies to successfully accomplish these learning goals; they see 
themselves as responsible agents in the definition and accomplishment of personal 
goals; they understand the higher level thinking and self-regulation skills that lead to 
goal attainment; they call into play processes for effectively and efficiently encoding, 
processing, and recalling information; they control emotions and moods that can 
facilitate or interfere with learning and motivation, and; they produce the performance 
outcomes that signal successful goal attainment.
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From my own experience working with students and business clients over the years, 
I see a clear correlation between the motivation for learning and the ability to learn. 
I would argue that it is more important to have a reason for learning, a powerful why 
that inspires the learner to pursue education.

This can be tied back to the importance of solving problems. To paraphrase McCombs, 
learning can be enhanced when the learner sees that what they learn can serve as a 
tool to impact the world in area that is relevant to their own interests.

This is perhaps one of the greatest opportunities we have today: helping learners 
discover a reason and purpose for learning.

Passion, Curiosity, Imagination, Critical 
Thinking, and Grit
Peter Diamandis often gets asked a question about raising children in times of 
exponential change. “So, Peter, what will you teach your kids given this explosion of 
exponential technologies?”

“In the near term (this next decade) the lingua franca is coding and machine learning. 
Any kid graduating college with these skills today can get a job. But this too, will be 
disrupted in the near future by AI. Long-term, it is passion, curiosity, imagination, 
critical thinking, and grit.”

Passion
“You’d be amazed at how many people don’t have a mission in life. A calling, 
something to jolt them out of bed every morning,” writes Diamandis.

Developing a passion is a key. It can be understood as the driving force, the true 
motivation behind work or any other endeavor.

“The best moments in our lives are not the passive, receptive, relaxing times,” says 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, author of Flow, “the best moments usually occur if a person’s 
body or mind is stretched to its limits in a voluntary effort to accomplish something 
difficult and worthwhile.”

In this state of flow, a student-worker-preneur can be completely absorbed in an 
activity, especially one involving creativity. During this “optimal experience” you feel 
strong, alert, in effortless control, unselfconscious, and at the peak of your abilities, 
according to the author. The key to this is setting challenges that are neither too 
demanding nor too simple for a person’s abilities.

In a talk at Singularity University, Ray Kurzweil, Google Director of Engineering, was 
asked “When robots are everywhere, what will humans be good for?” His answer was 
that, if under the logic that automation will take away a big chunk of the drudgery, the 
work humans don’t enjoy doing, it will leave us with more time to explore what we 
want to explore. Part of his advice then was to “develop a passion.”

American astrophysicist, cosmologist, author, and science communicator Neil deGrasse 
Tyson says that “what you need, above all else, is a love for your subject, whatever it is. 
You’ve got to be so deeply in love with your subject that when curve balls are thrown, 
when hurdles are put in place, you’ve got the energy to overcome them.”
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Developing a passion is closely linked with other three ingredients: curiosity, 
imagination, and critical thinking.

Curiosity
Jeff Bezos said this about success and innovation: “If you want to invent, if you want to 
do any innovation, anything new, you’re going to have failures because you need to 
experiment. I think the amount of useful invention you do is directly proportional to 
the number of experiments you can run per week per month per year.”

At an award’s acceptance speech in London, Google co-founder Larry Page, said 
“we tried a lot of things, most of which failed.” He elaborated that when they set out 
to create the world’s biggest search engine, they were just pursuing their interests, 
hopefully arriving at something that would be useful. The key takeaway comes in the 
form of direct advice from Page: “You should pick areas that you think are interesting, 
that could be valuable, or where there’s a lot of activity. I was interested at links 
because I knew no one else was interested in them, and I figured you could probably 
do something with them.” We can infer from this that curiosity is key to arriving at what 
actually interests you.

The author of Silicon Guild, Peter Sims, points out the work of INSEAD business school 
professors who surveyed over 3,000 executives and interviewed 500 people who had 
either started innovative companies or invented new products. They concluded that 
a number of the innovative entrepreneurs learned to follow their curiosity. Without 
curiosity it would be impossible to expand the frontiers of what is possible.

Videogame inventor Will Wright, co-founder of Maxis (which became part of Electronic 
Arts) points out the importance of the joy of discovery: “It’s all about learning on your 
terms, rather than a teacher explaining stuff to you.” SimCity, one of Wright’s creations, 
is an example of this.

Curiosity and the joy of discovery are closely linked to imagination, another quality 
identified by Diamandis.

Imagination
“Entrepreneurs and visionaries imagine the world (and the future) they want to live 
in, and then they create it. Kids happen to be some of the most imaginative humans 
around… it is critical that they know how important and liberating imagination can 
be,” says Diamandis.

“Imagination is one of humanity’s greatest qualities,” says Richard Branson, founder of 
Virgin, “without it, there would be no innovation, advancement or technology, and the 
world would be a very dull place.”

Critical thinking
“Critical thinking is probably the hardest lesson to teach kids. It takes time and 
experience, and you have to reinforce habits like investigation, curiosity, skepticism, 
and so on”, says Diamandis.

A movement called Philosophy for Children, also known as P4C and under the auspices 
of Stanford University, began with the late philosopher Matthew Lipman’s 1969 novel 
Harry Stottlemeier’s Discovery. The novel and accompanying teacher manual were 
designed to help children in K-12 learn how to think for themselves.

Dr. Peter Facione, who spearheaded the American Philosophical Association’s 
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international study to define critical thinking elaborates on the meaning and 
importance of critical thinking: “We understand critical thinking to be purposeful, 
self-regulatory judgment which results in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and 
inference, as well as explanation of the evidential, conceptual, methodological, 
criteriological, or contextual considerations upon which that judgment is based…. The 
ideal critical thinking is habitually inquisitive, well-informed, trustful of reason, open-
minded, flexible, fair-minded in evaluation, honest in facing personal biases, prudent 
in making judgments, willing to reconsider, clear about issues, orderly in complex 
matters, diligent in seeking relevant information, reasonable in the selection of criteria, 
focused in inquiry, and persistent in seeking results which are the subject and the 
circumstances of inquiry”.

Ad Astra school: “to the stars”
Speaking of education for disruptors, it makes sense to examine how disruptors are 
teaching their own kids. Elon Musk’s disruptive endeavors span finance (PayPal), solar 
energy (Solar City), cars (Tesla), space exploration (SpaceX) and now, education. He 
didn’t like his kids’ school, so he started his own. It is called Ad Astra which means 
“to the stars”. For now the school is also serving kids of SpaceX employees. One of its 
features is a focus on problem solving. “Let’s say you’re trying to teach people about 
how engines work,” said Musk to a media outlet. “A more traditional approach would 
be saying ‘We’re going to teach all about screwdrivers and wrenches’. This is a very 
difficult way to do it. A much better way would be, like, ‘Here’s the engine. Now let’s 
take it apart. How are we going to take it apart? Oh, you need a screwdriver’.” This is 
clear approach to ignite motivation and critical thinking. “It makes more sense to cater 
the education to match their aptitude and abilities,” also remarked Musk. Interestingly, 
Musk reports that his kids “really love going to school” so much that “they actually 
think vacations are too long; they want to go back to school.”

The Montessori approach
In a Wall Street Journal article, Peter Sims points out that “the Montessori educational 
approach might be the surest route to joining the creative elite.” He cites that it is so 
overrepresented by the school’s alumni that one might suspect a Montessori Mafia. 
Graduates include Google’s founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos, 
and Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales.

In an interview with Barbara Walters, Larry Page said: “we both went to Montessori 
school, and I think it was part of that training, of not following rules and orders and 
being self-motivated, questioning what’s going on in the world, doing things a little bit 
differently.”

The Montessori learning method was founded by Maria Montessori and it features 
a collaborative environment without grades or tests, multi-aged classrooms, as well 
as self-directed learning and discovery for long blocks of time, primarily for young 
children between the ages of two and a half and seven.

The approach nurtures creativity, taking after the work of inventors who typically 
improvise, experiment, fail, and retest. Sims points out that inventors such as Henry 
Ford and Thomas Edison were voracious inquisitive learners.

In a world flooded with often-conflicting ideas, baseless claims, misleading headlines, 
negative news and misinformation, you have to think critically to find the signal in the 
noise, explains Diamandis.
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Grit
Finally, grit is seen as “passion and perseverance in pursuit of long-term goals,” and it 
has recently been widely acknowledged as one of the most important predictors of 
and contributors to success.

Pinterest was launched in 2010. The story of co-founder Ben Silbermann is a great 
testament of perseverance. In 2008, Silbermann decided to quit a job he hated. 
However, he didn’t know what he wanted to build, so built an app called Tote… and 
it flopped. He then decided to try a new idea, a site for collecting things, and it was 
rejected by many investors. He made fifty different versions of the site, launched it 
and got 200 initial users. Silbermann personally wrote welcome emails to his first 7,000 
users, and in this process he discovered that his early adopters were “moms”. The rest, 
as they say, is history. Today Pinterest is home to over 500 employees. The company 
recently doubled its valuation to over $11 billion.

Education and life as process of self-directed 
learning
Sergey Brin said “there are many important things to life aside from financial or career 
success, and in fact, it’s not necessarily the ultimate success that motivates you, it’s 
the process of getting there; the technology, the products that you build. I am not too 
concerned about finding something to do, though I do think it will be based on doing 
things that I really enjoy, and not have some end goal in mind.”

Being exposed to new people and ideas
Speaking of predictors of career success, according to Ron Burt, one of the world’s 
top network scientists, being in an open network instead of a closed one is the best 
predictor of career success, a discovery based on multiple, peer-reviewed studies.

Burt explained that if you are a member of a “large, open network where you are the 
link between people from different clusters”, as opposed to being a member of a 
“small, closed network where you are connected to people who already know each 
other” you have a much higher chance of overall career success

“The more you repeatedly hear the same ideas, which reaffirm what you already 
believe. The further you go toward an open network, the more you’re exposed to new 
ideas.” Simmons concludes, based on network science, that people who are members 
of open networks, and hence open to all sorts of new information, are significantly 
more successful than members of small, closed networks.

The relevance of Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Math (STEM) education
The other key distinction in terms of education directly correlates with the first part of 
the book: emerging technologies.

The fact that a number of highly disruptive technologies are coming of age in a 
relatively short time frame presents an opportunity for student-worker-preneurs 
focused on Science, Technology, Engineering, Math (STEM). This is due to the 
competitive advantage that comes from being the first movers in those particular 
technologies.

Software guru, Jesse Stay, comments that, “there will be a much stronger, and greater 
need for engineering, and STEM-related jobs.”  
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Overall employment trends by the US Labor Market Statistics, point out that graduates 
of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) majors are and will be 
the most demanded areas. In the United States, STEM employment grew three times 
more than non-STEM employment over the last twelve years, and is expected to grow 
twice as fast by 2018.

Emerging technology companies will demand specialists in the areas we have 
reviewed, including 3D printing, advanced robotics, big data, biotech, nanotech, etc. 
presenting an economic opportunity of close to $20 trillion in the next 10 years. This 
will require specialized graduates in a wide array of industries, according to McKinsey 
& Co. However, as reported by Manpower and various studies, even at present, tech 
companies are struggling to find qualified candidates, resulting in unfilled positions 
and reduced growth.

Importance of the Soft skills: the 4 C’s
Perhaps some of the hardest skills to teach, the so called soft skills, may be the most 
important ones in a new economy. While we have already referenced creativity and 
critical thinking, communication and collaboration will also be essential enablers for 
the modern student-worker-preneur. Referred to by some educators as the 4 C’s, these 
soft skills are already instrumental in the workplace.

Leaders and Entrepreneurs
At the intersection of the technical and interpersonal competencies we can appreciate 
that two traits emerge: leadership and entrepreneurship. Arguably this is the intended 
result of the educational system. Moreover, I conclude that a focus on developing 
leaders and entrepreneurs might be the right educational aim, as this in consonance 
with the workplace shifts occurring over the next two decades, where less repetitive 
and predictable tasks are performed and where higher order tasks, in terms of 
cognitive complexity, will be the norm.

One of the projects we have started at Emtechub is precisely to identify young talented 
individuals from around the world who are doing impressive work with emerging 
technologies. They are emerging as leaders in their fields, addressing real world 
problems. We call it the Emerging Technology Leaders Global Initiative. Emtechleaders 
(for short) is a non-profit initiative that will help inspire young students around the 
world to pursue STEM careers, with a focus on emerging technologies.

Inspiring the young and young at heart
Neil deGrasse Tyson affirms that “Once you have an innovation culture, even those who 
are not scientists or engineers, poets, actors, journalists, they, as communities, embrace 
the meaning of what it is to be scientifically literate. They embrace the concept of an 
innovation culture. They vote in ways that promote it. They don’t fight science and they 
don’t fight technology.”
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Putting it all together
The Berkeley Alumni magazine points out that the inventor of the CRISP-cas9 DNA 
editing method, Jennifer Doudna “came to UC Berkeley from Yale in 2002 with a 
reputation for working side-by-side with Nobel laureates and having a knack for 
building alliances with other creative thinkers. She was also known for her brilliance at 
teasing out the purpose of biomolecules and for an uncanny ability to glean the shapes 
of the virtually invisible: the remarkable molecular machinery that spins within living 
cells”.

This is a very telling statement. It not only reveals the importance of the hard technical 
skills, but how important it is to be able to collaborate, and to think creatively.

It strengthens the idea that the way forward in education has to do with a mix of hard 
and soft skills.

High tech companies are not only looking for proficiency in the hard, technical side 
of technology, but on the soft skills. In a Forbes article, Rich Milgram, CEO of career 
network Beyond, is quoted saying, “And more about how you think systems through 
and work within the context of the team. Learning a technology is the easy part. 
Having the mindset to apply it, having the mindset and logic to process it, being 
thorough and detail-oriented while doing so, these are the critical skills.”

Teaching with automation in mind
If we accept that machines will progressively take over predictable and repetitive labor, 
it makes more sense to teach with a focus on the tasks that cannot be performed by 
AI systems. This will become more evident as automation advances in the coming 
years. Hence, it makes more sense to focus on nurturing a skillset of both hard and soft 
abilities aimed at solving complex problems, out of the reach of automated systems, at 
least for now.
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Dept of Near Future. #3
By Tom Murphy

Synopsis:                                                                 

In dealing with the unknowables 
of the future we need to pay 
attention.

4 Takeaways:                                                     

1. The future is unknowable but 
we have the tools to mange it.
2. It is relatively easy to manage 
the knowable but it is the 
unknowable that poses the 
greatest risk (and opportunity.)
3. We can cope with chaos if we 
keep taking immediate action to 
deal with it.
4. We do this my paying special 
attention to anomalous events or 
ideas. We use our awareness to 
determine if there are important 
meanings to be derived from 
these occurrences and to 
search for vital clues to how we 
can adjust our behaviours to 
accommodate new information as 
it arises.

About Tom Murphy:                                    

Ex-Journalist and occasional 
writer.

There are so many possible levers to effect change; finance, education, communication, 
technical innovation and so on, that planning for the future is now a major challenge. It 
is not always obvious what the next step is. However, we can narrow the field of options 
by eliminating the avoidable threats to our welfare.

Not doing stupid things is a strategy that can work surprisingly well for an individual 
on a day to day basis. On a collective level, climate change is beyond the point of being 
reversed or even slowed down. So it would not make any sense to make medium to 
long term plans without taking the possible environmental effects into account.

The consequences of increasing worldwide access to the internet are still ramifying. 
Although, it may now be more of a utility than a novelty, it would be foolish to think 
that how things are now on the web will be how things will be later on. By later on, I 
mean a year or two from now.

Millions of clever people are making smart adjustments and incremental improvements 
to what the web can do and how it can be made to work better. Goodness knows what 
they will come up with. But it will be different. And that means change. Change is good 
- it has to be since it is inevitable. By the same token it has to be acknowledged and 
managed.

Stability is vital for a business to operate and grow. However, to entrench oneself in one 
platform or one service delivery method would be tantamount to commercial suicide.

I could go on listing the big events that we all face but it is clear that even with 
avoiding the obviously stupid stuff there still exists a vast field of possible events with 
indeterminable outcomes.

This unpredictable future we face can be characterized as chaos. The way we handle 
chaos is by maintaining balance.

We do that by being sure of who we are and what we are about. Then we can push 
gently into the chaos. With the capacity provided by our strengths and energy we can 
assimilate new information and incorporate new knowledge and data into ourselves or 
our enterprises.
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Contacting Tom Murphy:                                                                                                            

You can contact Tom by email.

As we keep pushing out (if we don’t have some fear and trepidation we are not dealing 
with chaos) our increased ability and knowledge builds a stronger base to operate 
from. And so on, until we start pushing up the daisies.

Balance is essential. Too much stability and we risk being overwhelmed by all the 
challenges we face. Too much chaos and we use up our resources too quickly in an 
unprofitable manner. All that is required is just enough apprehension to keep you alert 
- no more.

I don’t know what the future will hold but being sensible and brave is probably a good 
start.

On a personal note: I think the most useful survival tool (we have to survive before we 
can thrive) is the ability to pay attention. More specifically we have to be more aware 
of what is effective and what isn’t. This is not synonym for efficiency, organisation, or 
managing deliverables. It means being aware of what works.

The first thing that has to be established is what is it that has to be done. Then we can 
be as efficient and organised as we like about it. Pay attention, have some courage, and 
do not do dumb things, (use your cop on, as they say around here.)

Paying attention may or not save us but it will make the ride interesting while it lasts.

mailto:tomsarea%40gmail.com?subject=
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The emergence of the online female entrepreneur. #4
By Chris Collins

Synopsis:                                                                          

The rise of the online female entrepre-
neur shouldn’t be that surprising in an 
age of more laws supporting gender 
equality and equal opportunities to 
education. Could the way that women 
engage differently to men with social 
media (the fastest growing phenom-
ena of the internet), actually redefine 
the gender imbalance and the status 
quo of the world’s richest tech owners.

4 Takeaways:                                                   

1. The top 20 most visited websites in 
the world today were all founded by 
guys. Is this going to change? If guys 
are going to continue the status quo 
of owning the top sites they are going 
to have to design more for females.
2. There is an ever increasing list of 
websites founded by online success-
ful female entrepreneurs, will female 
entrepreneurship and the way women 
share on social media change the way 
the internet develops?
3. Successful online female entrepre-
neurs have been known to start as 
young as ten years of age.
4. Women are defecting from tradi-
tional online sales platforms such as 
eBay to online sales platforms that 
have been designed with the woman 
seller and spender in mind.

About Chris Collins:                           

Chris is Founding Geek of Tweet 
Eye Limited

The emergence of the online female entrepreneur

In the year 2016 the world has a female German Prime minister, a female British Prime 
minster and potentially for the first time a female American President, unfortunately 
you would not be able to name a single female founder in the world’s top ten most 
visited websites, or even in the world’s top twenty most visited websites which include 
the likes of Google, Youtube, Facebook, Baidu, Yahoo, Wikipedia, Amazon, QQ, Twitter, 
etc.,  However there are some very fascinating facts about the contributions of women 
to the internet not to be ignored.

The future of 2017, 2018 could be very different, with more female entrepreneurs 
dominating and owning the most visited websites.

Women drive the trend towards visually oriented social sites such as Instagram, Tumblr, 
and Pinterest, which are the three fastest growing social media networks today.

Women on eBay on average earn less than men, and there has been a shift recently 
by women towards joining other online selling platforms such as Etsy and founding 
their own, which perhaps convey an ‘Elegance’ that women love that isn’t present on 
established selling platforms such as Amazon and eBay.

Etsy an online selling platform, a serious contender to eBay, where, Etsy is dominated 
by 86% women, with annual gross sales of over 2.39 billion. Etsy also happens to be 
founded by four guys! However the influence of the female touch could arguably 
contribute to their success, the Chairman of the board of Etsy is Caterina Fake founder 
of Findary, previously co founder of Flickr. Flickr co founded by Caterina Fake was 
purchased by Yahoo for a staggering  25 million dollars.

There are many inspiring stories of female entrepreneurs who have founded well 
known websites such as Slideshare.net, Huffington Post, Flickr, Blurb, Lifehacker, Meebo 
and Ning, to name but a few. Even Cisco was founded by a woman!

Fascinating stories of driven female entrepreneurship include Birchbox.com which was 
co-founded Hayley Barna and Katia Beauchamp who met at Harvard Business School. 
Birchbox.com is one of the top monthly box-subscription services created for women 
looking for new beauty product samples to try. Birchbox has more than 800,000 
subscribers and brings in over $96 million a year in sales.

Some of the most interesting online female entrepreneurship stories prove you don’t 
need to have a Harvard or MIT degree to succeed in online business, they  include those 
of Catherine Cook who founded MyYearBook.com  when she was just 15, MyYearBook 
has grown to 3 over million members worldwide and rakes in annual sales in the seven 
figures! You are never too young to start. Juliette Brindak came up with the idea for 
missoandfriends.com at just 10 years old, nine years on her business is worth over $15 
Million and is visited by millions of girls every month.

Numerous successful lifestyle websites have sprung up to cater for women’s interests, 
which is a ripe area for female entrepreneurs to contribute and become successful.

www.tweet-eye.com
www.tweet-eye.com
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Jezebel.com, Cosmopolitan.com, Realsimple.com, Sheknows.com, Glamour.
com, Shape.com, Allwomenstalk.com, Womansday.com, Yourtango.com, Allure.
com, Womensforum.com, Redbookmag.com, Cosmopolitan.co.uk, More.
com, Shoppinglifestyle.com, Sofeminine.co.uk, Chatelaine.com, Bust.com, 
Indusladies.com, Unwomen.org, bitchmedia.org,Vixendaily.com,Feministing.
com, Aauw.org, Identity-mag.com

Facebook and game designers take the woman factor very seriously, some online 
gaming communities have women of the age of 55+ accounting for as much as 17% 
of unique players. Some games are designed with more gender neutral appeal while 
others ‘Pink games’ are designed around types of things that girls should like, e.g. 
fashion, design, cooking, garden, horses.

In the future we can expect more content and brands leaning towards women’s 
interests. Marketers should seriously take note. If you’re a woman, you should be really 
inspired by the real girl power behind the growth of the internet and social media.

Behind every successful business and 
colourful website is the ‘techi’ who 
does the ‘geeky’ stuff by analysing all 
that boring grey data that unlocks the 
mysteries of a business. Chris is that 
individual. More comfortable with a 
computer and spreadsheet, he is a 
self-professed geek who does not like 
to miss a trick on where there is mon-
etization potential and opportunities 
to reduce expenditure. He will analyse 
the data of the business to the finest 
degree to make better profits for users 
and investors! He has extensive expe-
rience analyzing commission data in 
the telecoms industry and has studied 
affiliate marketing over many years. 
He understands the link between data 
analysis and monetizing the opportu-
nities across large networks of users.
 

Contacting Chris Collins:                           

You can contact Chris by email or 
connect via Facebook
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Big Data is not the answer. #5
By Syed Ghazi

Synopsis:                                                                

The movement of science and tech-
nology is (and perhaps always has 
been) towards the shores of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). This idea that we will 
demystify the inner workings of the 
human brain, then codify it and finally 
replicate it in to an intelligence that is 
not limited by the human condition 
is an ancient idea – in some manner 
theology professed faith in AI before 
science even acknowledged the 
hypothesis. However, this aspiration 
comes coupled with the hope that AI 
might hold the key to unlocking the 
biggest mysteries of our world.

Data shows that Big Data is not the 
answer...

4 Takeaways:                                                      

1. Do not believe regurgitated hype 
from the so called “influencers”
2. Listen to the actual experts
3. Breakthrough science is hard
4. Consumer expectations far exceed 
actual technological possibilities

About Syed Ghazi:                                             

Syed started early and had broken 
two world records by the time he was 
14. He was the youngest Microsoft 
System Engineer ever and the only 
person in the world to be certified by 
Cisco as a Network Professional before 
he had even graduated high school.

He studied Cognitive Science at 
University of Toronto and soon went 
on to start his first business. He has 
had many ideas and some translated 
into actual businesses; whereas only 
two were successful in the commercial 

The movement of science and technology is (and perhaps always has been in some 
sense) towards the shores of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The idea that we will demystify 
the inner workings of the human brain, then codify it and finally replicate it into 
an intelligence that is not limited by the human condition is an ancient idea which 
continues to fascinate our collection imagination. 

There is the controversial argument that theology professed faith in AI before science 
even acknowledged the hypothesis, but that is for another time. The AI aspiration 
comes coupled with the hope that it might hold the key to unlocking the biggest 
mysteries of our world. 

The underlying assumption of course is that the main objective of science and 
technology is to help solve the biggest challenges faced by humans, to name a few; 
climate change, cancer, incompetent rulers, etc. The objective is not necessarily the 
creation of maximum economic value; however in theory the two are not mutually 
exclusive. 

We all agree that there is a lot of hype about AI, but that is what it is – hype! The general 
consensus in ‘The Community’ – AI experts and researchers – is that not only are we 
quite far from general AI, but that we are headed in the wrong direction. Andrew Ng 
thinks we might reach Alpha Centauri before we get AI. Yes, one would assume he 
knows that it takes more than 4 years at the speed of light. 

To some extent the excitement stems from big data and machine learning. Big data’s 
popularity is owed to the idea of commoditisation of data at a previously unimaginable 
scale. Yet, Gary Marcus for one is convinced that big data does not help us answer 
any of the critical questions in artificial intelligence. He argues that the important 
questions have more to do with the human ability to comprehend language. As such, 
the important questions are not about making perfect recommendation engines or 
building machines that are very good at chess. 

A lot of people mistake a Siri update for progress in AI (I hope not). To be fair to Siri, 
speech recognition has made remarkable progress and it gets majority of what we 
say right in majority of the cases. However, it does not understand what we say and 
without meaningful comprehension there is no AI. To reiterate: speech recognition 
does not equal language comprehension. 
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Although, it is true that getting the words right even if it is just speech recognition is 
hard and the progress is impressive nonetheless. This brings about the question – how 
come speech recognition is improving at such a fast pace? The short answer is that it 
has definitely improved but not quite the way it is generally perceived. 

For example, it works best for Caucasian males (native speakers) in quiet surroundings. 
If there is noise in the background and/or a non-native speaker it does not work so 
well. There is a very good reason for it and that is the methodology behind speech 
recognition: brute force. The power and fundamental limitation of brute force is that 
it requires copious amounts of data to work; ideally all possible permutations and 
combinations. Where there is not much data, brute force fails. 

Children on the other hand, do not use a fraction of that amount of data to reach 
logical conclusions about the world around them. Let us take the example of human 
language. Professor Chomsky talks about ‘poverty of stimuli’ – the idea that we as 
human beings are capable of making infinite sentences with a finite number of words. 
Machines cannot do this – not yet and not anytime soon by the looks of it. This is a big 
problem and big data is clearly not the answer. 

If you’re thinking: let us have more data and we can solve the problem. Take a moment 
to think that all data is not cheap. But for the sake of argument, let us suppose that cost 
is not a factor. It still won’t work. 

One simple problem is that it is impossible to create a database of all the sentences 
that could exist (which is infinite) and what they mean in a particular context so that 
we could use deep learning to give the machine the ability to comprehend language. It 
cannot be done. 

The idea that a machine can listen to cricket commentary and understand what is 
going on, is pure fantasy right now. Similarly, if we take the example of medical science; 
we have more than 10,000 papers a month coming out of cancer research and it is 
impossible for individuals to read and understand all of it to connect the dots. Now 
imagine that machines had the ability to read, synthesize that information and draw 
logical conclusions. That would be a game changer. This is one of the reasons why 
the obsession with data has to go because the stakes are too high. We need to move 
beyond data. It is obvious that brute force data processing cannot lead to scientific 
understanding. 

That is also why driverless cars are not going to take over your streets anytime soon. 
They might work fine in San Francisco on a sunny day but if the weather is not clear or 
you put a car that learnt to drive on the streets of San Francisco, on the streets of India, 
it won’t work the way you expect it to. 

This is because it does not have enough data and the data that it does have, is for a 
completely different style of driving. You cannot compute an algorithm for road rage 
and then do multiple test repetitions so that the car can learn. This is a major drawback 
of learning by memorisation – there is no ability to reason independently in a new 
situation. 

Think about it, all driverless cars obey all traffic laws at all times and all humans don’t 
obey all traffic laws at all times. This very idea that ‘abiding strictly with all rules and 
regulations without any independent thinking is not safe’, is impossible for a machine 
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to comprehend because even if you do somehow compute an inherent contradiction 
in a logical function, you will still need to train and test the machine. This points to a 
structural flaw within machine learning as a whole. There is a dependence on a training 
set and a test set, where the test set is designed to test the training set, thus both are 
more or less similar. Training is obviously controlled and the objective is memorisation 
of data. Testing is the real world scenario. 

However, you cannot guarantee that even if it does work well in the training and test 
sets; it will continue to work well in the real world because the variables are infinite. 
Google celebrated when its driverless cars learnt to recognise ‘leaves’. Think about this 
‘achievement’ and think about all the other things like ‘leaves’ that a car would need to 
learn. 

Another misconception is that we have new algorithms because of big data and surely 
that makes things so much better. The truth is that we don’t really have new algorithms. 
They are for the most part the same ones that we have been using since the 80s and 
the harsher truth is that those algorithms are also just variations of the ones from six 
decades ago. 

As mentioned earlier, the real difference is the commoditisation of data at a large scale 
now; hence, the obsession with big data and bigger machines. It is now profitable to 
use brute force data processing to churn algorithms but they are not even close to 
being comparable to human intelligence. 

Yes, Deep Blue can beat Kasparov and DeepMind can beat Lee Sedol because they can 
train with themselves millions of times within a strictly defined set of parameters, but 
that is meaningless to real world applications. 

Anyone who has worked on recommendation engines will tell you that they are also 
right most of the time for most people and no one is bothered if they do make a 
mistake every now and then. Who cares if Amazon suggests a venison cookbook to a 
vegetarian? Probably no one. However, a driverless Uber on the roads of Mogadishu or 
Dublin does not afford us the luxury of being wrong even once. Tesla realised this much 
earlier than the recent crash. They scaled back their ambitions and put restrictions 
which did not allow the cars to be used on particular kinds of residential streets. 
These are all problems that will be solved at some point but that will take a decade 
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or two or even three to solve. Some believe it might take half a century, which is still 
ambitious given the complexity and the scale of the problem. There is an inverse 
correlation between enthusiasm to solve a problem and the estimated time required 
to solve that problem. Yann LeCun fears that this optimism about AI might turn into 
disappointment - another AI winter. This hype has come and gone before and people 
might lose interest again because it is too hard. 

So the next time you come across something that promises driverless cars or robots in 
your house – think about Alpha Centauri. 

 Syed Ghazi 
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The Human Experience of the Internet. #6

By Leon Tunney-Ware

Synopsis:                                                                  

The psychological effects of the digital 
age on the human consciousness. As a 
society we are responsible for the real-
ity we create. The future of the digital 
age will itself create what we humans 
will perceive, believe and accept as a 
social reality, that could be classed as 
anti-social! 

With demographics and psychograph-
ics of everything we do intertwined in 
an algorithm to manifest a perception 
of social engagement, whereby we 
engage, thus creating a psychological 
compliance to all that follows. Without 
a human conscious realisation of 
where the digital age will psychologi-
cally take us we are placing ourselves 
psychologically into a virtual con-
sciousness, whereby we will become 
the artificial intelligence! We could put 
ourselves in a position where society 
unconsciously allows themselves to 
transcend from a tangible reality to 
a virtual reality where we become a 
biological cyborg.

4 Takeaways:                                                    

1. The digital age could take us away 
from what it is to be truly human.
2. The digital age will solve problems 
and also create consequences on 
society. 
3. Forethought and Foresight are nec-
cessary for our digital future.
4. A social digital consciousness is 
required for us to maintain human 
empathy.

The human experience of the internet…..

Modern day technology has moved us intellectually into an intangible, virtual world, 
without engaging the true essence of what it is to be human. In the blink of an eye it 
seems we have taken a quantum leap from the industrial age to the digital age. We are 
only at the conception of what I believe the digital age will bring. Our modern lives as 
we know them will shape shift into a part sensory lifestyle, whereby we engage without 
engagement....without the shake of a hand, the syntax of language, creating a possible 
devolution of the human consciousness. 

Take the human element of true, tangible social connection into a reality of 
interpersonal relationships. Many of the things we take for granted in todaysí timeline; 
shops, cinema, bowling, libraries will become a thing of the past. If you look back in 
recent times at how music has evolved, through this evolution you see a devolution of 
the high street music store, from what it was to what it is now.... I think we can all see 
the future of the high street music store or lack thereof. 

Taking the music store as an example I’m 
sure with foresight you can see how our 
tangible world will change. I am conscious 
as I write this that it may be perceived 
that I am against the digital age or that I 
have an undertone of negativity towards 
technology...It could not be further from 
the truth! With this digital transformation I 
do believe that we have to be responsibly 
conscious of the impact on the youth of 
today and not allow the digital rollercoaster 
to consume them and detach them from 
many of the everyday life experiences they 
will need to create social interactions.
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Without a digital social conscience the future of the digital age could bring the past 
of the human age....What I mean by this is the human being is a social animal...we 
have come from a grunt to a sophisticated language and with that transformation 
manifested a social society made up of everyday, tangible interactions, a consequence 
of those interactions is a by-product of empathy. Empathy is an accumulation of full 
sensory input and as we move into the future of the birth of the digital age, a social 
responsibility is knocking at the door of society to create a realisation that a social 
engagement is in fact a “social” engagement. 

Whichever direction the digital age travels, it will solve many of societyís problems for 
example, traffic jams will more than likely become a thing of the past as many people 
will work from home as virtual employees. As the population grows we will have virtual 
classrooms, colleges and even virtual health clinics, whereby you will have an app that 
will take your heart rate, blood pressure, specimen of breath etc.  It will probably be 
connected to a database and with perhaps a wristband that will connect you to a cyber 
health clinic that will send out a text to make you aware of predicted future health 
problems!

Speed cameras will become a thing of the past, GPS governance on your vehicle to 
ensure you do not speed!

 An immobiliser fitted to your vehicle that you will blow into to ensure that your blood 
alcohol is below the legal limit!

A chip will be implanted into people on probation to monitor their whereabouts at all 
times!

These are obviously all possibilities, but I am sure you can see they are congruent with 
the algorhythm that is the digital age. 

In many ways our world as we know it will change, in good ways and bad. For us to 
remain truly human we need to protect from isolation of individuals creating hermit 
like families where they possibly mightn’t even know their next door neighbour unless 
they are a friend on Facebook or the like, that in itself is not the problem.

The problems that society will have to address will possibly be an increase in 
depression, obesity and probably the worst of all a breakdown of tangible society. 

Without true social empathy and everyday sensory interactions on the level we 
experience in this modern age, logically society itself will not exist the way we know it. 
Without everyday sensory input we cannot engage with each other in the manner of a 
true human being. 

I’m sure that there will be many virtual products in our future that will look to resolve 
some of the effects in our digital future history, whereby artificial intelligence will be 
more human than the human itself.
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The Future Needs Visionaries. #7
By Theresa Rock

Synopsis:                                                                       

The visionaries of our time are creat-
ing a future of hope and joy. They 
picture a future of possibilities and 
they are not afraid to break through 
the rules and red tape to make it pos-
sible for the masses.

This gift comes with challenges – 
questioning and criticising form 
people who simply can’t see their 
vision.

Sharing your message takes courage. 
Having the right skills behind you 
makes it a whole lot easier. 

In this discussion, Theresa shines light 
on the 3 key strengths needed to 
share your message, so that people 
connect with what you have to say.

4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. The old world is dying. And it’s a 
beautiful thing.
2. We are planting the seeds of change 
for our future.
3. We’re not here to make up the num-
bers. There’s more to us than that.
4. The visionaries are creating our new 
world.

About Theresa Rock:                                 

Theresa is a writer, blogger and 
creator of the online program, Big 
Hearted Writing.

She helps entrepreneurs and visionar-
ies to create a big impact by writing 
from the heart. This involves teaching 
them to break free from the rules and 

3 steps to sharing your visionary message.

The world needs more visionaries who are willing to share their message with the 
world. The visionaries of our time are the ones who are willing to put themselves on the 
line by publicly questioning and challenging the status quo. 

So many people have a powerful message to share – people that are standing up for 
the truth and sharing it.

These courageous individuals are planting the seeds of change for our future. They are 
determined to play their vital part in bringing about world change. Yet with so many 
great ideas that can bring around real change, they are often overwhelmed. They have 
all those ideas in their heart and head but they’ve no idea how to put it all into words. 

“Where do I start? What do I say? How do I get people to listen, to ‘get’ me?”

With nobody to guide them, 
they often fall short of sharing 
their message, as they simply 
don’t know how to deliver 
it with impact, so they give 
up. They blame themselves 
and assume they’ve gotten it 
wrong, when very often it was 
simply a case of poor delivery 
of a powerful message.

We all know that having a 
message isn’t much good if we 
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simply keep it to ourselves. Our message only becomes powerful when we chose to 
share it with the world.

Visionaries are helping people to see the world in a new light, to wake up to their truth 
and to break free from the rules we have become so accustomed to. They recognise 
that the old world is dying and it’s a beautiful thing. They are doing this by writing and 
speaking from the heart. They are being honest, open and vulnerable. And that’s what 
people are drawn to. Because when you share your message from the heart, people 
connect.

Here are the 3 main strengths needed to share your message, so that people sit up and 
listen.

Clarity
Gain clarity on what your message is and the impact you want to have. By getting 
specific with what you want to say and who you want to reach, you will reach the right 
people and get a powerful response. This in turn will keep you sharing your message as 
you build confidence, momentum and a lasting relationship with your followers.

Confidence
This is about seeing past the fears and doubts that come with stepping up to share 
your message. It’s about choosing to share, even when you feel anxious, even when 
you get criticised; because your message matters more than those feelings. Your 
message is greater than you and it’s needed to help others.

Connection
More than ever, people crave connection. When you share your message with honesty 
and openness, people are drawn in to what you have to say.

Most of us have been taught old school techniques to communicate our message and 
it’s simply turning people off. Instead when we communicate our message using our 
own individual style (which everyone has), our audience becomes aligned to our truth. 
This is about communicating from the heart in a conversational way that people can 
relate to.

Simplicity is powerful.
When we share our message with simplicity and honesty, we open hearts. We change 
people’s perceptions of what really matters in life. We break down walls and barriers. 

We wake up to why we are really here – to share our message with love and conviction 
and to take responsibility for the skills and gifts we have by using them to bring about 
the joy and growth we dream of creating in this world. Because we’re not here to make 
up the numbers – there’s more to us than that.

old school techniques that have held 
them back and instead write with clar-
ity and confidence.
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Is the future what we make it? #8
By Andrew Lovatt

Synopsis:                                                            

The internet is not what you think it is. 
Do you feel empowered? You should. 
Being able to send email is empower-
ing. But that is only the face of it. Be-
hind the scenes it is a different story. 
Who is controlling the flow? What is all 
this data gathering about? How much 
control do you really have? How much 
opportunity really exists for individu-
als? Can you really create your own 
future on the network today?

4 Takeaways:                                                               

1. To paraphrase the 1960’s media 
guru Marshall McLuhan: the network 
IS the message.
2. Idealism is always crippled by 
profiteering.
3. Who is really paying for all this 
network activity? Do you consider the 
network an even playing field?
4. Adjust your aims to suit the reality 
of the network today.
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founded Red Moon Media in 1995 
after returning from the USA and 
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In the mid-90s I published an e-zine, remember those? It was called Ireland’s Internet 
Future. It was very popular. Then well-known players in the emerging Irish internet 
gave their views on our future. Then that future caught up with us and swept us along 
to where we are today. And here we are again, with Cong16 putting on the binoculars 
to look and see, what’s going on.

In the past 20 years there’s been a complete take-over of what was the free world wide 
web. There’s nothing much free today. All channels have been “monetized”. Nothing of 
scale happens on the net today without massive financial backing and an integrated 
social media marketing plan. Today, it is no longer the “web”, it is the “network”. And it 
comes to you through any device, like the handy smartphone in our pockets.

I first met the inter-net in the early 1980s, when a friend Eric Raymond (who later 
became a leading guru of Perl) showed it to me in his apartment, on a 300baud dial-up. 
It was all text. He scooted from the Univ of Penn to Munich and Singapore, showing 
me how it was world wide. I was gobsmacked. Eric was a mad futurist and he had 
shown me how the future might look. Sometime later I got my first internet account 
and went online to discover Newsgroups that circled the globe and returned answers 
within a day, sometimes within hours. And then there was email! The potential for this 
technology to fundamentally change how people communicate was devastating.

In the late 1980s corporates and government had no interest. For them the internet 
was too unregulated and de-centralised to be of value. They couldn’t control the flow. 
That was what was unique about the original internet. It ran peer-to-peer through 
hubs, often free university servers, so there was no centre to it. All of that changed 
coming into the 1990s when MCI, Sprint and other telcos purchased the lease lines 
running to the universities and took over admin of the hubs. Of course the universities 
couldn’t continue funding a free internet. So the very structure of the internet became 
privately owned, and that fundamentally changed everything. The whole network, at 
least in EU and USA, was now owned by telcos. This gave government and corporates 
the control they needed.

Today the internet is regulated in the US and around the globe. Governments have 
censored the global traffic to suit their local cultures. Before you think I mean that in 
a positive way, I actually mean censorship. Try browsing the global web from Saudi 
Arabia or China, you won’t find it. On the other hand you have Google, at least we do in 
the West. Try using it to find something, and you’ll be given what Google “thinks” is best 
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to give you. Certainly not the whole global network. That would be too wide, too much 
information. So you get a pre-filtered result. Of course Google argues this selection is 
based on metrics and customer desires, but really it is based on monetising the search 
traffic. Google makes millions every day from what we search, and how that value is 
translated for corporates.

The days of an even playing field, an idea which came with the birth of the internet 
and more pointedly with the world wide web, were gone the moment corporates and 
governments took over. The whole network became a battlefield for a new global 
battle - who controls the storyline? While we have rare examples of Twitter being 
used during the Arab Spring, the battle to control the story has been won by heavily 
financed corporate “publishers”, and to a large extent by corporate advertisers. Twitter is 
more commonly used to promote corporate sales and marketing.

By the way it presents itself, you would have thought Facebook was user-centric, 
that all the power of over a billion people would be the sway. But as we now know, 
Facebook have algorithms that can seriously effect the user experience. Within the past 
year Facebook has become the largest news channel on the planet. More news passes 
through Facebook and more users get their news through it than any other channel. 
That gives Facebook an incredible global power. So much so that editors of print 
media are now questioning how Facebook handles and prioritises the news, in effect 
cancelling any editorial decisions made by print media or other news channels. What 
Facebook says is the news is the news.

The reality of the network has gone beyond the web. We’re now at the any device 
stage. There are more mobile phones than PCs and more people connect via mobile 
than any other device. iPads and tablets come second. This has driven the publishers 
to develop new ways to engage users. The arrival of apps has driven dozens of new 
channels, like SnapChat and WhatsApp, that offer users some facility or function in 
exchange for their details.

The devil is in the details, the saying goes. And so it is with the 21st Century network. 
It’s all about the data. We’re at the stage where AI (artificial intelligence) is gaining 
ground and it needs more and more data to work. As it is, data is king. It tells the 
publishers who reacted to what and what that is worth to them. That is their major 
concern, making profit. It is getting harder to see non-monetised channels at all. That 
amateur part of the web is now wrongly called the Dark Web. That’s a rubbish name 
that seeks to prejudice “good citizens” against roaming the network outside of official 
channels. It is all part of controlling the story - there are dangerous things out there on 
the Dark Web, so stick to your trusted channels.

It’s not hard to see the rationale behind China’s need to control the story. There’s no 
way China would allow a complete and uncensored global network to operate in 
its borders. Given the fact that this technology was born in the USA, there are many 
countries that don’t want “American propaganda” channelled into their countries 
uncensored or unfiltered. That brings governments into position to “customise” the 
network feed to suit their political and cultural aims.

The early days of the internet introduced the world to a very particular worldview - 
liberal, American and open. These forces are still around to some extent, for example 
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, founded twenty years ago to do battle for citizen 
rights on the network. It still battles today. But the majority of the network is solidly 
owned and controlled by various corporates and countries. In fact, we are in the stage 
of cyber warfare, where all competing powers are vying to control the message.
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How does all this contrast with the early, heady, idealistic days of the internet? That 
idealism is still around. When it isn’t co-opted by corporates, the double-speak of 
Google, Facebook et al, it exists as a protest against the mainstream. In the early 90s 
we recognised there was a battle to keep the internet un-controlled and free, a battle 
between individual rights and the corporate and government need to hold power. 
Individual rights lost that battle. Welcome to the safe, sanctioned network.

Do we make our own futures on the internet? Only in the smallest of ways. The big 
players have all the power now and what they want from it, from us, is a growing 
shopping list of more data and more control.

Back when I was editing Ireland’s Internet Future I predicted that the world wide web 
as we knew it was going to pass, that there would be a new web that was sanctioned 
and sanitised and that the original web would become known as something wild and 
dangerous. What I didn’t foresee was the breakdown of the web into a much larger 
and comprehensive “network”, available on any device. As you sit reading this, the 
smartphone in your pocket is broadcasting your location and activity, “all the better 
to serve you” so it is said. The network is already being used to track “subversives” and 
terrorists. It’s also being used to track anyone and anything. To what end? Control of 
course. 

Edward Snowden’s revelations on the invasion of privacy have alerted the world to 
the nature of the network. What citizen engagement could possibly have a say about 
such powerful global forces? Back in the late 80s there was a lot of idealism about the 
internet; how it could span the world and help bring democracy into fruition. That 
was naive of course. Wherever there is value, control will follow. Personally, I don’t see 
how individuals can ever have equal power to the “owners” of the network. Why was I 
shocked that the powerful political and economic forces took control? I should have 
seen it coming.

Where to next? Body chips, “to better serve you”. It will seem like “common sense” when 
it is offered. Certainly we are seeing the refinement of data and what is has to offer 
corporates and governments, and the looming and quite threatening arrival of AI. It 
has already become so complex a network that the average citizen cannot know how 
all of it works. The internet was once a level playing field and an open source, offering 
transparency and equality to all. We’re a long way from that today. We’re not in Kansas 
anymore.

The connected world has changed its meaning. First used as a positive, where everyone 
has equal access and opportunity, it is now shorthand for surveillance and monitoring 
of everyone’s movements and all network activities, city by city and globally. What 
if you don’t want to be part of this? It is becoming increasingly difficult to avoid. 
Everything we do is connected to the network. You would have to go to extra-ordinary 
efforts to “get off the grid”. The fact is, very few people are willing to make the effort. 
Our only opportunity is to pay attention to the politics of the network and begin 
to fight back and demand individual privacy and individual rights. Isn’t this what 
democracy is supposed to be about?
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“Tomorrow belongs to those that hear it coming” #9

Synopsis:                                                                     

Anything that can be digitized and 
automated will be.  Anything that can-
not be digitized and automated will 
be very valuable, i.e., creativity, feel-
ings, emotions, empathy, compassion, 
negotiation, understanding, design 
– these are the things that make us 
human beings.

4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. Anything that can be digitized and 
automated will be.
2. Dead end jobs are below the API.
3. Embrace technology, do not be-
come it.
4. Technology is morally neutral until 
we apply it. 

About Noreen Henry:                         

Noreen Henry is a lecturer in IT at the 
Mayo campus of GMIT.  She lectures in 
IT support, training, project manage-
ment & service management on the IT 
Support and Computer Services Man-
agement degree.  She also lectures in 
Social Web Strategy and chair the B. 
Sc. (Hons.) in Digital Media & Society.  
She has a particular interest in devel-
opments in IT and education.

Contacting Noreen Henry:                         

You can email Noreen or follow her 

on twitter.

“Tomorrow belongs to those that hear it coming” – Bowie

Futurist Gerd Leonhard predicts that humanity will change more in the next 20 years 
than in the previous 300 years.  In his talk titled “The future of content, technology 
and society” Leonhard identifies the following technologies available today that will 
shape our future:

1.  Human Longevity Inc. has a goal to extend and enhance the healthy, high-
performance lifespan and change the face of aging.

They are reported to be 15 years away from an anti-aging solution!

2.  The D Wave is a quantum computing company. It is 1 million times the power of the 
fastest commercially available computer today

Now owned by google!

3.  Microsoft HaloLens - is the first fully self-contained, holographic computer, 
enabling you to interact with high definition holograms in your world.

Bringing holograms into everyday life. 

4.  Viv is an artificial intelligence platform that enables developers to distribute their 
products through an intelligent, conversational interface. It’s the simplest way for the 
world to interact with devices, services and things everywhere. Viv is taught by the 
world, knows more than it is taught, and learns every day.

Viv breaths live into inanimate objects and devices through conversation!

5.  The Grid – Artificial Intelligence websites that designs themselves.

Yellow Conference is a website created by The Grid.
6.  IBM Watson is a technology that understands all forms of data and reasons and 
learns at scale.  It uses natural language processing and machine learning to reveal 
insights from large amounts of unstructured data.

Allows you to find answers and insights locked away in large volumes of data in order 
to derive value form the data.  It reasons similarly to a human.

Connectidy – the dating app for evolved people. Connectidy’s advanced technology, 
powered by IBM Watson and fueled by the Prescripto Engine, uses cognitive computing 
to deliver objective personality insights and cultivate emotional intelligence. By 
helping people achieve a deeper understanding of themselves, Connectidy empowers 
them to make smarter choices and, ultimately, improves their chances of meeting that 
special someone.

Try it out, visualise your personality data!

By Noreen Henry

mailto:noreen.henry%40gmit.ie?subject=
https://twitter.com/noreenhenry
http://www.futuristgerd.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Euca8PZU0es
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Euca8PZU0es
http://www.humanlongevity.com/
http://www.dwavesys.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us
http://Viv
https://thegrid.io/
http://www.ibm.com/watson/index.html
http://connect.connectidy.com/
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In the 2015 article titled “Replacing Middle Management with APIs”, the author 
Peter Reinhardt identified a trend to create a software layer in industries that were 
traditionally human services for example Uber is a software layer in the taxi industry.  
It is expected that the software layer will thicken, automating routine jobs and making 
people obsolete for certain roles.

Forbes - Google Cabs And Uber Bots Will Challenge Jobs ‘Below The API’

Similarly, Gerd Leonhard identifies 9 “ations” that will transform our societies and 
enterprises

1.  Digitization
2.  Mobilisation

http://rein.pk/replacing-middle-management-with-apis
http://rein.pk/replacing-middle-management-with-apis
https://www.uber.com/en-PK/
http://www.futuristgerd.com/
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3.  Screenification
4.  Automation
5.  Intelligization
6.  Virtualization
7.  Anticipation
8.  Augmentation
9.  Robotisation

Both Reinhardt & Leonhard agree that routine, repetitive task oriented jobs of today 
will be digitized and automated therefore eliminating many existing jobs.  Anything 
that can be digitized and automated will be.  Anything that cannot be digitized 
and automated will be very valuable, i.e., creativity, feelings, emotions, empathy, 
compassion, negotiation, understanding, design – these are the things that make us 
human beings.

The Human Imperative

http://www.futuristgerd.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/technology-and-humanity-the-future-gerd-leonhard-futurist-london-public-web.pdf
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Trust is the Future of Marketing #10

Synopsis:                                                                                             

Today, marketers have lost touch with 
people. They focus on making money 
rather than making people happy. 
They interrupt people with aggressive 
popups and annoying ads.   Tomor-
row, companies with kind of behav-
iours won’t survive. The ones that will 
strive will focus on one thing: trust.
 
4 Takeaways:                                                      

1. Focus on trust, not money.
2. Care about people.
3. Build great products.
4. Be yourself.

About Louis Grenier:                                       

I’m a no-BS marketer, founder of Slices 
Consulting. We help businesses to get 
more conversions online with a no-BS 
approach to marketing.  

Contacting Louis Grenier:                            

You can contact Louis by email, 
follow him on Twitter or connect on 

LinkedIn.

Imagine this.

Its 9pm. You’re watching TV on your sofa. You hear a knock on the door. You aren’t 
expecting anybody. You open the door: it’s a man with a raincoat and a weird hat. He’s 
scary looking.

He’s holding a box. Inside the box there’s a big red button. He tells you: “I’ll give you 
€1,000 right now if you press this button.”

He then continues: “If you press this button, somewhere far away, someone you don’t 
know, will die.”

He then gives you the box and leaves.

You’re thinking about this all night. You need the €1,000 but you don’t want to kill 
someone. On the other hand, it’s someone you don’t know who lives on the other side 
of the World so it doesn’t affect you at all.

It’s 7am in the morning and you can’t sleep. You decide to press the button. And then 
nothing.

Until you hear a knock on the door. It’s the man with the raincoat and the weird hat. He 
tells you: “Here’s your €1,000 as promised, please give me the box back.”.

You do as he says and he promptly leaves. You decide to stop him and ask: “Hold on a 
second. What now? What happens now?”.

“Well, he says, I’m going to give the box to someone far away, someone you don’t 
know.”

And then it hits you. You could die next!

By Louis Grenier

mailto:louis%40slicesconsulting.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/louisslices
https://www.linkedin.com/in/louisgrenier
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# Allegory
This story is an allegory for today’s marketing.

Would you have taken the €1,000 if the man had asked you to kill someone with your 
bare hands?

It’s unlikely (unless you’re a psychopath).

The lack of emotional connection between you and this person you don’t know who 
lives far away makes you do something you never thought you would do: kill someone.

# Today’s marketing
This story is an allegory for today’s marketing.

We, marketers, interrupt people with aggressive online popups, spammy emails, or 
annoying ads.

We pollute the Internet with blend content or bad stock photos.

We trick or lie to people with confusing wording, clickbait articles and dark patterns.

We do this because we tend to forget that there are people behind every screen. That 
the traffic coming to our website is in fact made of people just like you and me.

We wouldn’t interrupt people on the street to sell our stuff. Yet, we do it online 
everyday.

## Trust is the future of marketing
Instead of chasing short-
term gains like reaching 
our next quarter targets or 
making even more money, 
I believe that the future of 
marketing lies in one word: 
trust.

According to the 2016 
Edelman Trust Barometer 
(http://www.edelman.com/

insights/intellectual-property/2016-edelman-trust-barometer/global-results/):

- 48% of people who distrust a company refused to buy their products/services,

- and 42% of people who distrust a company openly critized it.

However:

- 68% of people who trust a company chose to buy their products/services,

- 59% recommended it to a friend or a family member,

- and 41% shared positive opinions online.

Money isn’t the currency, trust is.
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# Focusing on trust
There a few ways to build trust.

- Caring for people and understanding them: We need to spend the time to understand 
people (customers and employees alike) so we can provide them with what they need.

- Fighting the good fight and standing up for something: Yes, focusing on generating 
money is important, but contributing to the greater good is also something worth 
considering.

- Being authentic: Avoid bad stock photos or jargon and focus on being yourself.

- And, the most obvious, selling great products/services: In the future, people will 
choose which companies to listen to and to buy from. Marketers won’t have much to 
say in the matter. If the products you sell are not good enough, people will never buy 
from you again. It will be even more difficult to survive.

So, what will you choose: money or trust?
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Towards a more Sympathetic Future - Thoughts on the Humanisation of 
Society through Digital Technology #11

Synopsis:                                                                                              

The next social challenge is to human-
ise digital technology and by exten-
sion, society itself. 

We have raised Generation Y to 
believe everyone is special and for the 
first time in history technology has the 
granularity to treat each of them as 
such. Digital technology will adapt to 
fit people’s lives rather than the other 
way around. 

New ‘Social Occupation Platforms’ will 
match people’s interests to satisfying 
tasks by building on the capabilities 
and scalability of today’s social media 
platforms.

If such a future is built by ordinary 
people, more of the population will 
enjoy greater justice, prosperity and 
self-fulfilment than ever before.
 
4 Takeaways:                                                    

1. The digital challenge is to humanise 
society itself.
2. Digital technology will adapt to fit 
people not the other way around.
3. Work will match people’s tasks to 
their interests and mood
4. A future built by ordinary people, 
will be better for ordinary people.

About Damian Costello:                                      

Damian Costello is a Digital Technol-
ogy futurist and Lifescience Innova-
tion expert. 

As a futurist in such industries as 
Lifesciences, Consumer Electronics, 
Telecoms, Financial Services, and 
Energy. Damian uses deep expertise 

As a society our next big challenge is to humanise the next wave of technology, the 
digitisation of everything. As the next wave of technology will impact every facet of life, 
what we are actually challenged with is the humanisation of society itself.

Technology is like most things on this planet amoral, it does not decide if it’s used for 
good or evil. Technology in the past has been used to protect and enrich the elite. In 
society today technology does a lot of evil, hides a lot of evil and rewards a lot of evil. 
But something very fundamental is happening in the world. We are about to enter a 
post-technological age and for me the prospects are brighter now than during any 
technological transformation in the past.

When I first read James Surowiecki’s book “The Wisdom of Crowds” more than ten 
years ago I didn’t get it. I was in a transition at that time from industrial designer 
to innovation professional. I believed in a more ‘intelligent designer’ theory of 
technological evolution than I do now. Filled with a sense of my own and my 
profession’s invincibility, I thought crowd sourcing was what companies did when they 
didn’t understand innovation and couldn’t generate their own ideas. 

But now I think I get it a bit more. I am currently transfixed by the American 
Presidential Race 2016 and in particular with Donald Trump. As with Brexit and the 
election of a minority government in Ireland, people have a visceral, if not intellectual 
understanding that the system by which society organises itself is out of date. In the 
absence of a credible ‘good’ alternative, more and more are voting against the ‘bad’. 

This is the understandable dynamic that emerges at the start of any transformation. 

We have raised this infamous Generation Y to live in a new, fairer, more collaborative 
reality that does not yet exist - we need them to help us build it. We taught them to 
be cynical, vigilant, trusting, moralistic, collaborative, perfectionist, and demanding 
of instant results. We taught them that they were all special (everyone got a medal) 
and while some of us see this as a weakness, the very fact that we had the foresight 
as a society to allow the concept of winners to be undermined, in turn devalues the 
concept of losers and its related stigma. Released from the tyranny of ‘them and us’ 
thinking, subsequent generations are free to treat every opportunity on its own merits 
and volunteer the energy needed to make it work in a way we do not.

By Damian Costello
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In the face of a generation built for a more egalitarian existence and a generation fed 
up of an authoritarian past, the seismic disruption caused by digital technology creates 
a unique opportunity to make society better. For the first time in history technology 
has the power and granularity to morph and self-organise to fit people’s lives rather 
than have people forced into boxes defined by the limitations of previous forms of 
technology. 

Agriculture made people slaves to the seasons. The industrial revolution made 
people slaves to the clock. Globalisation (and smartphones) made people slaves to 
a 24/7 virtual world. Digital technology as evidenced by social media, big data and 
the internet of things will be capable of treating every individual as an individual. It 
will create work opportunities that match people’s attitudes, moods and interests to 
satisfying tasks that get the very best out of them. The capabilities and scalability of 
today’s social media platforms will soon grow up into ‘Social Occupation Platforms’ to 
coin a phrase. 

This potential for the humanisation of works is not yet a given, but if society moves 
from being organised as a command and control pyramid structure to a more self-
organised, network model, more and more ordinary people will be empowered 
to define their own reality. Society will then have an opportunity to carve out a 
new narrative, one where a greater proportion of the population will enjoy justice, 
prosperity and self-fulfilment.

How it will all work and when it will happen is up to the wisdom of the crowds. My 
expectation is that the energy behind today’s protest votes will turn into a movement 
for the betterment of humanity. 

It has to work out that way doesn’t it, because the Zombie Apocalypse alternative 
doesn’t suit me at all.

in disruption dynamics to create far 
reaching scenarios that inform and 
future-proof the strategy of business-
es large and small.

As an innovation expert, Damian 
works with Medical Device and 
Pharmaceutical companies to identify 
opportunities, develop new products, 
services and collaborations, and to 
find innovative solutions to the tech-
nology and organisational problems 
impeding success.

A natural storyteller and generous 
teacher, Damian inspires innovators 
and entrepreneurs to, first believe in, 
and then to achieve the previously 
impossible. 

Contacting Damian:                                                              

You can see Damians work on 

Decode Innovation’s website or 

via email.

http://www.decodeinnovation.com/
mailto:damian%40decodeinnovation.com?subject=
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Your Overnight Success will be 10 Years in the Making + 10 Innovation 
Tips for the Long Term #12

Synopsis:                                                                                              

Innovation comes in many forms 
and with a 10 year horizon, incred-
ible progress can be achieved which 
could not have been imagined at the 
start. Bill Gates has said “Most people 
overestimate what they can do in one 
year and underestimate what they can 
do in ten years”.

The company I founded, Creme 
Global, is in its 11th year. In this article, 
I explore what the above means for 
company founders in the technology 
space and give my top 10 tips for long 
term innovation.
 
4 Takeaways:                                                     

1. Most people overestimate what 
they can do in one year and underesti-
mate what they can do in ten years.
2. Invent on behalf of your consumers 
and think about the things that won’t 
change over the next 10+ years.
3. The best way to predict the future 
is to invent it - so in these uncertain 
times, your best opportunity for stabil-
ity is to be disruptive.
4. Invest heavily in R&D and build a 
platform technology which can be 
applied to a range of future opportu-
nities.

About Cronan McNamara:                                     

Cronan is CEO and Founder 
of Creme Global, chair of the 
Irish Software Association 
and organiser of the Predict 
Conference. Previously he worked 
in financial derivative option 
price modelling and financial risk 

We were promised flying cars and instead all we got was the entire planet 
communicating instantly via pocket sized supercomputers! 

This is paraphrasing from Chris Dixon of Andreessen Horowitz’s blog post and which 
is response to Peter Theil’s of Founder Fund’s complaint that “We wanted flying cars, 
instead we got 140 characters”.

Some commentators have decried the lack of real innovation taking place in Silicon 
Valley in recent times, complaining that companies are focused on trivial products such 
as instant messaging and social networking apps.

Under the veneer of the “trivial” high-profile web and mobile app companies, incredible 
and relentless increases in computing hardware performance (processing power, 
storage, battery life, screen resolution, networking) are continuing. 

When you compound the technology advances based on Moore’s law over a 10 year 
horizon, applications, and products become possible that would have been simply 
unimaginable a mere decade ago. We are not used to this pace of progress in more 
traditional industries. 

Bill Gates famously joked that if “If GM had kept up with the technology like the 
computer industry has, we would all be driving $25.00 cars that got 1,000 miles to the 
gallon”. (GM’s response to that was equally amusing, cars shutting down and needing 
to be rebooted on the highway, etc…)

Despite the heavy lifting being done by hardware innovation, it is actually software 
companies (like Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, Oracle, et al.) that tend exploit 
the new capabilities to extract the majority of the value from the market, while at the 
same time hardware becomes more and more commoditized. Tom Foremski goes as far 
as saying that “Hardware Is King, Software Is A Spoilt Brat Grown Fat Suckling On 
The Teats Of Chip Industry Innovation” (Apple is one company to buck this trend, so 
far).

I would argue therefore that we should not get too distracted by the short term. Bill 
Gates also said that “Most people overestimate what they can do in one year and 
underestimate what they can do in ten years”. 

By Cronan McNamara

http://www.predictconference.cm/
http://www.predictconference.cm/
http://cdixon.org/2014/10/28/we-asked-for-flying-cars-and-all-we-got-was-the-entire-planet-communicating-instantly-via-pocket-supercomputers/
http://www.businessinsider.com/founders-fund-the-future-2011-7?IR=T
http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/pnw/microsoftjoke.htm
http://www.siliconvalleywatcher.com/mt/archives/2013/07/hardware_is_king_soft.php
http://www.siliconvalleywatcher.com/mt/archives/2013/07/hardware_is_king_soft.php
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This is why, I believe, scale up companies who can survive the 10 year horizon can 
start to achieve something really special. Gradual progress that doesn’t seem to be too 
explosive on a day-to-day basis, when compounded over 10 years, can be extremely 
impressive.

Founders and management teams take time to mature - developing the leadership and 
management skills. The very skills needed to create a team that is capable of not only 
surviving but thriving in the global marketplace.

As a company grows, resources increase and new and even more exciting R&D and 
innovation projects become possible. 

The company I founded, Creme Global, is eleven years in business this year and I 
see this as phase two of the company. I have followed the philosophy (tips) below, 
investing heavily in R&D (67% of turnover invested in R&D in 2015) over the years 
resulting in the development of a modular and extensible data science platform called 
Expert Models. 

Expert Models is now a truly world-class technology platform which will deliver value 
to the company and our clients for many years to come. 

Here my top 10 tips for founders of technology companies on disruptive innovation for 
the medium term:

1. Avoid investors if at all possible, or at least those who are in it for the short term.
2. Jeff Bezos has said: invent on behalf of your consumers and think about the things 
that are not going to change in the next 10 years (e.g. customers will always want low 
price, fast delivery and a vast selection to chose from). Focus on the things that won’t 
change over a 10+ year time horizon. 
3. Develop a vision for your company that you truly believe in and that inspires you. 
Evaluate every opportunity, tactic and strategy for your organisation against that 
vision. Is this vision something your organisation can be truly world class at? Explain 
that vision to your team and to anyone who will listen. Constantly seek feedback that 
supports or challenges that vision and evaluate it honestly. 
4. Stay open to inspiration - follow people, technologies, products and companies 
that inspire you, use lessons from these to identify and seek out opportunities and 
strategies for your organisation. 
5. Build a strong team around you so that you can free up some of your time for 
exploratory work, vision and strategy development and blue sky thinking. Free up time 
to work on the the organisation rather than in it. 
6. Invest in R&D, engage with R&D funding opportunities such as Enterprise Ireland and 
H2020 research grants. The core goal of the funds being generated by the company 
during scale-up should be to reinvest in R&D until the company finds strong product-
market fit with a truly scalable and global opportunity.
7. Try to be modular in your R&D so that the fundamental building blocks you develop 
can be applied to various opportunities that you may have not foreseen yet - i.e. build a 
platform technology.
8. Focus your technology on one or two key niches where you can compete 
immediately (e.g. you have the network, track record, less competitive landscape, 
etc…) and use that to win business that can fund the future development of your 
technology and product(s).
9. Build your commercial network and sales resources - so that when you develop the 
right product or service, you are in a strong position to ramp up business development 

analysis with Merrill Lynch Capital 
Markets Bank. 

Cronan holds a BSc in Physics from 
University College Dublin, an MSc 
in High Performance Computing 
from Trinity College Dublin, a post 
graduate diploma in International 
Sales from the Dublin Institute 
of Technology and a certificate 
of completion from the CEO 
Accelerated Growth Programme in 
Cambridge University.

In his spare time Cronan enjoys 
playing tennis and spending time 
with his family.

Contacting Cronan McNamara:                                      

You can follow Cronan on 
Twitter, LinkedIn or check out 
Creme Global and the Predict 
Conference.   

http://www.cremeglobal.com/
https://www.expertmodels.com/
https://twitter.com/cronanmcnamara
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cronanmcnamara
http://www.cremeglobal.com/
http://www.predictconference.com/
http://www.predictconference.com/
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and exploit it. Try to build network effects into your product or service to make 
competition meaningless. 
10. After that a reproducible, scalable sales process needs to be created and once in 
place - major funds should be directed your sales effort and building out your sales 
team.

So that’s it, simple as that!

To summarise, the main lessons for me is are stay in business, keep abreast of 
technology development and seek new opportunities that align with your vision and 
continuously build them into your strategy. This can lead to significant success over 10 
years that you could hardly have imagined at the beginning.

Sometimes art imitates life and other times life imitates art - so always use your 
imagination to see a better future and work hard to invent on behalf of your customers 
to build it. And with the Human-carrying drone debuting at CES (Jan, 2016), we 
actually have flying cars now!

It is hard to predict the future, but as Alan Kay and others have stated: “the best way 
to predict the future is to invent it” - so in these disruptive times, your best opportunity 
for stability is to be disruptive.

http://money.cnn.com/2016/01/06/technology/ces-2016-ehang-drone/
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Alan_Kay
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In about 1979 I sat in a rural national school in Co-Mayo and read a piece about the 
future of education. The article promised a kind of utopia by the year 2000.  It said in 
the future children would be at home learning on a computer and a teacher would 
randomly check in with them to see how they were doing.   I looked at my fairisle 
jumper and my wallpaper covered books and thought, “Yeah right, like that’s going to 
happen”

In 2002 I remember the day I first heard the term’ The Internet and The World Wide Web.’ 
‘Can’t see the point of it really,’ I thought. “That internet thing will never catch on.”

The truth is the Internet has opened up a world of opportunities to us, irrespective of 
our location, economic status,  educational background or age. We went from a system 
that taught us compliance and how to follow orders that didn’t ever adapt at the 
same pace as emerging technologies or societal changes. A system that assumes that 
because we are a particular age, our ability should be exactly the same as everyone else 
our age.  If we are a certain gender, then we should have certain interests and career 
paths that are suited to that.

So with the emergence of online learning platforms like Alison.com, Khan academy, 
Lynda.com and MOOC’s  anyone can get access to knowledge, a currency that hasn’t 
quite floated on a stock exchange. Anyone with access to a computer can teach 
themselves anything. Some schools in the US have recognised this by teaching the 
flipped classroom model. Do the learning at home and the practise in school.

Traditionally our  education systems taught us compliance. We were taught to respect 
our learned elders and we were also taught to look for solutions in certain places.

The harsh realities that I have learned in life are. Things fall apart. People need to 
pick themselves up and keep moving. They need to stay ahead of the game and try 
and anticipate the way that they can remain most competitive. They need to remain 
relevant. They need to know that there is no such thing anymore as a job for life. They 
need to know that a machine may replace them someday.

We need to facilitate people to deal with change and to be great leaders, we need to 
give people the freedom to come up with solutions and the permission to be great 
(and the permission to fail). We need to teach the child who won’t stop talking in class 
(because they are bored) that the ability to talk to people later in life will be a worthy 

By Ailish Irvine

Synopsis:                                                                                              

The school curriculum hasn’t changed 
drastically since I was a child. Despite 
technology enabling most people to 
upskill at a speed faster than life, the 
school curricula hasn’t evolved at the 
same pace. We are charged with the 
task of educating our children for jobs 
that don’t really exist yet. So where 
do we put our focus?. Can we teach 
people to be original thinkers? Can we 
teach creativity and innovation? Can 
we teach adaptability and resilience? 
What can technology not teach us 
that we can only learn in schools?
 
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. We can teach ourselves anything 
from our couch.
2. The challenge is to overcome self 
doubt.
3. We can crowdsource help online 
when we don’t have answers
4. Embrace the flaws you had in 
school.

About Ailish Irvine:                                                          

Ailish Irvine is a workshop facilitator 
based in Mayo. She blogs about tech-
nology in Education and developed 
a new course called Virtually Living, 
which shows people how to find 
remote working opportunities. She 
also develops educational resources 
for online language learning. She is a 
mammy of 3, an ever hopeful Mayo 
GAA fan and she’s quite fond of social 
media.

That Internet thing will never catch on. #13

https://alison.com/
https://www.lynda.com/
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and useful skill.
We need to focus on our strengths and not our weaknesses. School teaches you to try 
and focus on what you are not good at and keep banging your head off a brick wall 
until you master it. I believe our focus should be more on studying what we are good at 
and what we love doing.

We need to celebrate diversity and difference and accept that we don’t have all the 
answers. We should learn to collaborate and try not to be an expert and realise that 
combined we can come up with solutions.

So  What are the jobs of the future? We hear about augmented reality, virtual 
reality,mlearning, genetic modification,  growing body parts, printing body parts, and 
artificial intelligence,  Robots may clean our houses (please hurry and make that a 
reality).  There are terms like #edtech ,#medtech  #fintech and many more that haven’t 
been invented yet. So how do we educate our children for jobs that don’t exist?

So if people can basically teach themselves anything online, what cannot be taught 
by a piece of technology?  Well it can’t teach manners, kindness, decency, respect or 
empathy. (I think)

The best lessons that I learned in life were from teachers who supported, encouraged, 
cajoled and praised me. The ones who told me I could stand up in front of a crowd if I 
was brave. The ones who told me that my essay was funny and my view of the world 
was different. Some told me I had good ideas and some told me that I was good 
enough. Others told me that I had a voice and that I should use it. They are the things 
that I try to pass onto others when I teach.

I don’t know if we can teach resilience yet or coping with failure or bounce backabiity.

We need to teach people that it’s their own responsibility to solve social issues and to 
look for solutions. We also need to know that we are capable of greatness. We are all 
original and we should embrace that and embrace our original thought.

In a thoroughly enjoyable TED talk Adam Grant discusses the delightful sweet 
spot where original thought happens. The good news folks is that original thinkers 
live somewhere in the middle , they are not highly organised , nor are they dreadful 
procrastinators, they are however procrastinators.  He also discusses the process of 
developing a good idea and makes the distinction between self doubt and idea doubt. 
The former not being useful and the later being essential to innovation.

• We can learn therefore that key skills for the future are to know that we can exist 
  outside of a traditional school curriculum.
• We can come up with good ideas and crap ones.
• We don’t need money to get a good education.
• We don’t have all the answers.
• We can have an idea and find help online to develop it without leaving the couch.
• We can return to learning at any stage.
• If there is no one else solving our problems, then perhaps we should solve them 
  ourselves.
• Now that’s a message that we need to teach for the future.

So if you are a procrastinator, get in touch , you could be the next best original thinker. 
If you are a chatterbox, you will have a wonderful network when you are older.  The 
future is bright.

Contacting Ailish Irvine:                                                          

You can follow Ailish’s updates on 
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn 
or via email.

https://www.ted.com/talks/adam_grant_the_surprising_habits_of_original_thinkers?language=en
https://www.facebook.com/virtuallyliving
https://twitter.com/ailieirv
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/ailish-irvine/10/823/2a6
mailto:ailieirvine%40gmail.com?subject=
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The Future of Technology Helps us to Better Understand our Planet #14

By Barbara Heneghan

Synopsis:                                                                                              

Technology promises to deliver much. 
Does the rapid advancement of tech-
nology threaten our very basic needs 
that nature provides us with such as 
clean air and water? Have we become 
so entrenched in the use of technol-
ogy that we are now absolutely de-
pendent on scientists and technology 
finding the key to understanding our 
past and making a plan for the future 
survival of humanity?
  
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. Technology provides us a way to 
understand our past and predict our 
future in new ways. 
2. Technology has the power to 
destroy us, and also the power to miti-
gate from its own effects and save us.
3. Technology at least for the time 
being is no substitute for our core 
basic needs which can only be met by 
nature.
4. We have become so dependent on 
the use of our technology that our 
survival to undo its bad effects now 
depends on it.

About Barbara Heneghan:                                                          

Barbara is based in Belmullet, Co. 
Mayo and her  business is  Gaol Siar is 
owned and Managed by me Barbara 
Heneghan.  She was reared in the 
lighthouse dwellings in Blacksod, Co. 
Mayo. She spent her childhood forag-
ing and fishing in Erris. Childhood 
holidays were spent picking strawber-
ries in her mother’s native Wexford. 
She is a trained chef, historian, ac-
complished artist and forager. For the 
past 200 years her family have lived 
in Blacksod, they have tended the 

Technology is constantly evolving and opening up new worlds of possibility. We can 
explore the world in many ways that it hasn’t been possible to explore the world before. 
We can now explore and experience the world through an array of virtual worlds which 
enable us to travel in cyberspace and see the greatest depths of the ocean, the outer 
most regions of space, molecular structures within plant, animal and human bodies.

Despite all the continuing advances in technology it is amazing that our survival as 
a race in ‘The Real World’ still depends on such basic needs as water, nature and wild 
plants.

Each evolution of technology also gives us the keys to understand our past and our 
future evolution.

While technology becomes more sophisticated and robust, our planet and its history is 
becoming more fragile. The development of aerial drones and GPS technology allows 
archaeologists to survey sites leaving them intact and gathering vast amounts of data.

It was famously written by George Santayana ‘Those who cannot remember the 
past are condemned to repeat it.’ Although it seems to be a sad condition of human 
affairs that wars will still rage and famines will result, technology at least gives us the 
opportunity to learn from our past and to prepare for our future.

The use of technology in epigenetic studies has helped us to understand that the 
effects of famine can last in the genes for up to nine generations giving us greater 
understanding of our inherited conditioning.

As we accept that we cannot prevent war, we can mitigate the effects of it with forward 
planning.  On the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen the Norwegian government have 
entirely funded a seed bank known as a “Doomsday Vault” . The vault is located about 
800 miles from the north pole.  The purpose of this seed bank is to act as a back up to 
the approximated 1700 seed banks around the world. These seed banks try to protect 
the natural seeds of countries from natural disasters and war ensuring that no plants 
become extinct. Worldwide many of these seed banks have been destroyed by flooding 
and fires. The Norwegian seed bank has been able to ensure no country loses its native 
plants. Each country in the world owns a vault in which they submit their seeds, for 
80 years these seeds have remained secure. In 2015 scientists had been working on 
developing wheat, bean and pulse plants that were resistant to high heat. This project 
had been running for 10 years in Aleppo in Syria, unfortunately due to war their seed 
bank had been destroyed, scientists had no choice but to remove some of their seeds 
from the doomsday vault and continue their research in nearby Morocco.

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/George_Santayana
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/George_Santayana
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Svalbard_Global_Seed_Vault
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lighthouses, fished the waters, farmed 
the lands, foraged and traded in Erris. 
Most of the businesses run by her 
family involved working with nature 
from exporting lobster, crabs, winkles, 
seaweeds, processing and exporting 
fish oils for the international market, 
as well as quarrying she have a wealth 
of knowledge, archives and experi-
ence passed to her from generations 
of my family.

Contacting Barbara Heneghan:                                                          

You can see Barbara’s work on 
GaolSiar , phone 0872169625 or 
connect on Facebook

Without technology projects like the Norwegian seed bank would not exist, without 
technology we would not have this increased need to connect to nature to balance us. 

As a forager living in north Mayo I hope the future of technology allows us to find new 
ways to work, live and play that protect this delicate planet rather than destroy its 
natural resources.

http://www.gaolsiar.com/
https://www.facebook.com/gaolsiarpage
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Airbags for the Algorithmic Age. #15

By Dermot Casey

Synopsis:                                                                                              

The future is here, just not evenly 
distributed. That future is algorithmic, 
driven by improvements in technol-
ogy and large amounts of data. It has 
very profound implications for people 
and some of the errors made by algo-
rithmic systems underline this point. 
We have a choice about how we guide 
and manage that future and the im-
plications are social and cultural and 
we have a choice as to whether we let 
technology control or argument us.  
  
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. Algorithms are everywhere. And 
mostly they are blackboxes we don’t 
see into and often no one under-
stands
2. They’re are biased and incomplete 
because they’re build by people and 
people are biased and incomplete
3. Dealing with the problem is too 
important to be left to the technology 
companies.
4. We need a charter of algorithmic 
rights to ensure everyones place in 
our algorithmic future.

About Dermot Casey:                                                               

Dermot is a husband of one and father 
of three, three who bring the future 
into his life. When not staying up late 
writing blogposts for Congregation he 
gets paid to peer into the future with 
Startups at NDRC.  His bio is short to 
make up for his long post.

Contacting Dermot Casey:                                                               

You can find Dermot on Twitter, 
LinkedIn and via email 

Science Fiction writer William Gibson said “The future is already here, it’s just not widely 
distributed.” When you look around you can see the truth of that statement. Most of the 
technologies that will influence us over the next few decades already exists. In many 
ways it feels like we’re living in parts of that future. We can 3-D print replacement jaws 
for people. And 3D printing was invented over 30 years ago. In NDRC, where I work, we 
have companies working on embedded sensors for post operative bleed detection, and 
working on helping kids with focusing and ADHD problems through neuro-feedback 
game play. [1]  In many ways technology is enriching our lives. In reality the title of this 
piece is less ‘Our Algorithmic Future’ than ‘Our Algorithmic Present’.

As a technophile that’s very exciting. I have a deep and abiding love of science and the 
wonderful possibility of technology. I grew up reading Isaac Asimov (his science and his 
fiction), Arthur C Clarke and Carl Sagan. And watching Star Trek, Tomorrow’s World and 
other optimistic visions of technology and the future.

At the same time there is a darker side to technology. Paul Erlich said “To err is human, 
to really foul things up requires a computer.” It’s not hard to find examples. California 
released 450 high-risk, violent prisoners, on an unsuspecting public in 2011, due to 
a mistake in its computer programming. ‘We-connect’ an app based vibrator which 
captures the date and time of each use and the selected vibration settings, and 
transmits the data — along with the users’ personal email address — to its servers 
in Canada “Unbeknownst to its customers” a number of whom are now suing the 
company.[2]

And most dark of all is the case of the 
firing of elementary school teacher 
Sarah Wysocki by Washington DC Public 
schools. The school system used “VAR”, a 
Value Added statistical tool to measure a 
teacher’s direct contribution to students 
test results. Despite being highly regarded 

https://twitter.com/dermotcasey
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dermotcasey
mailto:dermot.casey%40gmail.com?subject=
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in classroom observations the low score from the algorithm led to her being fired. 
There was no recourse or appeal. And no way to really understand the working of VAR 
as they are copyrighted and cannot be viewed.[3]

There is this abstract notion of what the computer said or what the data tells us. Much 
as the complex gibberish that underlay the risk models of economists and financial 
services companies in the run wasn’t questions (because maths) the issue here isn’t the 
algorithms as much as people and their magical thinking.

I came across this quote from IPPN Director Sean Cottrell, in his address to 1,000 
primary school Principals at Citywest Hotel in 2011.[4]  He commented

    “‘Every calf, cow and bull in the State is registered by the Department of Agriculture 
&amp; Food in the interests of food traceability. Why isn’t the same tracking technology 
in place to capture the health, education and care needs of every child?’. ”
Well intentioned as it might be, this shows a poor understanding of cows, a worse 
understanding technology and dreadful misunderstanding of children and their needs. 
I find this thinking deeply disturbing, and profoundly creepy so I decided to unpack it a 
little.

This is how we track cows

And this is how we start that process by tracking calves 
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And I wondered is this how he’d like to track children? (H/T to @Rowan_Manahan for 
that last image)

Then I realised that we are already tracking children.

Only its not the Primary Principles Network that doing it, it is private companies 
doing the tracking and tagging. It is Google and Facebook and Snapchat, with some 
interesting results and some profound ethical questions. We now know that Instagram 
photos can reveal predictive markers of depression and that Facebook can influence 
mood, and peoples purchasing habits.[5]

Our algorithm present is composed of both data and algorithms. We have had an 
exponential growth of processing capability over the last number of years, which has 
enabled some really amazing developments in technology. Neural Networks emerged 
first in the 1950s dimmed in the late 1960’s, reemerged in the 1980s and has taken off 
like wildfire in the last few years.The Neural Network explosion is down to the power, 
cheapness and availability of GPU’s, together with improvements in the algorithms 
themselves. And Neural Networks are really really good at some kinds of pattern 
analysis. We are getting to a point where they are helping radiologists spot overlooked 
small breast cancers. [6]

There is also a very big problem with algorithms. The problem of the Black Box. The 
proprietary nature of many algorithms and data sets mean that only certain people 
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can look at these algorithms. Worse we are building systems in a way where we don’t 
necessarily understand the internal workings and rules of these systems very well at all.

Black boxes look like this. In many systems we see some of the input and the output. 
But most is not only hidden its not understood. In a classic machine learning model. 
We feed in data and apply certain initial algorithms. Then we use it prediction or 
classification. But we need to be careful of the consequences. As Cathy O’Neill cleverly 
put it Donal Trump is an object lesson in Bad Machine Learning. Iterate on how crowd 
reacts to what he says and over optimise for the output – Classic problem of Machine 
Learning trained on bad data set. We need to think about what the systems we’re 
building are optimising for. [7]

George Box said that “All models are wrong but some are useful.” Korzybski put it more 
simply “The Map is not the territory.” And its important to remember that an algorithm 
is a model. And much as the human mind creates fallible biased models we can also 
construct fallible computer models. Cathy O’Neill put it bluntly that “A model is no 
more than a formal opinion embedded in code.”  The challenge is that the models are 
more often than not created by young white males from an upper middle class or 
upper class background. It is not that human brains are perfect model makers but we 
spend a long time attempting to build social processes to cope with these biases. The 
scientific method itself is one of the most powerful tools we’ve invented to overcome 
these biases.

As we unleash them on education, (Sarah), Policing (pre-crime in chicago) and health 
and hiring we need to be aware of the challenges they pose. Suman Deb Roy has 
pointed out

“ Algorithmic systems are not a settled science, and fitting it blindly to human bias can 
leave inequality unchallenged and unexposed.  Machines cannot avoid using data.  But 
we cannot allow them to discriminate against consumers and citizens. We have to find 
a path where software biases and unfair impact is comprehended not just in hindsight. 
This is a new kind of bug. And this time, punting it as ‘an undocumented feature’ could 
ruin everything.”
Bernard Marr illustrates this with an example

“ Hiring algorithms. More and more companies are turning to computerized learning 
systems to filter and hire job applicants, especially for lower wage, service sector jobs. 
These algorithms may be putting jobs out of reach for some applicants, even though 
they are qualified and want to work. For example, some of these algorithms have found 
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that, statistically, people with shorter commutes are more likely to stay in a job longer, 
so the application asks, “How long is your commute?” Applicants who have longer 
commutes, less reliable transportation (using public transportation instead of their own 
car, for example) or who haven’t been at their address for very long will be scored lower 
for the job. Statistically, these considerations may all be accurate, but are they fair? 
[9].”
There is an old saying in tech: “GIGO: Garbage In Garbage Out” the risk now it that this 
will become BIBO “Bias in and BIAS out”

As we gather vast amounts of data the potential for problems increase. There can be 
unusual downstream consequences also the opportunity to create perverse incentives. 
We are embedding sensors in cars, and looking the idea that safer driver will be given 
better rates. The challenge is that personalised insurance breaks the concept of shared 
risk pools, and can drive dysfunctional behaviour. Goodhart said “When a measure 
becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure.” We had a significant recent Irish 
example with crime statistics where the CSO pointed out problems with both the 
Under-recording by police of crime and the downgrading of a number of reported 
crimes. [10]

At one level I see our future as a choice between, Iron Man – technology to augment, 
or Iron Maiden – technology controlled by a few that inflicts damage on the many. 
Technology to augment or to constrict . Technology  changes that threaten the self also 
offer ways to strengthen the self, if used wisely and well.

It is clear that technology does not self-police. We could cut off the use of phones in 
cars using technology – so it can’t be used while driving but the companies doing so 
currently choose not to do so

In Europe we have our own bill of rights – a charter of fundamental rights enshrined in 
the Lisbon treaty and it guarantees “Everyone has the right of access to data which has 
been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified.”  This right has 
been used to challenge the export of data from the EU to the US under the Schrems 
decision of the European Court of Justice. [11]

My belief is that we need to extend these rights in the algorithmic era. We need to 
create a “Charter of Algorithmic Rights” For our algorithmic age. Not a Magna Carta  
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which really just enabled the lords against the king without much for the the peasants. 
We need algorithmic rights, of the people, by the people and for the people.

Simply put we need airbags for the algorithmic age. For decades cars have safer for 
men than women because the standard crash test dummy tests on male size standard 
and biases the development of safety towards the average male. As I said, technology is 
not self policing. [12]

We are going to have to create better tools. We need to be able to detect, and correct 
bias and to audit and ensure fairness over a simple move to efficiency. Or else we are 
tying things together in unforeseeable ways that can have profound consequences 
at the individual and societal level. Tools such as Value in Design and Thought 
experiments help. But we need to go much further.

Kate Crawford writing in Nature says

“ A social-systems analysis could similarly ask whether and when people affected by 
AI systems get to ask questions about how such systems work. Financial advisers have 
been historically limited in the ways they can deploy machine learning because clients 
expect them to unpack and explain all decisions. Yet so far, individuals who are already 
subjected to determinations resulting from AI have no analogous power. ”
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While this is necessary I don’t believe it’s sufficient. We need a “Charter of Algorithmic 
Rights”. While looking to the opportunities they can afford we need to recognise the 
biases and limitation of technology.  What appears to be augmentation may not really 
be the case. It may restrict and rule rather than enable.

We need to ensure that are tools are creative and reflect the diversity of human 
experience.

We are better managing them than being managed by them in our algorithmic future.

Footnotes.

[1] The companies mentioned are Enterasense and Cortechs

[2] Computer errors allow violent California prisoners to be released unsupervised can 
be here and the story on the app based vibrator is here.

[3] One link to the Sarah Wysocki story is here for more details read Cathy O’Neills 
excellent book “Weapons of Math Destruction” or take a look at Cathy’s blog.

[4] Original Link was Tweeted by Simon McGarr. The piece is here 

[5] How an Algorithm Learned to Identify Depressed Individuals by Studying Their 
Instagram Photos  and here. Everything we know about Facebooks mood 
manipulation  

[6] http://www.cancernetwork.com/articles/computer-technology-helps-
radiologists-spot-overlooked-small-breast-cancers  Neural Nets  may be so good 
because they map onto some fundamental principles of physics 

[7] Trump as a bad Machine Learning Algorithm 

[8] Genesis of the Data Drive Bug 

[9] Bernard Marr The 5 Scariest Ways Big Data is Used Today

[10] What is the new Central Statistics Office report on Garda data and why does it 
matter? and CSO (2016) 

[11]DRI welcomes landmark data privacy judgement  and  Schrems v. Data 
Protection Commissioner 

[12] Why Carmakers Always Insisted on Male Crash-Test Dummies

[13] There is a blind spot in AI research Kate Crawford& Ryan Calo

http://www.ndrc.ie/projects/enterasense/
http://www.ndrc.ie/projects/cortechs/
http://articles.latimes.com/2011/may/26/local/la-me-prisons-20110526
http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/woman-launches-lawsuit-against-canadian-maker-of-app-based-vibrator-saying-it-collects-highly-sensitive-information%22
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/3/8/1072427/-Was-a-highly-regarded-Washington-D-C-teacher-fired-because-of-someone-else-s-cheating
http://www.ippn.ie/index.php/advocacy/press-releases/5000-easier-to-trace-cattle-than-children
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602208/how-an-algorithm-learned-to-identify-depressed-individuals-by-studying-their-instagram/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/602208/how-an-algorithm-learned-to-identify-depressed-individuals-by-studying-their-instagram/
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1608/1608.03282.pdf
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/everything-we-know-about-facebooks-secret-mood-manipulation-experiment/373648/
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/06/everything-we-know-about-facebooks-secret-mood-manipulation-experiment/373648/
http://www.cancernetwork.com/articles/computer-technology-helps-radiologists-spot-overlooked-small-breast-cancers
http://www.cancernetwork.com/articles/computer-technology-helps-radiologists-spot-overlooked-small-breast-cancers
https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.08225:
https://mathbabe.org/2016/08/11/donald-trump-is-like-a-biased-machine-learning-algorithm/
https://www.eiuperspectives.economist.com/technology-innovation/genesis-data-driven-bug
http://data-informed.com/the-5-scariest-ways-big-data-is-used-today/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e797ymdcjszpnq0/dermot-cong-blog-post.txt?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e797ymdcjszpnq0/dermot-cong-blog-post.txt?dl=0
http://www.cso.ie/en/media/csoie/releasespublications/documents/crimejustice/2016/reviewofcrime.pdf
https://www.digitalrights.ie/dri-welcomes-landmark-data-privacy-judgement/
https://epic.org/privacy/intl/schrems/
https://epic.org/privacy/intl/schrems/
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2012-08-22/why-carmakers-always-insisted-on-male-crash-test-dummies
http://www.nature.com/news/there-is-a-blind-spot-in-ai-research-1.20805
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The World Wide Web in the Age of the Industrial Internet #16

By Barry Adams

Synopsis:                                                                                              

The Industrial Internet of Things will 
be the next transformative technology 
to impact on our daily lives. Increas-
ingly we won’t need to use web 
browsers to use the internet - IIoT sys-
tems like digital assistants and voice-
search will do most of the hard work 
for us, pro-actively providing us with 
what we want and need. Historically 
the World Wide Web has been syn-
onymous with the internet, but this 
will change as websites become less 
valuable as destinations for humans 
and transform in to machine-readable 
data sources for IIoT platforms to 
make use of.  
  
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. The Industrial Internet will be the 
next transformative technology that 
will dramatically change our lives.
2. Most of the technology driving this 
change will be invisible to us – ma-
chines talking to other machines with 
little to no input from humans.
3. In the future, websites will be built 
primarily for a machine audience – hu-
man users will be a minority audience 
for websites.
4. That means that our web content 
needs to be made fully machine-read-
able, using whatever format is best 
suited for how your data will be used 
in the Industrial Internet.

About Barry Adams:                                                              

Despite the anglophonic name, Barry 
Adams is a native Dutchman living 
and working in Belfast, where he’s 
established himself as the foremost 
SEO consultant in the country.

The web as part of the internet has been around now for 25 years. The web as we know 
it is websites serving webpages to end users through browsers. Where is the web 
headed now that connectivity is ubiquitous and most of the internet is about machines 
talking to other machines? With users moving in to app ecosystems and digital 
assistants, and web activity concentrating around the big four - Google, Facebook, 
Amazon, and Apple - where does that leave websites as we know and love them?

The Industrial Internet – also known as the Internet of Things – has been on the 
cards for a while. Now in recent years we’re finally seeing it take shape, as technology 
matures and interconnectivity becomes cheap and ubiquitous. This industrial internet 
will be mostly invisible to us humans – it’ll primarily be machines talking to other 
machines in the background, exchanging information to facilitate all kids of industrial 
and economic processes that help make our lives easier.

Where does this industrial internet, where almost every conceivable piece of 
technology will be internet-enabled and transmitting its data to relevant platforms, 
leave the grandfather of internet technologies: the World Wide Web?

For many years people have more or less equated the web with the internet. In our 
collective conscious they more or less mean the same thing, despite the fact that 
the web has always been just one of the many technologies that make use of the 
fundamental underlying network that is the internet. Other technologies, some of 
which are at least as popular as the web – such as email, FTP, IRC, and many more – 
also make use of the internet but never quite managed to establish themselves as 
synonymous with the internet.

Perhaps this is because the web has been a truly transformative technology, impacting 
on so many different aspects of our daily lives that we can scarcely conceive of a world 
without it.

The Industrial Internet of Things will have an equally transformative effect on our 
society. And the web might be one of the IIoT’s casualties along the way.

In the Internet of Things, devices and software talk amongst themselves, sharing 
information, only making themselves known to people when it’s necessary to do so – in 
the form of a weather warning, a reminder for a rescheduled meeting, a notification to 
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Barry’s been doing digital in one form 
or another since 1998, which means 
he’s lost quite a bit of his sanity along 
the way. As a regular blogger and 
avid tweeter, Barry has gathered a 
reputation for contrarian opinions and 
profanity-laced rants.

In 2014 Barry founded Polemic Digital, 
a specialized consultancy offer-
ing bespoke SEO services to clients 
across Europe and beyond. Despite 
its relatively short existence to date, 
Polemic Digital already counts many 
of Ireland’s largest brands among its 
clients.

Barry also teaches SEO in various 
guises for the Ulster University, 
Queen’s University Belfast, and the 
Digital Marketing Institute, is a regular 
speaker at top international digital 
conferences such as SAScon, Pubcon, 
Friends of Search, and BrightonSEO, 
and serves as a chief editor at award-
winning European digital marketing 
blog State of Digital.

Contacting Barry Adams:                                                              

You can follow Barry on Twitter, 
connect with him on LinkedIn, 
find out about him on his website 
or contact him by email.

pick up milk at the supermarket, or whatever it may be. Increasingly, our devices and 
apps pull data from various sources to learn all about us, so that they may better serve 
us and pro-actively manage the daily grind of our lives.

It’s this collecting and sharing of data that may make the web obsolete. For many 
years, the world wide web was the primary, if not the only, source of information on 
the internet. Every website is a data source, providing information about businesses 
and people to anyone who wants it. Want to know who was king of Spain in the 16th 
century? The web will tell you. Where can you get those shoes the cheapest? Let’s 
Google it. When does that new movie come out? It’ll be on the web somewhere.

Now, fewer and fewer of such queries rely on the web for fulfilment. Voice-based 
search provides us with answers without us ever having to open a web browser. All the 
examples above can now be fulfilled by simply talking to Siri or Cortana or Google. We 
never need to actively go out there and find information – the devices and software 
that we carry with us everywhere will do that for us, as and when required.

This expands beyond just active 
search queries. Our devices don’t 
need us to trigger search queries 
any more. For example, you 
may have a calendar reminder 
to bring your mother to the 
airport. Your device knows about 
this reminder – after all, it has 
access to your calendar – and 
will gather information about 
it; what flight, which airport, 
estimated time of departure, etc. 
Then, when the flight is delayed, 
your device will let you know 
and tell you to wait before you 
head to the airport. You don’t 
need to ask your device to do 
this – it does this all on its own, 
and will pro-actively notify you 
of relevant changes when it’s 
prudent.

Sounds like science fiction? This 
is already happening. Android 
devices using Google Now will 
provide you with precisely this 
kind of reminder:

The use cases of this type of pro-active notification are almost limitless. Have an 
appointment with friends to go for a round of golf? When the weather turns and 
threatens to spoil your day, your device might propose to book a session of indoor laser 
quest instead. Achieved a new record step count on your Fitbit? Your device will offer 
you a reward in the form of a discount voucher for a protein shake in a nearby health 
bar. Need to get to a meeting at an unknown address? Your device has already planned 
the route, including a short stop at your favourite coffee shop chain for a quick cuppa.

Aside from the obvious commercial opportunities for businesses, this sort of 
automated life enhancement has other repercussions. In the past, we are used to 

https://twitter.com/badams
https://www.linkedin.com/in/barryadams
https://www.polemicdigital.com/
mailto:barry%40polemicdigital.com?subject=
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opening a browser and searching for things like a laser quest session or a health bar. 
The new internet of things will make such manual searching obsolete. Instead, the 
software algorithms behind the scenes will do all the thinking for us, learning what we 
like and don’t like, and providing us with exactly those options we most enjoy.

The end result is that the web – all those websites out there that provide this 
information to these systems – will be surplus to requirement. Mostly. These automated 
systems still need the information that businesses currently provide on their websites. 
Business opening hours, ticket availability, discount vouchers, etc. All these things are 
currently available on the web, and our digital assistants will be unable to make our 
lives easier if they do not have access to this information.

Where this leaves the web is clear: it will change from a primarily human-facing 
platform to one where we provide relevant information to machines. Increasingly, our 
websites will not be meant for human consumption, but serve as data providers to 
automated platforms.

That means we will need to make our content machine-readable. If we want our 
website information to be used by these pro-active digital assistants, to provide 
answers and options for users who might have a requirement for what we offer, we 
need to make sure the software that drives these assistants can make use of our data.

Using technologies such as Structured Data markup, Accelerated Mobile Pages, XML 
feeds, and Firebase, we can ensure that our web content is fully accessible and usable 
for the automated platforms that make up the Internet of Things. The front-end 
aesthetics of websites will become less important, as the primary users of our websites 
will no longer have human eyes. Instead, our websites will become data sources for the 
Internet of Things, where we provide machine-readable information for other platforms 
to use and re-use as they see fit.

The Industrial Internet of Things won’t destroy the web, but it will be transformed 
beyond recognition.
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Synopsis:                                                                                              

Whilst the world of marketing is 
changing fast, and the future holds 
even more change, not all will change 
utterly. Great relationships between 
people, between buyers and sellers, 
neighbours and friends, those who 
govern and those who vote them will 
continue to underpin all real progress. 
As the world spins faster and faster, 
let’s fix our feet firmly to the earth, 
look our family and neighbours in the 
eye, and build ever-stronger relation-
ships. 
  
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. When it comes to modern com-
munication, we mustn’t mistake haste 
and immediacy for progress.
2. Whilst the move from one-way to 
two-way conversations are welcome, 
we may have gone too far in turning 
interactive to hyperactive.
3. One thing hasn’t changed: great 
relationships between buyers and sell-
ers continue to underpin all progress.
4. The wise marketer doesn’t mistake 
chatter for conversation, but chooses 
if and when and how to speak in a 
way that both buyer and seller is 
heard.

About Gerard Tannan:                                                              

Gerard Tannam leads 
Islandbridge Brand 
Development a team of 
specialists working to build great 
relationships that bridge the gap 
between buyers and sellers.

In a marketing world that spins faster and faster, we dizzily mistake haste and 
immediacy for progress. When speed of thought is outpaced by urgency of publication, 
and everyone’s a publisher, then it’s easy to assume that we’re all communicating 
better. And even easier to assume that with all of these remarkably expressive tools at 
our disposal, there’s never been a better time to be a marketer.

But pity the poor customer out in the marketplace, trying to distinguish between 
the urgent and the important, looking for the information required to make the right 
choice. As more and more messages are sent and received, liked and shared, we feel 
endlessly connected, part of a crazed hybrid game of pass the parcel and musical 
chairs. Other players whirl past, their features blurred, whilst messages are half-opened 
and half-read, their intention surmised rather than understood.

There’s no doubting that the customer is better served by the marketer who has 
moved from the soapbox pronouncements of much of traditional marketing to a more 
conversational approach. Two-way conversation is much better than one-way spiel, but 
when interactive turns hyperactive then everyone struggles to communicate. When we 
review the progress in marketing communications throughout these past few decades, 
it seems we’ve moved from the tyranny of mass market monopoly to mob rule with the 
flick of a few switches.

In this fast and furious new world of communications, it’s tempting to judge the 
democracy of the new media to mean that everyone gets to have their say, and 
its informality to mean a new kind of honesty. But experience suggests that when 
everyone gets to have their say and says the first thing that comes into their heads, not 
everything gets heard and not everything that’s said is true. 

For the marketer then, it can seem that all has changed, and changed utterly. But the 
marketer who listens closely to customers knows that some things haven’t changed at 
all. Great relationships between people, between buyers and sellers, neighbours and 
friends, those who govern and those who vote them will continue to underpin all real 
progress. This is the way of our world, and the people who live in it.

Since forever, the great marketplaces of the world have brought buyers and sellers 
together so that each can have their say, then strike a bargain. In such a marketplace, 
the customer gets to say what they need, and the shopkeeper gets to tell them how 

All Has Changed (But Not Utterly): How The Future Of Marketing Looks 
Just Like The Past. #17
By Gerard Tannan

http://www.islandbridge.com/
http://www.islandbridge.com/
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Contacting Gerard Tannan:                                                             

You can connect with Gerard on 
LinkedIn, follow his thoughts on 
Twitter or contact him through 
email.

they can provide it. Great marketplaces are built when the transactions taking place 
across the shop counter are underpinned by a mutual regard and understanding 
between buyers and sellers. This respect is in turn based on a frank and open exchange 
of views where both buyer and seller are heard.

Many more modern marketplaces are simply a babel of noise, where neither buyer 
or seller has a real say, and neither is truly heard. The wise marketer must not mistake 
chatter for conversation, but must instead ask what it is that the customer needs to 
hear in order to make their choice, and then express it in a way that can be heard.

This will lead the marketer to consider both what they say and how they say it 
more carefully. Sometimes, the best way to be heard may surprise the marketer. For 
example, at times, that can mean saying nothing at all. We hear certain things best in 
companiable silence. At other times, actions speak louder than words. Only rarely is 
chattering really heard. It’s only in listening carefully to what customer are saying that 
the wise marketer knows the difference, and can choose if and when and how to speak 
in a way that both buyer and seller is heard.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gerardtannam
https://twitter.com/Islandbridge
mailto:Gerard%40Islandbridge.com?subject=
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I Becomes We ... Our future depends on it! #18

By Ginger Aarons

Synopsis:                                                                                              

Can we save the fabric of our heritage 
by working together and move from 
the focus on ‘I’ to a world of ‘We’  
  
4 Takeaways:                                                          

1. Be the change you want to see. It all 
begins with you.
2. Community based giving is the way 
of the future. By crowdfunding, we 
can skip the red tape that is imposed 
by government grants and gifts.  Tak-
ing initiative and being proactive will, 
in turn, bring new opportunities for 
communities coming together.
3. Creating jobs whilst restoring built 
heritage is a win-win.  The list is long 
on what could be taught, learned, cre-
ated in just one project.
4. The heritage at risk is too great to 
be ignored. Creating a new way to 
crowdfund for these projects and 
telling their story is something that 
will secure the future.  Want to be 
inspired? Take a look around you!

About Ginger Aarons:                                                             

Ginger is the founder of Time 
Travel, LLC ... often called Time 
Travel Tours. She offers bespoke 
travel to Ireland & The British Isles. 
Passionate about what she does 
by offering a way to learn while 
you travel, introducing the best 
of the best in Ireland in what they 
do, offer and teach with common 
philosophies, ethics and goals 
for the world. She is also a travel 
and foodie writer for several 
magazines and online magazines 

In our narcissistic society, we are slowly starting to see how the ‘I’ has affected the ‘We’. 
As we become increasingly aware of each other in the group setting, what we can 
accomplish together becomes real and takes over, giving us a new way to relate to our 
rapidly changing world. Our need to be part of something bigger than ourselves is the 
way of our future. In fact, our future depends on it. 

Exploration of this topic is based on a new endeavour in crowdfunding, creating new 
avenues to preserving history and in that, building communities for a better quality of 
life. 

When I first came up with the concept to crowdfund for historic projects in built 
heritage, I wasn’t thinking about community in the larger context, I was thinking about 
what I could do for the historic house owner, the ones that seemed to have inherited 
their troubles through the handing down of historic buildings with no way to sustain 
them due to the loss of land to run a working farm that provided income to keep 
them, to those that were doing their best to keep it all going through running a hotel 
business from their homes. Some have made huge successes out of the endeavors and 
others, mostly very large homes, seem to struggle even more due to upkeep and other 
requirements imposed from having more footfall and traffic.

When I first heard about 
Bantry House’s peril from 
inheritance tax, I cringed, 
knowing the family for 
years through my tourism 
business and I remember 
thinking, this is a huge 
draw for the local economy 
and we’re about to lose it 
entirely.  The same with 
Russborough House … 
with Westport House … 

then a historic bridge in Moycullen.  I realized that if we lost this built heritage and we 
didn’t work together we would lose a very big part of Ireland’s draw to the common 
tourist as well as the diaspora. With the economy still in recovery mode, I thought and 
discussed with colleagues in the business of saving built heritage, that if we based 
projects on community, then it would serve even a broader use for each community 
that has something to save.  One example of this type of philanthropy is Claregalway 
Castle.  It is such a blessing to have this in our community and the use for the greater 

http://www.timetraveltours.com/
http://www.timetraveltours.com/
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as well as my own blog offered up 
in service on my website. Often 
referred to as the one that knows 
everyone, she is a connector 
and one that is always making a 
connection for someone, because 
to her, that is what it’s all about.

Originally from South of the Mason 
Dixon Line, and after 30 years, she has 
become an all around Portland girl 
that loves the fact that she gets to live 
and work in two of the best places 
in the world, the Pacific Northwest 
and Ireland ... what could possibly be 
better?

Lover of music (it DOES make the 
world go ‘round.. not money), sup-
porter of the arts, do gooder, Master-
piece Theater watcher since the age 
of 12, supporter of the historic house, 
genealogy nut and avid antique col-
lector.

Contacting Ginger Aarons:                            

You can contact Ginger on 
LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook or 
follow her thoughts on her blog.

good, bringing our communities together with Galway city and all the outter lying 
towns.

So, in my future, my ‘I’ is becoming the ‘we’ that feels 
passionate about our heritage, buildings, bridges, 
clock towers, cottages, and whatever else needs 
saving.  Our heritage, all parts of our heritage,  need 
to be saved in a manner that brings us together 
as local communities and as collective, worldwide 
communities.  A place where architects, visionaries, 
stone masons, builders, marketers and every day 
people get together to ‘make the difference we want 
to see’.  In my future, I see a pooling of resources that 
circumvent the need for government funding to 
save heritage in any country, not just Ireland.  I see a 

future built with every hand, no matter how small and with whatever one can give as it 
takes everyone to build communities that last and that mean something for our future 
generations whilst creating jobs, forging new peace intiatives through knowledge and 
the sharing of experiences and by spurring creativity.  

I hope my future is just around the corner and I hope that you’ll join me.

Publications for Heritage at Risk 

http://www.antaisce.org/publications/buildings-risk-most-significant-2014

http://www.antaisce.org/topics/built-heritage

http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/editorial/national-heritage-losing-our-past-
in-budget-cuts-1.2771893

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gingeraaronsgarrison
https://twitter.com/gingertt
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Time-Travel-Tours/113909005324544
http://www.timetraveltours.com/gingersblog.html
http://www.antaisce.org/publications/buildings-risk-most-significant-2014
http://www.antaisce.org/topics/built-heritage
http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/editorial/national-heritage-losing-our-past-in-budget-cuts-1.2771893
http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/editorial/national-heritage-losing-our-past-in-budget-cuts-1.2771893
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The future of agriculture is cloudy, with a chance of big data #19

By Declan Molloy

Synopsis:                                                            

The food chain is running in crisis 
mode at the moment and has been 
for several years, the vast majority 
of the profit is being taken by the 
processors and retailers leaving many 
farmers making a loss. So what lies 
ahead and how do we inspire the next 
generation of farmers to take up a 
profession with little or no profit and 
long hours of physical labour…. the 
answer AgTech!

4 Takeaways:                                                    

1. The importance of technology in 
agriculture can not be understated 
and technology will play a huge role 
in enticing the next generation of 
farmers into the profession.
2. The cloud and the analysis of agri-
cultural data can be hugely beneficial 
to farmers when making decisions. 
This should be considered when de-
veloping our agricultural equipment.
3. Cheap food is not good if we want a 
sustainable future for farming. It is im-
portant that we maintain good food 
quality and good food is not cheap to 
produce.
4. We all need to be more aware of 
how and where our food is produced, 
at the end of the day it is the consum-
er not the farmer that will determine 
the quality of the food produced.

About Declan Molloy:                                           

Declan Molloy has worked as a tech-
nologist for the past 10 years primar-
ily for Google in Dublin and now for 
Hewlett Packard in Galway. He special-
izes in cloud technologies. He has also 

The future of agriculture is cloudy….

So what will become of agriculture and our farmers? Well let’s start with what we know :

• We know that we have an aging farmer population where the average age of farmers 
  globally is close to 60.  
• We know that the average farm profitability has been reducing for many years now to 
  the point where many farmers must work off farm in order to make ends meet. 
• We know that the regulations around farming have increased exponentially in recent 
  years and this has made it a lot more expensive to run a farm business. 
• We know that there is a lot of competition between large retailers and this has led to 
  food being sold at incredibly low prices, in many cases below the cost of production. 
  We know these large retailers are making huge profits and therefore are not the ones 
  taking the financial hit on the low food prices.
• We know that the average farmer can not demand a price for their product, they are 
  told how much they will be given for it even if that price means they make a loss.

So then is there a future for the majority of our farmers? should they simply declare 
their businesses bankrupt and start to wind them down? And if so what would 
this mean for the average consumer? Well it would mean lesser quality food being 
produced at scale, we can already see many examples of this today in the US and other 
places. 

The truth about farming today is that the average farmer does it because they love it, 
the long days, the little or no profit are minor details compared to the job satisfaction 
they get when working with nature.

But what does this all mean for the future of agriculture and the next generation of 
farmers? the next generation are better educated that the previous one, they have 
far more opportunities and their world is different!. Their world is small and easily 
accessible and they have an appetite for success that past generations could not even 
have dreamt of. They know that long hard days of physical labour generally do not lead 
to wealth and that if they educate themselves and keep improving their skills they can 
be very successful working in a comfortable office job. 
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So this leads me to the conclusion that the future of agriculture is cloudy….

With a chance of big data….

So what do we know about this next generation of farmers, we know they are far 
more tech savvy that the previous generation. We know they are constantly learning 
and communicating with each other through the interactions on the devices they use 
regularly. We know that they are more interested in profit and less interested in physical 
labour. So how do we entice them into the farming profession? 

Well we modernize it and make it more efficient! We focus on AgTech, agriculture 
technology.

The term Agtech covers a whole range of hardware and software that is being 
developed to make farming more efficient, efficient both in terms of how much time 
and physical labour is required and also efficient in terms of how much output the
farm produces. Already today we have self driving tractors, robotic milking machines, 
automatic feeders and a whole host of other technologies that all reduce the time and 
labour required on the farm. 

But when it comes to increasing output data is key!

Today we have equipment being developed with built in sensor technology that 
is used for tasks like auto calibration. For example we have spraying machines that 
can detect deficiencies in crops as the farmer is spraying the crop and can then 
auto calibrate in order to apply more or less spray to a particular area. Although this 
technology is great and does improve efficiency it is just the first step. The added 
advantage will come when this equipment evolves to send the data gathered back 
to the cloud for analysis. This is what we refer to as big data, lots and lots of data that 
needs to be analyzed in order to get value from it. The first step is to gather the data, 
the next step is to analyze it, and the final step is to use the new information to help 
make decisions going forward. 

So how can this data improve efficiency in our example above, well the crop 
information gathered over time can be analyzed and it may show areas of the crop that 
are not performing as expected, this can highlight a previously unknown underlying 
problem that needs corrective action. Additionally after the corrective action has taken 
place the data gathered from the next run of the equipment can again be analyzed to 
see if the corrective action had the desired effect. 

Sharing this data with other farmers in the cloud will then mean that instead of just 
helping one farmer it can be used to improve agriculture as a whole.

The farmer has always looked up to the clouds when making decisions, soon he will 
need to start looking at the new cloud because it will become every bit as important in 
the decision making process!

been a farmer all of his life and he runs 
a commercial beef farm in Mayo.

Contacting Declan Molloy:                                           

You can follow Declan on Twitter or 

contact him by email.

https://twitter.com/declanmolloy
mailto:declan.molloy%40gmail.com?subject=
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Climate Change, Technology and the Internet #20

By Sean O’Conbhui

Synopsis:                                                                 

The recent Paris International Agree-
ment has given us a way forward in 
combating Climate Change. The need 
to reduce CO2 levels to 350 part per 
million in the atmosphere bring a near 
impossible challenge to the agree-
ment. The use of social media and the 
internet to bring this type of change 
about is another way forward for the 
future. The use of digital technology 
also brings us much hope in the area 
of solution engineering and in mea-
suring the effects of a warming planet. 
Space technology is very effective in 
this area. The use of the internet to 
influence our decision makers will be 
decisive to our future generations.

4 Takeaways:                                                       

1. There is hope
2. We are still facing huge change.
3. Mobilise
4. The internet is our Messiah.

About Sean O’Conbhui:                                                

A practicing Mechanical Engineer 
for the past 35 years Sean  first 
became aware of Climate Change 
in the 1980’s. Since then he has 
carried out a baseline carbon 
footprint in the noughties and 
has kept a close watch on the 
implications of anthorpogenic 
(human) emissions. His hobbies 
include Swimming, GAA, Family 
and keeping socially active 
(though not necessarily in 
that order).He is a Chartered 

Outline of the Issue
When the ageing Barney McKenna, the world famous Dubliner and Banjo Player, said 
“my future is behind me” he could have been talking about Climate Change. We have 
emitted enough greenhouse gases to raise the CO2 levels in the atmosphere to 400 
parts per million (ppm) when in reallity anything over 350ppm is going to cause us 
serious problems. (Ice Melt, Species movement, Drought, Food issues etc.etc.). The 
present sea-level rise prediction of 1m by 2100 (eighty odd years) should be enough 
to concentrate our minds and indeed the recent International Paris Agreement  on 
Reducing Emissions shows we are beginning to realise the problems we face. Even in 
mainstream engineering we are taking cognisance of these facts to the point that in 
Ireland river flow designs have been increased by 25% to account for the expected 
increase in flooding potential. The American Military Corp with responsibility for 
flooding in the USA is using the 5 feet (1.5m) increase level rather than the lesser 1 m 
sea level rise we use here in Europe.
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Engineer educated to Masters of 
Technology level and a Fellow 
of the Institute of Engineers of 
Ireland. He lives in Galway with 
his wife Bernie, four sons and dog 
Wolfe Tone.

Contacting Sean O’Conbhui:                                                  

You can contact Sean by email.

Bringing in Technology for the Future
Engineers love problems so they can find solutions. This is where technology comes 
in. At its most basic the construction technology of sheet piling is already beginning 
to blossom and can only bloom over the next century as we face the aforementioned 
water issues. (Sheet piles lock together to form a seal to keep water at bay). This is an 
old physical technology which has not and probably will not be replaced in our more 
modern digital age. That doesn’t mean that there is not a place for newer technologies 
in the “War on Climate”. I use this term with consideration as that is where we are! The 
Paris Agreement in its present form like its Kyoto Processor is not sufficient to bring us 
anywhere near where we need to be.

Ericson Mobility Report November 2015 outlining the projected Influence of ICT.

Hope for the Future
Where modern technology is being used to measure GHG’s and in emissions trading it 
is an excellent tool. Modern technologies are also being tried to find some silver bullets 
in our climate fight - Green Vehicles, Energy Efficient Buildings and PV Solar the latter 
appears to be a possible solution to the Fossil Fuel problem. ICT is at the forefront of all 
these technologies and will continue to be so. An area where it is currently taking off is 
in the area of satellite measurement of parameters that effect the climate. This data is 
being used to convince us of the need to look forward.

The Future Use of Satellites may be our Salvation

mailto:seanoconbhui%40gmail.com?subject=
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The Political Conundrum and the Internet
The biggest problem though is not the technologies but the political will to implement 
them. This is where the internet comes in. The only way to change the political will is for 
people to first let politicians know there is a problem which concerns them and then vote 
for those who are prepared to take risks to allow engineers to solve them. There are many 
excellent websites advocating the required changes needed 350.org being one leading site. 
Here in Ireland we don’t see the issue as much of a problem – yet!  Perhaps we all need to 
publicise the major problem we face and use the internet as the magnificent tool it is to 
influence people so as to give hope to our grandchildren since as Barney and the Dubliners 
also said fal-la-lal-de-la-lal-de-la-lae!
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The Future of Work is Marketing #21

By Alan O’Rourke

Synopsis:                                                            

To succeed in your job you need to do 
less and market more.

4 Takeaways:                                                            

1. There is a good reason the people 
who work less get promoted.
2. Your Boss and team will not remem-
ber what you are working on if you do 
not tell them.
3. You need to over communicate.
4. Set a plan for how you will 
communicate.

About Alan O’Rourke:                                                   

Alan is an ex artist, ex film maker, ex 
designer, ex product manager and ex 
entrepreneur.

Contacting Alan O’Rourke:                                                 

You can follow Alan on Twitter or 
his thought on AudienceStack.

To succeed in your job you need to do less and market more.

I don’t mean you need to change job and become a marketer. That’s crazy! Plus the 
hours are long and everyone thinks you would sell your granny (she keeps wondering 
back and people get arsy looking for refunds).

I want to tell you about Jennifer (names changed to protect the guilty) and what she 
did when she first started her job that has impressed and fascinated me for years since, 
influenced my next job and prompted this post.

I started working with a startup that to be honest was a little too old to be a startup. 
Things were going well and they decided to hire their first customer support person.  A 
low cost, low risk junior person to see how the role works. Enter Jennifer.

Super smart, super organised and wonderfully social. Jennifer slotted comfortably into 
the company team. I liked her instantly but I had no idea how she was doing in the role. 
But that was about to change.

Within about a month or two, Jennifer did something interesting. She sent an email 
to everyone in the company highlighting the progress and achievements of everyone 
else in the company.  A simple email with things like “The engineering team shipped 
this feature. Thanks to John and Laura”, “The sales team brought on a new market 
and exceeded target. Thanks to Ailish and Brendan”. Even “At last we got a new fridge 
and microwave for our lunch. Thanks Paula”.    Everyone loved it. The management 
loved it. Everyone knew who was working on what. Everyone felt valued and thanked. 
In everyone’s mind, the value of Jennifer just skyrocketed. It was a brilliant move. 
And just to be clear, I do not think this was a calculating move. Jennifer spotted a 
communication issue in and simply wanted to solve it.

Now let’s contrast this with me being called into my boss’s office and getting chewed 
out of it. Ok it might have happened more than once. It was (nearly) always my fault. 
But it was never because I did a bad job, which was very frustrating. I would look 
around at people who appeared to be doing half as much and twice as well and it was 
not that they were working smarter. Something else was going on. And because of 
Jennifer it clicked. It was all about communication.

https://twitter.com/alanorourke
http://audiencestack.com/static/blog.html
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I would be one of those classic introvert types. I tend to under communicate. Sure I can 
stand up at a conference and deliver a prepared presentation. But the next day you 
will not find me as I will be in some corner, taking it easy,  happily reading a book and 
recharging.

When it comes to a work environment I will thoughtfully deliver a clear report and 
immediately move on. But that is not enough.  Especially in a work environment when 
there is so much noise for a manager from so many different directions.

I started to notice the team members that did well at work were the ones that would 
over communicate. You might sometimes refer to them as the ‘talkers’ while rolling 
your eyes, but dismissing them this way you might miss what actually works for them. 
You see a boss or manager would never be in any doubt what they were working on 
and what they achieved. And if the direction the team member was heading in was 
the wrong direction, the manager could address that early. However me, who would 
communicate (clearly mind) what I was working on just once at the start of a project 
and then deliver the results. Well, the manager was not going to remember that too 
clearly in the noise. And more than once I would be retasked to different projects 
because a boss would forget what I was working on, or how important it was. And 
when it comes to an annual review, there was no way in hell a manager was going to 
remember all that I was working on.

Luckily I was born with some degree of self awareness. Being able to see this problem 
in myself and others is partly what interested me in Marketing. I could see the 
problem, there needed to be a solution. A framework to follow. So to succeed in your 
job, you need to over communicate. But how? I approached it as a technical challenge.

Unfortunately I cannot remember the source but In studying how to be a better 
presenter I learned about a basic structure to use for a conference talk:

• Tell the audience what you are going to say.
• Say it.
• Tell them what you said.

Applying this to work:

• Tell your team what you are going to work on.
• Let them know you are working on it.
• Tell them what you worked on.

Almost every time I failed to follow this, it bit me in the ass.

My interest in this led me to a later job working with a HR Performance management 
Company.  Their goal was to improve the performance, engagement and retention of 
teams and managers. Hint it’s all about communication.

So to succeed in your job you need to set aside some dedicated time to communicate 
or market yourself. Because no matter how hard you work, if you do not tell anyone, no 
one will know. Or worse if you are working on the wrong thing you will not know until 
it is too late.

I am now a manager. VP of marketing at OnePage CRM and instead of making it easier 

https://www.onepagecrm.com/
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I now have to market myself in two directions. I market 
down the goals of the team because the clearer they are 
on the goals, the easier it is for them to make the right 
decisions. And I market up and sideways to tell everyone 
what myself and the team are working on and what we 
have achieved. While I have just said you need to market 
yourself, I also think it is my role as a manager to market 
the team as well.

Also I have totally stole Jennifer’s idea. I now send a semi 
regular email to the entire company to tell everyone what 
we (all departments, not just marketing) have achieved. (If 
you ever read this post ‘Jennifer’ thank you :)
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Our near future West, via the far East  #22

By Sean Fay

Synopsis:                                                                    

The future of virtualisation in commu-
nication will reduce the constant need 
for the physical collocation of staff. In 
the post information age, value will 
be created by teams who can engage 
and coordinate talent rather than 
owning any means of production. 
When your location in relation to your 
work is only dependant on access to 
reliable connection to the internet, 
talent starts to locate itself based on 
different criteria. Cultural richness, 
space, education, tolerance, safety 
and civility dictate where talent will 
want to be. Sea Turtles – Haigui are a 
blueprint from China for Ireland. 

4 Takeaways:                                                   

1. The future of the West of Ireland 
could draw on the benefits gained in 
China from inward/returning talent.
2. Many of the fundamental factors 
already exist in the West of Ireland to 
bring in / back critical talent.
3. Sporadic areas of investment in the 
West need to be more common to 
deliver the future.
4. Today’s Wild Atlantic Way should 
build the future’s Wild Atlantic Stay.

About Sean Fay:                                               

Seán Fay is a serial entrepreneur, he 
started a social networking business 
site in 2001 and a Fintech company 
in 2003, they are just the failures.  He 
feels he was destined to move to Dub-
lin as he was born on the 16th June.

If you have met his wife, you would 

At the 2014 Global Leadership Summit in London, 34% of the CEO’s surveyed said that 
more than half their company’s full-time workforce would be working remotely by 
2020.

A full 25% said that more than three-quarters would not work in a traditional office by 2020.

LSE Professor Julian Birkinshaw, believes agility not scale is the future of success in 
business. If we are leaving the ‘Information Age’ and moving into the ‘Agile Age’, the 
ability for an organisation to act will be paramount above the need to analyse endless 
amounts of data.

The business Goliaths of today are undergoing ‘paralysis by analysis.’ Disparate teams 
unified through the ability to have meaningful communication without the need to 
physically travel to each other will be the business pirates of tomorrow. In 1983, Steve 
Jobs held a retreat with his Macintosh team. He told them that, 

         “ It’s better to be a pirate than join the navy.”

Apple might have a skull & cross bones outside their HQ, but they are the navy now.
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see that like Ireland, he is punching 
well above his weight. He co-founded 
a Mayfair based executive search firm 
with an ex-professional motorbike 
rider from Sligo. He founded Celtic 
Turtle® creating eSearch™ so that 
he could put video and analytics 
into head hunting and spend all the 
money he made from the success he 
has had.

Seán is a blow-in to Ireland, his family 
came to Trim with Hugh de Lacy, they 
are still there.

Contacting Sean Fay:                                              

You can connect with Sean on 
LinkedIn, connect with him on 
Twitter or see his work on the 
Celtic Turtle website.

The future of agility and technology is evident from the distant past. David battled 
the Philistine many times his size and the champion of the opposing army with the 
conviction that he would win.  Goliath was killed because he did not see the future had 
arrived for some. 

Goliath carried over a hundred pounds of armour, David was dressed as a shepherd, 
but Goliath’s problems were deeper than being less agile, he brought a knife to a gun 
fight.

Eitan Hirsch, a ballistics expert with the Israeli Defence Forces found that a stone slung 
by an expert such as David would have hit Goliath at thirty-four metres per second, 
this is equivalent to a modern handgun. What turned a simple stone and piece of 
leather into a deadly weapon? Malcolm Gladwell tells us that; 

“ Slinging took an extraordinary amount of skill and practice, but in experienced hands, 
the sling was a devastating weapon. Irish slingers were said to be able to hit a coin from as 
far away as they could see.”
Another Irish but slightly more recent indicator from the past about the future 
of our West shows that technology and agility only have impact with leadership. 
These lessons come from nearer Cong.  Virtualisation and the development of 
communication will mark the West as a location for leaders both XX and XY. But in this 
case, X does not mark the spot in a pirate sense, for Grace O’Malley was a head of state, 
with major assets and international trade. Conversing directly with other heads of state 
as an equal, she understood the ability to attract and hold talent as the route to scaling 
your success. Peter Cheese indicates that globalisation is speeding up the mobility of 
talent. 

“ The key assets of Microsoft go up and down in the elevators and in and out of the 
doors of the company 
every day.”
William Henry “Bill” Gates

It seems leaders with 
a mobile workforce 
understood the necessity 
of talent management 
over 400 years before our 
Bill. 

“ go mb’fhearr liom 
lán loinge de chlann 
Chonraoi agus de chlann 
Mhic an Fhailí ná lán 
loinge d’ór.”
(I would rather have 
a shipload of Conroys 
and MacAnallys than a 
shipload of gold)
   
           Grace O’Malley

https://www.linkedin.com/in/se%C3%A1n-fay-83a8a937
https://twitter.com/CeltTurtle
http://www.celticturtle.ie/
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Virtualisation will enable the relocation or return of talent all over the globe. If the 
war for talent is over, because talent won, then the West of Ireland can win through 
its people and its beauty. In the future, concerns about pollution, crime and social 
cohesion will out way many other concerns. Developments in areas like home audio 
visual and drone technology might make the necessity to be near a cinema or 
shopping mall redundant. I am a regularly flyer and recently was in discussion with a 
career investment banker on a trip to London. He expressed his wife’s very strong wish 
to move from London to Dublin. I asked why? I offered my preferred starters for 10. 

Moving from the number 1 city in the world for the cost of property to the 25th? 

George Washington University found Ireland the most conducive place to live in the 
world as a Muslim?

The fact that

“ Ireland’s immigrant population in 2016 is larger per capita than Germany, France, UK 
or even the USA, but Ireland still has never had an anti-immigration politician elected 
to office?*.”
Given that Ireland has the highest level of degree education in the EU, would it be 
education that might entice him as inward talent? If so, I told him that the highest pass 
rate in the state system into University was 93% and is on the West coast of Ireland. We 
think people could travel far and wide for that, who knows how far? 

My flight friend took me by surprise, his answer was that he wanted to move to Dublin 
because it was safe. 

“ Nobody hates the Irish.”
Like my plane friend, I too was on the tube on 7/7. I fear that in the future, this factor of 
where people live will only increase. 

The largest IPO in the world is from a company that is head quartered the same 
distance as Cong is from its twin in Cork. Shanghai appears to be the city of the future, 
but us pirates are made to do big things, but maybe not from big cities. Returning 
from the USA in 1995 to China, Jack Ma created a company that the smartest Chinese 
grads now want to work for instead of Google or Facebook. China’s modern economy 
has - Sea Turtles – Haigui as an important part of the mix. I told my plane friend that 
we were the smartest scholars in Europe, I forget to tell him that we are the youngest 
society as well. 

We need to create a greater indigenous scalable canopy for these green shoots to 
grow under. 

I do not foresee the time that it will not be necessary to physically meet with 
colleagues and clients. I don’t think there will be a virtual teacher, garda or undertaker. 
People will still go places, but daily work travel will only be for a few jobs.  Access to 
an airport will become critical, by 2025 aircraft will burn 50 percent less fuel than 
those made in 1998, emit 75 percent fewer harmful emissions; and shrink the size of 
geographic areas affected by objectionable airport noise by 83 percent**. Thanks to 
Monsignor Horan’s instance that the Knock runway was built from two points towards 
the middle, so budget cuts could not reduce its size, the future is already built in. 
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Condé Nast Travel Magazine place only 4 European cities in the top 20 friendliest in 
the world, three are Kilkenny, Dublin and Cork. Since that survey, the Wild Atlantic Way 
initiative has brought tourism west.  

Virtualisation will play an important part of moving this into the Wild Atlantic Stay.

• *Kevin Whelan, Michael Smurfit Director of the Keogh - Notre Dame Centre in Dublin.

• **NASA
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Synopsis:                                                               

Tom explores how the internet has 
fundamentally changed business but 
also created some networking sites 
that are now ripe for disruption. 

4 Takeaways:                                                

1. Centralisation leads to one place to 
choke things.
2. The internet kills middlemen, 
usually
3. Facebook brings nothing to the 
party but ads.
4. We can take back control.

About Tom Murphy:                                               

I once made a thing called 
Boards.ie and it grew very very 
big. 

Contacting Tom Murphy:                                              

You can contact Tom by email.  

Killing Boards.

I once gave a talk to a group of supply chain managers, back in the early 2000s, who 
were wide eyed and eager to hear about all the things the internet was going to do for 
them and their businesses.

I felt terrible. I’m a good person at heart so I hate to deliver bad news to good people 
and the news I brought was pretty awful. The fact is that many of them dealt in digital 
goods or goods that could be digitised. Others were importers and middle men of one 
description or another.

I would say a good half of them were dead men walking.

The internet does a number of things very well but one of the best is shortening 
chains of connection. Oh, it shortens time too (remember actually writing a letter 
to a supplier?) and it reduces cost (hello travel agency fees!) but it excels at killing 
middlemen.

If the only value you add to the chain is that you aggregate or congregate then you 
have a very serious problem because the internet wants to connect the manufacturer 
with the customer directly.

But something weird has happened. Right in the midst of killing these middlemen the 
internet has created a weird custodian middleman of its own. The web server.

Think about it for a moment... Facebook brings almost no value to its own site. Neither 
does Boards really, though the moderators could be considered “value” since they tidy 
up and referee a lot. Facebook doesn’t even do that much!

Facebook exploits its users... everyone is aware of that. If you don’t pay for the product, 
you ARE the product. Boards does that too but we’ve always tried to Do No Evil at the 
same time and succeeded I must say.

But we still control the flow of information. Both can decide a topic isnt going to be 
allowed on their turf, both can decide that you are persona non gratis and disconnect 

Let’s Kill Facebook. #23

By Tom Murphy

www.boards.ie
mailto:tom%40boards.ie?subject=
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you. They can decide what to promote into your stream and what people/information 
is suggested for you.

In social media they are the ultimate middle man. I think they can be killed and I don’t 
know why this hasn’t happened.

How do we kill facebook? We replace what they bring to the party. Most of what 
Boards does every day in the office is to keep Boards operating at the scale it is.... its 
huge, vast, extremely busy because we have centralised what should be decentralised. 
Most of the problems we spend time on are caused by this vast centralisation. 
From technological to social to legal. The only thing we really bring to the party are 
whopping great webservers and a giant database and we only need them because we 
centralised the content local to us.

Suppose we distributed them. Suppose instead of sending you information to a 
centralised webserver, you yourself ran the webserver in miniature. On your PC, on 
your phone, on your tablet... wherever you are working now. Each identified as a single 
logical webserver which represents “you”.

So when I look at my “BookFace” page, it pulls from not one single server but from all 
the micro-webservers of all my “friends”. If someone isn’t on now? ok... no problem.. 
serve the last cached data we have from them. Scale? It isn’t an issue, serving a few 
hundred friends requests isn’t going to be a horrible load on your data bandwidth/
throughput. Infrastructure/Database/Webserve? Not an issue since the world size 
database is divided between the world

The social benefits are enormous though.. no moderation policy… you control your 
own data. No censorship, its impossible to censor peer-to-peer serving. Your personal 
data never leaves your control so there are fewer privacy issues. You can serve what 
you like to whoever you choose.

The problem is, no one makes money…. It will take an altruistic action to make it come 
about but its there for the taking!
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Focus on Labour Market Demands will Hinder Students’ Future Potential #24

By Janine McGinn

Synopsis:                                                              

Our higher-level students need to 
learn how to evolve and adapt in this 
environment of constant change. They 
need to critically identify agendas, 
make reasoned choices and engage 
creatively in initiatives which have 
impact on their future.  However, 
Higher Education curriculum content 
is becoming increasingly allied to 
the development of skills dictated by 
labour market requirements.  There 
are undeniably huge benefits to this 
but has this close association not 
become excessive?  Are we becoming 
a production orientated education 
system which favours mechanistic 
vocational style training in technol-
ogy functionality to the detriment of 
the stimulation of our young peoples’ 
intellects?  

Government policy is promoting the 
objective of a European knowledge 
society via a higher education system 
which is increasingly encouraged 
to tie itself in to industry focused 
programmes of learning to further 
economic objectives. What happened 
to the Higher education ideals of the 
pursuit of truth unfettered by political 
and economic interests? What about 
our responsibility as social educators 
to engage in human developmental 
processes which lead to more creative 
personality functioning? 

4 Takeaways:                                                 

1. Programmes of learning in higher 
education need to be designed with 
great care and balance.
2. Industry requirements need to be 
built into higher education pro-
grammes of learning, but should not 

https://pixabay.com/en/building-construction-architecture-856441/

The Higher Education Authority of Ireland (HEA) affirm higher education institutes 
should be:

• drivers of “economic and social development”
• “repositories of cultural and intellectual wealth”
• “places where the pursuit of knowledge is its own reward”
• places, “where the emphasis is, on the holistic development of the individual”

(HEA Ireland 2013).

Though the HEA recognise the importance of these “complementary roles of higher 
education” (HEA Ireland 2013),  in higher education strategy, there is an increasingly 
blinkered focus on just one role, that of driving economic development.   In fact,  the 
creation of “an export-driven knowledge economy” is declared as “the broad ambition 
of higher education in Ireland”.  (HEA Ireland 2013)

You might say there is nothing wrong with this. As a higher education policy objective, 
driving economic development is undoubtedly an important one.   However, a 
difficulty arises when the balance is skewed and it becomes the overarching objective 
to the detriment of others.  It is my view that the broader higher education objectives 
of the “pursuit of knowledge as its own reward” and of the “holistic development of the 
individual” have been neglected in a contemporary race towards the industrialisation, 
commercialisation and marketisation of higher education.  We are narrowing the future 
capabilities of our young people by tailoring their learning to very specific, demands of 
labour markets (Hirtt 2008).

In education policy documents, undergraduate students are now referred to as “human 
capital” employed to fuel the “knowledge economy” (HEA Ireland 2013).   To power this 
economy, there are calls for the development of creative and innovative graduates, yet 
the creativity and innovation which is valued by institutional management is the kind 
which fits into the industry model of higher education.

The industry model of higher education (the tailoring of higher education to industry 

https://pixabay.com/en/building-construction-architecture-856441/
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dictate programme design.
3. We need to be mindful of our 
students as potentially self-realising 
individuals capable of criticality and 
creative originality.
4. Reference in Higher education 
policy documents to our students as 
“human capital” to power competitiv-
ity in a knowledge based economy 
insults the humanity of our young 
people.

About Janine McGinn:                                               

Janine is a lecturer on the Mayo 
campus of GMIT.  She is responsible 
for modules which range from Critical 
Thinking, New Venture Creation and 
Leading Organisational Change to 
Spanish Language and Culture. Her 
multidisciplinary teaching responsibil-
ities mirror her professional experienc-
es.   An entrepreneur at the age of 21 
in Valencia, Spain, where she opened 
an academy for European Languages 
learning, she has since been involved 
in many business start-ups, rang-
ing from the supply of construction 
materials to jewellery design and 
manufacture.  An interpreter and MBA 
graduate of DCU business school, she 
is currently enrolled as a doctoral re-
search student with the University of 
Lincoln. Her doctoral research theme 
relates to organisational creativity and 
innovation.  She argues for improved 
provision for creativity and innovation 
in the design of new programmes of 
learning in Irish Institutes of Technol-
ogy.  

Contacting Janine McGinn:                                      

AYou can follow Janine on Twitter, 
connect with her on LinkedIn or 
contact her by email.

objectives) is evident in the Irish National Strategy for Higher Education.  The aim is to 
make HE much more market orientated:  “in terms  of their explicit focus on meeting 
Ireland’s human capital requirements and also in terms of enhancing cooperation with 
industry and commercialisation activity” (Fahey 2014).

Undergraduate higher education initiatives promoting human intellectual curiosity 
and self-realisation are overlooked.  The student is moulded to industry demands.   
Degree programme content is increasingly specified by large corporations.  “Human 
capital” is processed within a higher education system which is quality controlled at 
European Commission level:

“graduates’ qualifications must meet the needs of the labour market”. (European 
Commission 2006, p.1)

Traditional education ideals such as the pursuit of truth for its own sake and the 
development of individuals as self-cultivating, autonomous individuals are being left 
behind.  Instead, skills based, industry specified and sponsored education systems are 
becoming the new standard.

Have we forgotten the traditional higher education model of a broad based liberal 
education which goes further than developing an individual’s static professional 
pathway and focuses on the academic and holistic development of the person?

By carefully and excessively moulding learning content to industry requirements, 
I believe we are depriving our third level students of a holistic education which 
encourages intellectual curiosity unfettered by economic interest.  We are neglecting 
to equip our graduates with the ability to cope with diversity and complexity, and the 
capacity to adapt continuously to this rapidly changing environment.

I argue that the content of our degree programmes needs to be carefully thought out 
and designed with a balance of objectives.  For example, undergraduate technological 
capabilities should be developed with coincident exposure to intellectual debate 
and inquiry.  Critical and creative thinking should be fostered, as should an increased 
understanding of the nature of human psychology and sociology.

If we neglect to expose our undergraduates to intellectual inquiry by tailoring their 
educational experiences to narrow industry based objectives, we are choosing an 
orwellian unquestioning industry model of worker education, where emphasis 
is put on the metaphorical continuous flow of the assembly line.  If functionality 
of technology and skills based tasks are assigned greater importance than the 
stimulation and development of the intellect, we are neglecting our responsibility 
as educators, to promote the self-realisation capabilities of our students, and by 
extension we are depriving society of valuable creative intellectuality.

Do we really want our graduates to become mechanistic industry pawns?

https://twitter.com/janineginn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/janine-mcginn-04170753
mailto:Janine.mcginn%40gmit.ie?subject=
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Synopsis:                                                 

VR and AR will be used to delve into 
big data and dangerous data by citi-
zen historians. People will travel back 
country roads and encounter datasets 
embedded in the landscape relating 
to historic events.  Thirty years ago the 
author witnessed a bomb attack in 
the centre of Paris. This talk links that 
experience with his subsequent career 
as an Irish archaeologist dealing with 
large digital datasets contextualised 
in time and space. Applying the deep 
research techniques used by archaeol-
ogists and historians to Virtual & Aug-
mented Reality we will explore how to 
identify and wrestle with coincidence 
and speculation and use technology 
to affect the future.  

4 Takeaways:                                                       

1. The tourism of history & heritage is 
jumping full force into VR & AR
2. Access to historic datasets is crucial 
for high quality research and danger-
ous datasets must not be excluded 
from the mix
3. Geolocating historic datasets will 
build an infrastructure for AR-based 
researches
4. Digital histories will be democratic 
& anarchic

About John Tierney:                                        

John Tierney is a field archaeologist 
with 30 years experience in Ireland 
and the UK. For the last 6 years 
he has worked on crowdsourced 
heritage surveys digitally published 
to historicgraves.com and 
thememorytrail.com.    

*Big Data*
Selfies build timelines for personal history. In time they become a source for family 
history & family histories are a key source for micro histories,  those histories which 
delve into the details of the past in order to better understand the macro history of a 
people or place. Selfies represent the growth of big data and it’s potential for future 
historians.

The surge in web-based historical research has used **copies** of historic documents, 
often incomplete and difficult to read. In the coming decades we will be using native 
digital media to develop personal and family timelines and then using other sources to 
add flesh to these bones. Big data will be delved with huge potential for good and for 
bad.

*Dangerous Data*
All historians, academic or citizen historians, wish to tell stories of the past which 
reveal something new & truthful. In the process history can appear light-hearted and 
interesting or it can address the difficult topics about the past. Topics such as who had 
the power and how did they use it? How did gender politics manifest itself? What is the 
history of sexual abuse in a country or parish? Stories of violence, mental health and 
religious practice are stacked deep across Ireland and the rest of Europe.

Institutional historic datasets and public health records can be very dangerous 
(Breathnach & Gurrin 2016). In a country where people object to historic documents 
which describe their grandparents as labourers how do we think they will feel if and 
when we publish datasets from a lunatic asylum?

*Contextualising Big Data*
Perhaps even greater than the risk of dangerous data is the risk of bad science in future 
histories. Proper research methodologies must be used & currently universities are 
playing a very important role in increasing the quality of research being conducted. But 
as citizen research grows will the quality of research be maintained? Probably not. How 
can we address this issue in a realistic manner?

We can hack good methods into the tools people will use for future histories. A key 

The Future of Experiencing the Past #25

By John Tierney
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hack is to contextualise the dataset - where did this happen and when did it happen? If 
those questions must be answered when recording digital media then maybe gross or 
deliberate errors can be minimised.

And then to link where and when in a mean meaningful manner we need to 
determine sequence and causality of events - can this be hacked? We think so and 
point to examples from archaeological excavation where spatial and temporal 
elements are woven together for meaningful interpretation.

*Experiencing the past*
When it comes to experiencing the past 2016 is probably the first year when VR has 
been widely available. 3D models are being made of objects, structures and places. My 
first experience of 360 degree imaging was at Cong 2015 but this year we have created 
equirectangular images for Google Cardboard from graveyards and historic sites all 
around Ireland and the UK. A step up from Google Cardboard using the HTC Vive has 
resulted in the building of visceral experiences - standing on a cliff top and veering 
down in a VR is  treated the same as doing it in RL and already people have been 
sexually assaulted in VR! Why is this not surprising? What does it mean about human 
behaviour in VR?

Right now we can be the cowboy riding into town in Red Dead aboard a stagecoach 
with a Colt .45 on our hip and a VR headset over our eyes. Very soon we will fix our 
grandparents photographs to avatars in VR and will be able to relive some of their own 
experiences.

The future of experiencing the past will combine VR and Augmented Reality. Big 
data and dangerous data combined with citizen researchers will reveal previously 
unidentified causal relationships and as a result experiencing the past will become a 
strong tool for affecting the future.

Contacting John Tierney:                                       

You can contact John by email.

mailto:john%40eachtra.ie?subject=
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Synopsis:                                                 

As “news” goes online, are we getting 
further away from sources of incontro-
vertible “facts”? Did any news source 
ever exist for pure facts?. Encylope-
dias, dictionaries etc. newspapers all 
have their biases.  It goes with being 
human. Bias is not just the thing that 
the “other side” has. We have it too!  I 
believe that evidence suggests that 
social media and machine-generated 
recommendations that are used to 
customize our online experiences 
act as bias magnifiers. In theory, the 
online world makes it easy to access 
other opinions. But in reality, we seem 
to each live in online worlds that 
amplify our biases  

4 Takeaways:                                        

1. We are all biased, whether we be-
lieve it or not.
2. “News” has always been a biased 
concept. Its not possible (I don’t think) 
to report an event without *some* 
personal bias.
3. Social media and Recommender 
Algorithms are potent bias amplifiers
4. We are all creating our own biased 
news filters by our online choices - 
whether we realize it or not

About Sean McGrath:                                      

Sean McGrath.  Blogging from 
Ireland since 2002. Based in Galway 
now.      

Contacting Sean McGrath:                                    

You can contact Sean by email.

Twentieth century newspapers and periodicals used to be a major source of “the truth” 
for many people. They all had biases to various degrees but there were only a handful 
of daily newspapers and handful of news-centered periodicals. If you skimmed 3/4 of 
them and you have the mainstream spectrum of biases/opinions covered.

Today, with social media, we all create our own news feeds which create different 
versions of “the truth” tailored for each of one of us. In other words, we each create 
our own biased online newspaper every day. Even the front page of the 20th century 
newspapers and periodicals that we view online, are now increasingly customized to 
the profiles of each individual visitor.

On top of this, the recommender algorithms, based on artifical intelligence, that 
increasingly drive online news and online commerce, reinforce our biases by constantly 
pointing us to new content that fits our existing biases. This results in a classic feedback 
loop. I.e. we can specify interests to the machines - either explicitly or implicitly. 
These interests are used by the machines to create recommendations that match the 
interests. This serves to reinforce the interests into more and more refined bands of 
topics. This creates yet more recommendations...and the cycle repeats, at exponential 
speeds.

We are doing this at a time when less and less of what is presented as news on digital 
media can be trusted to at least meet the standards of “old school” investigative 
journalism. In addition, evidence of events in the form of e-mails, pictures, video etc. 
can now be easily doctored to promote a bias or provoke a click to sell an advert.

The internet seems to be becoming an ever escalating news exaggeration/fabrication 
machine, driven by an insatiable need to attract attention, combined with the internet’s 
capacity to deliver attention. The recent US Presidential election cycle is a case in point. 
I remember the brohuha in 1986, when an English tabloid “news”-paper reported a 
celebrity eating a hamster, on its front page. The tabloid press of old look very tame 
indeed now!

The great irony of all this is that it has never before been easier to access opinions that 
differ from our own. And yet, the tools we use to manage the information overload “fire 
hose” that is the internet, seem to have become, in practice, tools for narrowing our 
minds rather than expanding them.

A Pokemon Ate My Hamster. The Future of Truth. #26

By Sean McGrath

http://seanmcgrath.blogspot.ie/
http://seanmcgrath.blogspot.ie/search?updated-min=2002-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&updated-max=2003-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&max-results=50
http://seanmcgrath.blogspot.ie/search?updated-min=2002-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&updated-max=2003-01-01T00:00:00-08:00&max-results=50
mailto:sean.mcgrath%40gmail.com?subject=
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We live in a pivotal time. Today’s teenagers and young adults are digital natives. The 
formative years of these young people are playing out in this new online world that 
appears to be capable of radicalizing opinions in a way never seen before in the 
history of humanity. As these people become the new politicians and business leaders 
in the years ahead,  we we will find out what the long term impacts of today’s bias-
magnifying internet really is.

It is an experiment we are conducting live, at planetary scale. There is no going back 
now. Fingers crossed!
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“If Things Don’t Change, They’ll Stay The Way They Are.” #27

Bernard Joyce

Synopsis:                                                                  

Rebuidling the village, one MB at a 
time.  

4 Takeaways:                                                   

1. Use technology and academia to 
research, plan and  create a vision for 
our towns, villages and communities.
2. Create new spaces that are all-
inclusive, attractive and which bring 
people together.
3. Value Children.
4. Create prosperous communities by 
keeping resources local.

About Bernard Joyce                                          

Bernard Joyce has lived for much of 
his life in rural Mayo and does many 
of the thing in rural communities do, 
coach underage hurling, sing in choir 
and go for a pint. With his wife, Zane 
he runs environmental educational 
programmes on their native woodland 
near Turlough in Mayo and in primary 
schools. Having previously graduated 
with BScs in Rural Development, 
and Digital Design, Technology and 
Innovation, he is now studying for a 
MSc in Management in Sustainable 
Development.

Contacting Bernard Joyce                                                                                    

You can follow Bernard on 
Twitter, connect with him on 
LinkedIn or call (094)9067080

                “ If things don’t change, they’ll stay the way they are.”
~ Brady, E. (Village Postman, c1990)

In the early 90’s we asked the local postman in an interview for the parish magazine. As 
a twenty something, I was quite amused by the local postman’s philosophical outlook, 
wondering did it even warrant editorial approval for our prestigious publication.

The postman was no philosopher but he was right. It’s just that it took me about a 
quarter of a century of living in the same village and now the age that he was then to 
realise that things had stayed the way they were.

Many villagers in rural Ireland might argue that things haven’t even managed to stay 
the same.

The postal round hasn’t changed much apart from the obligatory estates of semi-
detached houses that sprouted during the boom years, like facial hairs on a teenager 
OR the village enhancements of stone walls and cherry trees, like Brylcream sprucing 
up the village to look like a town.

Much of rural Ireland seems to be stuck in an eternal pubescent state never growing up 
but always wishing it would, living from week to week, allowance to allowance.

We don’t have the village name on the envelopes any more, resulting in the annual 
panic of “which John, Mary and family” do we need to send a Christmas card back to!

You’re as likely to see Hong Kong as Cong on the postmark now since the village went 
global.

Perhaps our postman was wrong, things have changed so much but they’ve still 
changed the same.

The information age has come and gone as the internet streams not just knowledge 
but products and services. It educates, entertains and even employs us.

https://twitter.com/bernardjoyce
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bernardjoyce
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But what about Change?

The philosophers and psychologists tell us that “Change has to come from within”, that 
we must “want to change” and even according to Mahatma Gandhi, that “we should 
become the change we want to see in the world”.

The change we wish to see in the world must happen first within what writer Stephen 
Covey described as our “Circle of Influence” (Covey 2001)

The village or community offers a readymade “circle of influence” from where we can 
start to change.

1. First we need to ask the question: where are we and where do we want to go? Let’s 
    harness the academic and technological resources available to identify the 
    underlying problems and their sources so that we can create a workable vision for 
    the future.
2. Many of our communities revolved around public spaces such as the church, post 
    office and pub. Let’s re-evaluate our concepts of public spaces and create a vision for 
    spaces that are all-inclusive, attractive and which bring people together.
3. Create child-valued communities, spaces to explore and play (not just playgrounds). 
    Get our children out of stuffy overcrowded classrooms. Adapt Self-organised learning 
    environments (S.O.L.E.) models using technology for local schools (Help design the 
    future of learning, 2016)
4. Keep resources in the local community. So much of the resources in our community 
    particularly financial leak out of our community through how and where we spend 
    our money. Let’s create local economic plans at community level to harness the 
    multiplier effect to create and retain prosperous local communities (NEF, 2008)

References:
Covey, S.R. (2001) The 7 habits of highly effective people. United Kingdom: Franklin 
Covey Co.

Help design the future of learning (2016) Available at: 
https://www.theschoolinthecloud.org/ (Accessed: 10 September 2016).

New Economics Foundation (NEF) -(2008) Plugging the Leaks: Local Economic 
Development. Available at: http://www.pluggingtheleaks.org/ 
(Accessed: 10 October 2016).

https://www.theschoolinthecloud.org/
http://www.pluggingtheleaks.org/
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Synopsis:                                                                    

Learning is everywhere yet students 
are less likely to pick up something 
new in the classroom, but that’s the 
very place you want a student to learn 
something new. 

I believe the classroom needs to 
change, transforming them into 
something them into learning envi-
ronments is key. 

4 Takeaways:                                                           

1. Cafollas, great staff great chips :) 
Sorry couldn’t resist.
2. The importance of looking back to 
the past, how did the classroom func-
tion and how has it changed.
3. We have to be able to work with 
what we have and stop looking for 
solutions that haven’t been invented 
yet, what does your school, town hall, 
library offer and how can we build 
on it.
4. Technology is not the answer to 
changing learning attitudes.

About Hassan Dabbagh:                                           

As an Educational Technologist with 
extensive experience in working with 
teachers, on an individual and on a 
whole school basis, Hassan Dabbagh 
enables teachers to get the best from 
the technology they have available 
to them, by eliminating the ICT issues 
that impede the use of technology in 
a school setting. With a background 
in eLearning and a wide-ranging 
portfolio of experience in the area 
of educational technology he has 

Hassan Dabbagh Snr is one of the most intelligent men I know, I’m not saying that 
because he’s my grandfather. When he speaks people listen, I mean really listen. 

Originally from Palestine he learned that 
education, hard work and honesty are by far the 
most important things a young man could have 
in his arsenal.  He was An educator in his early 
years only to retire years letter as the Ambassador 
of Kuwait. His story is one I’ve tried to put down 
on paper but the sheer gargantuan task scares 
me to even think about it. 

So why am I telling you about him, well it’s 
simple, everything OR at least the most important 
-in my eyes-  I have learned about education 
and learning doesn’t come from books but 
comes from him, he would always push towards 
education he believed in the power of education, 
not just go to college get a good job raise a 
family although it has to be said he believed on 

that too but he believed in the power of education to change.  He would seldom have 
a discussion without fully understanding both sides of the story...... I asked him about 
the issues in the middle east recently and he told me that he’s started reading up on 
the tribal histories and relationships from years ago in order to understand what is 
happening today, some of us would be content by reading the paper or watching the 
news and develope our opinion from that but not him. 

As an educational technologist I find myself at the forefront of NEW and shiney tech 
in the classroom.  I work in schools all over the country mostly fixing whats broken 
OR at least attempting to but what I really love doing is training, I work with teachers 
mostly but I also find myself organising workshops for student as well, everything from 
Collaborative learning to how to code using scratch can be on the agenda. 

Working with younger students is great, I will never get tired to of hearing “wow!!!!” 
OR “that was COOOL!!” when they do something right or a project comes to life but I 
really love working with Teachers, the “WOW Effect” is just pleasing but when you see 
it happening to teachers you see a bit more.  It’s like they can straightway find a way 
to use this new “thing” you’ve shown them.  Teachers understand the need for training 
and CPD, they understand the need to push forward that is evident to me by the 
amount of teachers I’ve worked with who will say to me after a session “I can’t wait to 
go in and try that on the next day I’m in”.  I also understand that some things just don’t 
work.

So why does “industry” consider education to be stuck in a rut? I was recently asked 
by an industry leader when I was looking for a grant about how I planned on make 
money?  They also wanted to know why I would want to get into the education sector?  
It hasn’t changed its ways in years and it’s not about to change any time soon.  My 
favorite comment was .... “ you should create an App!!!!”.  So it dawned on me, industry 
expect me to sell a box and make a margin then sell more boxes for more margins but 
what I’m offering can’t be sold in a box or at least I can’t figure it out.  I’m at loss as what 
to do next, although I believe in training teachers, because it’s them that will educate 
the students who will do on to change the world.  I also realise now... after 5 years... that 
technology isn’t necessarily the answer we need to look at learning and our attitudes 
to learning. I think we need to look back at education and learning, I think we need to 
reinvent the classroom there is a little bit of this happening as we speak with the likes 
of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Course) and online learning in general but I think we 
need more.

Past Lessons for Education #28

Hassan Dabbagh
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worked with both primary and post 
primary schools to facilitate the au-
thentic integration of technology into 
the school setting.      

Contacting Hassan Dabbagh:                                             

If you ever wanted to read more 
random ravings of a techie nerd 
you’ll find me on the Internet ...... 
I’m all over the shop! the ironic 
thing is for someone who has 
such a small footprint in real life I 
generally make up for it digitally. 
You’ll mostly find me on Twitter 
and my blog, mostly guest posts 
and badly spelt rants. You can also 
email me.

Albert Einstein said “ I don’t Teach, I create the environment for learning” and that’s 
what I want to do.  I want to create an environment for learning.  I see the role of the 
teacher changing.  Let’s take a few seconds to look at how the classroom came to be.  
Religion has had a huge part to play in the way the classroom looks today.  How else 
would the word of the church be passed on ...... I realise this is a very simplistic view 
but my point is this, the teacher was often the village elder or someone with great life 
experience OR even a priest or holy man spreading the word of God.  But what about 
today.  Students have so much information at their fingertips that the teacher is no 
longer the Gatekeeper of the information.  The teacher is there to guide the student 
through the labyrinth of information out there.  The teacher is now the facilitator.  I was 
once asked “ does the internet and FREE online learning mean the teacher is no longer 
needed?”.  My answer to that is simply “hell NO”.  The role of the teacher is changing.  
Learning is no longer confined to the classroom.  The days of chalk and talk gone.  
There is no way the teacher can manage the flow of information the learner has access 
to, which was the case for so long.  I read this fact a while back and it blew me away: 

• The Library of congress has more than 3.6 million recordings, 14 million photographs, 
5.5 million maps.
• Instagram has 60 Million images upload everyday!!
• Youtube has 60 hours of video are uploaded every minute, or one hour of video is 
uploaded to YouTube every second.

As the role of the teacher changes so should the classroom evolve as well.  I love the 
idea of an environment for learning and my main reason for this is because I was that 
student that loved learning but hated school.  I loved learning new things but failed 
dramatically in every exam I did, but when it came to anything hands on I picked up 
without effort.  I loved the museum seeing history, listening to recordings of famous 
speeches etc etc I loved it all.... I loved when we were told stories in primary school.  
Once I was told the story once, it stuck! If I was to read a story it didn’t??  If I did an 
experiment it remained locked away in my head.  However if I read about it it didn’t.  
I’m saying this because I fell through the cracks .... it wasn’t schools fault, it wasn’t the 
systems fault, however, I firmly believe today if I had learning environment rather than 
a classroom I would be a much different person.  I also believe that I am the person I am 
today because of my past so I have no regrets. 

So what’s this learning environment?  Its whatever the teacher needs it to be.  Whatever 
makes the subject more engaging.  It’s a class outside under a tree.  It’s a 360Degree 
image of an attic to show the learners about what makes up the joints and how they 
are put together.  A learning environment is a virtual reality tour of stonehenge, if the 
learning can’t make it.  A learning environment is anywhere you need it to be.  Thanks 
to the internet and let’s not forget mother nature it can be anywhere.  Maybe it’s 
something I’m missing but we’re already halfway there with libraries in every town the 
learning environment or learning space can be an extension of them.

SO ............where am I going to start??? NOT THE FIRST NOTION!! maybe this is the first 
step. a simple blog post.

https://twitter.com/hassandabbagh
http://www.hassandabbagh.ie/
mailto:hassandabbagh%40gmail.com?subject=
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Communicating Tomorrow. #29

Synopsis:                                                                   

TWith rapid advances in digital 
technology how is the world of the 
communications professional chang-
ing? By adapting and adding multiple 
strings to our bow, what do you risk 
losing? This post takes a light hearted 
glimpse at where we are today as a 
profession and argues the importance 
of not losing sight of what makes us 
great communicators. 

4 Takeaways:                                                       

1. The rules governing good commu-
nications are constant 
2. Digital technology has led to the 
convergence of traditional. profes-
sional communications industries 
-- promotional marketing, advertising 
and public relations.
3. We are still getting to grips with the 
new toys of communication.
4. Don’t underestimate the human 
dimension when communicating 
online or offline

About Keith Morrison:                                              

Keith Morrison, a Dubliner, is Global 
Marketing and Communications Di-
rector, Asia Pacific for Black & Veatch, 
an engineering company that builds 
and designs water and power facilities 
throughout the world.      

Contacting Keith Morrison:                                                        

You can connect with Keith on 
LinkedIn or via email.

The future is the same, isn’t it? Even a ‘digital’ future doesn’t mean we forget how we 
communicate or we change how we communicate. Cut through the gadgets and the 
gizmos: the fundamentals of communicating are the same. And they’re simple.

I started a career in Public Relations in London before the first internet bubble burst. 
There were two reasons. 

A flooded pitch and cancelled match meant I was able to pop into the University’s 
Career Centre for a talk given by two trendy Public Relations pros. They spent the hour 
being cool and clever talking about dunking biscuits and the fun they had planning 
and bringing a campaign (about biscuits) to life. They only once mentioned what 
consultancy company they were from; and it was while cycling home that evening that 
what my friend had said a few weeks earlier about the difference between Advertising 
and Public Relations suddenly rang true.

Jake had a ‘Souf’ London accent.

“A man walks into a bar. He walks up to a beautiful woman and says, ‘I’m great in bed!’ 
The woman ignores him.

“Another man walks into the bar. He walks up to a beautiful woman and says, ‘See my 
friend over there; he’s great in bed.’ The woman wants to know more.”

The first was Advertising; the latter was Public Relations. Admittedly, I had trouble 
reconciling that either man was successful but I was able to concede that one had more 
chance of influencing than the other. The fact that the two speakers at the Careers 
Centre hadn’t boasted about their company convinced me that I too wanted to learn to 
persuade as they had. I was drawn to the subtler form of promotional marketing.

These two moments converged and a career in public relations awaited.

Today, advertising, public relations, promotional marketing are all blurred and 
converged thanks to advances in digital technology. The traditional, strict demarcations 
no longer exist. Communications is the common theme and I now consider myself a 
communications professional (although I could also easily call myself a marketer).

By Keith Morrison

https://www.linkedin.com/in/keithmorrison
mailto:Keith0Morrison%40gmail.com?subject=
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Ready. Aim. Fire.

That’s it. That’s all there is to my profession. This doesn’t and won’t change.

Back to the pub, “You can’t walk up to a group of people having a drink, interrupt and 
then loud mouth about your interests. There are rules. It’s the same with a message 
board.”

Context in communication is everything. If you want to influence, you have to 
understand your audience, create trust and do it all with the outcome in mind. Message 
boards, blogs, twitter, snapchat. 

What’s got everyone excited is data but often to the determent of remembering what 
we do best as communicators.

The possibility and availability of data led to the age of social media ascendency and 
a legacy of ‘digital ninjas’ being empowered to mishandle twitter accounts. Huge 
marketing dollars went into managing multiple digital channels and overeager, rash 
companies getting embroiled in scandals to pay social influencers. The bright lights 
of readily available statistics and visibility of conversations – conversations that have 
always taken place but just perhaps not documented – have somewhat dwindled and 
attention is now being focused on the backend rather than the frontend. IBM’s Watson. 
Marketing automation software. The dawn of the ‘marketing scientist’. Digital analytics. 

Today, it’s all about connecting ISPs, emails and CRM systems. Business intelligence for 
sales. Business-to-Individual marketing. 

It’ll take a while for us to come up for air again and firmly get our focus back as an 
industry on influencing, persuading and generating targeted outcomes through 
planned communications efforts.

The future, no doubt, will sharpen our understanding of our audience, our Aim, 
and what tool we chose to Fire with. But it won’t change why we pull the trigger in 
the first place, our Readiness to Fire: empathy, understanding the human spirit is 
what will endure in our profession and differentiate good communication from bad 
communication.

You can never replace the human dimension of walking into a bar and everything that 
follows. Prepare for that and you’ll understand the eternal art of communication.

Although I can’t join Eoin in human bodily form in Cong, I hope this provides a lighter 
perspective alongside his session on the future of PR. I look forward to seeing the 
videos and participating digitally. Emoticon, out.
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What is a Farm? #30

Synopsis:                                                            

After the recent scandal where super-
markets were packaging foods as hav-
ing come from mythical farms rather 
than industrial estates I was prompted 
to write this. We have become so 
removed from the source of our food 
that supermarkets can get away with 
this. It is not helping that TV pro-
grammes are only showing chocolate 
box images of farms and farming. 
Even food advertising on television 
and radio is misleading.

4 Takeaways:                                                   

1. Definition of a farm.
2. What is the difference between a 
farm and a smallholding.
3. Where is your food coming from.
4. If it had a real life picture of how it 
was produced would you buy it.

About Margaret Griffin:                                    

Food scientist who worked in the food 
industry until I got made redundant 
but not before I had become hugely 
disillusioned with the food safety po-
lice. I worked in meat and bakery food 
sectors. Have also taught unemployed 
adults on an ETB Momentum course 
in Professional Cookery. Currently un-
employed but trying to find a job that 
makes me want to leap out of bed in 
the morning.

Contacting Margaret Griffin:                                         

You can follow Margaret on 
Twitter and Facebook or on her 
Food Born and Bred website.

It seems a strange question. But. What is a farm? Recently the word farm has been 
hijacked by the big multi national supermarkets in order to sell their wares. In reality 
the produce came from a factory unit in an industrial estate. Well the produce must 
have come from some sort of a “farm” originally but would most consumers call where 
it came from a farm? Somehow I doubt it.

There is a massive disconnect between consumers and where their food comes 
from. Years ago small farmers grew and reared their own food sufficient for their 
requirements and sold off any excess. The food was fresh, local and for the most part 
unadulterated. They were farmers and they lived on a farm. Today they would be called 
(somewhat disparagingly) smallholders or hobby farmers.

When I first moved to this area, my neighbour was a small farmer. He and his sister 
had farmed their few acres all their life. They reared a few cattle, had a couple of cows 
for milking, pigs and chickens. Hugh had a horse for ploughing and used love telling 
me he had the “knack” with horses and could get them to do anything for him. I don’t 
doubt it for a minute. He was a real old fashioned countryman. Knowledgable about 
the land, the seasons, the animals and he was big into animal welfare. I had a huge 
amount of respect for him and I learned a lot from him. I’d like to hear the big farmers 
try to tell him he wasn’t a farmer.

The real farmers around here can’t and don’t make a living from it. They all have a 
“laying hen” at home. A partner who is usually a teacher or a nurse with a guaranteed 
income. So are they real farmers?

Today the average household spends around 10% of their income on food. Back 
in Hugh’s day it was closer to 50%. When I mention what I spend on food the usual 
reaction is shock. But I would rather spend my money on food than on anything else. 
For me it is a long term investment. I want to avoid at all costs getting sick, getting 
disease and having to rely on a failing health system to cure me. I also want to ensure 
the animals that I eat have had a good life and have been fed what I feed myself. If you 
are what you eat then the same is true for an animal.

But back to the question. What is a farm?

Margaret Griffin

https://twitter.com/foodborn
https://www.facebook.com/foodborn/
http://www.foodbornandbred.com/
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To my mind it is very simple. It doesn’t matter what size it is as long as the animals 
raised on it live their life as nature intended. So you can have as many animals as you 
like as long as you have the space for them. Having thousands of animals crammed 
into a concrete shed is not a farm. It is a factory. It is an industrial processing system. 
It should not be called a farm. It should not be called farming. And the produce that 
comes from it should not be entitled to any label referring to farming/farm/farmed.

You see it’s very easy. Stick a label on what now is called farmed/fresh from the farm 
and other such euphemisms and change it for what it really is - factory or intensively 
produced and then question consumer sentiment. Yes, there will be some who won’t 
care, some who can’t care but there will be a much bigger market than you think for 
the real deal.

The problem is that people just don’t know. The programme that is currently being 
aired this week by our national broadcaster RTE - On the Farm, should really highlight 
this difference. So far it has failed to do so and that disappoints me massively. Yes, they 
are showing cute lambs and calves who get to live lovely natural lives grazing on green 
fields but what about pigs, chickens, laying hens? What about the muck, the wind, the 
rain, the death? Show farmers grieving for loss of an animal. Because good farmers do. 
Show consumers reality. Then just maybe they might understand why good food costs. 
Stop showing a chocolate box image of farming and show real farming not factories, 
warts and all.
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Want to be in Business Forever?: A Spin through our Organisational Future #31

Synopsis:                                                              

The organisation of the future will 
look totally different to that of today. 
Our systems of government, educa-
tion, health, finance, production and 
service delivery will be transformed 
into inclusive, engaging, trust-
ing, transparent and collaborative 
networks of people. But the static 
and specialist models that shape our 
culture today will require rethink-
ing. Excelling in this new paradigm 
will require people to embrace Trust, 
Transparency and Improvisation. And 
trusting another human being, really 
trusting is a brand new ballgame in 
our individualistic society 

4 Takeaways:                                                  

1. Our organisations seem to be stuck 
in reverse, employees disengaged, 
customers disenfranchised, and value 
seeping away.
2. The more we hire strong leaders 
and skilled managers to rain down the 
“right way” to operate, the more we 
seem to be stuck in reverse.
3. The networked, adaptable, col-
laborative model for organisations is 
set to reinvent our world. Companies 
operating without hierarchy, or au-
tocratic leaders or detailed plans will 
allow human beings to share, engage, 
explore, collaborate and thrive.
4. The network always wins, but 
to adapt to it we must embrace its 
principles - Trust, Transparency and 
Improvisation.

About Lisa White:                                  

I am a Technologist, Transformation 
Manager, Consultant, Innovator, Evan-

It was a hazy Saturday morning in June when I shuffled into the Central Hotel in 
Dublin to learn Improv from Neil Curran. The previous year for me had been filled with 
tumult and trauma and crises. My life seemingly crumbling, my confidence shot and 
my business on shaky ground. A room full of strangers, some actors, others brimming 
with personality. What was I doing here? But 24 hours was all it took to see the light. 
The vivid revelation of actually trusting another human being, of actually listening and 
pinpointing their contribution, and simply, building on it. Thirty odd years had not 
taught me this simple, human reciprocity.

The world is a more complex system than any of us can imagine. Suspicion is the 
correct reaction to anyone who claims to know how it works. The total of human 
knowledge is combined in the minds and lives of billions across the planet. If you think 
YOU know, then you are simply too arrogant to find out.

Success, even survival, in this increasingly complex system will require much more 
than skill, competency and hard work - it will require us all to navigate an ever-evolving 
network. This shouldn’t be so difficult for our fair species. In Sapiens: A Brief History of 
Humankind, Yuval Harari provides ample evidence that Homo sapiens dominate the 
world because it is the only animal that can cooperate flexibly in large numbers. We 
have lived in networks for millennia. But stasis has since set in. Despite the massive 
connectability provided by radio technology, the internet, smartphones and digital 
tools, we now live in a world of absolute specialization and practical apathy. Nowhere 
is this more true than within the thermodynamics of our organisations. Our banks, our 
schools, our healthcare systems, our corporations and our governments are all dogged 
by inefficiency, ineffectiveness and inertia. And the more we hire strong leaders and 
skilled managers to rain down the “right way” to operate, the more we implement 
leading technologies and digital strategies, the more we seem to be stuck in reverse. 
Customers and employees across myriad industries are wildly disengaged, while 
economies tank.

But it doesn’t have to be so hopeless. The networked, adaptable, collaborative model 
for organisations is set to reinvent our world. Companies like Buurtzorg, Patagonia, 
ESBZ and FAVI, spanning sectors, operating without strict hierarchy, without autocratic 
leaders and without detailed plans - these are the systems within which human beings 
can share, engage, explore, collaborate and thrive; these are the organisations that will 
redefine our markets, our education and our political systems. It will be these systems 

By Lisa White
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gelist, Entrepreneur, Team Leader (and 
Follower), Security & Privacy Guru, 
Corporate Stooge, Cultural Sponge, 
and Talker. I am the glue that binds 
the recently founded Spireworks com-
munity, a brand reinventing man-
agement consulting, to align with a 
rapidly changing and disruptive world 
model. My background is 12 year in IT 
management and consulting, deliver-
ing major change initiatives. I’m Irish, 
but have worked most of my career 
abroad, in the UK, Switzerland and 
the US. My future combines digital 
transformation with psychological 
development, cultural change and 
disruption dynamics.

Contacting Lisa White:                           

You can see Lisa’s work on her website 

Spireworks or contact her by 
email.

that flourish, grow and provide value long into the future. Goodbye Taylorism, hello 
collaboration.

Such systems are based on a simple maxim - if you treat someone with suspicion, if 
you control them, if you police them - they will abdicate responsibility, but if you trust 
someone, they will cherish and honour this trust. The premise is not always true - but it 
is far truer than the opposite! And a far more positive manner in which to engage with 
the world and our fellow human beings.

On the Improv stage, I have two choices. I could try to control things, drive my 
colleague, hog the floor, contradict when she gets it wrong. The result? A dead scene 
with an early, but longed-for ending! But if I trust, and listen, and engage and embrace, 
then we go somewhere. There is always a place to go together - it will not look like I 
imagined or like she imagined - it will be better.

This is the way the networked organisation operates. Frederic Laloux, in his tome 
Reinventing Organizations, paints a much cleaner picture of this model. He speaks of 
three principles embraced by these “Teal” organisations of the future: evolutionary 
purpose, wholeness and self-management. It’s a clearer definition than I can muster, 
and it nicely illustrates that trust must be combined with transparency, exposure, even 
vulnerability. The sharing economy is our first instantiation of this - a model based on 
trust. I trust you to rent me a quality room, or car, or office, and you trust me to treat it 
with respect, and the truth will be published in a review in the end anyway.

Laloux’s model however, is also potentially limiting. His conclusions too clear, too final. 
He claims, for example, that organisations cannot transform to Teal if their leaders 
do not explicitly agree with the concepts. Perhaps this is a question of semantics, 
but I disagree. Laloux himself needs to look across disciplines. The book In Over 
Our Heads by Robert Kegan provides many clues to supporting the transition of 
individuals from stage 3 to stages 4 and 5 of adult psychological development. And 
engineers applying the principles of the Agile manifesto have been operating in non-
hierarchical environments for decades, despite the hierarchy of their customers or 
business sponsors. Why couldn’t such principles be applied to incrementally evolve the 
perspectives of leaders, managers and team members alike?

For me, the point will eternally be that the more we learn, the less we know. The 
network always wins, but to adapt to it we must embrace its principles - Trust, 
Transparency and Improvisation.

https://spire.works/
mailto:lisa%40spire.works?subject=
mailto:lisa%40spire.works?subject=
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The Future of Political Engagement in a Social Media Driven World #32

Synopsis:                                                            

With the prevalence of social media 
in political campaigns, now is a good 
time to ask if this is a force for driving 
informed debate or has the technol-
ogy merely created an echo chamber 
for like-minded people to view and 
share content that affirms their own 
views.  

4 Takeaways:                                                     

1. Technology that enables enter-
taining and instantaneous engage-
ment like Snapchat will do well with 
younger voters while Twitter becomes 
the new political spin room to com-
municate with the media. 
2. Politicians chasing online engage-
ment to convert winnable voters will 
need to find more creative ways to 
reach social media audiences. 
3. Social media audiences demand 
short soundbites that make informed 
policy conversations difficult to en-
gage in.  Candidates who are contro-
versial or entertaining will have higher 
followings as evidenced by Donald 
Trump and Gerry Adam’s Facebook 
and Twitter accounts. 
4. While we can track donations and 
other online activities, the extent to 
which social media will influence voter 
behaviour remains unclear in Ireland.

About Jenny O’Reilly:                                      

Jennie O’Reilly was Head of Digital 
for the Fine Gael 2016 General Elec-
tion. Prior to this, she worked in Ibec, 
eircom and the NGO sector in com-
munications and online marketing 
roles.  All opinions expressed here are 
her own. 

A political campaign has two key aims - to convert ‘winnable’ voters and to get your 
supporters out to vote.  In trying to achieve these aims, social media is used extensively, 
as evidenced in the Irish and US 2016 elections.  The Irish General Election kicked off 
with Taoiseach Enda Kenny announcing the date of the election on Facebook and 
Twitter, which was in turn picked up by mainstream media.

RTE News covers Taoiseach Enda Kenny announcement of the election date.

With social media channels now firmly embedded in political campaigning, more and 
more resources and budgets are being invested in them.  The Obama Presidential 
campaigns used social media sites to mobilise donors and volunteers but panellists at 
the recent Social Media Week London were undecided on whether social media is an 
echo chamber for user’s own views or a channel for real debate on political choice.

At the time of writing, the outcome of the US election is unclear but looking to the 
future for the use of social media in political campaigning…

• Twitter will be the new spin room, particularly after 
television debates.  New records have already been set 
in the US Presidential Election with increased numbers 
of Twitter users sharing their views in real time during 
the debates. With media outlets taking a ‘sentiment’ 
reading from social media, the immediate aftermath of 
a debate will continue to be as important as the debate, 
particularly as everyone scrambles to set out who won.
• The power of the Facebook likes or shares will continue.  
Engagement will be viewed as endorsement.  Given the 
power of a peer endorsement to convince an undecided 
voter, candidates will chase this type of engagement on 
social media sites.  In doing so they will have to produce 
content that audiences literally LIKE as Facebook, the 
main social media platform to connect with voters, uses 

engagement algorithms to determine the amount of future content that can reach 

Jenny O’Reilly

https://twitter.com/endakennytd/status/694822324692844544
http://www.rte.ie/news/2016/0203/764971-general-election-called/
http://www.thedrum.com/opinion/2016/09/16/echo-chamber-or-political-melting-pot-social-media-s-influence-politics-and
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Contacting Jenny O’Reilly:                             

Jennie can be reached on 
LinkedIn or by email.

your audience.
• Social Media’s reluctance to be seen as a censor of public opinion means that political 
figures will continue to be seen as ‘fair game’ leaving a fine line between free speech 
and hate speech when it comes to personal attack.
• According to Behaviour and Attitudes General Election 2016 exit poll, voters are 
split nearly 50:50 on candidate:Party in terms of what influences their voter choice.  
Candidates will focus on engaging people on what they are delivering for their 
constituency while the Party accounts will try to drive the national messaging. There 
will be a rise in controversial or inane content as evidenced already in the lead enjoyed 
by Donald Trump ahead of Hilary Clinton in terms of Facebook page likes.  In Ireland, 
Gerry Adams is ahead of all political figures with posts that include photos of his 
breakfast, his teddy and a selfie with a goat.
• With younger audiences taking to Snapchat, we will see more political parties trying 
to engage the 18-24 year olds here, while Facebook becomes the channel of choice for 
the over 40s.
• There will be an increase in negative ‘attack ads’.  They may mobilise voters or 
alienate an already unmotivated electorate but if the UK, Irish and US elections are an 
indication of trends, negative ads are set to increase.
• We were worried about the attention span of the MTV generation but there will 
be an increasing requirement for even shorter content soundbites for social media 
audiences who will make decisions in 3 seconds on whether they like it or not.  The 
future of political debate is under threat as political policy attract little interest unless 
they create content in short video soundbites with subtitles.
• Email communication and websites will continue to play an important role in political 
communications, particularly as they offer more control over messaging than the 
social sites.

As we look to the future, one thing is clear - social media audiences are increasing and 
political figures need to find interesting ways to engage them.  What is not clear is the 
impact this engagement will have on informing voters and ultimately influencing their 
vote.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennieoreilly
mailto:jennie.oreilly%40gmail.com?subject=
https://static.rasset.ie/documents/news/rte-exit-poll-report.pdf
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Synopsis:                                                           

There is a digital divide going through 
our society right now, and it is wid-
ening. Somebody’s age no longer 
indicates whether or not they are 
digitally literate - there are under-20s 
who don’t understand the most basic 
concepts, and there are 80-year-olds 
who negotiate complex user inter-
faces with ease.  

4 Takeaways:                                                  

1. Not all young people are “digital 
natives.”
2. Basic coding is something every-
body should experience.
3. Scratch (scratch.mit.edu) is a great 
place to do so.
4. Creating coding projects and graph-
ics is within everybody’s reach.

About Sabine McKenna:                                   

Digital Educator in Skerries, Co. Dub-
lin, mainly working with children aged 
7-17 (Coding using Scratch, Keyboard 
& General Computing Wizardry). 
Project manager for creative digital 
online, offline and blended Minecraft 
projects. Helping organisations and 
local businesses make most of their 
online presence. Online Consultant, 
Social Media Manager based in Sker-
ries, Co. Fingal, 30 min North of Dublin 
city centre.

Contacting Sabine McKenna:                               

You can follow Sabine on Twitter, 
Facebook and LinkedIn or through 

her website.

Just one second! Coding? Yes, digital literacy, ok. We can all go along with the need 
for basic computer skills. BUT: Why should everybody know the basics of coding? Or 
programming? Does Joe Soap, does Josephine Bubbly need to know how to use Java, 
or C-Sharp?

No, they don’t. Not everybody needs to be able to hardcode a website, or to create a 
functioning banking app. Or even a blockbuster game, like Flappy Bird. (Remember 
Flappy Bird?)

However, I argue that Joe and Josephine would indeed benefit from learning the basics 
of coding – for instance from Scratch, i.e. by using the free online coding platform 
Scratch.mit.edu.

Why?

Because…

1. Basic coding allows you to explore computational logic - how computers think. 
Everybody should understand the underlying principles of coding – how commands, 
grouped in a logical sequence, are carried out under certain conditions. Conditions the 
programmer can define.
2. It is empowering. Everybody should experience the joy of making a computer (or a 
sprite on a computer screen) do something.
3. It is fun. Everybody should have access to a creative outlet such as the inbuilt 
graphics editor Scratch comes with.
4. You can be part of a large online community. Everybody should be able to see what 
others have created, and how they have created it – and if they have an idea how to 
improve on those creations, they should be able to do so. (In the Scratch community, 
that is called “remixing” and is a sign of respect.)
5. Coding with Scratch is too good to be left to the kids!

And coding is something you can, and should, start today. All you need is access to a 
laptop or PC (Scratch doesn’t [yet] work on tablets or smartphones), and to the internet. 
Have a go now!

• Go to scratch.mit.edu

• Click on “Create” in the top menu

Why in Future, Everybody Should Learn the Basics of Coding 
(from Scratch)! And how YOU can start TODAY #33
By Sabine McKenna

https://twitter.com/SabineMcKenna
https://www.facebook.com/sabinemckennaonline/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sabinemckenna
http://cccskerries.com/blog-posts/
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• Drag one of the Motion blocks across to the right (the work space)

• Add a “turn 15 degrees” block. See how they snap together!

• Click on “Events” in the scripts selection and drag “When sprite clicked” across. Let it 
snap to the top of the other two blocks.

• Now click the cat (= the sprite) and watch it move and turn on each click!

• Would you like the cat to move and turn 10 times? Go to the Control selection and 
drag “repeat 10 times” across, so that it “eats” the move and the turn blocks.

• Test your mini-program by clicking on the sprite again. Hmmm, you can’t really see 
what’s happening. We need to slow it down!
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• Add “wait 1 secs” below the “turn…” block. Click into the 1 and change it to 0.2 - now 
try again. Perfect!

Easy, wasn’t it? You were using triggers, loops, directions, control, and all without 
working up a mental sweat. That’s the beauty of Scratch! The first steps are really easy, 
and yet it is extremely powerful.

If you’d like to explore some more, there are lots of tutorials on the Scratch site. And if 
you’d like to be able to save (and maybe share) your projects, you can join Scratch for 
free. It’s not just for youngsters, you know!
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The Future is in “Smart Local Communities” #34

Synopsis:                                                          

This paper explores ideas around 
“Smart Communities” and how dedi-
cated digital services in this sector 
could transform the communities 
we live in. The paper also looks at 
four digital tools which could have a 
significant impact on the community 
development sector.   

4 Takeaways:                                                       

1. “Smart communities” have the 
greatest potential for rapid positive 
change in the world”
2. Taken as a whole, the community 
development sector includes thou-
sands of groups, tens of thousands of 
people and hundreds of thousands 
of volunteered hours. Developing an 
evidence based approach to develop-
ment in the nation can have transfor-
mative change.
3. The community development sec-
tor has not experienced  the same 
transformation in services delivered 
when compared to business or public 
service sectors.
4. Smarter community gather informa-
tion to understand opportunities and 
issues, make well informed decision, 
collaborate and work in an efficient 
and effective manner and are inclu-
sion to energy, ideas of all members of 
the community.

About Pat Kennedy:                                  

Backed by an engineering degree, Pat 
has broad professional experience 
which contributes to his systematic 
approach to solution identification. He 
relishes the opportunity to develop 
practical, and often, innovative solu-
tions as the project demands. 

In this post I wish to explore some the ideas around our research into the idea of “Smart 
Local Communities”, which describes communities which make best use of online tools 
to achieve their local goals through the use of existing digital infrastructure.

Local communities are an immense force for change. Locals with shared goals and 
knowledge, come together and form groups which in turn use their shared skills, 
energy, know how and free time to bring about change in their communities. I am 
referring to all sorts of groups: business groups, sport groups, environmental groups, 
social support, heritage and arts groups, the list goes on. 

The internet as a service has completely transformed most sectors, the obvious include 
AirBnb for accommodation, Hitcharide for transport as a means of ride-sharing and 
less dramatic but just as immersive, the hotel sector, the engineering sector and even 
the public sector have all been transformed through the proliferation of digital services 
tailored for the needs of the sector.

The community sector has not had the same transformative change through dedicated 
digital services. Facebook has had a significant impact, allowing local groups to help 
local people to tell their story in a way they never did before. Facebook is also a two 
way conversation allowing feedback from the community. 

How would the future look if the community development sector went through a 
similar transformation as it has in other sectors? (internet connectivity problems aside). 

Just imagine if we could better quantify community work undertaken in Ireland each 
year. All the areas of life that community groups support and develop. Think of Tidy 
Towns, Chambers of Commerce, Men’s Sheds, Coder  Dojo’s, GAA, St Vincent de Paul, 
the list goes on.  Hera are some figures to back this up.

• There are 18,586 non profit groups in Ireland the majority of which are community 
groups.
• 10,9816 people employed in the sector (all non profit, many again community 
orientated).
• The leader budget alone for 2014 - 2020 is €250 million along with many other public 
funding mechanisms.
• Over 25% of the Irish population volunteer their time with various groups.

Pat Kennedy
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• There are 232 million volunteers hours annually which is equivalent to €2 billion 
annually (@minimum wage )

Ref: Irish Times 

I own a small digital R&D company based in Dublin and one of our main projects is 
called eTownz where we explore ideas in this area. We have been involved in research 
with the Department of Sustainable Communities in NUIG for the past 2 years and we 
have a few ideas on how digital services could transform the community development 
sector. I have highlighted four areas where dedicated and centralised online 
community development tools could have a significant impact on the community 
development sector and in turn our country’s future. 

• Bottom Up Data 

Like all sectors, in order to make smarter decisions we need access to up-to-date & 
relevant data. Smart communities will be equipped with the tools and know how to 
regularly gather local data. This is the dominant principal behind a school of thought in 
the sector called “Asset Based Community Development” . 

A smart community ecosystem would mean that all communities gather this 
information on a common platform allowing direct comparison to be drawn allowing 
for a greater understanding on regional and even national basis. 

• Top-Tier Data

The Open Data movement provides a wealth of public datasets which can help 
communities better understand their opportunities and issues. The data is open source 
and publically available, however it needs to be cleaned, visualised, interpreted and 
delivered on a very regular basis to those involved in local development

• Community Engagement, Opinion and Local Governance

Facebook among others now provides a place where people can discuss local issues 
online. However, it has some limitations, as it was not designed as a community 
development tool. A well designed online community forum would allow cross 
pollination of ideas between local people, communities and be specific to local 
community development themes. Regular local opinion polls, feedback and 
suggestions will also help build engagement and participation in local initiatives and 
should be facilitated with a dedicated centralised platform

• Task Management in Local Development

More and more communities are now tracking tasks and volunteers hours. We strongly 
believe in the potential of integrating online task management tools into the sector. 
Online task management and volunteer hour logs allow project managers to better 
assign tasks and acknowledge the effort contributed by all. Task management tools 
also provide continuity between meetings and provide a clear dashboard of what the 
community need to do next.

• Online meetings & training

Not everyone has time, community groups need to move toward conducting or 

Currently, he is owner and Head of 
Web Strategy at E-Concepts and has 
developed a number of solutions in 
the past 2 years, including a Face-
book E-School system, a Franchise 
Application, a combined Calendar/
Events system and E-Town projects in 
addition to one-off projects for SME’s 
and brands such as Cadbury’s, Boots 
and Londis.

An entrepreneur at heart, Pat has lived 
and worked in US, Denmark, Germany, 
Spain and Australia. This, in addition 
to his extensive travels in Europe, 
Asia and South America allows him 
to bring a broader and more global 
perspective to his work.

Contacting Pat Kennedy:                                  

You can connect with Pat on 

Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn 

(company)/(personal) and see his 

work in eConcepts.

https://benefacts.ie/%20http://www.irishtimes.com/news/social-affairs/over-a-quarter-of-population-does-volunteer-work-1.2287621
http://www.abcdinstitute.org/
https://www.facebook.com/econcepts.ie
https://twitter.com/econcepts_ie
https://www.linkedin.com/company/econcepts-web-solutions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pat-kennedy-86153529
https://www.econcepts.ie/
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partly conducting meetings online.This opens the door for so many more people 
to contribute to local issues even when they can perhaps not attend a meeting. A 
simplified means of documenting and distributing meeting notes, project plans and 
such again helps open doors.

• Knowledge transfer

Effective and efficient transfer of ideas and knowhow among the sector is an essential 
component of a smart community. Knowledge silos exists across all players in the 
community development sector from research institutes, to community groups and 
funding organisations. We believe there is a need to develop a system to carefully 
document and catalogue best practices, case studies and other relevant information 
in a centralized digital repository so any community can access, as a starting point, the 
collective know how of similar initiatives which have taken place in the country.
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The Future of Learning and Assessment. #35

Synopsis:                                                 

Learning is a unique and personal 
experience, yet for centuries it has 
been constrained by a formalised and 
rigid structure. Such structures may 
not suit all learners and there may be 
a possible mis-alignment between 
formal education outputs, the needs 
of society and the world of work.  
Technology is now changing the way 
in which people learn. How can our 
formalised system of education allow 
for new forms of diverse learning 
outcomes and their assessment? If the 
system can’t or doesn’t change, what 
impact will this have on employers 
and might we revert to a 1930s style 
education again?    

4 Takeaways:                                        

 
1. Learning is a unique and personal 
experience 
2. Our formal system of education 
does not suit all learners
3. Technology has provided new op-
portunities for learning and assess-
ment 
4. If the system doesn’t change - it 
may be forced to by external sources.

About Frank Walsh:                                  

Frank Walsh is the Director of 
Athlone Education Centre and 
cofounder of Excited - the Digital 
Learning Movement. With a keen 
interest in technology he claims 
to have had a mobile phone in 
1990 (£3.85 per minute to talk), 
built his first website in 1994 
and carried out a 24 hour radio 
broadcast online in 1995. Frank 

As educators around the world grapple with the myriad of changes brought about by 
the morphing of society as we know it – what will become of teaching?

Defined as “to impart knowledge of or skill in; give instruction in”, formal education still 
relies on teachers to maintain the quality of education within a rigid structure, but is 
this structure changing, and if so how is it changing? Can an education system that has 
remained fundamentally unaltered for centuries be flexible enough to cater for hybrid 
opportunities, or radically changed and improved outcomes for those traditionally on 
the receiving end of the teacher’s wisdom? Is there a necessity to evaluate everything 
in terms of quantifiable outcomes, and what are the implications for the learner, 
either through the formal system or a new alternative? Should we shift the focus from 
teaching to learning? Will we have to change the focus to learning and alternative 
measurement systems for the acquisiton of knowledge?

Learning is defined as;

  1. Knowledge acquired by systematic study in any field of scholarly application. 
  2. The act or process of acquiring knowledge or skill. 
  3. Psychology. the modification of behaviour through practice, training, or experience.

Whilst formal education has led to standardised testing, a statement that is frequently 
mentioned about this is “that’s fine for a standardised student”. But, what about the 
non-standard students? How should they “fit” within our system? Indeed, why should 
they have to fit within our system? Bell curves are fine – for bells. Why should bell 
curves dictate patterns of results? 

Leaving aside the notion of teaching – should we be examining the future of learning 
and assessment? Is the formalised concept and structure of scaffolded education due 
for a change? Should we move to Education 2.0?

There’s a long held belief that prison breeds criminality. Prisoners that enter our formal 
“correctional” system for the first time are believed, through the sharing of knowledge 
to leave prison as “Master Criminals”. What does this suggest? Ironically, it suggests that 
the public has attached (mistakenly or otherwise) a formal educational qualification 
“Master” to an informal, unsystematic method of study – the common approach of 
sharing information. There are no formal classes, no tutorials, no slideshows, no lectures 
and certainly no examinations, but learning has taken place and we now have “master 
criminals”.

30+ years ago Encyclopedia Britannica was the fountain of knowledge, it was a 
respository of facts and figures and supplemented by the local or college library, 
it brought forward the most up-to-date knowledge on a wide range of topics. As 
we prepare for 2017, the world of information sourcing and selection has changed 
dramatically. People bow before the power of major search engines and the ability to 
answer any question typed into that little search box in the centre of your screen.

Add to this the supplementary information available through other providers such 
as on-line video channels and accessibility to learning becomes available in a much 
broader context. Throw in MOOCs for good measure and a pathway to learning has 

By Frank Walsh
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is of the opinion that we are only 
scratching the surface in terms 
of what technology can do for 
education. He believes the biggest 
challenge is how we respond 
to technological change and 
how the education system can 
develop a model of deployment 
and sustainability that is future-
proofed.

Contacting Frank Walsh:                                  

You can connect with Frank on 

LinkedIn or via the Athlone 
Education Centre.

been greatly accelerated for those on the end of a high-speed broadband connection. 
It’s now possible to sit down in your home with a guitar and become an accomplished 
musician in a short-period of time, if you put in the work necessary. It’s possible to 
develop artistic skills in the use of acrylic paints without ever leaving your house. You 
can become a member of a social media site, sharing tips with other learners, learning 
from their mistakes and helping others overcome challenges that you have faced. 
Bloggers have become journalists and celebrity television shows have bred a new 
range of television presenters.

There are naturally gifted performers in the artistic and creative spaces that have 
developed their natural talents and abilites through years of experiential learning: 
Traditional musicians that can “make an instrument talk”; actors that can take you to 
a place in your imagination that has been beyond your reach without their help and 
culinary creatives that can make a dish taste like an angel crying on your tongue. Yet, 
there may have been no formal, systematic education structure to their learning and 
acquision of knowledge. Is that a bad thing?

In Ireland, you generally can’t get to college unless you have a Leaving Certificate. You 
can’t do a Master’s Degree until you have an undergraduate and generally, you can’t 
attempt a Doctorate until you’ve a Masters under your belt. There’s a formal pathway, 
I would suggest, sometimes protected by the system, and there may be very good 
reasons for that. Perhaps, some of those reasons might not be so good?

Learning, by virtue of new technologies is changing. There have been, for many years, 
individuals who are far beyond Doctoral level abilities in their chosen field that have 
not been formally recognised for their talents because they are outside the formal, 
structured system of education as we have accepted it to date. There have also been 
individuals well qualified academically, but are perceived as not having hands to wipe 
various body parts. 

I noticed a quotation recently; “The primary aim of education is not to enable 
students to do well in school, but to help them do well in the lives they lead outside 
of school”; in the race to secure high-tech multi-nationals to our country and provide 
much-needed employment, have schools become production units for formalised 
assessment and the world of work? If so, what happens to the renegades, the non-
standard students, those who have the potential to improve and accelerate their 
learning through a new, informal system of learning?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-walsh-7a7a104b
http://www.athloneeducationcentre.com/
http://www.athloneeducationcentre.com/
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Additionally, is there a mis-alignment between what formalised education produces 
and the skills required to live and work in our modern society? In an age where people 
may suffer from nomophobia, is there the potential for the development of soft-skills 
that formalised education may be missing out on? A recent report by the Expert Group 
on Future Skills Needs (EGFSN) was covered by The Journal, picking up on an article 
by Paul O’ Donoghue and posted to Fora with a caption “Big pharma companies 
are crying out for people who can talk” – a very simplistic yet striking headline. The 
World Economic Forum also recently published an article “What skills do employers 
value most in graduates?”. The list of skills provides some interesting points for both 
consideration and discussion, particularly in light of the learning and assessment of soft 
skills.
Concomitantly, there appears to be a shift in the recruitment practices of the high-tech 
multi-nationals. Whilst some were keen to offer careers to graduates, others realised it 
was too late at that point and use a work-placement / internship as an opportunity to 
recruit future employees, before they graduate. Will it get to the point where high-tech 
companies will recruit directly from Leaving Certificate results? Has this happened 
already? Will we see a technical change, almost to the point where high-tech industry 
run their own in-house apprecticeships? Will we return to the Vocational Education Act 
1930?

3.—For the purposes of this Act the expression “continuation education” means 
education to continue and supplement education provided in elementary schools 
and includes general and practical training in preparation for employment in trades, 
manufactures, agriculture, commerce, and other industrial pursuits, and also general 
and practical training for improvement of young persons in the early stages of such 
employment.

Education as we know it is morphing, for a myriad of reasons. Perhaps a large element 
is interlinked with changes in technology, positive and perhaps in some cases not 
so positive. But, technology changes much quicker than national curricula can 
adapt, technology changes much quicker than a course committee can ratify a new 
undergraduate or masters programme, technology could possible be defined as having 
an accelerated rate of change based on a radioactive half-life, twice the change in half 
the time. Can formalised education adapt to such a rate of change?

Technology is changing the requirements of learning and assessment. It is also 
providing an opportuntiy for self-directed learning that previously was unavailable to 
the masses.

Perhaps we need to analyse and understand the move from pedagogy to andragogy 
and on to heutagogy? Perhaps technology is blurring the lines between the three, 
particularly for students making a transition from 2nd to 3rd level? Perhaps soft-skills 
and talents developed outside the formal education system which are difficult to 
assess, quantify and validate will somehow become the requirements of employers 
looking for individuals that can think outside the preverbial box.

As educators, do we need to stop safeguarding the world of academia for purists, and 
acknowledge that people have a hugely diverse range of abilities and skills (some 

of which can be hard, if not impossible to 
measure)? Do we need to examine and 
respond to how technological advances are 
shaping a change in learning and assessment? 
Have we the combined mental fortitude to 
take on a radical change in our perspectives 
to allow for new forms of diverse learning 
outcomes and their assessment? As educators, 
do we have a right not to do otherwise?

“All this technology is making us antisocial”.

http://www.thejournal.ie/
https://fora.ie/
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Don’t Mind the Gap: Career Pivots are the Future. #36

Synopsis:                                                          

The days of having one career have 
changed fundamentally and absolute 
specialism could be replaced by focus-
ing on potential.     

4 Takeaways:                                              

1. It might take 10,000 hours to 
achieve mastery in a field, but 10 
hours is ample to see if you’re cat at 
something.
2. Some of us don’t have one true call-
ing but that’s ok, we’re called  “Multi-
potentialites”.
3. Multipotentialites have 3 Super-
powers: Idea Synthesis, Rapid Learn-
ing and Adaptability.
4. Multipotentialites won’t and don’t 
replace Specialists - they work best 
together.

About Joy Redmond:                                    

Authority Marketer, blogger, content 
purist, sporadic spin doctor, former 
founder, open water swimmer, autism 
advocate, playwright, design student, 
mother of 2 darlings. 

Contacting Joy Redmond:                                  

You can follow Joy on Twitter or 
visit her website. 

If I had a euro for every time my mother said ‘you have to learn to stick at something’, 
I’d have quite a few euro. For five years I was frogmarched to piano lessons and never 
made it past Preliminary while my sisters raced through the grades. Gladwell tells us 
that it takes roughly 10,000 hours of practice to achieve mastery in a field, equally I 
would say that 10 hours is ample time to see if you’re both interested and/or capable 
of mastering something. Zumba fitness may be an outlier as one 45 minute floor-
to-ceiling mirrored class taught me that I’d never cross over to the parallel universe 
inhabited by the other participants.

Anyhu, if my dear mother were alive today, I could tell her that there’s a name for 
people like me:  Multipotentialite and it’s ok to have several career pivots.

Emilie Wapnick’s TEDxBend talk: “Why some of us don’t have one true calling” makes 
for compelling viewing in which she defines a Multipotentialite as a person who has 
many different interests and creative pursuits in life.

In her talk, Emilie identified 3 Multipotentialite Superpowers

  1. Idea Synthesis - combining two or more fields and creating something interesting at 
      the intersection. Multipotentialites with all of their backgrounds are able to access a
      lot of these points of intersection.
  2. Rapid learning - Multipotentialites are used to being beginners so we’re less afraid 
      of stepping out of comfort zone and trying something new.
  3. Adaptability. We all know the importance of adaptability particularly over the past 
      decade as Wapnick puts it: “there are complex multidimensional problems in 
      the world and we need creative out-of-the-box thinkers to tackle them. We need 
      individuals and organisations that can pivot to meet the needs of the market…” 

Wapnick is not suggesting that the Multipotentialite will replace the specialist  but 
instead says the winning team is made up of both specialists and these polymaths/
Renaissance people  - all working very well together.

So far I’ve been the start-up marketer, academic, entrepreneur, research specialist, 
speech writer, copywriter, blogger, lecturer, spin doctor and mentor while the language 
learning, playwriting, swim teaching, catering, filmmaking and sporadic contributions 
to magazines well they’re just hobbies.

At 43 years young, it’s now time for another pivot, I’ve just started degree number 3 
and hope to retrain as a UX designer. Even though my primary degree and most of my 
job titles have had the m-word, I’d never really consider myself a marketer - I’m more 
product than promotion. All those jobs, well they’re not all totally unrelated - it’s always 
been in web or tech, it’s always about wooing and wowing the end user whether that’s 
the actual product idea, the messaging and now hopefully the experience.

I’d like to think that my varied skills and interests compliment each other. I’ve never 
applied or been hired for a role specifying a second language but I’m sure it doesn’t 
hurt that I can check out competitors, translate PR coverage and analyse user feedback 
in a few different languages or that a stint in academia taught me how to write kick-
ass applications and reports while endurance sports have given me much needed 

By Joy Redmond

https://twitter.com/joyredmond
http://joyredmond.com/
http://www.ted.com/talks/emilie_wapnick_why_some_of_us_don_t_have_one_true_calling#t-258144
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discipline from a misspent youth.

Anyway, last year I was imploring you to be open to hiring someone on the 
autism spectrum so this year all I’m asking is to be open to those little gaps and 
inconsistencies in the CV. Just because someone else’s career has taken a different 
path to yours doesn’t mean they don’t have anything to bring to table.  Globally, 
these past few months and years have been emotional to say the least with the need 
to embrace diversity never so acute so get out of your comfort zone and work with a 
multipotentialite if you’re a specialist or a specialist if you’re a multipotentialite and go 
make something wonderful at the intersection.

Alas I won’t be joining you this year as I’m a poor student!

http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/questioning-autism-and.html
http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/questioning-autism-and.html
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The Future of Human-Centred Design in a World of Machine Intelligence. #37

Synopsis:                                                              

In a world of complex connected 
systems user-centred designers need 
to move from designing particular 
interfaces into design in a much wider 
context, dealing with greater scale 
and less control. Advances in technol-
ogies bring us great potential but also 
concerns that need to be addressed 
now before systems scale beyond a 
level we can control. It is important for 
diverse voices to be involved in under-
standing these concerns and I believe 
bringing a designer’s mindset to the 
problems can lead to better solutions.    

4 Takeaways:                                                   

1. Designers need to be multi-lingual. 
Machine Learning is just another new 
language to get to grips with.
2. User-centred design needs to exist 
within a complex environment of 
multiple connected systems.
3. Now is the right time for diverse 
thinkers to get involved to help shape 
where technology takes us.
4. Machine learning can be used to do 
amazing things to enhance our lives 
or they can just amplify our biases 
and insecurities.  Machines only learn 
what and how we have taught them 
to learn.

About Kathryn Parkes:                                  

Kathryn Parkes is a User 
Experience Design consultant 
based in Dublin. She was formerly 
Director of UX & Design at Swrve 
within the mobile marketing 
automation space. She has 
previously managed her own UX 

I like to think of the role of a designer as a translator in the business world marrying 
together user needs, business goals and technology. 

To do this, designers need to be multi-lingual. In the language of business and 
technology development, as well as in the language of our users and be able to switch 
between these with ease.  Fluency in all languages is not a necessity but designers 
should know enough to be able to contribute to the conversation and translate 
outcomes back to the user.

We are currently seeing user-centred design move in two distinct directions. Leading 
companies are recognising the importance of Design, with representation at C-Level 
becoming much more prevalent. This shift can be seen from Venture Capital companies 
bringing designers in-house, to the startup world where practices such as the Business 
Model Canvas have evolved from the application of a user-centred approach to 
business models.

But there is also a move in a second direction & this is in the direction of systems 
thinking. The environment in which we work as designers is evolving into a complex 
world of interconnected devices, sensors, networks and diverse systems with vast 
volumes of data and requires a more holistic view to problem solving. Service 
Designers are creating solutions that bring a unified view across all channels in a 
business.

Currently user experience design, is mostly focused on a user interacting with a singular 
‘thing’ be that a mobile phone, desktop UI, medical device or some other tangible 
interface.  Designers consider multiple users in many contexts in their design work but 
there is still, in most cases, some type of close relationship between the user and the 
thing they are interacting with.  It is possible for the designer to observe, design for & 
influence that tangible interaction.

However we are now dealing with much broader, more complex technology 
environments where direct interaction is less evident – this is the world of IoT, 
robotics, automation, machine learning and nanotechnology.  How can and should an 
interaction designer exist in such eco-systems?

By Kathryn Parkes
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design consultancy as well as led 
the implementation of research 
and design strategies for clients 
in the telecommunications, 
tech, banking and public sector 
at design agency IQ Content. 
Her background is in education 
technology having led R&D and 
New Product Development at 
Electric Paper, one of Ireland’s 
most successful e-learning 
companies. She is an active 
member of the UX community 
in Dublin and enjoys speaking, 
mentoring and running 
workshops on communicating 
design ideas through sketching 
and visual storytelling. 

Contacting Kathryn Parkes:                                   

You can follow Kathryn on Twitter or 

via email.

To work within complex systems requires a bit of a shift of mindset from the current 
approach where the user is the centre of our world. It’s like how the pre-Copernican 
world had to adapt to the realisation that the sun did not evolve around the earth 
but that the earth was part of a far larger system. That system itself was just a part of 
an even greater one.  So our design work should still focus on humans but with more 
awareness of how our decisions fit into the wider systems of the environment and 
what the knock-on effects might be on related eco-systems.

The systems we deal with are so complicated now that no one understands them in 
their entirety. I’m not sure whether that is comforting to know or just disturbing? But 
here’s the thing, humans have always been dealing with complexity and designers are 
well adapted to work at the fuzzy end of thinking.

But if no one understands the whole system then have we lost control of it?  Or is just 
that we need to spread the understanding across a broader base at many different 
levels? Advances in machine learning mean machines are beginning to be able to 
move from being pure computation machines into understanding fuzzy logic, thinking 
through inductive reasoning rather than just deductive. Machines are beginning to be 
able to act on that most human of concepts ‘intuition’.

So it seems that learning the language of data science and machine learning is another 
useful arrow to add to the designers bow. You’ll come across the usual intricacies and 
oddities as you do in most languages. Data science is actually an amalgam of a whole 
bunch of different disciplines. There’s lots of new terminology but like learning any 
language just making a small effort can go a long way. In fact machine learning uses 
lots of methods that are just like those in design research just at much larger scale. For 
example, searching for patterns in information and clustering is exactly what designers 
do in card sorting exercises. An algorithm can search for patterns in hundreds of 
thousands of cards in seconds though.

Right now is an important time for everyone to get further involved in understanding 
the potential of machine learning. There are amazing advances happening in 
healthcare, science, music, art and design all propelled forward by machine learning. 
Machines are able to generate their own music and artworks based on the styles 
they have learned from classic artists, such as Bach and Rembrandt. Discovering how 
machines learn has in fact taught us so much more about how humans learn & behave. 

But there are also concerns about machine learning - many fed by sci-fi movies but 
some justified. The machines learn from what we teach them. When things go wrong, 
we somehow seem to see machines as being removed from us. We created them. 
We need to be aware of our own biases that we are feeding into the system as the 
algorithms can rapidly magnify them. There are a multitude of ethical, political and 
sociological implications of where these advances in technology will take us. The 
conversations and direction of development needs a diversity of inputs. Designers can 
bring their skills in systems thinking into these conversations. 

https://twitter.com/kathrynparkes
mailto:Kathryn.parkes%40gmail.com?subject=
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I’ll leave you with the words of visionary designer Buckminster Fuller from his 
‘Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth’ written in 1968:

    “ If you are in a shipwreck and all the boats are gone, a piano top buoyant enough to 
keep you afloat that comes along makes a fortuitous life preserver.  But this is not to say 
that the best way to design a life preserver is in the form of a piano top. I think that we 
are clinging to a great many piano tops in accepting yesterday’s fortuitous contrivings 
as constituting the only means for solving a given problem.”
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VR Theatre of the Future. #38

Synopsis:                                                     

Camille Donegan will look at why a 
blend of both physical and digital 
realms is key in creating truly im-
mersive experiences. She believes 
theatre makers have the skills to cre-
ate innovative and engaging VR and 
AR experiences. Through her Dublin 
VR meetup, Camille brokers conversa-
tions between artists, technologists 
and academics. She sees that the 
collaborative projects that will come 
from this group will be positively 
influenced from the cross-disciplinary 
nature of the minds in the room.     

4 Takeaways:                                              

1. Cross-disciplinary thinking and 
conversation can help us to connect 
the dots.
2. Humans respond to stories not 
logic.
3. Ancient myths hold encoded wis-
dom about ourselves and society.
4. Find the right medium for the story 
you are looking to tell.

About Camile Donegan:                                  

Camille is a Virtual Reality 
consultant and content producer 
with 15 year parallel careers in 
both the arts (theatre, film, radio) 
and technology.  Alongside 
trying most of the available 
Virtual Reality demos at European 
conferences,  she has been 
researching VR interactivity and 
human behaviour for two years.  

Theatre was created by the ancient Greeks as a way for us to ‘see ourselves’ – a mirror 
of our psyches and our society. In the beginning of storytelling and theatre, there was 
no fourth wall. It was performed ‘in the round’ without separation between audience 
and performer. Jung believed that ancient myths hold encoded wisdom and that 
the characters in these tales are archetypes representing aspects of ourselves. He 
philosophised that through connecting with the myths of our place, we can connect 
more deeply with ourselves. 

In 2009, I set up a theatre company called Alive-O Productions. I yearned to connect 
with the mythological heritage of my country, yet I’d never learnt these stories in 
school or at home. Over the last seven years, I have immersed myself in Irish Myth. 
Most notably this summer at the Bard Summer school on Clare Island where a group 
of people came together for a week long immersion into the feminine figures of Irish 
Mythology, including Brigid, the triple Goddess of healing, poetry and smithcraft.

Alive-O Productions brought shows inspired by these tales to parks and public places 
across Ireland. The shows were immersive, fun and family focused. The audience 
and performer were in conversation together and the energy between them was 
connected. Creating outdoor theatre in Ireland was not without its weather-related 
challenges so I began to explore other mediums. I received funding to transpose two 
of my outdoor theatre productions into radio dramas. I loved the freedom of working 
with this medium where the listener creates their own images, triggered by the audio 
content. I explored film making and animation. I could see how a blend of live action 
and animation could work well in order to depict where human realms meet with gods, 
goddesses and mythological creatures.

Then two years ago I discovered Virtual Reality. I saw it as a medium worthy of these 
characters and stories. One where you had your audiences’ undivided attention, and 
they could be truly transported to another time and place. 

I’m currently working on design projects at two sacred sites of Ireland to see how 
new technologies such as augmented reality, virtual reality, projection mapping 
and holograms can be blended alongside set design to explore the mysteries they 
hold. Through the power of new technologies, visitors can engage with these sites 
in innovative new ways, bringing their heritage to life. Visitors can interact with the 
characters and one another in both physical and virtual spaces.

By Camille Donegan
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She is interested in how Virtual 
Reality will impact our experiences 
at work and at play. 

Contacting Camile Donegan:                                 

You can connect with Camile on 

LinkedIn or contact her trhough 

email.

I am filming tours at sacred sites of Ireland, capturing 360 footage of various tour guide 
perspectives  - archaeologists, storytellers, and shamans. I’m fascinated by the mystery 
of these sites. I love that we still don’t know what their purpose was. Were they ancient 
burial sites or centres for ritual ceremonies? I believe that by exploring multi-faceted 
perspectives of these sites, we may be able to connect some of the dots and uncover 
ancient wisdom in the process. And what better medium to communicate these 
perspectives, show the physical beauty of these sites and bring their stories to life than 
virtual reality!

With this immersive new medium, we can return to the origins of theatre. We can place 
the viewer in the story and bring them to a world where the story reveals aspects of 
themself in an experiential way. Imagine what it would be like to see through the eyes 
of Finegas, the bard who was fishing for the salmon of knowledge for seven years 
before Fionn Mac Cumhaill came along and attained the wisdom by accident! Or to see 
through the eyes of Queen Maeve whose obsession with material gain over her own 
husband led to a nationwide war.

If we believe Jung’s theory, that myth is an expression of our collective consciousness 
and that all world mythology is connected, then creating content of Irish Mythological 
tales is a worthy and important path to explore. 

The next step is to go deeper. Design immersive and interactive experiences by 
collaborating with talented Irish theatre makers. We are a country of storytellers and 
now we have a medium worthy of our heritage. Through the power of virtual reality, 
we can bring the magic of Ireland’s mythological heritage to the furthest corners of the 
world!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/VRCamille
mailto:Camille%40VRCamille.com?subject=
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In the Future, Your Customers Won’t Want to Talk to You. #39

Synopsis:                                                           

The future of shopping for many Irish 
customers is digital. The changes in 
customer behaviour are easy to ignore 
if you are busy trying to run a small 
business or if your current business 
has a lot of repeat customers.  Many 
Irish Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) are lagging their customers. 
Too many SMEs do not have an online 
presence and are not even registered 
on Google. We must reach out and do 
more to help these businesses get on-
line. The future of many small towns 
may depend on their success.      

4 Takeaways:                                                  

1. Too many small businesses don’t 
understand how building an online 
presence can help their business. 
2. The real problem is that they think 
they don’t need to be online or that 
their customers are not online.. 
3. Irish customers are keen online 
shoppers but not enough Irish busi-
nesses have ecommerce websites.
4. We need to help the business own-
ers get online

About Jane Leonard:                                    

Jane Leonard runs Useful, a training 
company, based in Cork. She works 
with a diverse client base but has 
a particular interest in help small 
business harness the power of digital 
media. 

Jane is also a part time lecturer at 
Cork Institute of Technology. She is 
currently researching the experience 
of International students studying 
Entrepreneurship in Ireland. 

The future is now. 

Our customers don’t want to talk to us. 

They want an effortless experience where they use their phone or the web to access 
the information they want. 

However, Irish companies don’t believe this. Especially Small and Medium sized 
companies. 

Irish businesses are still not engaging in e-commerce, despite the majority of Irish 
consumers buying and transacting online.

They are still focusing on face to face or telephone channels. They do not even consider 
Google as a way to attract customers. Many don’t even have a web page. They do not 
connect their customers with the potential offered by the web. 

Despite this fact, conventional wisdom in most Irish SME business is that customers 
value the personalised face to face experience. They focus on looking after the 
customers who come into their store, who struggle to find parking or who make time 
during 9 to 17:30 to call to their business. 

 They tell me that people want to come to their store and poke though the rails or 
search the shelves for what they want. The retailers believe the customers don’t mind 
paying for parking or pushing a buggy down the street. Paper bags; customers love 
them, great for the environment, sure the bags may fall apart in the rain but isn’t that 
part of the shopping experience. 

71% of Irish consumers find it “extremely frustrating” when a business is not online and 
3 in 4 say they are more likely to purchase from a business that is online. Ireland may 
be home to many of the big internet companies, including global online marketplaces 
such as Amazon or EBay, but many of our domestic small and medium enterprises are 
lacking an online presence and are losing out on potential business

Many SME’s believe that online selling, that’s for the big guys, our customers do not 
want that, they want the real experience. 

And Yet, The Irish shoppers are world leaders for international online shopping – 
research from PayPal indicates, 86% of Irish internet shoppers - an estimated 1.9 million 
people -  have made overseas purchases in the last 12 months. The average cross-
border shopper spent €964 on international online purchases in the last year.

Irish consumers are savvy online shoppers - they know where to find the best choice 
at the right price, and they’re not afraid to look abroad to get it. We need to encourage 
more Irish businesses to get online, offer more choice, and start bringing some of that 
€1.8 billion home to the Irish economy.

According to Irish Tech News

“There’s also a whole world of new online export opportunities for Irish 

By Jane Leonard

irishtechnews.net/ITN3/irish-are-world-leaders-for-international-online-shopping/
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Contacting Jane Leonard:                                                

You can follow Jane on Twitter, 

connect with her on LinkedIn or 

email her.

businesses, retailers and budding entrepreneurs who are willing to grasp 
them,”

New research from PayPal has revealed that Irish consumers are the most active 
international online shoppers out of 29 countries surveyed. The global study 
by Ipsos looked at online cross-border shopping—referring to any purchase 
made on a website from outside Ireland—and included a representative sample 
of 810 Irish adults. It found that 86% of Irish internet shoppers (an estimated 
1.9 million people) have made overseas purchases in the last 12 months. The 
average cross-border shopper spent €964 on international online purchases in 
the last year. In total, Irish online shoppers will spend an estimated €1.8 billion 
on products from international websites in 2015—with an expected growth of 
16% to more than €2 billion in 2016.

Reasons given by online shoppers for their purchases abroad hint at a lack of 
access to goods online in Ireland, along with unfavourable prices. 78% of cross-
border shoppers said they shop in other countries to get can get better-priced 
goods, while 73% said that they shop abroad to purchase items that are not 
available on Irish sites.

Much of Ireland’s international online spending is done on UK websites. Out of 
consumers in 29 markets surveyed, Irish-based online consumers are the most 
likely to shop on UK sites after UK customers themselves. With a total estimated 
spend in the UK in 2015 of €931 million, almost three quarters (74%) of online 
shoppers made a purchase on a UK site in the past 12 months, compared to an 
international average of 14%. A further 38% bought an item from the United 
States in the last year, while 26% said they purchased a product from a Chinese 
website.

Despite the high incidence of international online spending, other countries’ 
eyes are also on Ireland. The UK is Ireland’s biggest export market  for online 
goods, with an estimated 1.3 million British people shopping on Irish websites 
in the past year. India and Germany are the next most likely to purchase 
Irish products, with an estimated 500,000 from each country making online 
purchases here in the last 12 months. A further estimated 400,000 French 
people turned to Irish sites to make purchases in the last year.

The research from PayPal also estimates that mobile shopping will have grown 
by 65% in Ireland this year to €1.4 billion. Growth will continue to be rapid with 
mobile shopping set to almost double to €2.7 billion by 2017. Furthermore, 
40% of Ireland’s online shoppers have used a smartphone to make an online 
purchase in the past 12 months.

The total online spend—including mobile—by Irish shoppers is estimated to 
have grown by 23% between 2014 and 2015 to €4.3 billion. This is expected 
to grow again by 18% to more than €5 billion in 2016. Mobile is playing an 
increasingly vital role in commerce .Growth in mobile transactions is currently 
running at sixty five per cent and Irish businesses need to take advantage of this 
enormous opportunity.

The mismatch of how customers want to buy and how Irish SME companies 
think the customers want to be buy is delivering a poor customer experience 
and increasing customer frustration. This frustration is impacting on customer 
purchasing options and driving people to buy online.  

https://twitter.com/Jane_Leonard
https://www.linkedin.com/in/janeleonard?trk=hp-identity-name
mailto:jane%40reallyuseful.ie?subject=
irishtechnews.net/ITN3/irish-are-world-leaders-for-international-online-shopping/
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These SMEs tend to segment their customers into “face to face “customers “web” 
customers or “telephone “customers. They do not appear to understand that many 
customers are channel switching and only that they only switch channels when they 
do not get what they want from the first channel. 
Think how you booked your accommodation for cong16. Most will have booked online 
and only picked up the phone when the website lacked the relevant information. It is 
easier to Facebook message a store and ask if they stock a brand than it is to pick up 
the phone. 

Yet, if you arrive at any town in Ireland and search on google for best restaurant or 
best hotel or even what to do during your stay you will find no listings or out of date 
website listings. 

Irish retailers and service providers are ignoring this tranche of potential customers 
and are missing out on a major opportunity to grow their business in a cost-effective 
way. 

Louise Phelan, Vice President of Global Operations in Europe, Middle East and Africa, 
PayPal, echoes the need for this change, “Our research shows that now is the time 
for Irish businesses and retailers to really push their e-commerce offerings and bring 
revenue lost to international online sales back home.

But it is not just one way shopping. 1.3 million British people shopped on Irish 
websites in 2015. India and Germany are the next most likely to purchase Irish 
products, with an estimated 500,000 from each country making online purchases here 
in the last 12 months. A further estimated 400,000 French people turned to Irish sites 
to make purchases in the last year.

Among those companies without a website, over half – 55% – said they had no 
intention of building one in the near future. 60% of offliners said there was “no need” 
to have a website within their industry; 35% said that they didn’t have enough time to 
build one; and 9% said they lacked expertise.

Yet, according to figures from the Department of Communications, small businesses 
experience a 21 per cent average increase in sales when they move their business 
online

Small scale, low budget initiatives are needed to give these businesses a leg up to the 
digital world. It will not happen as quickly as we would like but it will not happen at all 
without our help. 

We as social media, digital savvy people here in a small town on Mayo need to 
consider how do we help the SMEs to stay in business, grow their business and create 
more employment. We cannot just abandon or ignore them. 

Cong has proved how a small village in an island in the far side of the Atlantic can have 
impact across the world. Both Abraham Lincoln and Peter Drucker have been credited 
with saying that If we want to predict the future the best way is to create it. I can’t think 
of a better time to start than now. 
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Does God Have a Future? Or to be More Specific, Does Belief in God Have a 
Future? #40

Synopsis:                                                            

Beyond what was once called 
Christendom, the rhythms of family 
life, of birth, marriage and death are 
enmeshed in religious practices and 
beliefs. For a purely secular, radically 
humanist alternative to replace these, 
even if it were desirable, it would need 
to match a religion for tradition, po-
etry and hope. A cold, blind, random 
Universe without a God, does not 
inspire hope. For this reason, above 
all else, we have evolved to believe in 
God, because without hope for the 
future, we make our lives today much 
harder to bear, and we are much less 
likely to survive.      

4 Takeaways:                                                

1. In the West, Humanism, the Refor-
mation and the Enlightenment broke 
the monopoly of the Church over 
our understanding of God and the 
Universe.
2. Although we think of religion in 
decline in a secular age, in many parts 
of the world, such as India, religion is 
as strong, even stronger, than ever.
3. Fundamentalism is a response to 
the complexity of the modern world.
4. Religion will survive because it of-
fers hope.

About Julian Ellison:                                  

I have been a technology entrepre-
neur for almost 25 years. Much of my 
career has been spent pioneering new 
ways for audiences to interface with 
television in the era of the Internet 
and mobile devices. 

2017 will see the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther nailing his 95 ‘theses’ to the door 
of the Castle Church in Wittenberg, an event usually taken to mark the start of the 
Reformation, although  Luther, an Augustinian monk, could never have predicted 
where this act of rebellion would lead. At the core of what came to be known as 
Protestantism was the belief that an individual had a personal relationship with God, 
and that the Church, notably the Roman Catholic Church, did not have the right to 
mediate or constrain that relationship.

No revolution ever emerges out of nowhere. Humanism, which had developed in Italy 
during the 13th century, looked to Classical texts to inspire a secular view of law and 
natural sciences, but also to reconsider key tenets of Catholic theology.  And it is hard 
to imagine the Reformation without the emergence of humanist thinking beforehand. 
Yet, there were very, very few humanists of the era who questioned the very existence 
of God, the progenitor of Creation and a Universe with a physical and moral order.

Fast forward to the 18th century and we have the Enlightenment, founded on an 
emerging scientific approach to comprehending the world, and the revolution in 
religious ideas goes much further. The authority of the Church is further questioned, 
and for the first time there are real philosophical debates about atheism.  Much of 
our contemporary world view, our appreciation for science and technology, our 
questioning of the received understanding of God, flows from the Enlightenment.

And yet, while Christianity is palpably in decline in the Western World, the idea of God 
does not appear to be giving up easily. Many churches, particularly Evangelical and 
Pentecostal Churches, have no trouble in finding members, and even the Roman and 
Orthodox Churches still see millions of weekly attendees.

But if we step out of the West, and consider, say, India, the place of religion is 
utterly different. I have a friend in Mumbai who is a very well educated and urbane 
businessman who simply will not consider entering into business deals on certain dates 
if they are not expected to be favourable to his Hindu deities. A short time spent in 
India and you realise that religion is front and centre to everyone’s life. The same is true 
of almost everywhere else in the world, with the exception perhaps of China, maybe 
Japan and Korea.  And we don’t need to dwell on the zealotry of the Islamic State, other 
than to say that this perhaps denotes a religion in crisis rather than in the ascendancy.

By Julian Ellison
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So while the grip of religion on the Western mind has become complex and fluid, the 
same is not necessarily true elsewhere.  And while scientific theories such as quantum 
mechanics and Darwinism have led many to appreciate that randomness infuses 
the universe, the patterns and predictability of random processes continue to beg 
questions of the underlying order, and indeed purpose, of the natural world.

And then there is the question of whether we are alone in the Universe or not. It seems 
highly improbable that our planet is the only home of intelligent life, or indeed life at 
all. But why haven’t we made contact with other intelligent life forms? Are they leaving 
us alone? Have they died out? Do they live in an alternative universe? If there is an 
intelligent life form out there, does it too believe in God?  Even as our understanding 
of the universe and its origins deepen, new questions and fewer answers seem to 
emerge.

Faced with ever greater complexity, some branches of religions become more 
fundamentalist, more absolute in their beliefs and tenets, less open to reason, and 
this happens because some clearly yearn for certainty and order in the midst of what 
appears to be confusion, decline and chaos. Yet, many millions continue to adhere to 
their religion for more positive reasons, because it delivers community, a pattern to 
the year, a poetry to existence, and a moral driver for behaviour and decisions. Many 
millions do not profess deep theological insights, but put simple faith and trust in God 
and their religion to see them through good times and bad, to provide continuity to 
family culture and a promise of a better future.

For these reasons the death of religion and God is unlikely. In the West, those 
Christian churches which are on the up find ways to connect with young families and 
people with busy lives to give them a sense of purpose to a material life, to achieve 
satisfaction in helping others, to be a part of something bigger than oneself. Beyond 
what was once called Christendom, the rhythms of family life, of birth, marriage and 
death are enmeshed in religious practices and beliefs. For a purely secular, radically 
humanist alternative to replace these, even if it were desirable,it  would need to match 
a religion for tradition, poetry and hope. A cold, blind, random Universe without a 
God, does not inspire hope. For this reason, above all else, we have evolved to believe 
in God, because without hope for the future, we make our lives today much harder to 
bear, and we are much less likely to survive. Religion will be part of our Future, even 
if the tradition of Humanism, the Reformation and Enlightenment have given us the 
license to think for ourselves.

Contacting Julian Ellision:                                 

You can connect with Julian on 
Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/julian.ellison
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The Future of Web Design. #41

Synopsis:                                                         

A brief look at the history and poten-
tial future of web design.      

4 Takeaways:                                                

1. Web design is still in its infancy and 
we are still learning huge amounts 
about web user behaviour.
2. Technology devices are giving us a 
moving target.
3. We will see more automation and, 
ultimately, artificial intelligence gener-
ating web pages.
4. There will always be a place for 
humans. 

About Alastair McDermott:                                

Alastair McDermott is an online 
business and technology 
consultant specialising in helping 
small businesses and professional 
services providers to increase 
online sales by improving website 
conversion rates and bringing 
more visitor traffic. He is the 
author of Running a Website 
with WordPress: A Quick Guide 
for Business Owners, available 
from Amazon in print and 
Kindle editions. He blogs, and 
makes media of all kinds at 
WebsiteDoctor.

Contacting Alastair 

McDermott:                                

You can contact Alastair on 

WebsiteDoctor, or follow him on 

Ancient History
I was in college studying software engineering in the late 90’s. One of the things that 
was notable about the field of software engineering is that it did not have a lot of formal 
processes. It was still developing as a profession, as an industry. “Software engineering” 
only started to become use as a term in the mid to late 60s, and the Software Engineering 
Institute was founded in 1984.

Compare that to something like civil engineering which can be dated to structures like 
the Pyramids in Egypt, the Parthenon in Greece, the Appian Way in Rome and the Great 
Wall of China. Other professions like accounting have thousands of years of history, 
dating back to ancient Mesopotamia. The relatively modern concept of double entry 
book-keeping traces back to 1494!

Web Design Hasn’t Left The Hospital Yet
And yet when we compare it with such a new field as software engineering, web design 
is still in its infancy. In fact it’s a newborn baby, still in the hospital, not having been 
released home yet!

When I look back at the first website that I was built on 1996 - on Geocities - web design 
had been really only been around as a concept for about 2 years! Table-based design 
had just become a thing, allowing us to build amazing web pages where the content 
didn’t have to be simply full-width lines of text, but we could create columns! JavaScript 
went mainstream around 1996. We got CSS around 1998 but that didn’t hit general 
acceptance until mid-2000 when the Netscape vs. Internet Explorer browser wars took 
off, and we had those awesome “This Page is Best Viewed with ______” badges.

Got Mobile?
As a result of an explosion in mobile devices in the mid-2000s, especially the iPhone 
appearing in 2007, it was necessary to build mobile-friendly versions of websites, 
usually small and feature-limited. Touch screens killed the concept of on-hover, which 
contributed to the slow death of Adobe Flash. We got responsive design in 2010, where 
websites instead of having separate mobile sites, they could now adapt to the size of 
the display that they are shown on. Even now in 2016, not every website is responsive.

Hitting a Moving Target
We are learning fast about web design, we have improved the tools that we are using, 

By Alastair McDermott

https://www.websitedoctor.com/running-a-website-with-wordpress-ebook/
https://www.websitedoctor.com/running-a-website-with-wordpress-ebook/
https://www.websitedoctor.com/contact/
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we’ve improved our understanding of user behaviour bigly. 

But in technology, we have a moving target. Since 2007 and Apple brought out 
iPhone, and a realistic ally usable full screen mobile computer, we have had real mobile 
devices. We’ve had that less than 10 years at this point. The web design industry often 
scrambles to jury-rig solutions to these new challenges before addressing the changes 
with new standards. This will continue to be the case long into the future.

Website Providers Are Learning
Given this technological march forward, it’s no surprise that web design is still 
changing rapidly and new tools are becoming available. Web designers and web 
design companies are becoming more educated, and developing and improving  new 
processes to build sites. They are starting to understand their customers better, and 
their customers’ needs better. And learning about web user behaviour. 

This explains some of the reasons why there’s a lot of websites that don’t meet their 
customers’ needs or visitors’ needs - because this is all still new. The information has 
not had time to spread.

The Rise of The Geek
One of the issues is that, particularly in its infancy, web design was the remit of the 
technical person, of the software engineer - because they were the only people 
with the skills to use the tools we had available at the time, and understand the 
technologies behind websites.

So the early websites were mostly build by non-marketing people, by engineers and 
people lacking in design skills. We had a lot of functional, boxy websites that were not 
very pleasant to use.

That’s the past of web design. It shapes the future.

The Short-term Future - Better Websites from Design 
Companies
We are all the time understanding users better, understanding the website owners 
better, their needs better. We are constantly improving our knowledge of many 
different aspects

Firstly, web designers and web design companies are going to self-educate 
themselves about issues like usability, but also about the business of delivering web 
design as a service.

We’re also seeing automation tools and templates improving to the stage where a lot 
of business owners are choosing to self-service, to choose a DIY model where they 
build their own website. This is often because of costs, and sometimes because of 
negative experiences getting work done in the past. 

At the low end of the web design business, cheap websites from low cost providers 
will always be there, because it’s very easy for someone with minimal experience 
to pick up the tools and build a site that is somewhat functional and professional in 
appearance. But they’re not going to build a site that’s equivalent to one built by an 
experienced professional, but often this is good enough, particularly for a business in 
its first couple of years of startup and likely to pivot to another business direction.

Twitter.  You can also see Alastair’s 

work on SellMoreOnline

https://twitter.com/WebsiteDoctor
http://www.sellmoreonline.co/
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The other problem is there are a lot of web providers out there who haven’t self-
educated on the usability and marketing side, but they have learned about the sales 
process of selling websites. Often they’re very focused on delivering specifically 
what the business owner asks for, and letting them drive the discussion about the 
functionality of the site, rather than playing the part of an expert and fiduciary, and 
identifying alternative options that might deliver better return on investment for the 
business owner.

The Long-term Future - Templates, Patterns, Automation 
and - Ultimately - AI
In software and web design, we have had the concept of design patterns for years 
now. In fact, these patterns are some of the reason we don’t see a lot of innovation in 
web design. It’s good for usability - website visitors know what to expect, don’t have to 
think about where to find what they’re looking for. This usability is good for sales.

These design patterns have a marketing or sales equivalent. 

“Save The Cat”

Hollywood scriptwriters like Blake Snyder have shown us how effective formulas can be 
when it comes to creating blockbuster movies with the monomyth and the three act 
structure: call to adventure/setup, road of trials/confrontation, return/resolution. 

With our developing knowledge and understanding of online visitor behaviour, needs 
and psychology, we are getting better at creating marketing copy and online sales 
funnels. 

The number one goal for most businesses is to have a website that generates sales. 
There is already a movement toward websites that are complete online sales funnels 
and to automating the entire sales processes. These systems are going to get better 
and automate more of the process as we get more data about what works in online 
sales.

One of the recent trends has been split testing, where different versions of a web 
page are created and tested to see which converts visitors best. Traffic to the page is 
split amongst the different versions and the winning version is chosen after tracking 
performance of each page.

Long term, tools will ultimately allow fully automated split testing, which will 
incrementally improve sales without human intervention, building an optimised 
website for the business.

What’s Left for Us Humans?
The great thing about this future is that while much of the “grunt work” will be 
automated, web design will still remain a function of marketing, and will still require 
an in-depth knowledge of a business. Every business is different, and that makes the 
opportunity. This is the interesting work of web design, where true value is added. Let 
the robots handle the messy bits.
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The Future of Meetings is Not Traveling. #42

Synopsis:                                                         

Despite the advancements of web 
conferencing, business travel is on 
the increase especially international 
travel. In 2015, there were 2 Billion 
meetings that involved travel by one 
or more participants which is set to in-
crease by an average of 7-8% per year 
which is in part due to the internation-
alisation of markets which is creating 
the increased need for international 
travel. This blog discusses this upward 
trend which is great for airlines, hotel 
and taxis but not for the environment 
or your staff, and why we still have this 
psychological need to meet in-person 
to conduct business.      

4 Takeaways:                                                

1. Know the impact of business travel 
and what that means for the future.
2. Make the business case for not 
traveling when proposing an online 
meeting.
3. Know your online meeting limita-
tion so you can choose when online 
is best.
4. Finally, create Carbon Empathy and 
reward employees for positive behav-
iour towards sustainability. 

About Sean Brady:                                

Sean is a graduate of the 
University of Limerick and has a 
Master degree in Internetworking 
which has lead him to setup 
CloudAssist to explore how Cloud 
services can assist organisations 
with Business Process Automation 
for efficiency improvements 
and Business Intelligence. Sean 

I recently participated in the Climate Launchpad competition where the organisers 
show a caricature of a polar bear on a melting iceberg and we were asked what this 
meant for the climate. Of course, we all pointed out Global warming and how it was 
effecting the polar icecaps and therefore the polar bears’ environment and their 
future. The key point that the organiser asked us to take for this image was “Polar Bears 
don’t have money!” and we needed to relate our climate change idea to language of 
business. Our vision for the future of meetings is about positive travel avoidance rather 
than a blanket “Don’t travel” policy which encourages and rewards employees to find 
sustainable ways to achieve their business objectives without opting to travel.  

Well, I was selected as an ESB eCar Ambassador in 2015 where I was asked to write 
a blog of my experience with the electric car so I decided to calculate my Carbon 
footprint reduction compared to my VW Petrol car which came to an annual savings 
of 3 tonnes of CO2 by changing my mode of transport. This was my road to Damascus 
moment about the climate impact of business travel and formed the genesis for the 
OnlineAssist idea. Our dream is to go from that basic CO2 comparison calculation by 
using my electric car last year to a solution that will save millions of tonnes of CO2 
assisting employees to opt for Online meetings in preference to Business travel.

So why avoid travel when conducting business?

According to the Climate Change book by Joseph Romm ( and reviewed by Bookbuzz.
biz as follows ), our effect since the Industrial Revolution shows that GHG Emissions 
today are six times higher than they were in 1950. Moreover, CO2 levels have now hit 
400 parts per million. As a result, the Earth has warmed 1.5°F (0.85°C) since 1900. Most 
of this warming, approximately 1°F, has occurred only since 1970.

To have a significant chance—greater than 50%—of keeping total warming below 
2°C, we need to cut the emissions of carbon dioxide and other major GHG pollutants 
by more than 50% by mid-century, which in turn means that global GHG emissions 
must peak within a decade or so and start a rapid decline. That means that a third of 
oil reserves, half of gas reserves and over 80% of current coal reserves should remain 
unused from 2010 to 2050. So, clearly, we need to change our behaviour.

In the future, hot summers occur twice as often as they did, and cool summers occur 

About Sean Brady
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far less often than they did. Dangerous heat waves will see a 50-fold increase. By 
the middle of this century. Even the coolest summers will be hotter than the hottest 
summers of the past 50 years. By 2050, the United States will see wildfires twice as 
destructive as today, and some 20 million acres a year will burn. Storms will be bigger. 
Tropical diseases will spread. Fresh water will become more scarce. Feeding the global 
population will become very difficult, and we will have an increase in civic unrest. 

This is a strong statement but, despite the future predictions on climate change, 
businesses are unlikely to change their behaviour without making the case in the 
language of business. (i.e. making it worth their while)

So here is how Business Travel contributes to CO2 levels ( in language of the 
environment ) as follows:

     • 1 Tonne of CO2 per 3,000 miles in a medium size petrol car
     • 1 Tonne of CO2 per 5,500 miles when flying on a commercial airplane
     • The average annual CO2 created per employee is 4 Tonnes.

And here is the case for travel avoidance in language of business ( i.e. not talking about 
the environment or polar bears ) but in terms of increased productivity, cost saving 
and compliance.

Productivity improvement - 32 hours of productivity gained for every tonne of CO2 
saved. This is a direct benefit for businesses to opt travel avoidance which takes into 
consideration the productivity loss when traveling.

Cost saving - the projected annual spend on Business travel worldwide will be 1.1 
Trillion euros this year which is based on over 2 billion business meetings that will 
involve travel by one or more participant. Despite the advancements in online 
conferencing and global connectivity, this upward trend is set to increase to €1.5 
trillion euros spend by 2020. According to the Global Business Travel Association, 
Business travel equates to an average of 15 days per employee with an average of €300 
per day in expenses which equates to €4,500,000 per annum for a 1000 employee 
organisation.

Compliance - At the end of the year, a new EU Directive for non-financial reporting 
that will come into effect on the 6th of Dec this year that requires Enterprises with 
500 or more employees in the EU to disclose their carbon impact including the CO2 
equivalent created by business travel. With the likes of the CDP (Carbon Disclosure 
Project), there is also a value in demonstrating your sustainability which will directly 
impact on your bottom-line as investment funds become more green.

Fines & Taxes – According to an article in the Irish Times, Ireland will likely to be fined 
up to €610 million in 2020 for missing Green House Gases emissions which could be as 
much as €5.5 Billion by 2030 unless positive changes which would obviously benefit 
the taxpayer and businesses if reduced.  

All these issues will impact positively on cost of sale so the next time that you see an 
opportunity to persuade a new client to go with an online meeting rather than making 
that sales trip, point out that your cost of sales will be less from having an online 
meeting which will directly benefit the client. Think of all the energy, both yours and 
your mode of transport, that you need to travel to a client and then put a fraction of 
that energy in making your online meeting effective.  You can even go further and 

is a Certified Microsoft Cloud 
Deployment engineer for Office 
365 and speaks regularly on the 
benefits of cloud for SMEs. Sean is 
also a member of the Association 
of Data Protection Officers and 
was asked to speak on Cloud 
Security at the Data Protection 
conference and the ISO27001 
conference.

Sean was selected as eCar 
Ambassador in 2015 and is a 
blogger on benefits of EV (electric 
vehicle) usage for business 
travelers.  Sean is co-founder of 
Just Social (Social Technology for 
Just Causes) which is an award 
winning Non-profit organization 
helping charities to enable Social 
technology donations like Office 
365 from Microsoft.

Contacting Sean Brady:                                

You can follow Sean on Twitter, 

connect on LinkedIn or by email.

https://twitter.com/justsocial
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cloudassist
mailto:sean%40justsocial.ie?subject=
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make your Online Meeting policy a meaningful part of your CSR and reward your 
clients and employees for opting for a better and more sustainable way of conducting 
business thus creating Carbon Empathy. Remember, the future can only be shaped by 
what we opt for today.
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The Future of Service. #43

Synopsis:                                                            

Technology has created many new 
ways of serving customers through 
automation. Just look at how you 
interact with your bank  - ATMs, Online 
applications, Online accounts _ no 
need to meet a human.

Is there a role for a personal service 
culture in the future? My hypothesis is 
that those businesses who manage to 
exploit the technology and provide an 
exceptional personal experience will 
be the winners.

4 Takeaways:                                                         

1. We need to get the experience right 
for the customer and let the technol-
ogy adapt.
2. Speedy response is essential.
3. Encourage your customers to share 
good experiences.
4. Remember it’s not what you say or 
do but how you make the customer 
feel that matters. 

About Myles McHugh:                                  

Myles is a Galwegian, living in Oran-
more. He provides training and advice 
to companies in the areas of Media 
Relations, Customer Service,  Man-
agement and Strategy. He lectures in 
Marketing and Communications at 
Galway Mayo Institute of Technology 
(GMIT).  He is an experienced manage-
ment professional with over 38 years 
of management experience and was a 
senior manager in Iarnród Éireann. He 
has held senior positions in strategic 
management, customer relations, me-
dia communications and marketing 

Just cast your mind back ten years. Think about how you resolved your issues with 
organisations. Most of it was carried out in person, over the phone or by letter or email. 
Mostly it took some time especially if there was a problem, complaint or poor service.  
Benchmark where we are in terms of technologies and platforms available to us today. 
Our customer experience in nearly every area of our lives has been transformed. 
Airlines, retailers, utilities, banking, government and even community groups have all 
changed how they interact with their customers. Now imagine the next decade. The 
speed of change is so fast it’s scary! Here are some lessons that might be useful as we 
contemplate what the future of service might look like.

The power has shifted to the Consumer!

The result of the developments in technology is that the power has shifted from the 
organisation to the individual customer. We as customers are less tolerant of poor 
service. We will not tolerate sloppy, shoddy, rude or disinterested service. In the past 
we could complain and depending on the organisation our dissatisfaction would 
be resolved somewhere on a scale from superb to non-existent.   The problem for 

By Myles McHugh
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strategy. He is also a qualified coach. 

Contacting Myles McHugh:                                

You can contact Myles by eMail, 
follow him on Twitter, Facebook 
or phone on +353 87 2588763 

the customer was the “take it or leave it” attitude of companies. Today however the 
customer holds much more power.  The shift in power from organisation to consumer 
has been rapid and it will become even more rapid in the future. Twitter and Facebook 
have democratised the relationship between suppliers and their customers. It has 
become even more important for businesses to have a clear and prompt social media 
strategy to listen and communicate with their customers.

Speed of response is critical.t
Customers will not wait around for you to get your act together. They demand a quick 
response. If they don’t get it, two things happen. They leave you and go to a competitor 
and leave a series of damaging comments online. Traditionally we were taught that 
speed and quality were not good bedfellows.  This is not as true as it used to be. Just 
look at how Amazon respond in a speedy way but maintain a quality service. This is 
now what is expected and if you don’t deliver, you will suffer. It’s worth challenging any 
assumptions you may have about turnaround times for your product or service. Your 
customers already have done so.

Remove unnecessary scripts
We will all be familiar with the scripted responses that we get when we raise an issue 
with a customer service representative. In the past they had their place. Unempowered 
staff who were required to give the scripted response regardless of the individual 
circumstances add nothing to your customer’s experience. An app or an automated 
service can now do this. Instead train your customer response staff to the highest 
standard and equip them to offer genuine unscripted solutions to customer problems.  

Encourage your customers to share their experience.

Customers who have just received exceptional service are your best marketing tool. 
They provide a genuine and honest opportunity to broadcast to their peers, friends 
and beyond. Just look at the success of TripAdvisor and similar platforms. If, for 
example, you are in the hospitality industry, should it not make sense to encourage 
your customers to post comments, recommendations of their experience with you? 
Retailers can also use very simple apps to photograph and share satisfied customers. 
Of course, this must be done with consent and with integrity. 

Make Self Service a pleasant experience.
Self-service means the customers can resolve their issues themselves. They don’t need 
to contact the customer service support for any query. Millennials are tech-savvy and 
want to help themselves without the need of any human intervention. They will not 
tolerate waiting in lines, repeating their problem to five different people or being 
treated like a number. They like solving their own issues. I am happy to conduct 80 
to 85% of my banking transactions online without ever interacting with people. The 
self-service element is very important. I have the choice to do my business 24/7/365. 
The quality of the interaction needs to be sharp, responsive and logical. This is a basic 
requirement. When I need a personal service, I expect it to be of the highest quality. 
The systems put in place need to be of intelligent to ensure that the interaction is 
seamless, responsive and dynamic. It is estimated that by 2020 in the US 85% of 

mailto:mylesmchugh%40gmail.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/mylesmchugh
https://www.facebook.com/mylesmchughsolutions?fref=ts
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customers’ relationship with organisations will not require human intervention.

Don’t assume only millennials are online

Much has been made of the fact that millennials are more demanding and have more 
options to complain, ask questions and give compliments that ever before. This is of 
course true. But it would be a big mistake to ignore other demographics. The older 
shopper today is quite proficient with technology and it is estimated that 50% of over 
60’s have a smartphone and actively use it. The difference of course is that they have 
more time and more money. The challenge in the coming years is to tap into these 
markets and provide exceptional service.  

Make it personal
Companies who manage to adapt their offering to the new technology space while 
offering exceptional personal service will be the new winners. 

My mantra for how to treat the customer (irrespective of personal or online) is 
summed up in the words of Maya Angelou.

    “ I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you made them feel.”
Now that’s a challenge!
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2016 Elections and Twitter: Rise of the Political bot #44

We live in a continually expanding world of technological integration. Virtual and 
augmented realities immerse users into visual and auditory sensory experiences so we 
can escape the sometimes mundane reality we exist within. The concept of a credible 
and functional artificial intelligence was up till recently resigned to the category of 
science fiction, however now the prospect of it seems to be close, a decade away if 
that. Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have dominated the way we 
relay and consume information within this digital age. Political strategist and campaign 
managers understand the power that social media platforms hold, and the influence 
they can have over the general publics perception of the truth.

2016 has been a year of tumultuous political debate and shock results on both sides of 
the Atlantic. The democratic systems of the United Kingdom and the United States have 
both been put to the test. Brexit dominated the summer headlines in Europe resulting 
in a scrappy display of how immature two party politics can get and the US election 
taking its place in the autumn mesmerising and polarising right up to the last minute 
as the world watched aghast as a reality television star became the 45th president 
of the United States of America. Donald Trump has epitomised the power and scope 
of the 21st century American dream, displaying what personal wealth and a Twitter 
account can do. The ideals of “hope” and “change” that were instilled into the public 
psyche during the Obama years have been dismantled and replaced with a cynicism 
toward the establishment and political system by Trump that is before unseen, not to 
mention the first lady and her dubious early career choices. Interesting times we live in.

The unnerving correlation between Brexit and the US elections is the emergence 
of the political bot. The use of “bots”, automated software applications that perform 
procedures such as setting up fake user accounts, writing posts on Twitter to boost 
followers and likes for a page and propagating whatever information that they are 
designed to promote at an inhuman rate of output, is ever increasing. A study carried 
out by Oxford University showed that during the American election one in four 
tweets surrounding the third televised debate came from a bot account. A separate 
study carried out by the same institution shows half a million tweets for the pro-Leave 
campaign were generated in a 7 day period running up to the Brexit vote in June by 
bot accounts. Presidential races and EU referendums are battles of attrition, in which 
the political landscapes and battlegrounds have changed, as have the forces fighting 
the battles. They are propaganda wars fought through hash tags and carpet spamming. 

By Max Hastings

Synopsis:                                                             

The digital age is altering the way we 
live. Everything is being affected by 
this revolution. Politics is no excep-
tion. The political landscape has 
changed and with it in turn so have 
the campaigns. Technology is now 
playing a large part in influencing and 
manipulating public opinion within 
the realm of social media. Democracy 
is a system of equal representation 
and opinion, in theory that is. What 
happens when the waters are mud-
died by electronically automated 
infiltrators perpetuating agendas 
through misinformation to prop up 
disingenuous polls and statistics to 
sway the publics voting choices? The 
world is about to find out.              

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. The world of political election 
campaigns and propaganda tactics 
have become highly digitised and 
automated.
2. 80% of Donald Trumps Twitter activ-
ity towards the end of the election can 
be traced to automated bot accounts.
3. Bots played a big part in the pro-
Leave social media campaign on 
Twitter.
4. Grey area -The rise in political bots is 
morally ambiguous and unregulated. 

About Max Hastings:                             

Max Hastings is a music producer, 
music teacher and creative 
director at Code Switch his tech 
start up which develops creative 
applications. Earlier this year 

http://politicalbots.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Data-Memo-Third-Presidential-Debate.pdf
http://politicalbots.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Data-Memo-Third-Presidential-Debate.pdf
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The numbers show that Hillary Clinton was outnumbered in this online war 7 to 
1 by highly automated Trump accounts in the Oxford University study mentioned 
previously. Other figures from the Computational Propaganda Program estimate that 
50% of Clintons Twitter activity can be traced to bot accounts with a staggering 80% 
of Trumps. Political bots are a digital mercenary of sorts, indifferent to what tasks they 
perform focused only on carrying out their creators wishes. The precious resources 
being fought over are votes. 

Both campaigns were focused on highly charged issues of immigration and personal 
sovereignty, bringing the power back to the working people and protecting jobs from 
foreign migrant invaders. Trends have shown that left leaning Twitter users are more 
likely to share posts from accounts with opposing viewpoints, sharing the outrage 
with the like minded. Right leaning users are more likely to use social media as a 
validating platform to express their views with others sharing their mindsets, a process 
called homophily describes this social interaction, or in simpler terms birds of a feather. 
The lines become blurred when you introduce bot accounts creating hateful discourse. 
These fake automated posts are the snow flake that gains momentum and becomes 
the avalanche, easing the process of inciting hate by saying it first so real user accounts 
don’t have to. Online AI Iago’s quietly manipulating opinions within the echo chamber 
of social media without the knowledge of the participating public. 

This period in digital history will be looked back upon, in my opinion, as the wild west 
frontier era of the internet. Where activities were not regulated and boundaries were 
not yet drawn on what was deemed acceptable practice. Novelty of practice allows 
for moral ambiguity in relation to certain methodologies. In the twenty years or so 
that the internet has been around as the revolutionary tool that it is now,  effective 
regulatory steps are only in the last 5 years becoming realities in the areas of piracy 
and file sharing. Legal loopholes and networks of young programmers that in reality 
know more about the inner workings of the internet than the governments trying 
to regulate it will always make it a battleground for the ideals of total freedom and 
total control. The political propaganda machines of large government have well and 
truly caught up. The official line from governments is denial of using bots, however 
the growing usage of bots as a tool to flood social media with the mantra of political 
agenda is not being stopped. Reports from programmers who have sold bots to clients 
for use in thepolitical sphere say that Twitter accounts are set up in secrecy using 
untraceable mobile phones. It will be interesting to see how much of a part they play 
in the coming years. Will regulations be implemented or will they remain as the dirty 
trick up the campaign sleeve? Only time will tell.

they launched the K2S-VR, a 
Kinect 2 interactive synthesizer. 
Code Switch is also focused 
on developing educational 
applications harnessing emerging 
interactive technologies. With 
unique positioning between the 
music industry and the education 
sector Code Switch deliver 
forward thinking musical solutions 
that are easily transferrable within 
an educational framework. 

Contacting Max Hastings:                           

You can follow Max on Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram or email 
him.

https://twitter.com/codeswitchuk
https://www.facebook.com/codeswitchuk/
https://www.instagram.com/code_switch_/
mailto:max%40code-switch.co.uk?subject=
mailto:max%40code-switch.co.uk?subject=
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The Future Depends on Harnessing the Tools of the Past. #45

Synopsis:                                                            

As we dash head forth into the future 
we should take a look at the past for 
tools and processes that could help 
us safeguard the future and perhaps 
make a better one.

4 Takeaways:                                                     

1. Knowledge can be lost and technol-
ogy is vulnerable.
2. Older technology can protect our 
data and communication.
3. Forgotten solutions from the past 
could be helpful for the future.
4. Civilisations can rise and fall.

About Billy Kennedy:                                  

Retired claims inspector and me-
chanic.  Proud father and grandfather.  
Late adopter of technology and ever 
curious mind. 

Contacting Billy Kennedy:                                 

Apparently I am on lots of social 
media platforms courtesy of my 
family but probably best to email 
me.

In my childhood days, Ireland in the 1940’s had changed very little for over 150 years 
and since them I have watched with awe as our society has metamorphosed and leap 
frogged, mainly due to technology.  Ireland now is certainly better than it was then.

Now in my 70’s I look at the changes and see the necessity and openings for embracing 
some of the tools of the past in safe guarding our future and harnessing some of the 
age old ways of doing things.

Lets address the necessity first.  

Storage
Following the detonation of the first atomic bombs one of the bi-products was 
electromagnetic pulse (EMP), which effectively rendered all electronic devices 
as lumps of plastic and silicon.  As we enter an age where more and more of our 
communications, memories and data is stored electronically we need to start thinking 
about how we safeguard this knowledge.  Recent hacking attacks and the decay in 
digital storage (CDs, spinning hard drive disks) also high-light this issue.  Paper is by no 
means the perfect solution (neither was ogham or cave drawings) but they do not need 
a battery and we need to think of alternatives.

Communication
One of the other vulnerbilities of EMP 
was that mass communication would 
be hampered.  Invented in 1904 the 
vacuum electron tube was adopted 
as an alternative if electronics were 
rendered useless.  An old technology but 
an alternative if need be.  This was also 
highlighted recently in the electricity 
outages where many people struggled to 
find a battery powered radio to get news 
updates.

How we build redundancy into how we 
communicate and storage knowledge is 

By Billy Kennedy

mailto:billykenn%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:billykenn%40gmail.com?subject=
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_pulse
http://www.vacuumtubes.net/How_Vacuum_Tubes_Work.htm
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critical but there are many other ways we can benefit from past technology, tools and 
processes to help us find new solutions.

Victor Del Rosal’s post talks about the automation of jobs and the impact on 
education and Joy Redmonds post also caught my eye in the benefits of not 
obediently following the road of specialisation.

As the world evolves so quickly and specialisation can mean redundancy we can look 
to the past to see how previous generation managed.  My belief is that we can benefit 
from having a wide variety of skills.  I was a mechanic, in a previous life and to do my 
job I had to be competent in electronics, plumbing, engineering in order to problem 
solve and find ways to fix a car – may of them quite inventive.  To work I had to bring a 
wide selection of skills to solve a problem.

I am not implying that we embrace older technology in favour of new but perhaps 
we think of the problem solving and creative idea generation that they inspired and 
cultivated.  Think how powerful a hackaton can be when people can bring a wide 
variety of skills to one setting and build things.

Computer fire power has grown enormously and taken away much of the 
unproductive, repetitive tasks that people used to struggle with.  However I sometimes 
feel that this incredible facility may also be eroding our ability to think creatively and 
laterally.  As machines not only do the computation for us they also handle the process 
through algorithms.  When machines or the algorithms fail can we still remember what 
the process was and can we replicate in simple pen and paper format?

Let me give you another example.  My grandfather was blacksmith.  One of the 
processes he deployed to weld two pieces of metals together was call fusion.  
Although a very simple process of heating and beating two metals together until 
they became one but I struggle to find anyone who remembers this process.  With our 
manufacturing world focusing on faster electronic welding automation perhaps there 
could also be something to be learn from older, forgotten processes.

As I watch my grand children bury their heads in messaging platforms on their phones 
I also wonder if they are enhancing their communications skills or reducing them.  
They communicate electronically with a fluency I will never have but again I fear that 
the intimacy and skill of face to face storytelling could also be lost.

My thinking may make me appear as a luddite but I truly appreciate technology and its 
power to bring wealth, prosperity and a long list of virtues to society.  My questioning 
is more around safe guarding ourselves and perhaps looking backward for solutions 
for tomorrow.

I am always struck by the lessons of history.  We went from the inspired highs of the 
Roman Civilisation with glass windows and indoor heat to the dark ages in a matter of 
generations and I wonder why.  We also ‘forgot’ the technological achievements of the 
Egyptians and Chinese only to return to them many centuries later.

I would hope we don’t experience these hard lessons again but a greater 
understanding of what makes humans truly unique, that technology can augment, can 
only lead to good.

My mind is also full of questions about technologies of the past, present and future.

www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/the-future-of-education-in.html
http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/dont-mind-the-gap-career.html
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Why did we have cars, milk floats and electric bikes driven by battery power in the 70’s 
to only rediscover them again in the form of Tesla and hybrids and worse to regulate 
electric bikes out of the market?

Why did we power Ireland on mini hydro powered mills and turbines to turn our backs 
on them in 2000’s?

Why did we forget about all the railways, trams and tunnels, only to reinvest massively 
in reinstalling many years?

In summary, as we gaze forward lets incorporate the lessons of the past, the ideas of 
the old, processes that took millennia to evolve and perhaps some old technology to 
craft a braver and better new world that we all own and enhances the worlds of our 
children.
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The Future Deserves Our Consideration. #46

I am writing this piece two days after Donald Trump was elected president of the 
United States of America. Following hard upon the United Kingdom’s vote for Brexit, we 
are living in a time of extreme uncertainty about the world’s future. The world’s largest 
economy [x] and most powerful army [x] will be controlled to some extent by someone 
whose behavior during his election campaign was quite unpredictable and sometimes 
aggressive [x]. 

The future affects our choices. Obviously, I don’t mean the actual future, but, rather, the 
future that we think will happen. Some of the greatest challenges we face today require 
us to choose a future benefit and endure a short-term sacrifice. Global challenges, such 
as global warming, peaceful cooperation among nations, fairer trade and scientific 
advancement require short-term investment for long-term gain. In our own lives, our 
long-term health, wellbeing and financial security depend on short-term sacrifices. In 
the face of these challenges, we need to think of the future now more than ever. My 
hope is that by identifying some barriers to thinking about the future, we can begin to 
overcome these barriers and work towards creating a better future.

The first barrier is uncertainty. When we think about the future, uncertainty is 
unsettling; it undermines our confidence in choosing long-term outcomes over short-
term ones. At this moment, many people are trying to predict what a Trump presidency 
will mean for the USA and the world. Can we rely upon traditional USA values to drive 
policy at home and abroad or will the departures from these values signaled by Trump’s 
rhetoric be realized? This uncertainty is exacerbated by the lingering effects of the 2008 
recession, which resulted in a significant loss of confidence in public institutions and 
the experts that can help us think about the future. 

The second barrier is immediate distraction. Choosing the long-term outcome is more 
difficult in the face of immediate temptation or fear. In much of the world, we are living 
at a time when instant gratification has never been more widely available. If you want 
social contact, distraction, information, to lash out, to be turned on, to buy something, 
you can get it at the touch of a screen. This constant availability of immediate 
satisfaction makes it more difficult to live towards longer-term goals. Choosing long-
term rather than short-term rewards is hard and having to do it every second means we 
are more likely to give in. The urgent crowds out the important [1].

The third barrier is excessive worry. A little worry helps us think about the future, but 
when we worry too much, it gets in the way. If you are reading this, then you probably 
worry to some degree about the possible future. We worry about the future of the 
world in the face of climate change, worry about the future of the economy and 
society in the face of low pension savings, worry about our future health in the face 
of our lifestyle choices. A little worry helps focus us on the long-term outcomes at risk 
in our decisions. Too much worry, however, can leave us frozen, unable to conceive of 
alternatives to the status quo. 

The barriers I’ve mentioned are not the only barriers to thinking about the future and 
they may not be the most important. Nevertheless, there are some small steps we 
can take to address these barriers. To combat uncertainty, it helps to take some time 
to consider the limits of our uncertainty [2]. We are never completely uncertain as to 
what will happen next just as we are never fully certain what will happen. To overcome 

By Denis O’Hora

Synopsis:                                                               

Some of the greatest challenges we 
face today require us to choose a 
future benefit and endure a short-
term sacrifice. Global challenges, such 
as global warming, peaceful coopera-
tion among nations, fairer trade and 
scientific advancement require short-
term investment for long-term gain. 
In our own lives, our long-term health, 
wellbeing and financial security 
depend on short-term sacrifices. Three 
barriers that block future thinking are 
uncertainty, immediate distraction 
and worry. I highlight how these bar-
riers arise and suggest how we might 
overcome them. 

4 Takeaways:                                                    

 1. Making a difference requires long-
term thinking
2. When facing uncertainty, try to find 
its edges
3. When distracted and spinning, take 
a break
4. When worried, believe it won’t last.

About Denis O’Hora:                                

Dr Denis O’Hora is a chartered psy-
chologist in the School of Psychology 
at the National University of Ireland 
Galway.  He conducts fundamental 
research probing the processes of 
learning and decision making, and 
also develops applications of this work 
for organisational settings.

Contacting Denis O’Hora:                               

Denis can be contacted by email.

mailto:denis.ohora%40nuigalway.ie?subject=
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immediate distraction, we need to curtail our access to it. We need to switch off our 
phones, our email and allow ourselves readapt to the slower pace of reality. What is 
important is creating time and space to think about the future. To deal with worry, we 
must acknowledge it and not run from it. When we practice staying with our worries 
and postponing our panicked responses, we can begin to translate those worries into 
effective future actions. 

We will create the future together, whether we do so actively with our eyes open or by 
accident by opting out. The future deserves our consideration.

1. http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=9991

2. https://hbr.org/2016/05/you-cant-make-good-predictions-without-embracing-
    uncertainty 
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Address Unknown #47

Synopsis:                                                               

Facing an uncertain future and over-
whelming change, “Address Unknown” 
is a written as a series of questions.  
This post was inspired by a talk given 
by Senator Lynne Ruane.  I realised in 
listening to her that it is my privilege 
to consider the Future with a capital F.  
For many people, the future is already 
written and it is immediate. It is writ-
ten in their postcodes and the future 
for some stretches only to the end of 
the day and through the night. Her 
courage to re-write her own future 
and those around her has exposed me 
again to the reality of my own selfish 
existence.  I cannot truthfully write 
something about the future until I can 
lay some claim to actively shaping a 
meaningful one rather than passively 
waiting for the one to which I am so 
privileged as to feel entitled.   Maybe 
next year.  Virtual reality, augmented 
reality… what difference does it make 
if we live in a world where those in 
leadership are virtually fake? 

4 Takeaways:                                                    

 1. There are more answers than there 
are questions so now the question is 
how do I know who to trust?
2. Conversations about the Future 
should probably start with questions 
answered about the future.

About Joan Mulvihill:                                

Was appointed CEO of the Irish Inter-
net Association in November 2009, a 
position held for the past 7 years.  Priv-
ileged to have worked with the best 

The future – which bit?  Next year, decade, century, millennium?  I have struggled to 
write this for the past month because I’ve honestly never felt more confused about the 
future – mine, this technology, this country or this world.  I am not past caring about 
Donald bloody Trump or flipping Brexit but with the prospect of virtual reality and 
augmented reality and the dehumanisation of humanity does it really matter if there’s a 
lunatic in the White House or mayhem in Westminster? 

It probably does matter in the short to medium term.  But longer term will any political 
policies implemented right now not be un-doable in four or eight years?  In the grand 
scheme of our infinite universe will a four year setback in the fight against global 
warming be the undoing of us all?  It’s not good and it’s not right but is it really the end 
of the world? The end of the whole world?

I wonder… could I write this entire piece as a series of questions? Is it not arrogant to 
suppose that any of us can talk about the future in any other way?  Who am I to think 
I know what happens next or how this will all play out?   Does Mark Zuckerburg really 
believe that those fake news stories were an algorithmic accident or anomaly?  Is 
Edward Snowden a spook or a crook?  Does he really think that the governing classes 
are in cahoots with Google and Facebook to mislead and misdirect us? And to what 
end?  Are they really trying to control global group think (as I suggested in my very first 
Congregation post four years ago)?  Was I right or was I lucky to have ‘predicted’ it 
might be the case? 

And who cares who is right and who is wrong?  Should the questions not be bigger 
than this?  Should they not be questions of how we have arrived at this point on this 
particular trajectory? Who is leading us there and do we trust them?  Are Trump, Farage 
and Johnson just the stooges on the set of at play that is being scripted by unknown 
darker forces?  Do I trust anything I read anymore?  

Does it matter how I live my day?  Am I not so small and irrelevant in the scheme of 
time and space that my life is pointless?   Does it need to have its own point or are 
we all trudging along to the same end-point?  Is any day not just another series of 
meaningless chit chats that will be forgotten by the time the coffee cup has dried and 
the cigarette is stubbed out?  Is my day just the consuming or accumulating of material 
crap that I don’t really need?  Or stuff that I do need but just so that I can live another 
day in some greater relative comfort or competition?

Is it possible that I am maybe a little depressed?  Is it utterly self-indulgent to even 
contemplate the big future when there are so many people trying to figure out the 
next few hours or days of theirs?  Simple questions like will I get to eat today? Will I 
have somewhere to sleep tonight? Is someone going to rain bullets on my head when 
I walk out the door?  Will I make it to the door? And when faced with those questions 
facing so many people what am I supposed to do? 

Who can I look to for leadership? Why am I waiting for someone else to lead me? I am 
waiting, passively and selfishly waiting…for the future? I am lost and I am waiting… 
waiting to be found?  And if I was to be found, I would ask to be returned… to address 
unknown.

By Joan Mulvihill

http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/digital-colonialism--citize.html
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and brightest of technology start-ups 
as well as supporting all businesses in 
the adoption of web-based technolo-
gies.  With her leadership, the IIA has 
innovated and collaborated on new 
initiatives such as ‘Digitise the Nation’ 
and ‘Clicktailing’ to bridge the digital 
divide.  

A voice for industry in the develop-
ment of national policy on Digital 
Skills and Open-Data, Joan has served 
on the HEA ICT Skills Taskforce and the 
Forfas Expert Group on Future Skills 
Needs and the EI National OpenData 
Cross-Industry Working Group. As the 
driving force of the IIA, Joan has been 
at the forefront of the supporting 
cloud adoption through the delivery 
of the IIA NSAI Swift10 “Adopting the 
Cloud” decision-support matrix, the 
national standard for cloud strategy.  
This summer the IIA Ecommerce Work-
ing Group will launch “MyEComKit”, a 
diagnostic tool to support the growth 
of online business in Ireland available 
to all businesses seeking to establish, 
scale and accelerate their online sales. 

A regular conference chair, keynote 
speaker and media contributor on 
all things business and technology 
related. An associate lecturer at the 
NCI, chief collaborator for conference 
organizers, champion of innovation 
and mentor of many. 

Winner, 2011  “Professional Business 
Woman of the Year” Award, Image 
Publications Winner, 2012 “Best Public 
Affairs Campaign”, PR Excellence 
Awards, PRCA, PRII, CIPR

Winner, 2013 “Innovation Luminary” 
Award - Innovation Champion for 
Ireland

Winner, 2013  Dublin “Lord Mayor 
Awards”, Dublin Digital Champion

Winner, 2016, “Overall Net Visionary”, 
DOT IE Net Visionary Awards

Contacting Joan Mulvihill:                               

You can contact Joan on Twitter 
and LinkedIn.

https://twitter.com/joanmulvihill
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joanmulvihill
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Mayo 2040:  Wasteland or an Attractive & Vibrant Place? #48

Synopsis:                                                         

Ensuring a sustainable future for our 
rural areas requires a change in mind-
set. We must abandon short-termism 
and embrace a broader perspective 
that acknowledges that rural areas are 
important, and require investing in.

4 Takeaways                                                         

1. Many people want to live in rural ar-
eas. We must decide at a national level 
that rural areas are important and 
have a vibrant future – if we nurture 
that vibrancy;
2. We must question the notion of 
sustainability – as that which contrib-
utes to sustainability may not in itself 
be ‘sustainable’, when considered in 
isolation. A broader or more inte-
grated perspective on sustainability is 
required;
3. Public policy must support / facili-
tate / cajole rural areas – we must be 
policy-positive towards rural Ireland 
– in effect we must make the decision 
that rural Ireland is important;
4. Our peripherality must become our 
greatest asset. We live on the edge of 
Europe and must embrace the many 
advantages that confers on us.

About John Magee:                                                      

John Magee is Acting Head of Enter-
prise, Local Enterprise Office (LEO) 
Mayo. The LEO is the first stop shop for 
enterprise support targeted at micro 
businesses. The LEO is part of Mayo 
County Council and plays a key role in 
promoting enterprise development 
and a culture of entrepreneurship at 
the local level. 

When I established the Mayo Science & Technology Festival in 2007 one of the elements 
I was most excited about was the Mayo 2040 event. The annual Mayo 2040 event asks 
scientists and others to give us their perspective on how the area they are expert in will 
have evolved by 2040. This has been a fascinating exercise and has presented us with 
wildly diverse visions of the future – a future of astonishing technological capacity with 
immense philosophical, moral and legal challenges to be faced. Incredible opportunity 
emerges, yet dystopia lurks.

But in the midst of these macro trends and global visions I’m interested in the question 
as to what the impact will be at the micro, local level. Yes, yes, I get that the drone will 
deliver my pizza at 19.15 on Friday evening, which I’ll wash down with coffee brewed 
from beans printed in my kitchen. I get that energy will be free and at least one of the 
kids will be working on Mars (commuting there, obviously).

But what about the more prosaic things? Will I still be able to live healthily in rural 
Mayo, a number of miles from the nearest town? Will rural areas be for the wealthy 
alone? Will I have neighbours with kids? Will rural Mayo be an attractive, vibrant place 
to live? Or will rural areas continue to suffer from a slow & inexorable decline?

What is the future for a place on the edge of Europe? A place where today we read of 
a litany of disadvantages – from job creation, to broadband and other infrastructural 
deficiencies, to a talent drain and a sporting endeavour that is never quite 
consummated? What of Mayo, in 2040?

Much is written on the major social, demographic, technological and climate change 
trends and challenges we face. One thing seems certain – the future is urban. It’s now 
said that we live in a post rural Ireland. Really? Is that what we want? Are we utterly 
powerless to resist these trends in a country of only 5m people that measures a couple 
of hundred miles from top to bottom? Are our rural areas doomed?

Let’s look at some of the issues. Why are rural areas important?

     • Some of the most impressive features of Irish society relate to our dispersed rural 
       nature. Think of the force for inclusion, community ethos and vibrancy that the GAA 
       represents. The local club is doing well in the championship, maybe in a county final 
       – the place looks and feels better, everyone is an inch taller. There’s a local tragedy 

By John Magee
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Contacting John Magee:                                 

You can contact John by email or 
conenct with him on Twitter.

or 
       other occurrence; where does the energy come from? Often the GAA club. Properly 
       facilitated, rural areas offer a local energy that the urban will struggle to match;
     • Rural areas act as a ‘lung’ for the country – we can breathe (sometimes even 
       literally) better in rural areas. There is something intrinsic in most of us that 
       acknowledges the importance of remaining connected with nature. Ever take kids 
       for a walk in a forest?
     • We hear a lot about the future being ‘urban’, yet we know that many urban 
       areas suffer from poor planning, lack of affordable housing and issues around 
       social integration and cohesion. These issues are not exclusively urban, but don’t 
       seem to have the same impact in rural areas.  

That’s not to downplay the challenges that rural areas face including a dispersed 
population and the related challenge of service provision; demographic changes, most 
notably an aging population; ensuring environmental protection including the quality 
of our water systems.

It’s so important to acknowledge that there are many people who actually want to live 
in rural areas, who implicitly understand that living in a rural area doesn’t come with 
all the benefits of the urban, and that there might actually be a price worth paying for 
the opportunity to look out the window at night and see relative darkness rather than 
street lights. There are plenty of people who understand rural as something more than 
that which is ‘consumed’ as a utility by weekend warriors.

Whilst acknowledging that people want different things from where they live, my own 
sense of an attractive rural place to live is that it offers:

     • Some basic infrastructure in terms of local schools and broadband access, for 
       example;
     • Economic opportunity or the capacity to commute to a place of meaningful work;
     • Social capital – spirit, an entrepreneurial bent, a sense of community and vibrancy;
     • A place where you’re known to others and connected, where you’re much less 
       anonymous than if you were living in an urban setting; 
     • A canvas or the opportunity to be yourself, to create the life you’ve imagined.

But rural life has to have more than an abstract appeal… it must be feasible, attractive 
even, and must be underpinned with a basic level of infrastructure that makes such 
a choice or decision possible. We must decide to facilitate rural life; we must make a 
long-term national decision and invest in the future of our rural areas. So how might 
we do that?

Towards a new perspective – creating attractive rural areas by 2040:

   1. We must question the notion of sustainability – as that which contributes to 
       overall sustainability may not in itself be ‘sustainable’, when viewed in isolation. All 
       those current arguments about rail provision throughout the country… we need 
       to decide that the basis for decisions on public transport provision, for example, 
       should not be purely economic. We’re a country and a society and not just a set of 
       economic considerations (and there’s a massive difference!). We must avoid a 
       scenario whereby we have an ‘annual cull’ of the most expensive element of service 
       provision. It’s death by a thousand cuts, and kills everything in the end;
   2. Rural areas are not just about agriculture – a broader range of economic activities 
       must be central to rural sustainability and we must find a way to recognise a more 

mailto:johnmagee23%40gmail.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/JohnMagee10
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       symbiotic relationship between urban centres and their rural hinterlands;
   3. We cannot have an IDA Advanced Factory in every town in Mayo or anywhere else.  
       Ireland had some success with this approach a generation ago, but times have 
       moved 
       on. We must begin to genuinely put our indigenous entrepreneurs at the heart of 
       our 
       efforts rather than cling to the notion that someone might come from over the 
       horizon 
       with the jobs we need. It’s not going to be easy, but we must create the jobs 
       ourselves. 
       To do this we need to identify the actual competitive advantages of our rural areas 
       and 
       build outwards from there. We should learn from the initial success of the WAW and 
       really embrace our peripherality. We know that we score highly in people’s minds in 
       relation to quality of life considerations. As a society we must make it easier for 
       people 
       to live in areas where their quality of life is higher, as we know the outcomes are so 
       much healthier;
   4. We need a transformation in approach and accept the reality that development of 
       any sort is something that we must do for ourselves – we cannot wait for others to 
       do it 
       for us. This involves accepting responsibility and taking control. We need to identify 
       the 
       productive sectors that are intrinsically rural and we need to invest in these. This 
       involves a mature articulation of our competitive advantages relative to other part 
       of 
       the country and the world and it involves investment in these areas;
   5. At the local level we must encourage participation in civic society. Rural Mayo has a 
       lot to offer and it is worth getting involved in. We cannot be passive – we must 
       contribute in order to protect and sustain. There are upwards on 1,000 civic 
       organisations in Mayo. The collective power of these to mobilise engagement must 
       be 
       supported and harnessed;
   6. We need to consider again the potential associated with genuinely devolved 
       decision making and decentralised resource allocation. The further we all are from   
       the 
       levers of decision making the easier it is for us to ‘drop out’ – to start to believe that 
       we’re not really stakeholders in our own communities, that there isn’t much we can 
       do 
       about anything in fact. This doesn’t involve ‘policy proofing’, but the formulation of 
       policy that is skewed in favour of certain things we decide are important and worth 
       protecting. We need rural-positive policy;
   7. We need to facilitate our rural areas in utilising new technologies and other means 
       of connecting and engaging;
   8. We don’t really have a strong sense of the region in Ireland (we’re very attached to 
       the County and its identity) and this needs to change. Mayo doesn’t necessarily 
       have the critical mass to compete with Galway, but a properly integrated region 
       would allow the County’s innate strengths to contribute meaningfully to a 
       sustainable regional eco-system.

Policy-led responses will constitute part of the solution, but does anyone remember 
the EU’s Cork Declaration setting out a 10 point rural development programme for 
the EU or the National Spatial Strategy or CEDRA in more recent times? No? Are these 
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policy statements futile in the face of bigger trends? Have they made any critical 
difference or are our policy approaches trying to hold back the sea?

It is difficult to escape the reality that without the development of a longer-term 
perspective then the rural Mayo of 2040 will be further deprived of services and 
stripped of population (especially the young). Our main towns might have grown 
slightly, but at the cost of further local depopulation.

Is this what we want? If not, how do we develop this longer term perspective? What’s 
the mechanism we can utilise to arrive at the point whereby we can free certain things 
from the scourge of purely economic analysis? Anyone?
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Google and Facebook, Democracy’s Greatest Challenge? #49

Synopsis:                                                             

In a world of information how do we 
find the truths to inform our choices? 
The rise of Google and Facebook has 
brought people together on a scale 
previously un-thought of, but is this 
mass connection distorting the way 
we think, behave and vote? With an 
ever rising amount of news and con-
tent consumed across their channels, 
they have had an enormous effect on 
the political system, acting as gate-
keepers to information which directly 
impacts voting behaviour. An impact 
which has been widely questioned in 
the aftermath of Trumps win.           

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. News sources have changed ir-
revocably: Search and Social have 
emerged as leading and trusted 
sources of news.
2. The inversion of influence: We’ve 
seen a steady shift in influence away 
from  those  in traditional  leadership 
positions.
3. The personal web: As we rely on 
search and social, increasingly our me-
dia experiences are becoming more 
unique. Where we go and what we see 
is determined by algorithms which are 
informed by our past behaviour and 
that of our connections
4. The potentially polarising nature 
of search and social: As news authors 
compete to maximise algorithms, sto-
ries are often sensationalised to reach 
the mass population leading  to a rise 
in news stories being accessed online 
which polarise the population and can 
support more extreme views.

In a world of information how do we find the truths to inform our choices? The rise of 
Google and Facebook has brought people together on a scale previously un-thought 
of, but is this mass connection distorting the way we think, behave and vote? With an 
ever rising amount of news and content consumed across their channels, they have 
had an enormous effect on the political system, acting as gatekeepers to information 
which directly impacts voting behaviour. An impact which has been widely questioned 
in the aftermath of Trumps win - see a recent BBC article here. 

Over the past number of years the trust we place in information sources has changed 
dramatically, resulting in an almost complete inversion of influence. This inversion 
has led to a rising distrust for those in Authority and an increase in anti-establishment 
sentiment, against this backdrop we’ve experienced significant political shocks which 
not so long ago would have been unthinkable. Would the Arab Spring, Obama, Trump, 
Marriage Equality, Brexit and Jeremy Corbyn have emerged without these seismic 
changes in information flow? So what is fuelling these changes and what does it mean 
for our much cherished political system?

News sources have changed irrevocably 

A recent Reuters study supported by Edelman explored the changing face of news 
consumption and established some interesting shifts.

1. Online sources dominate: All three younger age groups in the study (18-24 yr. olds, 
25-34 yr. olds and 35-44 yr. olds) say that online including social is their main source of 
news

2. The rise of social as a news source: Just over half (51%) of those surveyed claimed 
they use social as a source of news each week, tellingly this rises to 64% for 25 – 34 yr. 
olds and 73% for 18 – 24 yr. olds.  In Ireland 15% of those surveyed say it is their main 
source of news, up 3 points since 2015

3. Facebook leads social: Unsurprisingly Facebook is the dominant channel in almost 
every market with 71% using it generally and 45% saying they use it for news

4. Search still a starting point: In Ireland 34% say they use search as an access point for 
new

5. Algorithms rule: More of those surveyed indicated they were happy for news to be 
selected for them by algorithms which take account of what you’ve read before than by 
the judgment of editors or journalists

The Inversion of Influence 
For the past 16 years Edelman has been studying trust as part of its annual Trust 
Barometer and we’ve seen a steady shift in influence away from  those  in traditional  
leadership positions.  Influence starts and is shared amongst the general population, 
with less reliance on  those in authority to shape our world view. In-fact in 2016 trust in 

By Darragh Rea
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“A Person like yourself” rose 6% to 63% putting them at the same level of experts and 
clearly ahead of CEO’s (49%), Board of Directors (44%) and Government (35%).

The personal web
As we rely on search and social, increasingly our media experiences are becoming 
more unique. Where we go and what we see is determined by algorithms which are 
informed by our past behaviour and that of our connections. As we visit and engage 
with more information which supports our own views, these algorithms are more likely 
to serve us only this type of information and less likely to serve up information which 
doesn’t support our views, a point compounded by our Trust data which shows we’re 
also more likely to trust this information. There is a question of quality however, where 
traditional media provided a professional filter around individuals and organisations 
dissemination of information this is not always the case from other sources. Note the 
current controversy around Facebook and the US elections and Facebook’s position 
that is is neither a news company or the arbiter of what constitutes ‘fake’ and ‘real’ 
news.  

The role of traditional media brands
Reuters research also shows that traditional media brands still dominate as the 
originators of news, except in this new model of distributed news, search and social 
provide the key access points. The report highlights that in typically affluent Western 
European and Scandinavian countries with a mix of strong, well-funded public service 
broadcasters and commercial players, there is higher trust in news, whereas trust is 
lower in the United States (33%) as well as in Southern European countries. Interesting 
results when you consider that in the US election the media for the large part 
supported Hillary whilst in the U.K. where they are more trusted, there was significant 
support for Brexit.

https://twitter.com/darraghjrea
mailto:darragh.rea%40edelman.com?subject=
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The Facts don’t lie, Right?
So we’ve established that we’re more trusting of news and information from search and 
social sources, which in turn we know serves this news and information to us based 
on what they know we already like to see – but what does it matter anyway when the 
information is factual? 

Knowing the impact algorithms based on past behaviour have on future traffic, news 
authors compete on a story by story basis to achieve more engagement than their 
rivals. Unfortunately a byproduct of this is click bait news stories which are often 
sensationalised to reach the mass population in much the same way the traditional 
tabloid front page has worked in the past. This in turn leads to a rise in news stories 
being accessed online which polarise the population and can support more extreme 
views.

Unfortunately, as several recent political earthquakes have shown, often this happens 
at the expense of the truth. Let’s take Brexit for starters; the votes had barely been 
counted when Farage and leading Leave leaders had backtracked on one of their key 
promises to divert £350m of EU funding to the NHS, similarly post the vote they now 
indicated that no one had ever claimed there would be no immigration and that in fact 
there would be no change to the status of EU immigrants living in Britain.  Lastly after 
claiming that Article 50 would be invoked straight away, they changed their mind and 
called for a period of reflection. All three of the original points had proven significant 
in convincing voters of the merit in leaving the EU and had been widely shared and 
accepted as trusted facts by the supporters of Brexit only to find out post-vote that 
they were entirely the opposite. 

More recently we’ve had the success of Donald Trump in what was a bitterly contested 
election race, which was full of lies about the Clinton family, including them potentially 
committing murder, Hillary’s email shame and even links to terrorists. It has also been 
widely reported about the significant number of mistruths spoken by the President-
elect over the course of the campaign with the Huffington Post keeping this tally 
during the debates. The challenge is that his supporters were fed these lies as truths 
and due to the personal web they most likely saw very little contradictory information 
which they trusted as much. Interestingly President elect Trump appears to be stepping 
back from some of the rhetoric of the campaign trail. Note, the parallels with Brexit. 

It’s not all bad though?
Ultimately our analysis on good and bad consequences of these shifts is coloured 
by our own personal views and reinforced by what we’ve read on social and search. 
What we do know is that both search and social have an amazing ability to unite 
people behind a common purpose and in many cases this has led to a renewal of our 
democratic voice and a rise in the ability of a movement of ordinary people to effect 
change.

The challenge we have is being able to form (or communicate for that matter) a 
balanced and informed view of any situation, particularly when as one ex-Facebook 
product designer said “News feed optimizes for engagement….” and “As we’ve learned 
in this election, bullshit is highly engaging.”
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The future isn’t virtual - or is it? #50

Synopsis:                                                       

With the rapid evolution of technol-
ogy is the future of conversations 
virtual or does it just augment how we 
communicate.  Paul explores this topic 
in his Periscope session.             

4 Takeaways                                                         

1. For conversations - the future will 
be uncomfortable.
2. People will be torn.  Pulled in 
competing directions by competing 
media.
3. Be relaxed & complacent - I’ll 
become irrelevant. Be messy - I’ll be a 
welcomed member of hybrid conver-
sations.
4. Everything is going virtual. That’s 
great. But it’s disturbing everyone. 
And there is no way out for me except 
to find my own path - and to untangle 
the ways of others.

About Paul O’Mahony:                             

Business storytelling consultant 
- Cork Ireland - fondly engages 
humans - gentle frequent 
podcaster - father to uncompliant 
children -  playful poet - servant 
of others - livestreams on @
Periscopeco - Foodie - naturally 
ambitious + loves to share 
connections - copywriter.

Contacting Paul O’Mahony:                             

You can connect with Paul on 
LinkedIn or follow him on 
Twitter.

By Paul O’Mahony

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulhomahony
https://twitter.com/omaniblog
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The future is already virtual in my book. 

I’m not into VR or SL - yet - but my 11 year old daughter got wildly keen on Google 
Cardboard. It was hard to prise off her.

But - like all of us at #Cong16 - I am a virtual being. 

People know me virtually. People construct their personal image of me as a result of 
digitally communicating with me - and never meeting me face-to-face. 

Some are virtually in love with me. Some have me on a pedestal - others have virtually 
murdered me. There are many for whom I am their Gerry Springer. 

It never used to be like this. 

I used to be unknown except to the few who met me face-to-face, and as pen friends, 
as a landline voice.

I used to be analogue man. Now I’m a digital algorithm - maybe even a bot. 

Uncomfortable loss of flesh & blood. Excited splurge of imagination.

As we virtually communicate: 

 1. A child is in tears because her cat has died overnight. 
 2. A lover is in bits because his mott has changed her status. 
 3. Parents are bawling out their kids because they’re being ignored - in favour of a BFF    
     in Donegal whose ‘real’ name no one knows. 

Disaster?
No more ‘real’ conversation - no more family life - the Tribe is winning. 

All we need to do is outsource childcare to ‘intelligent’ robots. 

Virtual nightmare.
Intercourse by sexting. Face-to-face impotence & frigidity…
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The gauntlet has already been thrown down by the gods of Software.

So - how virtual will your future be? 

The End
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Synopsis:                                                           

Our past experiences always influence 
us. School does things to us. It makes 
you think a certain way. “What is the 
fastest way to solve this problem?” In 
MakerSpaces collaboration encour-
ages different questions; “What prob-
lems are worth solving?” and “How 
can I help?” Technology currently 
isolates us bathed in the blue white 
sheen of our screens. MakerSpaces get 
people actually talking to each other, 
even if it is to make a device with said 
blue white screen.  Make great things 
together.              

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. In general, a Makerspace is usually 
a community operated workspaces 
where people with common inter-
ests, often in software, machining, 
engineering, technology, education, 
science, art, electronics, fabrication or 
craft can socialise and collaborate. It is 
also where businesses ideas can begin 
to take form.
2. We, as a country need to shift the 
thinking from “how do I solve my 
problem” to first asking “What prob-
lem is worth solving? How do I find 
that problem?”
3. Collaboration is important. Commu-
nity matters. Not just a virtual one, but 
a physical get together one.  A lot of 
us in the technology field may be in-
troverted, which may explain all those 
online delivery services which means 
you can’t accidentally meet people. So 
plan it. Make it a regular event. Teach 
others the skills what matter to you, 
and you might find something to care 
about.
4. Having someone talk to you about 
an issue with their project can yield 

Our past experiences always influence us…

It actually sounds like a story from my grandparent’s time. In order to get a new 
table they walked down the road, spoke to an expert about the table options and it’s 
constructed in the workshop at the back.

And it is happening now, in this case its “Unto This Last” in London’s Brick Lane. This is 
not your grandparents table. This is actually a layered, laser and robot CNC router cut 
and assembled piece of furniture, custom made to order. Also, as the construction is 
optional, you could leave with the plans for construction elsewhere. Even the other 
side of the world. Or instruction on setting up your own digital furniture construction 
workshop.

True, this is an extreme version of a MakerSpace, but the extremes show where the 
edges of the future can be.

Our past experiences always influence us. School does things to us. It makes you think a 
certain way. “What is the fastest way to solve this problem?”

It may even be a gendered thing. The catch is we often solve the wrong problem….

In general, a Makerspace is usually a community operated workspaces where people 
with common interests, often in software, machining, engineering, technology, 
education, science, art, electronics, fabrication or craft can socialise and collaborate.

It’s sort of a combination of a Men’s Shed and a co-working space. Usually with 
someone who is tinkering with the coffee formula again.

     • You need a room.
     • Some tools.
     • A group of people.
     • And passion.

Community is also a stretched thing. It could be the village (for all of you 
telecommuters), the apartment building residents, the college student body, or the 
office staff. It’s the cross over point for ideas.

It is also where businesses ideas can begin to take form.

Our past experiences always influence us. School does things to us. Our wider 
community changes that mind-set. 

The community is an important aspect. If the only people making things are twenty 
something male students, you get solutions to their problems. Essentially an 
outsourced Mom while they play their games.

We, as a country need to shift the thinking from “how do I solve my problem” to first 
asking “What problem is worth solving? How do I find that problem?”
Collaboration is important. Community matters. Not just a virtual one, but a physical 
get together one.

Making your inter-network, of things – MakerSpaces and the future of 
innovation. #51
By Will Knott
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A lot of us in the technology field may be introverted, which may explain all those 
online delivery services which means you can’t accidentally meet people. So plan it. 
Make it a regular event. Teach others the skills what matter to you, and you might find 
something to care about.

     • Make contacts.
     • Make friends.
     • Make yourself aware of new areas.
     • Make skills.
     • Make.

Our past experiences always influence us. Habits form. Get others to help you make 
problems so you can find new solutions. 

Sometimes exploitable ones.

Makerspace members encourage each other to pursue individual interests but often 
collaborate together where they encounter something new or unexpected. In these 
devils lie our spaces of uncertainty. Our problems made. Sometimes it’s a simple 
solutions, sometimes it’s a breakthrough.

Having someone talk to you about an issue with their project can yield unexpected 
results.

One of the most valuable lessons to be learned in physics applies to Makerspaces, 
and life in general. Carrying over concepts from one discipline to another is an art 
worth trying. By creating analogies in one known area to another unresolved area in a 
different field can illuminate a path to discovery.

In physics the fact that the Ising model of ferromagnetism is analogous with the 
Hopfield model of computational neuroscience opens solutions in neural circuitry. In 
Makerspaces the 3d modelling skills of one member and the Arduino programming 
skills of another enables wiring pathways to motors for an interactive humanoid 
display.

MakerSpaces allow a safe location to enable cross talk among those using or creating 
Key Enabling Technologies. Where else would Microelectronics, lasers and advanced 
manufacturing technologies be discussed in creating a drivable robotic duck?

Usually it’s fun. Serious fun at times, but fun.

Our past experiences always influence us. Sometimes the things in the past we 
abandoned turn out to be useful. 

     • Like tinkering.
     • Like playing.
     • Like trying things out in a low risk environment.
     • Like making.

Our past experiences always influence us. Make new experiences.

Make.

unexpected results. MakerSpaces al-
low a safe location to enable cross talk 
among those using or creating Key 
Enabling Technologies.
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In the future everyone will be famous for 15 seconds. #52

Synopsis:                                                           

There was a time when becoming 
famous was quite hard. Traditional 
broadcast media was a bottleneck. 
You had limited number of outlets, 
which were controlled by a small 
number of people. To gain approval 
from these people you had to be 
remarkable or have done remarkable 
things.

The proliferation of social media has 
globalised the idea of a conversation 
and the ability to tell your story. Add 
in the latest craze of Live Stream Video 
and now you have a hack for Reality 
TV. You don’t need to be on the show 
anymore. You just need a strong wifi 
connection and a smart-phone… And 
you can broadcast your own Reality 
TV show, starring you.

You can, by very legitimate means, 
generate a sizeable following on social 
media and pile up some impressive 
vanity metrics that give the illusion 
of fame. But how much of your 15 
minutes or 15 seconds will people 
remember. Will you just be left point-
ing to the metrics as the legacy of 
your fame?              

4 Takeaways                                                         

1. The proliferation of social media has 
globalised the idea of a conversation 
and the ability to tell your story.
2. Through legitimate means you can 
build a sizeable following and gener-
ate some impressive vanity metrics 
that give the illusion of fame.
3. The Justin Kruger and David Dun-
ning study in 1999 “Unskilled and 
Unaware of it: How difficulties in Rec-
ognizing One’s Own Incompetence 
Lead to Inflated Self-Assessments” 

Fádo, fádo

Thirty something years ago in the primary school yard I would regularly have the same 
conversation with friends… ‘how cool it would be if you were on telly?’. 

It seemed like a real achievement to get broadcast into people’s homes. It was more 
than just being on the telly; you’d be famous.

There was a time when becoming famous was quite hard. Traditional broadcast media 
was a bottleneck. You had limited number of outlets, which were controlled by a small 
number of people. To gain approval from these people you had to be remarkable or 
have done remarkable things. 

You couldn’t just decide… ‘Today I’d like to broadcast into peoples’ homes. To get your 
big break you needed to put in your 10,000 hours. You had to work hard to become 
famous; fame was earned. 

Flash forward to 2016 and all you need to create a broadcast is a strong wifi connection 
and a smart-phone. More on that, later.

A Hard Day’s Night
The Beatles are a great example of putting in those 10,000 hours (as told in Malcolm 
Gladwell’s Outliers). The bedrock of their future success was their relentless stint in 
the clubs in Hamburg between 1960 and 1962. They played 6-8 hours a night, 7 days 
a week. It was during this period of the group’s history that they not only improved 
their musicianship and performance skills but also widened their reputation as an 
entertaining and hardworking act. 

Roll it forward to 2008 and Justin Bieber gets discovered on YouTube doing cover 
versions. Closer to home Irish band Keywest opted not to take the more travelled route 
of relentless gigging towards a crack at a studio album. Instead they opted to busk and 
use social media to promote their Triple Platinum debut album, The Message in 2012.

That’s not to say Justin and Keywest didn’t work hard at their craft. I’m sure they did but 
it was on their terms. Today if you are remarkable or have done remarkable things you 
have more control over how you get your story out there. 

15 minutes of fame
An exchange between photographer Nat Finkelstein and Andy Warhol in 1966 is 
credited as being the inspiration for the phrase “In the future, everyone will be world-
famous for 15 minutes”. Warhol used the words in a program for his 1968 exhibition of 
his work in Stockholm, Sweden. 

Finkelstein also claims credit for the expression. He was photographing Warhol for a 
proposed book. A crowd gathered with some individuals trying to photobomb (waaay 
before photobombing was a thing) some of the shots. Warhol supposedly remarked 
that everyone wants to be famous, to which Finkelstein replied, “Yeah, for about fifteen 
minutes, Andy.” 
Regardless of who said it, it was pretty prophetic. 

By Fergus Ryan
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holds true in the digital landscape of 
2016.
4. To be truly famous with lasting ef-
fect you still need to be remarkable or 
to have done remarkable things.
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The Reality Show Dawning
Ordinary people are willing to go to desperate measures in an attempt to get on the 
fast-track to fame. In 1991 the Dutch TV show Nummer 28 packaged this desperation 
and created a whole TV genre around ordinary people. Cameras followed 7 students 
around Amsterdam tracking their daily life. This may have been the genesis of ‘reality 
TV’ as we know it today. 

MTV followed on a year later with the Real World show that ran from 1992 to 2013. 
Again it featured ordinary people living their ordinary lives. 

The Big Brother show (which also began in the Netherlands) introduced the idea of 
confinement and an element of competition. Participants in these shows weren’t 
picked for a particular ability or talent. Ordinary people didn’t need to be or do 
remarkable things anymore. They just needed to be on a reality TV show to become 
famous for 15 minutes. 

It almost seems that being ordinary seemed remarkable all of a sudden. 

Famous for being Famous
Some reality show ‘stars‘ capitalise on their fame, most don’t. 

The ones that did capitalise on their ’15 minutes’ spawned a new generation of 
celebrity, who were famous for being nothing other than being famous. 

Paris Hilton turned it into a career and Kim Kardashian made it into an industry. Dan 
Bilzerian is another character who has emerged on social media. Nobody is quite sure 
what he is or does.

Sideline to what was happening in Reality TV the idea of ‘Personal Brand’ has become 
increasingly important. 

This ‘famous for being famous’ movement takes this idea and develops it into 
something commercial. Paris, Kim and Dan don’t need the money but they have made 
a hell of a lot of loot from their fame. Yet they don’t contribute anything other than 
their brand.

And here is where it gets sketchy.

Reality TV for Masses
Up to this point Reality TV was still reliant on traditional media. We got our reality fix 
from TV.

The proliferation of social media has globalised the idea of a conversation and the 
ability to tell your story. Add in the latest craze of Live Stream Video and now you have 
a hack for Reality TV. You don’t need to be on the show anymore. You just need a strong 
wifi connection and a smart-phone… And you can broadcast your own Reality TV 
show, starring you.

Facebook Live, Periscope, YouTube Live, Vine (at least for another while) have allowed 
ordinary people broadcast around the globe. No audition, no director, no studio boss, 
no publicist, no 10,000 hours just the courage to put yourself out there. 

I’m not suggesting for second that a strong wifi connection and a smart-phone will 

https://twitter.com/GusRyan100
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gusryan100
mailto:gusryan%404thleveldigitalmedia.ie?subject=
http://www.4thleveldigitalmedia.ie/
http://www.4thleveldigitalmedia.ie/
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guarantee you fame. But it can certainly give the illusion of fame. 

Your social, streaming or website analytics will tell you would have been seen all over 
the globe by hundreds, thousands or maybe hundreds of thousands of people. That 
sounds like a level of famous... Right?

Not quite.

They don’t know what they don’t

Though it was written years before, a study done by Justin Kruger and David Dunning 
in 1999 summed up the current state of social media and content shock perfectly – 
“Unskilled and Unaware of it: How difficulties in Recognizing One’s Own Incompetence 
Lead to Inflated Self-Assessments.”

The study was inspired by the case of McArthur Wheeler, a man who robbed two banks 
after covering his face with lemon juice. Wheeler believed that because lemon juice is 
usable as invisible ink, it would prevent his face from being recorded on surveillance 
cameras. The study reported that “when police later showed him the surveillance tapes 
Mr Wheeler stared with incredulity. ‘But I wore the juice’ he mumbled.”

The Dunning–Kruger Effect describes how over confidence is quite prevalent in the 
under skilled. For example, if you ask a room of 10 people whether they have above 
or below average driving ability compared to the other people in the room; of course 
more than 5 will say they are above average. In fact everyone might think they are an 
above average driver. In reality some are above average. But some aren’t. The ones that 
are below average don’t know they are and think of themselves as if they were above 
average leading to an inflated view of their skill set.

Equally, the research suggests high-ability individuals may underestimate their relative 
competence and may assume that tasks which are easy for them are also easy for 
others. They have a more modest self-assessment.

Numbers and Analytics are not Fans
If we apply this to our ‘famous for being famous’ celebrities it may explain their drive 
to continue when they don’t actually offer anything other than their fame. Maybe they 
don’t have the self-awareness to realise there is no substance to their fame.

You can, by very legitimate means, generate a sizeable following on social media. 
This can be helped by using automation tools. I’m not talking about buying followers. 
Rather using available technology to maximise your presence and reach. You rely on 
quantity rather than quality of output. 

Blab – great platform but the content sucked
In July the live streaming ‘chat room’ platform Blab shut down over night. After 
approximately 1 year of phenomenal growth and countless broadcasts the creators 
pulled the plug without warning. 

Blab took a hackathon project and built a live streaming platform in three weeks. 
It grew to 3.9 million users in less than 1 year. The average daily user spent over 
65 minutes per day on Blab. Anyone who followed the Blab Twitter accounts will 
remember seeing a flood of tweets as new broadcasts were announced.
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So what went wrong? 
In the words of the creators, the majority of content on the platform sucked. Most of 
the live streams weren’t interesting enough to justify stopping what they are doing to 
watch the full broadcast.

And there’s the rub. 
Just because you can broadcast across the internet doesn’t mean you should or that 
people will be interested. 

Equally, despite what the numbers might suggest, just because you’ve have gathered 
some impressive analytics doesn’t mean you’re famous. 

You can, as I’ve said earlier, pile up some impressive vanity metrics that give the illusion 
of fame. 

Given the speed of some social media timelines, your fame could be fleeting. 

Andy Warhol thought everyone could be famous for 15 minutes. Shaan Puri (creator of 
Blab) might pitch it somewhere closer to 15 seconds.

The internet and social media has made it easier to achieve fame but to be truly famous 
with lasting effect you still need to be remarkable or to have done remarkable things. 
But how much of your 15 minutes or 15 seconds will people remember. Will you just be 
left pointing to the metrics as the legacy of your fame?
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Creative Armageddon - the Race to be Average. #53

Synopsis:                                                           

People have become data points. 
Is the inevitable road of creativity 
in marketing the race to please the 
mean? Are we doomed to a wonder-
less world? Where is the wow and 
awe? Where will we find discovery 
on the motorway of the banal? If we 
continue on the road of data driven 
marketing are we destined for a future 
of endless cute animal videos?

We can all remember iconic advertis-
ing and marketing from the past, but 
in the new world order of laser target-
ing and algorithmic driven marketing 
will the future iconic be replaced with 
boring mass appeal messages. Will the 
mark of great creativity be how many 
likes, shares and views we get.

What about the writers, the journal-
ists, our guardians of democracy and 
free thought surely the cold hand of 
data can’t manipulate their words. Or 
can it?              

4 Takeaways                                                         

1. Humans have become data
2. Measurability has become the 
mantra
3. Creativity is being sacrificed for 
mass appeal
4. Analytics is shaping the future of 
news & entertainment

About Fergal O’Connor:                              

Fergal O’Connor, CEO of hmm.ie & 
buymedia.ie.

A marketing graduate with 23 
years of commercial experience in 

I’ve worked in media and marketing for over 23 years. In that time I’ve seen the creative 
process move from paper, pritt-stick, tipp-ex and fax to 200 data points tracking users 
online behaviour to predict what they will want to buy before they even know about 
it themselves. The fact that we have moved to referencing people as users says a lot 
about how creativity in marketing has moved from a people centric, emotional, heart 
wrenching activity to a data based scientific algorithm. 

People have become data points. Is the inevitable road of creativity in marketing 
the race to please the mean? Are we doomed to a wonder-less world? Were is the 
wow and awe? Where will we find discovery on the motorway of the banal? If we 
continue on the road of data driven marketing are we destined for a future of endless 
cute animal videos. Programmatic Televison offers the lure of endless entertainment 
tailored specifically for you but in reality will this just mean that the future of creative 
entertainment will be driven by an algorithm of the masses and the interesting 
and niche will be squeezed out to oblivion, driven by the desire for a better ROI on 
production costs.

Encouragingly, a report published in 2013 ‘The Future of Creativity In Advertising’ by

Michael A. Belch & George E. Belch, concludes that although marketers are increasingly 
relying on data to make decisions, creativity is not dead and will continue to remain an 
important factor in marketing communications into the future. Oh, but to dream.

In July 2016 when the best creative advertising minds came together for a breakfast 
briefing in London to reimagine the future of advertising 5 key themes emerged - 
Firstly, real-life experiences replace simulated ones; secondly, that consumers are no 
longer passive and want to drive the storyline; event-driven campaigns work well for 
product launches; campaigns are more personal than ever; and, lastly, brands must 
respond to the zeitgeist and be relevant in the here and now. So in conclusion we now 
hand the storyline to the viewer and we must talk about what the mass market finds 
interesting now. God help us, although data points to problems on that front too. 

We can all remember iconic advertising and marketing from the past, but in the new 
world order of laser targeting and algorithmic driven marketing will the future iconic 
be replaced with boring mass appeal messages. Will the mark of great creativity be how 
many likes, shares and views we get. Interestingly the recent round of Christmas ads all 
had a You Tube release in advance of the TV launch. Although the consensus amongst 
creative marketers is that the John Lewis ad, which cost €1.3M to produce and €7M 
on campaign cost is a creative failure, it has attracted 17,914,605 views on You Tube. 
While the M&S Christmas advert which has been lauded for it’s creativity and emotional 
connection has only attracted 6,114,380 views. Can we now measure creativity in 
numbers, will data unearth the next Da Vinci? Will creative genius come from the mind 
of Hawking or Dali?

Laura Jordan Bambach, creative partner at Mr President speaks about the difficulty of 
the creative process in creative agencies “It is harder because it takes more investment, 
not just financial, from everyone, client and agency to create something amazing in the 
face of timelines and more reliance on automation.” Creativity takes time and space and 
if we marketers and content creators are being driven by data, forced to communicate 

By Fergal O’Connor

http://hmm.ie/
http://buymedia.ie/
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multiple messages on a plethora of platforms within the same time and budgetary 
constraints then it is going to be impossible to let creativity breath and flourish.

What of the positives, can creatives use data to guide and aid the creative process. 
Can we be lean creatives? Iterate and test, reiterate and release. With ad blocking and 
the move towards native advertising is the creative moving back into the limelight. 
Can humanity be engineered back into the machine? When I hear of the new breed of 
agency ‘creatives’ who are experts in analytics and optimisation I fear for the future of 
creativity in marketing. 

What about the writers, the journalists, our guardians of democracy and free thought 
surely the cold hand of data can’t manipulate their words. Or can it? The Insight Centre 
in UCD is focusing on using Data Analytics to give meaningful information to a variety 
of industries. Head of Insight, Professor Barry Smyth says, ‘Almost everything we do 
generates data and a growing torrent of data is created every second of every day, as 
companies, public services and individuals generate a burgeoning volume of data, 
both structured and unstructured. Online networks capture a wealth of information 
about how we live, work and play. Millions of networked sensors are being embedded 
in everything from mobile phones to cars to smart energy metres to healthcare 
services’. One area of Insight research that I find personally interesting is The Future of 
News and Media – the role of data analytics in next generation news production, media 
consumption and targeted advertising with projects from companies such as RTÉ, The 
Irish Times, Storyful, Flashpoint, Elsevier. One of the aims of this project is to analyse the 
news stories that are gaining most traction online and across social media channels. 
This information can be used by media companies to automate the stories and to feed 
us the ‘news’ that the algorithm ‘thinks’ we will respond to. So not only is the future of 
creativity in the hands of the ‘bots’ but also the bastion of democracy is being scaled 
and our minds informed by the data miners. 

Can the data genie be put back in the bottle? It’s unlikely as brands have become 
accustomed to and rely on reporting, analytics, measurability and specific ROI to make 
future decisions. Our human challenge is to ensure we don’t sacrifice wonder on the 
pyre of big data. We must find a way to use data to free our creativity and not allow our 
muse to be shackled by big data and the race to be average.

https://twitter.com/fergaloconnor
https://www.facebook.com/fergal1969
https://www.facebook.com/fergal1969
https://www.facebook.com/Happymarketing.ie/?fref=ts
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/happy-marketing-&-media?trk=top_nav_home
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Digitally Mediated Learning… If We Start With the End, What Does It Mean 
Over Time #54

Synopsis:                                                             

The options now available for learn-
ing online, especially at university 
level are transformed and threaten to 
change utterly the nature of educa-
tion as we know it.  As on line educa-
tion providers, particularly in the 
further and higher education sectors, 
use digital marketing techniques to 
shape and mould online programmes 
the latest education offers are led as 
much by the evident needs and likes 
of the (potential) students as by any 
institutional sense of what represents 
a proper or complete canon of knowl-
edge as it was classically understood.  
Can we assume that there is a canon 
of knowledge or will all education be 
shaped by the learners disposition. 
Do we accept that as an evolution 
of the self-directed dynamic already 
assumed in higher education. How do 
we feel about a similar development 
in other phases of education and do 
we think it even matters?              

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. The classical model for educa-
tion held that there was a canon 
of knowledge that every educated 
person should know delivered over 
three phases - primary, secondary and 
tertiary.
2. Digital communications technology 
is revolutioninsing the delivery of ter-
tiary education. The design of digitally 
mediated programme at tertiary level 
starts with the wants and needs of the 
customer as a ‘persona’ and develops 
back from there - straight out of the 
marketing playbook
3. If tertiary learning is market led, will 
there in the future be any standard 
definition of what it means to be 

When I first started to live in a house with ‘piped’ television in the early 1980s I recall 
being curious, if not bewildered, at the concept of the ‘Open University’. Around 
midnight every night BBC2, would put out a series of ‘lectures’ to complement books 
and assignments delivered and exchanged through the post. It was beyond me as a 
method – it seemed more that a bit hard core – I’m not sure if the word ‘geek’ even 
existed at the time?

It was perhaps the analogue version of a MOOC but whereas the TV lecture proved 
simply to be a mediated complement to traditional study methods, the evolution of 
the MOOC is challenging the shape of education way beyond the parameters of where, 
when or how it is delivered.  

It isn’t just that MOOCs “have gone from cameras at the back of U.S. college classrooms 
to several full-fledged ecosystems in the global industry of online learning” (Merrill, 
2016). It is more that they have spawned an appetite for ‘edutainment’ that one could 
argue threatens the boundaries of the modern world definition of education, certainly 
as we define it in the western and developed world.

That modern definition has evolved from the concept of a ‘classical education’ which 
emerged initially in the Middle Ages. The ‘classic’ education is rooted in three basic 
tools of learning: Grammar (the tool of knowledge), Logic (the tool of reasoning) 
and Rhetoric (the tool of communication and expression) delivered over three 
phases – primary, secondary and tertiary. The desire within given societies for a 
greater faith based or a secular outcome evolved variations but for the greater part, 
it was understood by educators that that classical education embraced “a canon” of 
knowledge that an educated person should come to know which was represented in a 
body of literature, poetry, history, drama, arts, philosophy, mathematics and languages.  

In the tertiary phase – university and higher education – we are now accustomed to 
the development of more multi-disciplinary and applied programmes, building on 
and evolving from the classical core and becoming staples of the wider modern higher 
education landscape.

I hadn’t thought too much about the baseline for that expansion before earlier this 
year when I began work on preparation to teach some modules in a new MSc in my 
area of professional experience – Public Relations and Communications. Two of the six 
modules are to be delivered online so I participated in some development work around 
MOOC course and delivery design, and it wasn’t at all what I thought it would be, from 
the starting point on.

The MOOC starts out in a very different place. Conole sets out the case for an approach 
to design which “can create relevant, engaging and memorable educational experiences 
that successfully address the specific challenges of learners”.

Quoting Frey she lists the key facets of design as: 
     • The importance of designing a purposeful journey and making this clear to the 
         learners.
     • Making efficient use of the limited time available to learners.
     • Directly linking learning goals to activities.

By Padraig McKeon
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educated and does it matter if there 
is or not?
4. Should we confine it to the tertiary 
phase - could or should we consider 
similar approaches to secondary and 
primary education
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     • Building on existing understanding and addressing any gaps in understandings
     • Providing immersive, real-world simulations or experiences.

Diaz highlights the importance of the educator in a distance learning context getting to 
“know the learner… distance learners are a heterogeneous group and that instructors 
should design learning activities to capitalize on this diversity. Because the dynamic nature 
of the distance population precludes a “typical” student profile we should continually assess 
students’ characteristics.”

With that thinking as a backdrop, I found myself in a structured workshop to design 
an element of the course that I was to deliver.  There were several steps in two broad 
stages – planning and design.

In the planning stage, I had expected to start with the ‘Learning Objectives’ – the classic 
tool of stating the knowledge and skills you want students to acquire by the end of a 
course.

     • Instead we were asked first to focus on the expected learners and to develop 
       personas for those people – a concept straight out of marketing school.
     • From there we were encouraged to fill in an ‘Empathy Map’ to further develop our 
       understanding of the persona at whom the   course work was directed. In concept 
       and in presentation it was the ‘Business Model Canvas’ for an individual customer. 
     • Next was to create a ‘Transition Matrix’ where we were asked to consider the effect 
       of the intended learning on the target persona– using a ‘before and after’ 
       assessment in the voice of the persona to bring the matrix to life. 
     • This was then complemented by looking at the assets that might be required to 
       achieve that transformation – what media might easily be used by the target 
       persona to engage with the learning opportunity 
     • It was only then, five steps in, that we looked at identifying intent from an 
       educational or pedagogical point of view 
     • The final step in the planning stage was to set out the foundations for the planned 
       programme which are the learning theories that it will be based on. 

Moving into the design stage 

     • We now had a brief from the planning stage which clarified the aim of the course - 
       which clearly was very learner centric
     • From that then we looked at a selection of instruments for delivery and matched 
       those back to the intent(s) that was/were identified earlier 
     • The shape or pattern of the course could then start to take shape by grouping and 
       sequence activities, again built around the recipient’s needs and dispositions.
     • At that stage, the course designer could draw up a story board for the course 
       illustrating an expected flow of activities. 
     • The final stage is to evaluate the storyboard for alignment with the aims and 
       objectives set out, the presence of a clear purpose and logic for teachers and the 
       presence of a flow and a narrative in the presentation.

Where is the place of ‘the canon of knowledge’ in that design process?  It is assumed 
that the process will deliver an opportunity for knowledge to transfer from one to the 
other but the creation of the MOOC is market led. The design process in my experience 
has more in common with the planning of a digital marketing campaign than anything 
else that I have dealt with.  

It raises the question, is this education?  The harder question may be ‘is education this?’ 

http://www.twiteer.com/padraigmckeon
https://www.linkedin.com/in/padraigmckeonirel
mailto:padraig%40mckeonireland.com?subject=
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Does the scope to learn what you want, where you want, when you want and from 
whom you want mean that in time there will no clear definition of what a ‘good’, or as 
referred earlier, a ‘classic’ education means, certainly in the tertiary phase. 

In a 2010 commentary in Harvard’s daily college newspaper, the Crimson, feting the 
appetite of the time for multidisciplinary learning, Mironova asked “does Harvard 
define what is worthy of knowing and, in turn, what it means to be educated? If so, how 
authoritative are these judgments? In the past, it was easy to define a canon that every 
educated person should know because there was simply less to know. As far as recorded 
history went, there was less material. In the realms of literature and philosophy, less had 
been published”  

That is not the case now and is less so daily when you absorb the 2013 SINTEF finding 
that “a full 90 percent of all the data in the world has been generated over the last two 
years”

Does the combination of courses now designed entirely to meet the learner’s 
disposition on how, when and where to learn and the vast array of information 
available online, with barriers to access lowering continuously, threaten the very 
concept of a classical education? 

If we are to concede that it does, should we look to limit the boundaries?  Could we 
accept it as inevitable in the tertiary phase where the learner is expected to be self-
directed in any case? Can we countenance a mediated approach to secondary or even 
primary education? What would be the effect? Does it matter?
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It Was Always Thus.The Art of Communication Has Come Full Circle Since 
Aristotle. #55

About Mary Carty:                              

The words ‘Public Speaking’ 
strike fear into many hearts, and 
there is an assumption that the 
ability to stand up in front of an 
audience is an innate one. The 
truth is, it’s like any other skillset 
– for some it comes naturally, 
others need to learn it. It’s also 
a bit of a misnomer: it’s not just 
about standing up in front of an 
audience.

That’s why Chris Anderson, Head 
of Ted Talks, calls it ‘presentation 
literacy’, which better explains 
what is required today. The digital 
age means that the way we talk to 
the public, our clients, our friends, 
our colleagues is constantly 
evolving. The stage is now the 
internet. Blogging has become 
Vlogging. Facebook posts have 
become Facebook Live. 

And regardless of where we’re 
talking to people, the art of verbal 
communication remains the same. 
It has been unchanged since the 
days of Aristotle and Socrates, 
when it was called Rhetoric, and 
regarded as a key life skill. And 
key to its success is the human 
component.              

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. Be authentic
2. Be energised
3. Be adaptive
4. Be connected

Technology has changed, and will continue to change, the face of the workplace. More 
and more people freelance, consult, or work zero contract hours. This means that we 
will increasingly have to compete for what work is going, and this will require a more 
dynamic presentation of ourselves and our skills. Success will often depend on how 
well we present ourselves, whether at a traditional interview, a Skype presentation 
or a webinar. As more businesses go online, video presentations and podcasts are 
becoming a crucial part of the marketing mix. 

We already see colleges offering more ‘hybrid’ courses – courses that have both 
an online and a face-to-face element. Although at first glance, online teaching or 
presenting may seem limited, it offers key advantages over face-to-face speaking. Talks 
can be delivered in real-time or can be recorded. Real-time presentations can allow 
questions and comments, and can be as fully interactive as talking in an auditorium. 
Recorded presentations can provide greater scheduling flexibility, as people don’t need 
to be online at the same time. 

Although the initial prototype of Google Glass has been discontinued, work continues 
on developing wearable technology. Given that many of the futuristic gadgets and 
communication devices seen on shows like Star Trek are now a reality, wearable 
technology for everybody is definitely in our future. The possibilities for public speaking 
are virtually unlimited. The prototype already allowed for information to be uploaded, 
so it was possible to give a speech without the need for notes or a separate autocue. 
One day it will be possible to link an app with wearable technology that will allow 
audience – on or off-line – to send questions to the Glass screen, so that they can be 
taken in any order the speaker prefers. The same can be done with audience feedback. 
And finally – as with the Star Trek Holodeck – speech phobics will be able to create a 
virtually real audience, starting with one person, and adding more as they get used to 
speaking in public. Eventually they will be able to speak to a crowd of hundreds before 
ever setting foot on a real stage. 

So where does that leave the human connection? More important than ever. It’s easy 
to forget when we’re talking to a blue dot on our laptop, or into our smartphones, 
that there is a person on the other end. And whether it’s a dozen or hundreds or 
thousands of people watching our vlog, webinar, online speech, we are only ever 
talking to one person at any one time (which is who we should be talking to even in a 
live auditorium). People ‘buy’ people. If somebody can buy the exact same thing at the 
exact same price with the exact same result from two different people, which one will 
they choose? The person they connect with. And how do they connect with you if you 
are not physically present to them?

By making sure that you apply the following four ideas.

  1. Be authentic
Yes, ‘authentic’ is a current buzzword. But it’s crucial to good communication and 
relationships. And its presence, or lack, is just as clear to an audience whether you’re 
online or offline. Furthermore, people do not need to know you personally to know 
if you’re being authentic. To be authentic, you need to be true to yourself AND your 
message, and to be fully present to your audience. 

By Máire Garvey
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You can connect to Máire on 
Facebook or contact her by 
email.

  2. Be energised
Have you ever seen a speaker live, and then watched them online? Have you wondered 
at the fact that the don’t seem as engaging or as good as when you saw them live? 
Your audience will have less to go on if they’re watching you on their laptop – they 
can’t experience a handshake or eye contact with you. So you will need to use clear, 
honest messaging, and you will also need to work on your voice to move your audience 
beyond the visual gap.

  3. Be adaptive
Technology lets us down – frequently. It is also constantly changing and improving. 
We need to remain adaptable to the constant changes and improvement, but we also 
need to be able to improvise when it lets us down. I recently saw a presenter whose 
presentation relied entirely on his Powerpoint Presentation. It looked as if the slide 
projector was not going to co-operate. It did eventually, but if it hadn’t, he would not 
have been able to deliver his presentation. Not a good idea. 

  4. Be connected
Always remember that you are talking to people, or a person, whether you’re in a real 
auditorium or talking to the dot on your laptop. Remember to engage with them, and 
to be passionate about what you’re talking about. Look them in the eye. Invite them in.

https://www.facebook.com/maire.garvey
mailto:maire.garvey1%40gmail.com?subject=
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The Future of Finance. #56

The first banks sprang up around 2000 BC and since then, finance has become a 
fundamental part of human society in every culture and corner of the globe.

We have undoubtedly come a long way since the first grain loans were made to farmers 
but the purpose has changed very little. At its heart, the purpose of finance has always 
been to connect two end users -  savers and borrowers. Whether you’re a first time 
homebuyer, a small café in need of a business loan or a large multinational company 
expanding into a new market, access to money is critical. In any significant financial 
decision, you are likely to avail of the financial services.

Over the years, many methods creative arrangements have been designed to connect 
these two end users – from a simple small business loan to complex bonds. Regardless 
of the method used, a healthy financial sector should do this efficiently.

But in modern economies, this purpose has been obscured along the way. Banks, 
advisers and other intermediaries accumulate large profits, creating an industry that’s 
oversized and often inefficient. With businesses and balance sheets to maintain, these 
intermediaries often exist for their own purpose and don’t necessarily prioritize the 
needs of the end user. The end result can be higher fees and lower quality service for 
the consumer. And, as we have seen with post-2008 bailouts around the globe, the 
cost to governments and the public of maintaining this infrastructure can be very high 
indeed.

In the past, most of us never questioned this system, meaning banks had little incentive 
to change. But with a poisoned legacy behind them, the financial services have had 
difficulty building consumer trust. A lot of financial decisions, such as which mortgage, 
which loan, which banks accounts – don’t require expensive advisers. Consumers 
are waking up and a growing number are asking: isn’t there a better way of doing 
business?

And new technologies are stepping in to provide the answer.

Over the last five years, tech start-ups have exploded and are rapidly innovating in 
the finance sector. These new “Fintech” players are slicing off services normally run by 
a bank and doing it much better - from SME lending to card payments, from wealth 
management to international payments. Startups can offer, or soon will be able to offer, 
almost every financial service that was traditionally offered by a bank. Everything is up 
for grabs. For the first time ever, there is a real alternative to banks.

Some of the areas affected by new technologies are:

     • Payments are becoming faster, mobile, cheaper and more convenient
     • Insurance is becoming more personalised and tailored to each consumers needs
     • Deposits & lending are more simpler and more direct. For example, online lending 
       platforms can directly connect a borrower with a saver

More and more consumers are choosing these alternatives over traditional providers.

Ernst & Young predicted that use of Fintech providers by consumers will double in 2016 

By John Wright

Synopsis:                                                     

From Brexit to Trump, we’re undergo-
ing some of the most politically and 
economically chaotic times of recent 
history - with governments, business 
and the financial services floundering 
on what to do next.

But in the coming years it won’t be 
just Trump and Farage that change 
the world of finance. The financial 
services will not just change but be 
dramatically disrupted by technology 
driven innovation. 

For Ireland, which has become a well-
established international financial 
services centre, the change will be sig-
nificant and will impact employment, 
the nature of work and consumer 
choice profoundly.              

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. Whereas past change has been 
driven by factors such as Corporate 
tax and geopolitics, technology is now 
a key driver of innovation.
2. Significant disruption will occur in 
retail banking, fund management, 
payments, and insurance.
3. The regulatory environment will 
struggle to keep pace with the rate of 
innovation.
4. All businesses, in particular the larg-
er entities, should adopt innovation 
strategies to manage and ultimately 
benefit from ongoing disruption. 

About John Wright:                             

John Wright BL is a practicing 
barrister, qualified drone pilot 
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and founder of MYDRONE, a 
drone startup that caters to 
a range of sectors, including 
Film & broadcast, planning & 
construction, engineering and 
agriculture.  He is also co-founder 
of Flightpath Consulting – set 
up to meet the growing need for 
key regulatory and commercial 
assistance on the use of drones for 
a variety of civil and commercial 
applications.   John is a regular 
speaker at drone events, including 
Digital rights Europe, Skytech UK 
and UKdroneshow. 

Contacting John Wright:                          

You can follow John on Twitter, 
connect with him on LinkedIn or 
email.

alone, chiefly on the grounds of convenience.

Clearly finance is being disrupted in a fundamental way and it would be wrong to treat 
it as a one-time event. Disruption is the new reality. Stratups thrive on uncertainty and 
will continue to chip away at a banks business.

In 2015, Cisco – a world leader in IT – interviewed over 900 companies in 12 different 
industries to discover how exposed they were to digital disruption. The interviews 
revealed that the average time it would take for these companies to suffer major 
impacts from disruptive competitors was only three years.

Like any large company, many companies in the financial services are traditionally 
reluctant to change. But they can no longer afford to be complacent - consumers will 
move forward, with or without them. Banks must adopt innovative strategies and 
practices to adapt and thrive in this new world.

Innovation is no longer optional. To survive in finance today, it’s compulsory.

https://twitter.com/jwright6000
https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnwright6
mailto:Johnwright6000%40gmail.com?subject=
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Science Fiction to Science Fact: How the Past is Predicting the Future. #57

Science Fiction – two strange words that often times mean different things to different 
people. To some it is a bit of an oxymoron, the idea that something as true as science 
could be so closely linked to fiction. To many, science fiction evokes images of Star Trek, 
iRobot, Jules Verne or The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. Throughout history, we see 
countless examples of what could be described as science fiction. Dreamers, the world 
over, imagining technological and scientific miracles that may come to pass at some 
point in the future. I’m sure many of these dreamers who created these wonderful ideas 
in their minds were considered eccentric…at best. I wonder, if their critics could see 
some of these dreams become reality, what would they say?

The Internet of Things, or IoT is the tech buzzword of the day. This technology, built 
on the incredible machine that we call the internet, is set to revolutionize the way the 
world works and communicates. However, the concept of IoT actually predates the 
invention of the internet itself. In 1932, kinesiologist Jay B. Nash wrote:

“Within our grasp is the leisure of the Greek citizen, made possible by our mechanical 
slaves, which far outnumber his twelve to fifteen per free man... As we step into a room, 
at the touch of a button a dozen light our way. Another slave sits twenty-four hours a 
day at our thermostat, regulating the heat of our home...”

Nash envisioned a world of the sedentary human. A world of automation, of 
convenience and such complexity that I’m sure many at the time would truly struggle 
to understand how a world like that could possibly function. And yet here we are. We 
now live in an age where anyone with basic programming skills and some disposable 
income can automate much of the mundane tasks that fill our world; shopping, house 
work, even turning off the lights at night.

This is not an isolated case. A quick Google search will throw up tens of thousands of 
results – DaVinci, Tesla, Verne, Ronalds, Heron of Greece, Babbage, Plato and countless 
others. Each of these imagined, and in some cases attempted to create, revolutionary 
machines or concepts. Concepts that would not be scientifically proven or “invented” 
for perhaps thousands of years.  Laser guns, robots that learn, space travel, underwater 
travel, voice control, video calls, steam engines, the list of these concepts is endless.

Heron of Greece suggested the use of steam power in the year 50BC. The suggestion 
never gained traction as people were fearful that it could cause the loss of 
unemployment – that’s funny… aren’t there are similar fears today surrounding 
robotics and automation? Further research will show that this technology was known 
to the Chinese as early as 800BC. And then? Nothing… for almost two thousand years 
after Heron’s suggestion, the concept remained just that. A concept, a dream, a vision. 
The dream only became a reality in 1698 with Thomas Savery’s steam powered pump. 

So that begs the question, what is in store for our future? What of the countless other 
dreams that science has yet to make a reality? Will we see teleportation in the not too 
distant future? What about hyperdrive for our spacecraft? An engine that runs on pure 
water and replaces oil? Will humans and machines join forces to create super beings or 
will the countless prophecies of films throughout the ages ring true that spell the end 
of the world as we know it?

By Niall McCormick

About Niall McCormick:                             
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mailto:mac%40colmac.ie?subject=
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We humans are curious beings. We strive to constantly ask questions of the world. 
Science usually begs the question; why? Why does this happen? Engineering often 
asks; how? How can we make this happen? I think the key to unlocking the secrets of 
science fiction lies in these two questions. A fine balance of science and engineering 
has been shown to lead to some of the greatest technological advancements that the 
world has ever seen. I believe that some of the greatest technological achievements 
that are yet to come can probably be found in your favourite episode of Star Trek, your 
favourite Jules Verne book, or indeed Star Wars: Rogue One. We just need someone to 
figure out the why, and the how.
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The Lost Generation: Questions and Rambles on the Way to Discovery. #58

A generation is lost. Lost in a wilderness of self-obsessed conspicuous consumption. 
Lost in a life lived vicariously through socially enabled devices.  And a life where our 
discovery of new knowledge is limited to choices pushed to us by an algorithm that 
learns everything from a population of one. 

In this web of nothingness, a generation appears to show a limited ability to 
differentiate fact from fiction on a feed that neither accepts blame nor bears 
accountability.  We’ve abdicated our responsibility for verifying what passes for news. 
And substituted it for a passing relationship with objective analysis. All because its 
handier.

I know that all sounds frightfully naïve and reflective of the current post-Trump, post-
truth Zeitgeist.  However, this blind worship of the new gods of knowledge that have 
emerged over the past 15 years has been a bugbear of mine for quite some time. 

And just to lay some cards on the table. I am not a grumpy old man. I’m neither 
a member of the technocratti nor a technophobe. I can use a smartphone. I’m 
pretty good on LinkedIn. And Hootsuite is not a mystery to me. I was as amazed by 
Augmented Reality when it first came out as I am now in its second coming. So I am no 
troglodyte when it comes to technology. 

That said, Coder DoJo entry level is far more advanced than I can manage. In fact, I 
find it hard to programme the central heating.  I believe technology is an enabler and 
without it we’d be in a far worse position.  But, as with most new toys, the gleam is 
dimming as whole segments of society – and particularly some in the media – lose 
sight of the role of technology.  It is there to enhance rather than direct. It is there to 
support rather than stymie. And most of all, it is there to serve rather supersede. 

Don’t get me wrong. I get it. In fact, I applaud the fact that computer power helps to 
analyse weather patterns, aid autonomous vehicles, and connects devices that allow 
people to turn the heating on and off remotely. That’s all great. And pretty useful.

But before it’s too late, I think it’s time to reimagine things.  It’s time to ask why there is 
such massive mainstream reliance on social media as the intermediator through which 
so many people seem to live their lives. 

Heresy I know. But think about it - almost three quarters of the people on the planet 
do not use Facebook.  And if all the duplicate accounts were stripped out, that figure 
would undoubtedly rise. For LinkedIn – my personal SM drug of choice – just 7% of the 
people on the planet use it. The stat is much the same for Instagram. 

And yet social media platforms are being partially blamed for the US election outcome 
given that 44% of US citizens rely on Facebook for their news.

At all manner of events – be they as banal as Tuesday lunch or bacchanalian as those 
rare dates when The Jesus and Mary Chain actually played at one of their concerts, 
people these days choose to put a screen, a filter, a barrier between them and their 
event. Posts of fish and chips; viewing the concert through your camera phone; rabid 
rants from behind the keyboard; and so much more.  All life intermediated through 

By Alan Tyrrell

Synopsis:                                                               

They say information is king. They 
also say that life is for living.  And for 
a life lived well, trusted information is 
vital. So that means getting verified 
information and not relying on a small 
screen to view and experience the 
world you are living. To do that is not 
easy and it’s not immediate either 
– though it can be reasonably fast. 
The end result is that it means using 
technology as an enabler and a way to 
empower not enslave.              

4 Takeaways                                                        

My four takeaways relate to our rela-
tionship with information so:

1. Research on your topics of interest. 
That’s not to say everyone needs to 
read The Lancet for information about 
the common cold. It just means a 
genuine effort to get information that 
informs accurately.
2. Interrogate the information. With so 
much fake news, deliberate misin-
formation and not to mention the 
genuine mistakes, it’s vital to test the 
validity of what you read and hear 
before deciding on a course of action.
3. Share only what’s true and prefera-
bly what’s actually useful to the world.
4. Empower yourself to have fun and 
facts.

About Alan Tyrrell:                             

Alan Tyrrell is director of PSG Plus 
the corporate communications 
and reputation management 
agency of PSG Communications, 
Ireland’s leading communications 

http://www.psgplus.ie/
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group.

Contacting Alan Tyrrell:                          

Alan can be contacted by email.

technology rather than being lived in real time.  So instead of being fearful for a 
future world run by Terminators, we should be more scared of the world peopled with 
autobots.  Autobots incapable of thinking for themselves without checking Dr Google. 

In a world filled with so much nature, isn’t it time to disintermediate technology a little 
and start living life again for real. With so much technology empowered enablement 
cluttering our ‘modern lives’, isn’t it time to sense check what we use technology for and 
how we use it.  Isn’t it time to reassess the relevance of it all.  

All opinions are my own

mailto:alan.tyrrell%40psgplus.ie?subject=
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Role of Technology in Inclusive Public Consultation – The Future. #59

Synopsis:                                                                

Fíona will look at some current and 
emerging trends used to consult and 
engage with the public on a variety of 
topics. She will discuss how technol-
ogy will influence how we seek to ob-
tain their views and opinions coupled 
with its ability to create greater levels 
of awareness, interaction and partici-
pation in public consultation. 

Fíona will discuss the importance of 
engaging with people through an 
appropriate and bespoke blend of 
communications tools to maximise 
opportunities for the target public to 
meaningfully engage with a policy 
maker / project developer.

4 Takeaways                                                         

1. A blend of traditional and digital 
methods of public consultation tools 
is the most appropriate method for 
wide ranging and inclusive engage-
ment;
2. There is greater potential to consult 
with a wider group of people at an 
earlier stage in the policy/project 
forming stage as a result of the digital 
age;
3. Face to face meetings with policy 
makers/project proposers in open 
days will be complemented by in-
creased online consultation meetings, 
such as face-to-face forums (e.g. live 
Q&A);
4. Digital technology capable of 
presenting information visually while 
being concise and factual will become 
a major component of the consulta-
tion toolbox.

So what is “public consultation”? Well, it is defined as “the dynamic process of dialogue 
between individuals or groups, based upon a genuine exchange of views and, with the 
objective of influencing decisions, policies or programmes of action” (The Consultation 
Institute).

It is used by policy makers and organisations 
as a method to seek the views of citizens 
on their policies and projects, to build 
understanding and to use the views 
gathered to inform their policies and 
projects respectively. 

Public consultation itself has been around 
for a very long time and can be traced back 
to roots in citizen participation in Ancient 
Greece! The requirement for policy makers 
and project promoters has a legal basis. 

For example, for projects with potential impacts on the environment, the UNECE 
“Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and 
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters” of 1998 set a legal requirement and paved a 
path for increased public participation. 

Traditionally in Ireland and beyond, public consultation has used traditional, well 
tried and trusted methods aimed at informing the public and gathering their views. 
These methods include newspaper advertisements, hard copy letters, public open 
days and staffed information offices hard-copy information (such as reports or draft 
policies) and feedback forms where the public’s views on a new policy or a proposed 
project are sought. Increasingly, public consultation practitioners are employing 
digital methods to consult with the public either as a blend with traditional tools and 
with some choosing to limit consultation to purely digital techniques (e.g. online 
questionnaires).  When deciding on the most appropriate tool, it is critical to consider 
the target group from whom you are seeking feedback. This will ensure your method 
is inclusive, accessible and will facilitate people whose views you want to hear to be 
able to participate. This is particularly important, for example, when consulting with 
stakeholders in rural parts of the country not yet serviced by high speed broadband.

Thanks to the digital age, we are seeing greater participation in consultation and 
increased interest in projects that we’re living in. With digital methods, it is possible 
to consult with a wider group of people at an earlier stage in the policy or project 
formative stage. 

By Fiona Curran Lonergan
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ground is in environmental science 
and her passion for communicating 
environmental issues led her in 2007 
to complete a diploma in Public Rela-
tions. She is a member of the Public 
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Outside of work, Fíona enjoys spend-
ing time with her young children, 
walking her Jack Russell terrier, sports 
(especially GAA), music (tin whistle 
and singing) and advocating for 
people with disabilities. One of her fa-
vourite quotes is by R.W. Emerson that 
“All life is an experiment. The more 
experiments the better”.

Contacting Fiona Curran 

Lonergan:                     

You can connect with Fiona on 
LinkedIn, follow her on Twitter 
(personal), email her or check out 
the RPS Group 

However, despite the increased access and familiarity with digital technology, some 
of our consultations still receive a significant, and often the largest proportion of 
views/feedback in hard copy format. The reason? Well, we’ve been told by many Irish 
people that they still like to put “pen to paper” and consider their thoughts over a cup 
of tea. In other cases, it’s because they don’t have broadband, access to internet, and 
more plainly because they just prefer to have a record of their views made through 
postal tracking systems. I expect this will gradually shift with the roll out of national 
broadband, with increased training and familiarity with digital technology and above 
all trust that what you said on your tin will get to the paint shop! 

More and more public consultations are taking place nowadays with people being 
consulted and asked their opinion of a wide variety of topics, policies and projects. 
People may choose to submit their views via the traditional methods but more and 
more people are hearing about policies/projects via social media and we often see 
mobilisation of interest groups via Facebook and Twitter. This can sometimes make it 
difficult for some people to discuss their views openly online, particularly if they are 
perceived to be going against the grain of popular sentiment.  

Given this trend, it is all the more important for policy makers and project proposers 
to ensure that factual and accurate information is provided and is easily accessible. 
Consequently, development of infographics and animated video content is becoming 
a larger component of our consultation toolbox when informing and consulting with 
the public. A recent example of a video produced by RPS Project Communications for a 
client’s project is available below.

As the well-known idiom goes, “a picture is worth a thousand words”, and their use can 
quickly and simply explain complex projects and policy issues. In recent years, we have 
seen a significant shift in the quantity and content of submissions made by people 
in response to public consultation – which has come about via increased awareness 
through online and social media platforms.

Looking to the future and what 
tools the public consultation 
practitioner will use, I think we 
will see increased engagement 
by policy makers and project 
proposers with social media 
– although social media will 
need to have matured by then 
to facilitate an inclusive and 
informed debate where all 
views can be expressed and 
respected. Video will be more 

widely used on social media – enabling people to view the terms of reference of a 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/f%C3%ADona-curran-lonergan-a6763323?trk=hp-identity-name
https://twitter.com/ficurlon
mailto:fiona.curranlonergan%40rpsgroup.com?subject=
http://www.rpsgroup.com/
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consultation and background information – in the comfort of their own space, home 
and using their technology of choice and availability (e.g. tablet, phone).

As a result of the pressure on people’s availability and time, we will see a shift in hosting 
of physical open days to online meetings and forums where technology facilitates live 
and interactive Q&A with policy makers/project proposers. In this vein, there will also 
be more increased use of e-consultation and e-questionnaires instead of hard copy, 
printed versions.

I anticipate the use of feedback kiosks growing – 
a tool that can be placed in a public place, such 
as a library, shopping centre or school/college 
where people can choose to either tell the screen 
their views or use a touch screen key-pad to 
enter information.  For some this will eliminate 
the barrier of literacy issues associated with the 
completion of written feedback and/or freedom 
of speech issues. There will also be an option to 
download an app of the feedback kiosk where you 
can locally input your feedback/views using your 
smartphone or tablet. 

As I mentioned already about the picture being 
worth a 1000 words, consulting in the future will make use of existing technologies 
and build and adapt them for use in public consultation. For example, I think there will 
be a significant increase in the use of participatory GIS. GIS (Geographic Information 
Systems) is a tool widely used at present to capture, store and analyse data linked 
to any particular location.  Participatory GIS will use GIS to engage and consult with 
people on particular issues (e.g. flooding) using digitised maps and imagery. 

Social media will never replace direct engagement as meaningful consultation builds 
understanding as well as addressing issues and concerns, but tools like Twitter and 
Facebook ensure we reach all our audiences with engaging content that helps to create 
awareness and understanding.
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If Teachmeet is the answer, what is the question? #60

I remember when I was young being frustrated when I could not divine sayings used 
by the elders, main example “It’s an ill wind that blows no good”. I eventually figured it 
what it meant. It came back to me recently when reflecting about bringing TeachMeet 
to Ireland. It was a very ill wind – the greed fuelled collapse of the Celtic Tiger – that 
caused us to import and adopt TeachMeet from the Scots in early 2009.

When the country was awash with paper money, I was dispatched by the Teacher 
Education Section to the Scottish Learning Festival. At the end of a long day of lectures, 
I went to the TeachMeet hosted by Ewan McIntosh. I’d signed up online out of idle 
curiosity; but I was tired and hungry; so, it was to be dinner or TeachMeet? I chose the 
latter. Good move.

The format was relaxed but not chaotic, attendees were also presenters, there was no 
hierarchy. Tables were round, like a wedding. The order of presenters was randomly 
picked by an online fruit machine app. Speakers had either 2 mins (nano) or 7 mins 
(micro), with a jovial but firm heave-ho when time was up, and a pointed no-no to 
slides full of bullet points . Half way through the evening, we had 15 minute breakouts 
in which a variety of people each led a focused conversation. In the background there 
was a screen showing tweets from far and wide, allowing a conversation between those 
in the room and others following online. There was a chance to chatter over a food 
and beverage break. All these elements – self-selection of speakers, encouragement of 
tales of practice rather than bullet-ridden slides; round tables; random order of calling 
speakers forward; the Twitter backchannel; the ‘soap box’ conversations – became, and 
still remain for many, the hallmarks of a successful TeachMeet.

That was September 2008. I was volunteering on the committee organising the 2009 
annual conference for the Computers in Education Society of Ireland (CESI). It had 
always been a two day conference, with DES permission for teachers to attend the 
Friday. And then – swoosh – down came the Austerity Guillotine and sliced off our 
Friday. We had one meeting’s notice to turn our two day affair into one day. So we 
decided to try one of these TeachMeets on the Friday night. The call went out, and 60 
of us packed into a small room in the Maldron Hotel in Tallaght and had a memorable 
evening. A quick check on Twitter would show that many folk joined up to said social 
medium that same night, as we learned the power of a hashtag driven timeline and 

By Mags Amond

Synopsis:                                                                 

Communicated online, to meet face 
to face and - well - TALK. TeachMeet 
organisers, attendees and presenters 
are all volunteers. It crosses sectors 
and levels of education. It has been 
called ‘guerilla’ Professional Develop-
ment (PD), and referred to as an ‘un-
derground revolution’. As a semi-social 
open form of Professional Develop-
ment for teachers, by teachers, it has 
really mushroomed across the world 
(so much so that other professionals 
are adopting the model, and even the 
‘powers that be’ have even taken an 
interest!). So my question is, WHY?          

4 Takeaways                                                        

    
1. Is TeachMeet a Community of Prac-
tice or a Community of Passion?
2. Can teachers, and other profes-
sionals, take responsibility for their 
own professional development (PD) 
through open self-directed means 
such as TeachMeet?
3. Can the essence of TeachMeet be 
distilled and articulated, honestly and 
fairly?
4. If TeachMeet format becomes ad-
opted by formal PD providers , will it 
lose its original nature and appeal?

About Mags Amond:                             

Retired teacher, returned to 
student life as PhD researcher.

Contacting Mags Amond:                          

You can follow Mags on Twitter.

https://twitter.com/magsamond
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watched as #cesimeet ‘trended’. (In that pre-hipster age, we thought that meant we 
were trendy. Or cool. Or whatever.)

The atmosphere was electric and energising. The people in the room were a cross 
section of Irish education – all levels and sectors of formal and informal education 
were represented. Everyone who was there that night has become a ‘frequent flier’, and 
many have in turn organised TeachMeets in other venues. (Current recorded count just 
topped 90 Teachmeet from over 50 volunteer organisers.)

And so, when we rant and rave about the ‘Powers That Were’ dropping the country 
and smashing it in smithereens, let’s be reminded about the ill wind that helped take 
TeachMeet across the Irish Sea.

Facts, figures and future: Being a truly open movement, the TeachMeet tribe inhabits 
the untidy worlds of the wiki (irishteachmeet.wikispaces.com) and Twitter timelines. 
There’s no central HQ, no ‘foundation’, no written constitution. It survives on trust 
among the tribe. A glance at the archive and organisers pages of the Irish wiki will show 
the growing list of those stepping up to volunteer, and variety of types of Teachmeet 
that are evolving – Kidsmeet, MakerMeet, MathsMeet, PrincipalMeet, ResearchMeet, 
StudentMeet, conference-connected and unconference, North, South, East, and West. 
It’s delightful to watch the movement grow – the past year has seen more meets here 
that in the previous 7 years combined. The huge curiosity is about the future; but that is 
for another, much longer, much deeper, conversation. A huddle, even! Join it.

https://twitter.com/magsamond
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The Future of Finance. #61

Synopsis:                                                              

Banks are under pressure: from regula-
tors, from investors, from customers 
and from the raft of new FinTech 
companies attacking their protected 
markets. New legislation will force 
Banks to open up their systems to 
competitors. Regulators would prefer 
a smaller number of large, safer banks 
inevitably leading to the rise of the 
‘Utility Bank’ - large, hyper efficient 
Banks offering ‘white label’ banking 
solutions to reputable high-street 
brands.

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. European Banks are struggling to 
clean up their balance sheets and, 
at the same time, provide low cost 
products
2. Pending EU legislation is a game 
changer for the industry, opening up 
Bank systems to competitors
3. The future of European Banking will 
be large, pan-European, ‘Utility Banks’ 
providing hyper efficient, low cost 
products
4. Financial products, in the future, will 
be offered via trusted brands

About Mark Leyden:                             

An Electronic Engineer by training, 
working mainly in software these 
days. Spent the last few years working 
with Banks to transform how they do 
business and compete with those Fin-
Tech companies nipping at their heels.

We are still struggling with the aftermath of the massive 2008 global financial crisis. 
Many European banks are still in state ownership, lending has plummeted, banks 
are seizing assets from customers, cost to income ratios are out of whack and many 
of the largest banks are still struggling to make profits. In an effort to clean up their 
balance sheets, banks are paying less in deposit interest, charging more for lending, 
and effectively providing no new lending. In addition, in order to improve their cost-
to-income ratios, Banks are reducing headcount and performing large scale branch 
closures.

As discussed in a previous article, Banks are also struggling with technology adoption. 
Lacking the necessary skillsets internally, after years of outsourcing, Banks are now left 
to play an enormous catch up game with Fintech companies looking to take the low 
hanging fruit.

Retail Banks earn approximately ¼ of their income through payment processing and 
fees, while the remaining ¾ of income is generated through interest charges. In typical 
‘disruptive technology’ fashion the technology startups, or FinTechs, are targeting the 
incumbent Banks payments and fees initially. The Banks would be foolish to allow any 
startups get a foothold in the payment space, as they will very quickly move into the 
more lucrative interest charging product space...

Into this environment, the European Commission is introducing some radical 
legislation. The Payment Services Directive (PSD2), an EU mandated directive from Nov 
2015, must be implemented into Member state legislation by the end of 2017. This is a 
total game changer for the financial industry across the EU. The UK looks set to adopt 
this legislation, and indeed many UK Banks implementations are ahead of their EU 
peers already, irrespective of the recent Brexit vote. Also, by the end of 2017, we will 
have SCT Inst - SEPA Instant Credit Transfers. Similar to the UK Faster Payments, SCT Inst 
will provide customers with the ability to transfer funds anywhere in the SEPA area in 
real time.

PSD2 introduces new types of Institutions providing payment services, cashless money 
and account information aggregation. All of these services are enabled via existing 
institutions having to provide Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to their core 
banking systems.

So what are we going to see? Less branches, split between ‘full service’ and ‘customer 
acquisition’ branches. A move to providing more and more services via web and mobile 
channels. The days of your Bank manager knowing you personally are long gone. 

A good example of such a Bank is mBank in Poland. They decided to move to where the 
customers are and set up ‘customer acquisition’ branches in Shopping Centres. These 
branches have ‘products’ on shelves for customers to select, interactive digital signage 
and customer monitoring which is used to drive signage content. These branches 
are the equivalent of the mobile phone operators shops. For every four ‘customer 
acquisition’ branches, they have one ‘full service’ branch located in a cheaper, out of 
town, industrial estate.

Tesco is a potential example as to where things may go. A highly regarded retail brand, 
Tesco have been providing banking services, in conjunction with RBS, since 1997. In 

By Mark Leyden

http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/banks-dont-get-it-62-cong15.html
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Contacting Mark Leyden:                  

You can connect with Mark 
on LinkedIn or follow him on 
Twitter.

2008 Tesco bought out the joint venture. Of course, a trusted brand alone does not 
guarantee banking success, and Tesco will struggle to recover from the recent hacking 
scandal.

Regulators, chastened somewhat by recent widespread Bank failures, would prefer 
to regulate a small number of Banks with large, low risk balance sheets. It appears 
inevitable that retail Banking, certainly in Europe, will be transformed into a utility 
service - a low cost, high volume, low profit industry providing wholesale services to 
companies with trusted brands.

Why would trusted, world wide recognised brands such as Facebook, Google and 
Apple not get into Banking?

https://www.linkedin.com/in/markleyden
https://twitter.com/mleyden
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FreeRange Learning and the Digital Hedge Schools #62

Synopsis:                                                               

Free Range Learning

We face some major challenges in 
our society, in particular what kind of 
citizens do we want our children to 
become, how do we make sure they 
are ready to face the challenge of the 
future, how do we deal with the many 
current health challenges we face in 
particular childhood obesity.

How do we create a system to get the 
best of digital and physical worlds, 
seamlessly mixing realities to create 
opportunities to learn & be healthy?

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. STORYPOWER: We re-imagine the 
world with stories and use technology 
to make the story come true.
2. FUTURE: We must learn to play with 
the future (future studies) in order to 
survive the waves of disruption ahead.
3. FREE-RANGE: The future of learning 
is free-range it’s an active, participa-
tive, immersive experience.
4. DESIGNPOWER: Children must be 
co-designers of their learning.

About Gar Mac Críosta:                             

Gar Mac Críosta is co-founder of Min-
dRising (www.mindrising.ie). In Gar’s 
other life he has 20+ years, working 
in the areas in the areas of business 
model innovation, digital strategy, 
architecture and organizational effec-
tiveness (lean/agile) across a variety 
of industries. His work as a digital 
architect, instructor and speaker has 
taken him around the world.  Gar is a 

Digital Hedge Schools

Scoil Chois Chlaí
In a post jobs world, will learning become an end in itself. Can we take a leaf from the 
past? What can a chapter in Irish history characterised by repression & control teach us 
about life in an (possibly) abundant future.

How can we create a system that builds a culture of learning & sharing that drove the 
original hedge schools? What does that look like in a post jobs world.

Background
First some background on MindRising. We started MindRising a little over 1 year ago, 
2 lads working on something entirely different sitting in a freezing cold room in an 
industrial estate in Finglas.

Gar: Al can I show you something

Gar: Al, Al, Al seriously can I show you something, I have an idea…. (many of our 
conversations start like this)

Al: We have a lot on Gar…

Gar: This will only take 5 minutes…..

2 Days later

Al: OK I get it, now what..

We launched the MindRising’s MVP (a little big but) in January 2016 with support from 
DCU Institute of Education, Microsoft, Ireland 2016 and mostly with the trust and belief 
of an amazing group of educators who made it all happen. It started out as a story 
telling competition for children using digital technologies (Minecraft, Video, Sway etc.). 
Teams had to tell stories about 200 years of Ireland — Ireland’s past, present or future. 
Teams were tasked with telling a story about a person, place, theme or event in the past 
or a place, theme or idea from the future. They had to tell a story, make a movie and 
build something in Minecraft, the rest was up to them. Check out the winners here.

June 2016, the schools were off and we finally have a chance to figure out the whats 
and the whys of MindRising. The vision if turned out was much bigger and scarier than 
we could have believed.

How do we create the conditions for Humans 2.0 to emerge & grow?

What does a 2.0 Human look like something like this.
Human 2.0

By Gar Mac Críosta

http://www.mindrising.ie/#mindrising-home
http://www.mindrising.ie/mindrising-2016-winners
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certified architect professional (IASA 
CITAP), a Fellow of the Irish Computer 
Society and Certified Lego® Serious 
Play Facilitator. Gar has served on the 
board of the Irish Computer Society 
and the Board of Iasa Global.

Contacting Gar Mac Críosta:                    

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit. 
Vestibulum bibendum, ligula 
ut feugiat rutrum, mauris libero 
ultricies nulla, at hendrerit lectus 
dui bibendum metus. Phasellus 
quis nulla nec mauris sollicitudin 
ornare. Vivamus faucibus. Class 
aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora 
torquent per conubia nostra, per 
inceptos hymenaeos.

When the machines come (you know they will :) there can be only 1 winner. She who learns 
fastest & adapts will prevail.

What ever we created we wanted it to be inclusive, fun, engaging, everywhere and 
effortless. The last characteristic we struggled with; as with all things of value the 
struggle brings the joy, we use the word effortless to signify that the act of learning is 
not full of friction but feels light. Learning happens in moments of flow.

We are focussed on helping children develop 21st Century Learning skills (21CLD 
collaboration, skilled communication, knowledge construction, self-regulation, real-
world problem-solving and innovation and use of tech for learning). We want to create 
open inclusive learning experiences for everyone everywhere. We want to create a 
space to allow children to become co-designers of their own learning.

Where the hell did this come from?
The following is a shortlist of things that influenced the development of MindRising 
and gave us the urgency to get going. I should point out at this point I have 4 young 
children (early teens to 5 years old). The pressing need to address these issues looks me 
in the eye every single day.

  1. My ‘real job’ Chief Adventurer in Business Model Adventures

In my grown up job I get to help (or try to help) lot’s of people and the organisations 
they work in make sense of the world as it changes hopefully leading them down 
a road towards success. The sad thing I find time and again is that many people are 
suffering from the results of a crayonectomy (removal of crayons), the trauma of this 
operation is long lasting resulting in lowered creativity, inability to innovate and 
difficulties with uncertainty.

Organisations are desperately asking these people to be more creative and innovative 

http://www.h2learning.ie/portfolio/21st-century-learning-design-21cld/
http://www.businessmodeladventures.com/
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but the muscle memory associated with imagination has long atrophied.

  2. Different lanes, different speed

It’s as if the world is moving at completely different speeds each one stuck in it’s own 
lane with it’s own speed limit. Each following its own curve, sometimes intersecting 
with other curves sometimes not. Industries, Government policy, Education policy, 
Education in action, Jobs & Skills, Technology. Some slow and some fast, things more 
or less worked in an industrial age but now things seem to be moving faster and the 
impact of the speed differences is being amplified.

  3. The End of Jobs (not Steve), Longevity & Apathy

The end of jobs has been forecast for several decades now, I’ve been at the frontline 
of business process reengineering, business transformation, and now digital 
transformation. Each promising more with less and with an increasing ability to 
automate just about anything (except hairdressing, I think we will struggle to accept 
robotic hairdressers for a while). Automated vehicles will decimate driving as a job 
impacting 10’s of millions, additive manufacturing (3D printing) and robotics will 
eliminate manufacturing, distribution and production jobs, AI (specialised and 
generalised) will eliminate lawyers, and many professionals, nano-robots will eliminate 
the need for invasive surgery and all that goes with it. As we live longer the question of 
how we will fill our days becomes a problem we need to solve. The utopia that Keyne’s 
envisaged of a 15 hour working may happen but the pain in getting their could lead us 
down a very dark path.

  4. Discontinuities & disruptions — aggregation theory the end of sustainable 
competitive advantage, rise of the platform

Where the hell did AirBnB, Uber, Amazon, Facebook and Netflix come from? We have 
seen massive disruption happening, resulting in platforms that support and feed the 
ability of others to be massively disruptive. No one sees the disruption coming, even 
though for most the signals are visible. We simply choose not to notice and of course 
the incentives are usually such that noticing isn’t rewarded.

The landscape of labour economics is in upheaval. In the process, new platforms, 
algorithms, and attitudes are undermining many established institutions, regulatory 
regimes, and work practices, challenging some of the basic tenets of the social safety net 
established in the 20th century. But what of the workers? How can we ensure dignified and 
sustainable livelihoods for everyone? Positive Platform Design Jam 16th Dec — Institute for 
the Future.

  5. The Madness of the Monoliths 

The speed problems we have identified stem from one major source, size. The bigger 
an organization gets the less likely it is capable of changing. We face large fragile 
monoliths built on rigid rules and systems (to ensure consistency), slow to move, slow 
to adapt. As things accelerate the rate of change on the outside is greater that the rate 
of change on the inside. The organisation lurches ever deeper into trouble, trying to 
solve it’s own problems with precisely the wrong tools. The evolution of organization 
structures, (Reinventing Organizations) has got us to where we are, but won’t I feel 
get us to where we need to go.

  6. The Certainty of Uncertainty

      “  The idea that the future is unpredictable is undermined every day by the ease 
with which the past is explained.”
Daniel Kahneman — Thinking Fast & Slow.

We struggle to think about the future in anything other than a linear 1-day after the 

https://ti.to/business-model-adventures/positive-platform-design-jam-ireland
http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
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next way. We struggle to understand the impact of the future and fail to see the signals 
that are right in front of our eyes. The world feeds us information that reinforces our 
views of the world (Availability Bias, Confirmation Bias).

    Bright Spots — FreeRange Humans, Happy Startups, Teal & Experimentation

Much of what I’ve described may seem negative but they provide the backdrop. There 
are some wonderful bright spots, Jack & Marianne the FreeRange Humans (Jack & 
Marianne explain); free range humans design their lives, work on things that make 
them come alive and live life everyday (not just weekends).

Happy Startups — A movement of people that want to start businesses firstly as a 
lifestyle choice, and secondly to make money. Working with people you like on a 
business you believe in, means everyone can work together towards a common, 
meaningful goal. (Laurence & Carlos explain).
Teal Organizations — leaving the ego, living the journey, focused on wholeness. Teal 
organizations sound like a really cool place spend time and education learning spaces 

must learn from this (Frederic Laloux explains).

Experimentation — learn fast & learn often — Claudio Perrone, PopcornFlow. We want 
to apply the lessons learned in startups in schools, lean learning via experimentation. 
Try it, show it, play with it, share it.

MindRising
MindRising is a design-based learning platform using creative digital technologies 
including Minecraft. We focus on creating open learning challenges across a range of 
topics including Smart Cities and Smart Living, Financial Literacy & Entrepreneurship, 
Health & Happiness. We give students the opportunity to developer 21st century skills 
(21CLD — collaboration, knowledge construction, self-regulation, real-world problem-
solving and innovation, the use of ICT for learning and skilled communications) in an 
immersive, inclusive and imaginative environment.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Availability_heuristic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmation_bias
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A6XvFgiVeuE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5PE4UVIsBo
https://popcornflow.com/
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What’s happening to retail? #63

Drones delivering parcels in South Africa, American retailers closing thousands of 
stores across the country, M&S closing all stores outside UK, China’s top 50 retailers 
sales dropping by -2% in 2016 - the common link is a changing consumer and Online 
Retailing. 

On Singles day, 11th  November, the biggest shopping day this year, Alibaba sold $1 
billion worth in 20 mins and had a total of $17billion for the one day.  While walking 
through an American mall this week (note. a third will close in the near future) one 
store was packed while every other one was quiet. Why? They are doing things 
differently. Apple was delivering Experiential Retailing. The role of the local store is not 
gone but it is changing, the old days of putting stock on shelves and expecting the 
consumer to come and get it won’t work in the future. You need to offer more, it need 
to be an experience which is of value to your customer.  In Holland, the no 1 external 
market place for customers is China with people buying directly from the manufacturer. 
Why? Because they can and it costs 30% less. Loyalty to the local market has a price. We 
have gone global and global has gone local. The barriers to shipping everywhere are 
falling down. We’re in a consumer driven market place and the old rules have changed. 
Mercedes and Star have developed a driverless van with mini robots for automatic 
home delivery. 1hr deliver in the UK major city’s, Parcel motel and Anpost Delivery 
boxes are common place in Ireland, These solutiosn are changing the way products are 
getting to the consumer. The last mile is getting sorted. 

Middle Americans voted Trump in to make American great again and they blame the 
Mexicans for taking all their jobs. The world has changed and are we are looking in the 
wrong place and blaming the wrong people. David Puttman on the new RTE program 
Making Ireland Click stated that 75% of the jobs we will have in 15 years time have not 
yet been created. Is he right? 

As the current owner of a three generation retail business I am seeing a greater change 
in retail in 5 years than in the 100 years my family has been in business. The challenge 
is to continue to change our business so it is relevant to the consumers in the ever 
changing marketplace rather than wasting energy blaming others if we are no longer 
relevant.  Online/digital is having a profound impact on how people live their lives and 
this is driving a change in behaviour in how people shop. Irish consumers spend €7.5 
billion each year. But over 65% of all online purchases in Ireland are carried out with 
businesses outside Ireland we have a job to do to catch up. There is a real opportunity 
for Irish business to play their part in this online commerce and not only target the 
Irish consumer but also look to a British and European marketplace of €510 billion to 
generate sales. Black Friday is estimated to top $100 million this week in Ireland and 
it great to see a lot of local retailers offering strong deals to attract customers to shop 
locally. A strong trend of ROPO (research online and purchase offline) along with click 
and collect are also new ways that customers are using to spend their hard earned 
cash with local businesses but many business have not taken the step to introduce 
ecommerce into their business. 88% of Irish consumers research on line before buying 
a new item. If you are not online then they are not researching your business. 

It is never too late to get your business online and there is a lot of help in your local 
community to get started. The first step is calling into your local LEO office. There are 
supports and networks to help local business move online and they are only too willing 

By John Horkan

Synopsis:                                                         

Retail is changing and we must adapt 
to the ever changing marketplace. The 
march of stores closing down across 
the developed world has gathered 
pace while consumers migrate online 
for their requirements. Online/digi-
tal is having a profound impact on 
how people live their lives and this is 
driving a change in behaviour in how 
people shop. How will the traditional 
retailer adapt to a new world of retail?          

4 Takeaways                                                        

        
1. The role of the local store is not 
gone but it is changing, Experiential 
Retailing is the future.
2. The challenge is to continue to 
change our business so it is relevant 
to the consumers in the ever changing 
marketplace.
3. It is never too late to get your busi-
ness online and there is a lot of help in 
your local community to get started.
4. With the growth of digital com-
merce we have a wonderful opportu-
nity improving our quality of life while 
being able to earn a living where and 
how we want.

About John Horkan:                            

Co-owner and CEO of Horkan’s 
Group. John has over 30 years’ 
experience in business. His main 
responsibility is the strategic 
direction of Horkans Group 
and leading the eCommerce 
development across the 
businesses. He is pass Chairman 
of Retail Excellence Ireland’s 
e-Commerce Committee and he 
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to help. Take advantage of the digital voucher from LEO which offers up to €2,500 in 
support. As a good friend of mine said to me a few years ago “Don’t wait till you have it 
all figured out, start early and learn as you go along”. This is good advice for any retailers 
or business looking to be relevant to this new digital savvy consumer.  We now have 
a worldwide market place to trade which has never been more accessible.  Creating a 
better future is about improving our quality of life while been able to earn a living. With 
the growth of digital commerce we have a wonderful opportunity to combine both 
while living where and how we want.

has participated in the Google 
Incubation Program for Irish 
Retailers. John is a founder 
member of DMiMayo Digital 
Marketing in Mayo network group. 
He represented Ireland at the 
Global E-commerce Summit in 
Barcelona in 2013.

Horkan’s Group is a family 
business that operates 4 Horkan’s 
Garden & Lifestyle Centre’s and 
8 Petworld stores in locations 
across Ireland along with two 
eCommerce sites Horkans.ie and 
Petworlddirect.ie

Contacting John Horkan:                            

You can follow John on Twitter, 
connect with him on LinkedIn or 
email him. 

https://twitter.com/JohnHorkan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/john-horkan-55305526
mailto:John%40horkans.com?subject=
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How to future proof your business. Why the key to business success has 
nothing to do with predicting what’s around the corner. #64

The only certainty about the future is that it’s uncertain. As opening gambits go I admit 
that one is a tad trite… a little clichéd... but it’s also unequivocally true.

There’s a delicious irony in the theme for this year’s CongRegation. Most sensible 
business people would scoff at fortune tellers, dismiss soothsayers, eschew crystal-ball 
gazers. And yet here we all are, penning our collective vision of a brave new frontier: 
painting the digital landscape of tomorrow, when in truth few of us really understand 
the digital landscape of today.

Mapping the future is, at best, informed guesswork, at worst ill-conceived fiction (and a 
quick spin around your usual online haunts will, I’m sure, reveal more of the latter than 
the former). We can’t predict the future with any degree of certainty… if you doubt that 
you need only look to the recent US Election result… but that doesn’t mean we can’t be 
ready for it.

Ready for anything
If we can’t predict the future, how on earth can we prepare our businesses for it? The 
short answer is we can’t.

The last thing you want heading into an uncertain future is a business tailored to 
thrive under a narrow set of predicted circumstances. The assumption that you know 
what’s going to happen, and can mould your business accordingly, is the worst kind 
of commercial hubris. You may as well bet the future of your company on the spin of a 
roulette wheel. You might get lucky… but chances are you won’t.

A much more tenable proposition is to focus on building a business that’s proactive, 
nimble and ready to tackle whatever an uncertain future throws its way.

      “  It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the 
one most responsive to change.”
Charles Darwin

Building a truly future-proof business isn’t about trying to second guess what might 
happen years or decades from now. It’s much more important to ensure your business 
can adapt seamlessly to changing circumstances.

Focus on customers
Right at the beginning of the first edition of Understanding Digital Marketing (nearly 
a decade ago now) I pointed out how successful digital marketing had very little to 
do with understanding technology, that it was much more important to understand 
people, specifically the people your business wants to connect with. Back then, as 
now, successful digital marketing was about understanding what motivates people to 
take action, how they embrace emerging platforms and incorporate them into their 
lives, and how your business can harness those platforms to help solve your customers’ 
problems.

Looking backwards to move forwards
Technology changes at a pace that makes even the most tech-savvy of heads spin. 

By Calvin Jones

Synopsis:                                                               

Sometimes it seems we’re so busy try-
ing to predict the future and prepare 
for it, that we never stop to wonder 
whether we should. Future proofing 
your business isn’t about predicting 
what’s going to happen, it’s about 
being nimble enough to adapt to 
whatever happens. 
         
4 Takeaways                                                        

          
1. We can’t predict the future -- so stop 
trying to.
2. Be nimble, embrace change.
3. Learn from the past, excel in the 
present, and adapt to the future.
4. Understanding your customers is 
the real key to future proofing your 
business.

About Calvin Jones:                            

Calvin Jones is a writer and 
online content specialist based in 
West Cork. He is co-author (with 
Damian Ryan) of “Understanding 
Digital Marketing” and “The Best 
Digital Marketing Campaigns 
in the World”. In his “spare time” 
runs Ireland’s leading wildlife 
and nature website.http://www.
irelandswildlife.com/

Contacting Calvin Jones:                            

You can follow Calvin on Twitter 
here (writing / digital) and here 
(wildlife). For business stuff you’ll 
find him on Linkedin, and of 

https://www.irelandswildlife.com/
https://www.irelandswildlife.com/
https://twitter.com/writercj
https://www.facebook.com/ThisIsCalvin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/CalvinJones
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course he’s on Facebook here, but 
mostly on the Ireland’s Wildlife 
page here, and on Google Plus.

You can also check out 
his websites at www.
cjwriting.com and www.
digitalmarketingsuccess.com.

Digital platforms come and go… transformative change is constantly reshaping the 
emerging digital landscape. But people evolve much more gradually. Human behaviour 
has changed (and continues to) as we experiment, explore and adopt new ways of 
doing things. But while we are harnessing a shifting mosaic of digital platforms to 
enhance our daily lives, the key motivators driving us to take action -- to subscribe, 
engage, connect and yes, occasionally even buy -- are essentially the same as they have 
always been.

      “  Study the past if you would divine the future.”
Confucious

We can learn a lot about how and why our customers interact with us, our competitors, 
and how they’re likely to react and respond to change, by looking at how they’ve done 
so before. Studying the past, exploring trends and delving into data can show you how 
your customer cohort is likely to respond in different scenarios now and into the future.

We can also look at how businesses in our own sector and others have responded to 
dramatic change before, learn how the successful ones managed to adapt and thrive, 
and, just as importantly, where less successful businesses fell short. All of which can 
help inform our decisions moving forward.

The importance of being nimble
One of the biggest examples of this whole conundrum of an unpredictable future and 
failing to adapt successfully is a topic that dominates the corporate landscape right 
now. It’s called “Digital Transformation” -- and it spans most industry sectors as large 
incumbent organisations struggle to cope with the winds of change.

Digital Transformation is a curiously inept moniker, because it’s not really about 
digital transformation at all, although embracing new platforms and technologies is 
obviously a part of it. It’s really about business evolution: re-engineering rigid policies, 
procedures, cultures and technologies to create fitter, more dynamic organisation 
that can adapt to the vagaries of an uncertain future. For some, particularly larger 
organisations who have resisted change, or have based corporate strategy on 
predictions that didn’t quite transpire, it’s a huge challenge. 

Some big players won’t survive. But if we extend the evolutionary metaphor extinctions 
are an inevitable and natural part of the process. The dinosaurs of yesterday make way 
for better adapted species to thrive in the ecosystem of today and continue to evolve 
into a dynamic and unpredictable tomorrow.

Essentially future-proofing your business means eliminating complex procedures and 
technical rigidity in favour of simpler, iterative evolution. Embrace the opportunities 
offered by unpredictable change, understand your customers and experiment and 
adapt constantly to deliver the best value you can for them through whichever 
channels are appropriate.

Tomorrow is exciting, because it’s unpredictable. Enjoy it!

https://www.facebook.com/ThisIsCalvin
https://www.facebook.com/wildireland
https://plus.google.com/+CalvinJones1
http://www.cjwriting.com/
http://www.cjwriting.com/
http://www.digitalmarketingsuccess.com/
http://www.digitalmarketingsuccess.com/
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The Future of Health is Running and the Future of Running is Health. #65

Synopsis:                                                            

Running is inherently good for us, it 
was a key driver in our evolution, and 
should be a key component in our 
health promotion policy. Similarly, 
evolutionary biology and health 
should be a key consideration for 
those aiming to improve running 
performance.

4 Takeaways                                                        
 

1. We evolved as endurance running 
specialists.
2. Done well, running could signifi-
cantly reduce the rates of numerous 
diseases of civilisation.
3. Lowering physiological stressors 
improves health.
4. Improved health results in im-
proved performance. 

About Andrew O’Brien:                             

Andrew is a Chartered Physiotherapist 
and running coach based in Westport, 
Co Mayo. He is the Master Coach for 
Born to Run in Ireland, part of a group 
aiming to provide the gold standard 
for running education and coaching. 
He writes a fortnightly column for the 
Mayo News discussing physiotherapy 
matters. And he runs… healthily!

Contacting Andrew O’Brien:                               

You can connect with Andrew on 

Facebook, the Wanna Run 
website or email him.

Good health can be defined in countless ways, the simplest of which is the absence of 
illness and pain. The assumption is that in order to have good health, we need a good 
health ‘system’, but this may not be entirely true. Current health statistics show that 
cancer, obesity, diabetes, stroke, heart disease, depression and anxiety continue to 
increase, despite the system working to find cures for all.

What of the ‘prevention is better than a cure’ approach? Sure, we’re told to exercise, eat 
a balanced diet, quit smoking and reduce our alcohol intake. But is there a genuine way 
to good health?

To my mind, the future of good health lies in our past. In 2004, Nature published a 
paper entitled ‘Endurance running and the evolution of Homo’. In the article, Dennis 
Bramble and Daniel Lieberman put forward the ground breaking theory that running 
long distances had likely been a primary driver in the evolution of modern man. They 
pointed to various anatomical traits that suggest we evolved as distance running 
specialists; large gluteal muscles, long, elastic tendons, and the ability to regulate body 
temperature by sweating among other things. 

If running shaped our bodies over the millennia, surely it could be a pathway to health.

But damned statistics get in the way again and show that up to 85% of runners are 
injured every year. If we evolved as running specialists, surely runners should not be 
injured ever. And it is this fact that should prompt us to look into our evolution as well. 
For those millennia, we lived a hunter-gatherer lifestyle, with a calorie deficit, covering 
long distances on foot every day at relatively low intensities. We didn’t sit in cars and 
at desks, eating too much processed food and going to the gym to ‘feel the burn’ every 
day.

How then can running be good for health? 
Done at a proper aerobic intensity, running can maintain and improve cardiovascular 
fitness. This in turn increases size and density of the mitochondria, the energy 
powerhouses of cells; dysfunction and disease of the mitochondria are closely related 
to all of the ‘diseases of civilisation’ listed above. More mitochondria equals raised 
metabolism, prompting weight loss. It is weight bearing exercise, thus helping to 
maintain bone mineral density as we age. Exercising outdoors has been shown to 
improve mental health. The list is endless.

By Andrew O’Brien

https://www.facebook.com/wannarunphysiotherapy
http://www.wannarun.ie/
http://www.wannarun.ie/
mailto:info%40wannarun.ie?subject=
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Unfortunately the 85% injury rate still gets in the way. How can we be healthy if we are 
injured? And if running is healthy, why do so many runners look gaunt and downright 
miserable in the weeks leading up to a marathon?

It is here that we need to look at the second part of the title: the future of running is 
health. 

As a Chartered Physiotherapist and running coach, I believe we can look at 3 causes of 
injuries and poor performance among runners: hardware, software, and energy. 

Hardware relates to the foot, the only part of the body to interact with the ground 
when running. A dysfunctional foot, misshapen from years of wearing ill-fitting shoes 
is unable to perform its role as a shock absorber or balance point for the body to move 
over. Thus more muscular effort is required further up the chain. Having Morton’s foot, 
where the second metatarsal is longer than the first, is directly linked to muscular 
trigger points around the hip and in increased risk of myofascial pain.

Running software is everything above the ankle. Once the foot is planted it is 
stationary, but everything above can be easily manipulated in space. The aim of a 
good technique coach is to teach a runner how to correctly position the body over 
the foot to reduce injury risk and maximise speed. Often critics will say ‘but everyone 
has their own style, their own preferred movement pattern’, and in some ways they 
are correct. But if 85% of runners are injured, then plenty of them are doing the wrong 
thing. We should be aiming to teach even recreational runners how to move like the 
best- the East Africans who so easily dominate distance running events around the 
world. A good running technique results in lower ground contact times, lower impact 
forces, better force displacement throughout the body and faster times. Surely even 
recreational runners, and those just running for health would like to go faster as well!

The final factor in the health of a runner, indeed the health of all, is energy. You can 
have a perfect foot and a perfect technique, but if you burn out the energy system the 
results for both performance and health can be catastrophic. How often do we hear of 
seemingly fit, healthy people dropping dead of cardiac incidents in their early forties? 
My wife’s cousin passed away aged 40 after a training session 6 weeks ago, Anthony 
Foley passed away the same week. Both were heart related. 

The western world’s obsession with training hard is the big problem here. We’ve been 
sold a pup with the ‘no pain, no gain’ mantra. Intense exercise is stressful on the body; 
it uses the anaerobic energy pathway where glucose is broken down to produce 
energy without oxygen present. This produces energy quickly, but is only useful for 
short periods and relatively infrequently- it is the ‘fight or flight’ system. Going back to 
our evolutionary history, this system was used as rarely as possible; hunter gatherers 
walked as much as possible, and while hunting tended to use the persistence hunt 
method of just running enough to keep their prey moving in the sun, causing them to 
overheat and collapse.

Unfortunately, the physiology of stress is the same, regardless of the stress. So an 
intense exercise session results in anaerobic metabolism, but so do pain, hunger, 
lack of sleep, psychological stress, poor breathing habits, extreme temperatures and 
lack of sunshine to name a few. Thus, for many people, athletes or not, modern life is 
anaerobic: your day to day existence happens without adequate oxygen. And, here’s 
the kicker…. lack of oxygen leads to mitochondrial dysfunction and disease! Bear in 
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mind that mitochondria turn glucose into energy: damage them and you are less able 
to burn glucose (diabetes anyone?) or produce energy (impaired performance).

Excessive stress impairs thyroid function- both in terms of the gland itself and in terms 
of the body’s ability to convert inactive the T4 hormone to the active T3. The thyroid has 
an important protective role in the body, particularly over the heart, but also regulating 
metabolism. Poor thyroid function combined with mitochondrial dysfunction are what 
makes runners look terrible, it’s not the running itself so much as the body’s response 
to incorrect training loads. 

Thus, for runners the key to improving performance is reducing unnecessary stress- 
from a physiological perspective. Improving sleep and breathing behaviour (yes, both 
of those are possible); lowering the frequency with which they train anaerobically, or at 
least ensuring adequate recovery time between sessions; improving aerobic capacity; 
improving diet; improving running efficiency; all of these things can be done, and work 
well to improving the future health and performance of a runner.

Which brings us full circle: run to improve your health, improve your health to improve 
your running.
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Gaming the Past for the Future #66

Synopsis:                                                        

Do games have to sophistcated to 
have benefit.  Do games from the past 
still have a place in our future.

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. Games have increased in sophistica-
tion and difficulty but simple games 
from the past still deliver skills and 
entertainment.
2. Aquila is a game forumulated from 
a ancient Roman game.
3. Simple game of strategy which is 
simpler than chess and draughts.
4. Does not require batteries, electric-
ity, complex rules or array of materials.

About Robert Malseed:                             

Historian from Tourmakeady.

Contacting Robert Malseed:                             

You can connect with Robert on 
Facebook.

The world of gaming has mushroomed with the advent of highly multiplayer 
sophisticated internet enabled games consoles, powerful mobiles and now the era 
of virtual and augmented reality games.  These project people into worlds that were 
unimaginable in the past and fully consume peoples attention.  Whilst the range and 
complexity of these games is vast many offer little in return outside of entertainment 
and they demand increasing levels of power and technology.

Is the future of gaming a world of isolation and constantly sensory bombardment or is 
there a place for forgotten games of the past?

I rediscovered Aquila, game formulated from a ancient Roman game called Ludus 
Latorunculorum a few years ago.  I have exhibited this game at fairs and shows through 
out the country and I am always struck by the reaction I get from old and young.  

The game is simply based on a 8 x 12 square board with 2 set of 12 coloured pieces and 
2 larger coloured pieces and consists of a very few simple rules. The game is strategic 
with the players having to constantly change their strategies as the game goes on. 
There are no batteries, complex matrices, rules or pieces and the game is entirely 
mobile. 

As I ponder the direction that technology is propelling gaming I think of the powerful 
skills that a simple, highly portable game that our ancestors played can still teach us.

Aquila teaches the players various things: 1. Moving Strategy, 2. Patience, 3. Simplicity 
leading to complexity - in science and mathematics, the most complex systems have 
the most simple rule.

These are important life skills that can be hard to acquire and need practice but can 
increase cognitive ability while still being entertaining.

Finally entertaining games from the past do not require a vast array of items, material, 
electricity, batteries or complex rules.  They can be played anywhere, do not need 
recharging and frequently connect people at a deeper level as they pit their wits agains 
each other.

As with most things, games have evolved from what existed in the past and are built 

By Robert Malseed

https://www.facebook.com/login/?next=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fgroups%2F174559996301256%2F
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using the same fundamentals.  Unfortunately in this process the older games can 
get relegated to ‘old is bad, new is good’ mentality.  Although progress is welcome 
sometimes simplicity can out strip complexity without limiting entertainment or 
learnings.

So as we stare into the dazzling lights of future games perhaps take time out to 
appreciate the wonders of Aquila and other games from the past.
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Generation Y and why we need them more than ever. #67

“  As the Great Depression was getting firmly under way, John Maynard Keynes 
predicted that by the end of the first quarter of the 21st century the workweek would 
be a maximum of 15 hours. Sounding curiously like the young Karl Marx describing 
communist society, he envisioned that the principal challenge facing the ordinary 
citizen would be “how to use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how to occupy 
the leisure, which science and compound interest will have won for him, to live wisely 
and agreeably and well…...     ”
Dr Peter Evans….Stanford University 

So how did that work out then?
If you’re reading this article on your phone at night, after checking work emails again, 
then I doubt it’s what Keynes was thinking. Exceeded those 15 hours already and it’s 
only Tuesday? Damn right you have. 

Sure we’ve learned in ways to work in a fashion that we believe is ‘smarter’ but does 
it mean we are living better? We’re living longer though and working longer, so for 
my generation (Generation X) we’re on the cusp of seeing, for the first time ever, five 
distinct generations within the working population. Granted, it’s a very transient thing, 
as you can see by the graphic below, the maturist pre-war generation have almost 
left the workforce, but not quite. It’s also interesting to see the aspirations of that 
generation ‘home ownership’ and that of Generation Z, those born after 1995. Perhaps 
scarred by the economic crisis, they cherish security and stability, similar in a fashion to 
those born before the end of the war.

Today’s workplace is constantly changing, and that means challenges and changes 
for everybody. The workplace battlefield is currently roughly divided into three major 
kingdoms:

     • Baby Boomers (Born 1956-1960): 33% of workforce
     • Generation X (Born 1961-80): 35% of workforce

By Ruairi Kavanagh

Synopsis:                                                        

Sometime early in the second decade 
of this century, we passed peak ‘baby 
boomer’ in the workforce, as this gen-
eration was supplanted by Generation 
X, who have made up the rump of the 
workforce for much of the last decade. 
We’ll have less than ten years at the 
top though, as the Millennials are 
snapping at our heels. The smartest, 
most diverse, most dynamic, tough-
est, most needy, most fragile, most 
criticised, most demanding genera-
tion yet. TIME magazine said they will 
save the world. Considering where the 
world is currently headed, they may 
well need to.

4 Takeaways                                                        

1. Generation X and Generation Y have 
aspirations of work-life balance and 
freedom and flexibility respectively. 
Since both these generations will col-
lectively make up 65% of the work-
force for the next decade, doesn’t that 
represent an opportunity for positive 
change? We’ve predominantly used 
the tools we created to bring work 
with us rather than eliminate it. That’s 
hardly ‘smart.’
2. Both Generations Y and Z are gener-
ally very globally aware, and harness 
their ‘technoholism’ to learn about the 
world around them. The downside 
is that technology has developed 
cynically so that it will often serve up 
a version of the world on our devices 
based on what we want to see or read.
3. The Millennial Generation like 
to pivot in their careers, a lot, but 
they are also loyal to someone who 
rewards and challenges them. That’s a 
challenge and an opportunity for or-
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     • Generation Y (aka Millennials, born 1981-1995): 29% of workforce. 

Generation Z, those born after 1995, are entering the workforce in serious numbers 
now.

Sometime early in the second decade of this century, we passed peak ‘baby boomer’ in 
the workforce, as this generation was supplanted by Generation X, who have made up 
the rump of the workforce for much of the last decade. We’ll have less than ten years at 
the top though, as the Millennials are snapping at our heels. The smartest, most diverse, 
most dynamic, toughest, most needy, most fragile, most criticised, most demanding 
generation yet. TIME magazine said they will save the world. Considering where the 
world is currently headed, they may well need to. 

Generation Y and the workplace
While Generation X observed the changing of the modern workplace with the digital 
revolution, the millennials are expecting consistent and constant transformation, as 
they are ‘digital natives’ and for them the digital revolution is a constantly evolving 
reality. “In terms of career profiling,” according to Dr Mary Collins of the Royal College 
of Surgeons, “a millennial employee places a strong emphasis on being challenged, but 
they also want a fluid workplace structure, where they are trusted and empowered to 
work in different ways. For them a work/life balance is very important, but they view 
work as something that can be done at any time, from almost anywhere.” Adapting 
to the needs of ‘Generation Y’ is a growing priority for many employers today, as they 
represent to next generation of talent for any organisation, and with the competition 
for the best graduates at the highest it’s been in the last ten years, organisations are 
having to box clever in order to obtain the best graduates. 

Indeed, keeping the right people is a constant challenge for organisations, those 
who want to develop the leaders of the future from millennial generation working 
within their organisations. One of the problems with retention is that organisations 
can struggle to keep their employees ‘engaged’ and ‘happy’ in the workplace. Dr 
Collins research shows that on average only 29% of employees could be described as 
engaged, with 52% disengaged, this also means apathetic or unhappy-and 19% are 
actively disengaged, which can manifest itself in the form of wilful disruption within the 
organisation. If an employee is engaged, they are 87% likely to leave and on average 
they will deliver 20% more productivity.

While organisations wonder and worry about how they can best attract and retain 
the best Generation Y talent, it could be argued that if the workplace in which this 
generation wants to work was realised, it would lead to a far better, more holistic and 
rewarding place for people of any generation to work. While Generation Y are indeed 
‘needy’ and easily distracted, they are also resourceful and willing to invest considerably 
in a place of work in which they feel they are making a contribution. A 2014 Deloitte 
study spoke of the importance to Generation Y of culture and career potential over 
pure monetary reward. While these aspirational values are admirable and encouraging, 
Dr Collins research did point out that an unhappy cadre of millennial workers could 
lead to rapid disconnection or disengagement from their work, and that although a 
millennial values feedback and communication, they do not respond well to criticism, 
hence the commonly heard criticism of ‘Generation snowflake,’ an unfair term which 
doesn’t refer uniquely to these generations and would be applicable to us all at some 
stage in our lives. 

Working with Generation Y is also an opportunity to really shake things up. Millennials 
can indeed be (snow) flaky when they don’t think they’re going to get what they want 
or need in their lives, but they’re also very aspirational and if you move to engage with 
them you could find yourself harnessing the goodwill and increased engagement 
of three generations of workers; the workplace discipline of the ‘baby boomer’, the 
dynamism of ‘Generation X’ and the flexibility and idealism of ‘Generation Y.’

ganisations seeking to grow. Engage 
with them and reap the rewards.

About Ruairi Kavanagh:                             

Ruairi Kavanagh is a journalist, author 
and media relations specialist, with 
particular previous experience in rela-
tion to military and law enforcement, 
public affairs and the medical/emer-
gency response sectors. Currently he 
is editor of gradireland.com and the 
gradireland range of print products. 
The undisputed leader in terms of 
graduate information and advice, 
gradireland.com has over 120,000 
registered users and on average, has 
over 5.5 million page views per year. In 
addition, gradireland also run sector 
leading events and competitions, such 
as the National Student Challenge, 
which combines online psychometric 
testing with a live-event for finalists.

Contacting Ruairi Kavanagh:                             

You can follow Ruairi on the Grad 
Ireland main Website, Grad 
Ireland Competition site or their 
Blog.  You can like their Facebook 
page or follow them on Twitter.  
You can also email Ruairi.

https://gradireland.com/
https://gradireland.com/
http://challenge.gradireland.com/
https://gradireland.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/gradireland
https://www.facebook.com/gradireland
https://twitter.com/gradireland
mailto:Ruairi.kavanagh%40gradireland.com?subject=
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The future 
The reality is that within less than ten years, this generation will comprise three-
quarters of the planet’s workforce. For employers successfully attracting and retaining 
millennial workers, this means creating meaning, purpose and direction in their 
work and reinforcing values and vision. It’s important to them that their manager 
or employer has an interest in their personal career path and can emphasise both 
the opportunities and the challenges to them. It also means stepping on their toes 
occasionally, telling them that their verbal and personal communication needs to be 
as engaging as their digital input and that facetime is not as good as face-to-face. They 
may not always respond well to criticism but it is worth remembering that they are 
undoubtedly the most criticised generation in human history, subjected to a level of 
demographic and sociological scrutiny that their predecessors were not. It borders on 
cruel. Makes you wonder what will happen to Generation Z? Will the Millennials turn 
the microscope on their successors in the same way it has been turned on them? Or 
will they learn from our mistakes and turn away from a data obsessed society? At what 
point does the unpredictability of human behaviour, catalysed by an unpredictable 
world, break these demographic models that have been carefully constructed for the 
past quarter of a century. Are we really that different after all?

As new political movements turn established political orders on their heads and 
42 conflicts rage around the planet, the world of work will not be the only things 
challenging Generations Y and Z. Having driven the planet to a place where so 
many things are at a tipping point, we will depend on these Generations to undo or 
resolve much of the damage. Have we created societies that still provide them with 
the intellectual, emotional and technological tools to do so? Or have we focused on 
creating technology at the expense of what makes us human? 

A commonly heard question is, what comes after Generation Z? Well, that will be for 
them, not us, to decide.
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“Where’s the boss? The future of managing your business…” #68

Who loves going into their office every morning? I’d say no matter how much you love 
your business, how excited you are to see it growing and developing, you don’t relish 
the idea of the drive or walk into the office or the shop, with a set amount of time to get 
done (or more) before leaving. And in Ireland that can be especially depressing in the 
winter, when you work from dark to dark!

Well, it doesn’t have to be that way. With the right tools, a sprinkle of trust and a great 
attitude, you can manage your business without being in the office 9-5. How would you 
like:

     • A happier team?
     • A healthier team?
     • Better work life balance for everyone?
     • More freedom to travel abroad?
     • Reduced travel expenses?
     • A more efficiently-run business?
     • The ability to work from anywhere?

Sceptical? So was I...until we did it. Now we have a happier team, are more flexible 
when something in our personal lives needs attention and are more able to respond 
and help our clients when they need us. Plus nothing beats working beside your stove 
when it’s a wet winter’s day in Ireland.

If this sounds like heaven then read on and find out how you can do it too! The simple 
fact is that managing your business remotely or with a dispersed team forces you to 
do it better and more efficiently. Think about this for a minute, if your team can only 
function when you are around so they can ask questions, if there are parts of the 
business that “only” you can do, and if only you have have access to key information 
in the business, then you will never be truly free of the business. You will always 
be working in the business as an employee. Maybe a better-paid employee but 
nonetheless, the business cannot function without you.

Another thing to consider is work-life balance. This is something which is vital to both 
your health and your team’s health and is becoming more and more important in the 
21st century. I believe the key to happiness is to be healthy in body and relationships 

By Adrian Corcoran

Synopsis:                                                           

In the modern professional services 
industry, the need for a physical office 
is rapidly becoming obsolete. We 
will be discussing at the advantages 
and ease at which you can run your 
business and team without being 
in the office, using real life, practical 
examples of how it can be done - even 
in the West of Ireland. 
         
4 Takeaways                                                        

          
1. Even with a team it is no longer es-
sential to have a physical office
2. Trust is the key ingredient to run-
ning a dispersed team.
3. You can easily convert your over-
head expenses into incentives for your 
team.
4. Freedom from the office require-
ment means living a retirement 
lifestyle, before you are retired.

About Adrian Corcoran:                            

Adrian Corcoran runs Attik Designs 
Ltd., a successful Kiltimagh-based web 
design and software development 
company with a team of 5. Attik 
Designs are approaching nine years in 
business, with a strong reputation for 
service and efficiency. Adrian is active 
in BNI, JCI and also volunteers (as 
much as he can) with the MSPCA.

Contacting Adrian Corcoran:                              

You can connect with Adrian on 

Facebook or email or see his work 

on Attik Designs.

https://en-gb.facebook.com/people/Adrian-Corcoran/100009067788467
mailto:adrian%40attikdesigns.ie?subject=
http://www.attikdesigns.ie/
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and to have worthwhile work to do which matters. This will more than likely apply to 
your team as well, so why make them make the trip every day to your office to do their 
work? Surely they will thank you if they can save on time, expense and stress by doing 
their work at home?

Technology is making remote working and management not only a possibility, 
but a “why wouldn’t we do this?” proposition. With increases in broadband speed, 
better software and increased awareness, working from home or remotely is not the 
pipedream it once was. And most importantly, it’s not just a city fad or something that 
only “big” companies can do. The time to do this is right here, right now. Let’s find out 
how…

So. You’re excited. You want to try this “working remotely” idea. So where do you 
start and what are the things to watch out for? There are some major advantages to 
managing your business and working remotely, there are also some easy mistakes to 
make along the way, which I can help you avoid.

It all boils down to Trust, Tools & Teamwork.

TRUST When I mention how much time I spend out of the office and how free our team 
are to work at home, one of the first questions I get asked is “But how do you know 
they [my team] won’t just skive off and not do any work?”. The answer is simple: trust. I 
simply trust that they will do their work, happily and on their own initiative.

This usually gets me a sceptical look :) Followed by “yeah well...that wouldn’t work in 
my business”. My attitude is that it all depends on the culture of the business, which 
flows from the manager or the owner and the work ethic of your team. Trust is not 
immediate. It must be built on both sides and it takes time. However it has to start with 
you, the owner. You must be the first to extend the trust. And if you can’t do that, then 
just forget the whole idea of working or managing remotely. It won’t work.

Your attitude needs to be that you trust your team to do the work, that you won’t be 
checking their timelogs and that you expect and believe they will do it. Think about 
that for a second, if someone did that to you, would you let them down? I thought not. 
You will always get people who will push the boundaries, who you could not trust to 
work effectively unless you were standing behind them. My answer to this would be 
“why are they still part of your team?”.

If you believe in your team, set them an example and simply expect the best of them, 
you will very rarely be disappointed.
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TOOLS The right tool for the right job. It’s more applicable today than ever. These days, 
to manage and run a business you need a good laptop, a good phone and a good 
roaming plan. That’s it. With those three things, you can perform any tasks, call whoever 
you need to and access the internet without wifi, from most places in the world. My 
own personal preference is a Macbook and iPhone, simply because they are reliable, 
fast, powerful and have long lasting batteries. With these two things, I can help clients, 
create websites, invoices, charge credit cards, set up servers, conduct a client meeting, 
video conference with my team, access our projects, our accounting software, our bank 
accounts...you get the idea? In the service industry, you don’t manufacture anything, so 
why tie yourself to one place?

Great software such as Basecamp for projects, Highrise for tasks, Google Hangouts 
for video chat, Slack for team chat, Sage for online accounting, AIB internet banking, 
Google Drive and Dropbox for storage and collaboration on documents, Bit bucket for 
code, Adobe for design...the list goes on and on. 

Anything you do on a desktop, you can do on a laptop. Most things you do on a laptop, 
you can do on a phone. And with a good roaming package with data, there is literally 
no reason you can’t do the same work, or take the same phone calls from anywhere in 
the world. I should know, this year alone I have managed my business from Finland, 
Japan and Canada, usually without our clients realising until they saw me on Facebook!

TEAMWORK As I said before, this will not work unless you make it work together. 
Remote working and management will not work if you and your team do not have 
set ways of communication and keeping each other informed on the business. So you 
need defined times when you are available to your team. If your team are confused 
over something and are waiting on your input, then you need to take responsibility for 
improving how you communicate with them. 

In our business, we add tasks for each other (even sometimes just a “letting you know” 
task) to keep each other informed. When adding a task we have simple rules such 
as always adding a phone number for calling back, letting the client know roughly 
when they will be gotten back to, categorising tasks as important or not essential. 
By following these simple rules, it means that simple things are not missed and the 
business runs smoothly. It’s very easy to see when something is missed because you 
will hear the phrase “I thought you…” or “I didn’t get the phone number…”. Then you 
simply analyse why it went wrong and fix it for the next time :) By improving your 
communication in this way, you improve the efficiency of the business and at the same 
time, make it less reliable on you being present. Which is a step towards owning rather 
than working in the business.

So do we ever see each other? A good question and the answer is “Yes”. We conduct 
a weekly team meeting in our office at the start of the week. This brings everyone up 
to date on what needs to be accomplished that week, who needs what from who to 
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get their job done and also gives us a chance to discuss the business and what can be 
improved. Also, although we work from home some days, it is still important to meet 
physically to reinforce the team spirit and morale and have the craic.

Once we started managing our business in this way, other possibilities and benefits 
bcame apparent. For example if one of our team had a sick child, no longer did they 
need to take a day out of their holidays. They simply rang up and said “I need to work 
from home today”. No problem. In the winter when there is particularly bad weather, 
sometimes one of our team actually gets snowed in at home. No problem, just work 
from home. We don’t need to risk our team’s lives by asking the them to drive in 
bad conditions. If someone wasn’t feeling a hundred percent, they can work from 
home without bringing a cold into the office and affecting everyone. As manager 
of the business, if I want a mid-week or extended break, no problem. Just bring the 
phone and laptop and I can still conduct business in the morning and sight see in the 
afternoon. 

So what does the future hold? One hundred years ago, the idea of travelling to 
Australia and coming home was absurd. Now it’s done by teenagers and backpackers. 
Thirty years ago, travelling to Dublin for shopping was only saved until “The Big Trip” at 
Christmas. I should know, I was brought! Now we don’t think twice about crossing the 
country for a meeting. Today, remotely managing your business is new and somewhat 
strange to some people.  One hundred years from now, the idea of travelling every 
day to a certain building in order to use the tool you have in your hand and to talk 
to people you can communicate with from home will seem equally absurd. I would 
imagine it will be a story that our kids will tell their great-grandkids and they’ll start 
with “Back in my father’s day…”

Read More If you like these ideas, check out this book. It was our inspiration for how we 
do things in our business now.
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Killer Forms of New Transport. #69

A little more than 100 years ago, with the western world wrapped up in the War to End 
All Wars, my grandmother became an orphan. Her parents did not perish in WWI. They 
were struck down by new forms of transportation.

I think about how startled (and frustrated) by great grandparents must have been 
when being fatally injured on separate days by a tram and a lorry. These heavy vehicles 
were new to the roads around Lancaster County in Pennsylvania and they moved 
much faster than the horse-drawn carts that my ancestors knew in County Clare. 
Technology had arrived in the early 20th century and it disrupted my family tree. 
Advances in transportation led to my Irish family dispatching my great aunt from Ennis 
to Pennsylvania to bring my grandmother through her teens and into married life.

One hundred years ago, when my family heritage was being reinvigorated by the 
charms of the Old County, some futurists were spouting off about horse-drawn 
transport being on its last legs. Today, some people boldly predict the death of the 
private motor car. 

That might be a major leap for a society riveted by Top Gear. However, there is some 
certainty in the argument that our relationship with transportation is shifting gears. 
One certainty that will extend beyond the run of Top Gear is how our cities themselves 
will be reshaped in the steady move towards autonomous vehicles. We will discover 
little things—such as our need for parking—will change markedly.

I’ve set up alerts to read everything spawned by Google’s self-driving cars, by ERTICO 
- ITS Europe and CAVCOE. ERTICO - ITS Europe is a partnership of over 100 companies 
and institutions involved in the production of intelligent transport systems. CAVCOE 
provides consulting services in the deployment of automated vehicles. Google’s 
autonomous vehicles are making a clear run at logging more miles than any other 
entity.

As I write these comments for #Cong16, Google’s self-driving odometer has rolled 
through more than two million miles on public roads—and the previous million road 
miles rolled over within one year. Add another million miles on test tracks with crash 
test cyclists and robotic cows and Alphabet’s 60 self-driving vehicles have written their 
own pages in history books as they collect real-world experience on roads in four States 
of the USA.

This is not simple highway time. Those two million miles represent more tarmacadam 
travel than my family has logged since emigrating to the States in the 19th century. 
The autonomous cars are learning how to handle construction zones, hand gestures, 
flashing ambulance lights, and bovines. The only question in my mind concerns local 
traffic in my area—things like “loose horses”.

“There are miles and then there are miles,” Dmitri Dolgov, the software lead on Google’s 
car program, told the Wall Street Journal. “An even better way to think about it is not 
just in terms of miles or time, rather it’s the number of interactions that you have with 
the world and richness and complexity of those interactions.”

The Daily Tech News Show with Tom Merritt gives air time to Tesla Motors’ Autopilot, 
a semiautonomous feature that can control the car in certain conditions. General 
Motors, America’s largest auto maker, acquired Cruise Automation Inc., the developer 

By Bernie Goldbach

https://www.flickr.com/photos/irisheyes/sets/72057594096281716
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=%23cong16
https://www.wsj.com/asia
http://www.dailytechnewsshow.com/
http://quotes.wsj.com/TSLA
http://quotes.wsj.com/GM
http://quotes.wsj.com/GM
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of self-driving technology, in a deal valued at $1 billion earlier in 2016. The company 
also invested $500 million in Lyft Inc., a ride-hailing service that along with Uber 
Technologies Inc. is changing the notion of car ownership. Other auto makers have 
announced their own plans for self-driving cars within a few years, including Ford, 
which is targeting 2021.

During the summer of 2016, Uber began testing its own self-driving cars on the 
streets of Pittsburgh. If you follow news from LinkedIn searches, you know Apple is 
said to be working on its own self-driving car.

Both Uber and Lyft believe their fleets will see a major uptick in autonomous vehicle 
rides by the time #Cong21 arrives. By #Cong25, “private car ownership will all but end in 
major U.S. cities,” declared Lyft co-founder John Zimmer on Medium.

Analysts think this is no passing fad. IHS Markit estimates global sales of autonomous 
vehicles will reach 21 million in 2035. Boston Consulting Group estimates sales of 
autonomous features will generate $77 billion that year.

Apple has designed efforts to build an electric car as a “committed project” and has 
set a target ship date for 2019, according to people friendly to #Cong16. More than 
1500 people are involved, applying expertise in such areas as batteries, sensors and 
hardware-software integration to the next generation of cars.

Across the world, the market for electric cars remains weak because of low prices 
for diesel and petrol. And many consumers have major concerns about vehicle price 
and battery range. In Ireland, the Nissan Leaf is the highest-volume battery-powered 
vehicles, but it is only a sliver of the motor industry’s 85 million global annual vehicle 
sales.

If emissions standards continue tightening around the world, even anti-Green Trump 
policies won’t deflect car companies from investing billions of dollars in plans to launch 
electric cars between now and the end of the decade. Brands spanning General Motors 
Co.’s Chevrolet to Volkswagen AG’s Audi and Porsche will have long-range electric 
vehicles aimed at the mass market in car showrooms across Ireland.

It’s my hope I can drive an electric car past the old family home in County Clare while 
meandering around Irish roads looking for people meeting up at #Cong20. And if that 
electric car has autonomous features, I will switch them on to make a victory lap around 
Ennis while I read this blog post out loud to my bored passengers in the self-driving car.

(Bernie Goldbach teaches creative media for business in the Limerick Institute of 
Technology. He learned about this subject material while watching Tom Murphy’s video 
of John Breslin in the BMW i3, reading Tim Higgins, Daisuke Wakabayashi and Mike 
Ramsey in the Wall Street Journal and listening to Tom Merritt’s Daily Tech News Show.)

https://www.wsj.com/articles/gm-to-acquire-autonomous-vehicle-technology-developer-1457704950
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ford-baidu-lead-investment-in-autonomous-car-sensor-maker-velodyne-1471352564
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-ubers-new-self-driving-cars-in-pittsburgh-1473847202
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-28/apple-taps-blackberry-talent-as-car-project-takes-software-turn
quotes.wsj.com/INFO
https://twitter.com/hashtag/cong16?src=hash
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The Future of Books in a Digital World. #70

Since the explosion of the Kindle and E-Readers in the early 2010s, much has been 
made about The Death of the Book. Having worked with World Book Day over the last 
few years, the first question asked by many media was about the future of books and 
bookselling, like vultures picking apart the carcass of the books trade. The implication 
seemed to be that physical books would go the way of scrolls and VHS tapes – historical 
artefacts that will eventually serve as curios to show our grandchildren how we used to 
live in the olden days. 

From about 2014 this story seemed to be changing – a plateau in e-book sales, 
combined with an increase in sales of physical books had many exclaiming that ‘The 
Book is Saved!’ The latest Nielsen figures for Ireland show that book sales were actually 
up 20% in 2016 compared to the same period in 2015, with big gains seen in Childrens 
books (which now account for over 30% of the whole book market) and Non-Fiction. 

Many traditional book sellers and publishing houses are currently breating a sigh of 
relief, but is the view that people actually prefer hard-copy books too simplistic? Is the 
belief by traditionalists that the disruption is over wrong? Another school of thought is 
that the disruption isn’t actually over, in fact real change is just beginning.

US based tech research company Gartner, who have done significant research in tech 
trends in general, as well as on e-readers specifically, view the decline as merely the 
normal hype cycle – the “trough of disillusionment”. They believe that there is always 
a dip after the initial surge of interest, when people realise that e-readers weren’t the 
change they were looking for. 

Traditional e-readers are just that – an electronic version of the traditional book. The 
new generation of e-reader has the potential to offer a more interactive experience for 
the reader, with illustrated kids books including animations, and the potential of the 
gaming industry moving into the books market to blur the lines between reading and 
gaming. 

For example, earlier this year UK publishing company Visual Editions have partnered 
with Google to create Editions at Play, which creates an immersive and interactive 
reading experience – in one of the books, text is mashed up with imagery from 
Google Street View to give the sense that the reader is lost in the same location as the 
novel’s protagonist. This could be just the first foray into a reading experience that 
is totally different from the one we are used to today. Visual Editions uses existing 
technology that we are already familiar with to create immersive experiences, but what 
opportunities will future new technologies offer?

What does this mean for our future generations and literacy? Research, until now, 
has tended to indicate that reading hard copy printed text is the most immersive 
way in which to read, allowing for a deeper understanding and for critical analysis. In 
Ireland, the 2016 ESRI study Cultural Participation Among Children and Young People, 
commissioned by The Arts Council, contended that  “Children and young people who 
read for pleasure … tend to be more engaged in school, have better academic skills 
and improved wellbeing”.  

With 1 in 6 people in Ireland with literacy difficulties, it seems more important now 

By Jenny Sharif

Synopsis:                                                          

Are traditionalist hard copy book 
lovers ignoring the signs by celebrat-
ing the decline in growth of e-books, 
and the increase in physical books? 
My blog looks at whether this plateau 
is actually a sign of the disruption 
reversing, or whether people are not 
looking far enough into the future for 
reading, and planning for the same. 
         
4 Takeaways                                                        

                
1. Downturn in e-book sales and resur-
gence of hard copy book sales does 
not necessarily mean that disruption 
in the book trade is over.
2. Future marriage of tech and reading 
could look very different from current 
e-readers.
3. Reading is vital for analytical and 
independent thought.
4. Important for publishers and tech 
companies to try and work together 
to develop technologies that enter-
tain, but also safeguard the future.

About Jenny Sharif:                            

Jenny has worked in arts and 
entertainment communications 
for over 13 years, working 
with brands including Dublin 
International Film Festival, The 
Booksellers Association and Druid 
Theatre. 

Contacting Jenny Sharif:                                          

You can contact Jenny by email.

mailto:jennysharif%40hotmail.com?subject=
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than ever for publishers and tech firms to work together in a collaborative way to 
ensure that, whatever the technological advancements, long-form reading does not 
become a lost art.
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Next Generation Profitable Dry Stock Farming. #71

This submission might appear controversial to many of the Farming community and 
might pose more questions than answers but it should be noted that this will hopefully 
be part 1 of possibly a 3 part submission with part 2 in 2017 starting to provide some of 
the testing results.

60% of Irish Dry stock Farmers (namely Beef and Sheep) are largely unprofitable in 
Ireland, dipping into their Basic Payments to support the dry stock enterprise, with 
the remaining 30% surviving on waiver thin margins. This has largely resulted from 
practices that have developed following the intensification of agriculture (driven in 
part by agricultural subsidies from the ‘80s & 90’s) and from declining animal health 
status resulting from increased chemical use. The intensification required products and 
practices such as chemical fertiliser use, Pesticides use, Animal housing and an array 
of veterinary products and practices designed to counteract serious animal ill health 
issues largely attributed to the forgoing products and practices. This has in turn pushed 
Dry Stock Farming into a continuous spiral of increasing costs, increasing workload, 
increased capital requirements and little or no profitability.

Most Intensive Dry stock farmers know deep down that they are overstocked but 
feel compelled to continue not only to justify or indeed repay significant capital 
expenditure on Buildings and Equipment but also in some cases satisfy sometimes 
rather large egos. Their Grasslands have evolved into over fertilised, shallow rooting 
mono-cultures of rye-grasses with little medicinal benefit to livestock (hence the 
veterinary issues) and fragile compacted soil structures. At the other extreme non-
intensive, mainly small part time Farmers, are increasingly incentivised to de-stock 
(or no stock in some cases) and adopt environmental practices some of which will 
help Bio diversity but are of no benefit to incentivising Farmers to adopt and develop 
sustainable Dry stock farming practices. Some larger farmers have also adopted this 
route mainly out of disillusionment with intensification as outlined.

The solution to all of this involves the adoption of farming practices successfully 
implemented in the US, the UK and New Zealand which involve a radical change of 
Grass species, grazing practices, winter keep, inputs and to some extent stocking 
rates. One very important question each farmer should ask is how much of their costs 
comprise the following:

  1. Winter Forage costs – silage/hay

By Danny Noone

Synopsis:                                                               

A return to Profitable Dry stock Farm-
ing will require radical departure from 
popular conventional high cost  high 
input farming practices to a combina-
tion of clever sustainable and to some 
extent traditional practices already 
adopted in the US, the UK and New 
Zealand and briefly discussed in this 
submission. This departure from con-
ventional wisdom will require cour-
age, patience, research and testing 
of the proposed practices under Irish 
conditions but implementation under 
similar conditions in other countries 
would suggest that these practices 
might be even more successful in 
Ireland. As the old saying goes. “Full 
stock no profit…….Half stock all 
profit”  The conventional view serves 
to protect us from the painful job of 
thinking and in the case of Irish Dry 
stock Farming it is well past the time 
to abandon the conventional view!? 
         
4 Takeaways                                                         

                    
1. Return to highly diversified deep 
rooting Grass species
2. A clever approach to outdoor 
wintering
3. A clever approach to green manur-
ing
4. Much enhanced Cell/Rotational 
grazing practices
5. And some reduction in stocking 
rates combined with modifications to 
the “farming Calendar”

About Danny Noone:                            

Danny Noone Grew up on a 
subsistence Farm in the West 
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of Ireland, Studied Business 
Administration in GMIT Galway, Held 
a number of senior positions in KBC 
Bank from 1998 to present, CEO of 
Cellulac (Bio Chemical Company) 
from 2009 to 2011 and also operates 
an average sized sheep farm on a 
commercial basis.

Contacting Danny Noone:                            

You can contact Danny by email.

  2. Fertiliser costs
  3. Veterinary costs
  4. Slurry/Farm Yard manure spreading costs

These 4 costs alone, directly or indirectly, account for circa 80 – 90% of most Farm 
operating costs and make Drystock farming largely unprofitable.

Farming practices required to make Dry Stock Farming profitable largely either 
eliminate or largely reduce the requirement for the above and include the following:

  1. Return to highly diversified deep rooting Grass species
  2. A clever approach to outdoor wintering
  3. A clever approach to green manuring
  4. Much enhanced Cell/Rotational grazing practices
  5. And some reduction in stocking rates combined with modifications to the “farming 
      Calendar”

For the purposes of this illustration I am not going to go into these practices in detail as 
I am currently testing them on a phased basis on a sheep farm under Irish Conditions 
and on a typical West of Ireland Farm with its fair share of marginal land. But suffice to 
say that at this point I can demonstrate significant success in the categories tested to 
date with results to follow in 2017 (but it is very early days yet).

It is my intention to return to this forum next year to demonstrate some of the results 
on the above and prove that the above practices are suitable under Irish conditions and 
can return Dry stock Farming in Ireland to profitability. As a young man growing up I 
will always recall an old saying from a family friend and a wise man…

      “  Full stock no profit……..Half stock all profit.”

mailto:dannynoone14%40gmail.com?subject=
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A Faster Horse. #72

Synopsis:                                                              

Forty years ago we landed on the 
moon and built supersonic aircraft. 
Today we’re obsessed with quick 
wins and clever hacks. Where did we 
lose our evolutionary ambition and 
why did we replace it with a desire to 
breed faster horses? If the Internation-
al Space Station can orbit the Earth in 
90 minutes; why does it take 8 hours 
to fly to Boston?

4 Takeaways                                                         

  

1. The ISS orbits the Earth 16 times a 
day; travelling at a speed of 5 miles 
per second.
2. We’re still flying on technology that 
was designed (and built) in the 1960s.
3. It takes 260 days to travel to Mars. 
Interplanetary travel is therefore im-
practical for domestic passengers.
4. Maybe velocity isn’t the prob-
lem. Maybe its distance, time, mass, 
courage, apathy, or investor return 
horizons?

About Paul Killoran:                             

Paul is the founder & CEO of Ex Ordo. 
Fundamentally he is a problem-solv-
ing engineer that tries to think a little 
bit left field, much to the frustration 
of his fiancé. He is passionate about 
startups, the tech community and Gal-
way. Random Fact: Before founding 
his first tech company, he trained as a 
ballet dancer in London, which prob-
ably explains his twitter handle.

      “  If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.”
Henry Ford.

Every single day we put humans in pressurised tin cans, we elevate them to 35,000 feet 
and we suspend them there for 8 hours while they enjoy a transatlantic crossing. We 
give them limited legroom, recycled air and reheated processed food. 

If you treated a dog like this you’d be arrested. Yet 8 million humans pay for this 
experience every single day and nobody bats an eyelid.

In days gone by, Irish people travelled to the United States in a 3-week coffin ship. 

Today, our smug superiority scoffs at our ancient historical hardships. Instead we’re 
content that our barbarian ways are now solely confined to the history books.

My brother lives in Australia. My mother will never go and visit him because she could 
never face the 24-hour journey. Will someone tell me why it takes so long to get to 
Australia? Particularly when the International Space Station orbits the Earth 16 times a 
day?

We’re stuck in the past. We’re flying on technology that was originally derived in the 
1960s and when you consider we’ve been to the moon and back since then, it begs the 
question:

Why does it take 8 hours to get to Boston?
Of course we witnessed Concorde’s first commercial flight in 1976 but we subsequently 
resigned that majestic bird to the history books in 2003. And today as an almost 
taunting embarrassment to our evolutionary dreams, one of her flock proudly serves as 
a visitor attraction at Manchester Airport’s conference center.

Concorde failed for two reasons. The first was that its sonic boom shattered windows 
and ultimately confined its top speed to trans-oceanic routes. The second was the 
public lost confidence in the aircraft after multiple safety issues and a fatal crash at 
Charles de Gaulle Airport. The first is an engineering problem. The second is a PR 

By Paul Killoran
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Contacting Paul Killoran:                           

You can follow Paul on Twitter, 

his personal or work websites or 

connect with him on LinkedIn.

problem. Both of which are solvable.

So given all the progress we’ve made in science and engineering over the past 4 
decades, why have we not built a new and improved supersonic domestic aircraft? Why 
have we given up on the dream of supersonic flight?

Looking the other way, it takes 260 days to travel to Mars from Earth. Leaving 
aside financial considerations, this sort of journey time makes interplanetary travel 
impractical for domestic passengers. 

Ultimately I believe that the human race is travelling at a sub-optimal velocity and we 
don’t appear to have any desire to change this. It’s hampering our evolution and its 
forcing global inaccessibility on 7 billion people.

It would be rude to write an article about accelerated human travel and not mention 
Elon Musk and the work being done at SpaceX and Hyperloop. Musk has unequivocally 
proven that accelerated human travel is possible and more attainable then we 
previously thought.

Now that supersonic travel is no longer a thing of science fiction, it raises another 
fundamental question: Do we care? Or are we happy to let our apathy and lack of 
ambition sustain our market of faster horses?

Then again, maybe velocity isn’t the problem at all. The laws of kinetic physics describe 
the relationship between velocity, distance and time. And let’s not forget Newton’s 
second law of force, mass and acceleration.

velocity = distance / time

force = mass x acceleration

Maybe we’re taking the long road? Could we dig tunnels through the Earth instead of 
going around the perimeter?  Imagine a subsea transatlantic Hyperloop.

What would happen if we increased human life expectancy to 170 years? Would 260 
days to Mars be such a long time then? After all, time is relative. 

Or does our boredom threshold define the length of a trip? I have fond childhood 
memories of a 4-hour car journey to Cork that seemingly lasted an eternity (and 
required an endless supply of drinks, sweets and NOW17 tapes). 

Could we accelerate faster if we were lighter? An electron can travel at the speed of 
light. What if human beings weighed a tenth of what they do today?

Maybe we’re just afraid of change? How many people would be willing to walk 
away from the tried and tested 1960s aircraft technology to try out a new untested 
supersonic aircraft?

How many entrepreneurs and investors would be willing to take on a venture so 
ambitious that nobody would take them seriously? Are we too fixated on 3-5 year 
horizons to commit to a 20-year development plan?

At the end of the day there are lots of questions; more questions than answers. I don’t 

https://twitter.com/dancinpaul
https://about.me/paulkilloran
https://www.exordo.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulkilloran
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pretend to have any of these answers. Instead, over the past few years I’ve repeatedly 
asked myself these questions and at some point in the future I want to solve some of 
these questions. This is my starting point.

I believe that we’ve succumbed to a lethargic attitude of solving the immediate 
problems surround us and we’ve placed marketplaces like the AppStore at the center of 
our universe. 

I’m jealous of the ambition we had in the 1960s when we decided to land on the moon. 
Today we’re so fixated on global trade economics that I believe we’ve lost all appetite 
for evolutionary ambition. I think we need to raise our horizons, summon incredible 
courage and solve more problems that benefit the human race (and not just our 
investors).

Maybe that’s slightly utopian. But if we don’t dare to dream then we’ll be forever 
breeding faster horses.
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A Smarter Home is Here and Now. #73

Synopsis:                                                           

Much of the home of the future is here 
already with out of the box automa-
tion and there is more to come.

4 Takeaways                                                        

  
1. Smart Home technology means that 
household appliances such as lighting 
heating and security are able to com-
municate with one another and can 
be controled remotely.
2. Smart Home Technology today is 
accessible and affordable to all in a 
way many are unaware of.
3. Smart Home techology can en-
hance our busy lives, give us greater 
control and convenience over our 
home appliances to fit with our 
lifestyles.
4. Smart home technology will 
become as omni present as your TV 
remote control is today, with manu-
facturers in the future connecting 
ever more electrical devices to your 
smartphone.

Contacting Susan Crowe:                              

You can connect with Susan by 
email or checking out Smarter 
Home Store website

Think of a world in which we can turn on our electric blanket on the way home from 
the pub, our central heating from the bus, your music in the kitchen from the bedroom 
and answer the courier at your door from your workplace.  This is no longer an image 
of the future but a picture of the present accessible and affordable now in a way many 
would and could not believe 10 years ago. 

Smart home technology is here with us today and accessible to all in a way we never 
previously thought possible. All of us are used to using Wifi in our homes and this 
same technology is being used to connect us to all sorts of devices in new and exciting 
ways. In Ireland, today the average number of household connected devices is 5 but 
in the UK, this is 10 and that is not simply computers, phones and laptop but our TVs, 
entertainment/music systems our central heating and services such as Netflix and more 
smart homes technologies. 

Smart homes, as we understood them of old, were for the rich, living in new builds, 
that required miles of cabling and their own detected servers, at a huge cost and with 
a level of IT connectivity beyond most of us. Now it is available over Wifi and Radio 
frequency using sophisticated communication protocols, both accessible in price, easy 
to install and in particular easy to retrofit to our existing homes. Many of the systems 
are controlled via a box no bigger than 4 bars of chocolate. This makes the market 
endless as it is no longer confined to the rich and those fortunate enough to be able to 
build their own homes.

Your home router, smartphone and Wifi modem are now the centre of the current and 
future smart home systems. All of this has been made possible by growing broadband 
penetration, higher connectivity speeds and the growth in smartphone penetration. 

What and why would I want smart home technology? All of us are now seeking greater 
convenience and control of our lives and the technology around us. The smartphone 
has allowed us to do our banking from the couch and change channels on our TV via 
the phone. But with the right systems I can now turn on the heating from the same 
seated position as well as turning off the light and streaming my music from my 
phone. But where this gets interesting is not in the smart fridge but when I can install 
a wifi camera in my elderly parent’s home to be notified by movement of the fact they 
have got up at 10.00am and entered the kitchen. To then even have a visual of them 
presented to me and allow me engage in a two-way conversation remotely, being able 
to greet them, ask them how they are and remind them to take their tablets all from 
my smartphone at my work desk. This is how Smart home technologies enhance the 
quality of our lives and those we care most for.

Many are entering the smart home market unconsciously as they seek out simple 
solutions to their own “communication” issues.  Lots of us have faced the problem of 
poor internal Wifi signals in our homes, due to the growing number of devices and 
connected users. Alternatively, we seek better performance for our now Smart TV we 
thus enter the market looking for wifi boosters or as the industry calls them range 
extenders and power lines. How many of us with children have wanted to be able to 
listen to them in their room when asleep, using baby monitors. This market has now 
expanded from pure sound, to sound and visuals but additionally accessible over our 
Smartphone remotely. All this is users entering the smart home market in different and 
ever increasing ways. 

By Susan Crowe

mailto:susan.crowe%40smarterhomestore.com?subject=
http://smarterhomestore.com/
http://smarterhomestore.com/
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When asked what it is that people want to control remotely the most, their top answer 
not surprisingly is their home heating. As more and more of us live unstructured lives 
with little predictable routine (compared to our parents’ generation) as such we want 
and desire great flexibility and control of the likes of our home heating, lighting and 
security systems. Fixing the heating on a set routine to come on at 6.00pm in the 
evening is not useful or beneficial. All this can and is available on the market today 
in many different forms but via many plug and play systems. Will this market catch? I 
hear you ask yourself. This I would say is like saying why would I want or need a remote 
control for my TV. The answer is you don’t need it but you do want it. Can you imagine 
now a manufacturer selling you a TV without a remote control? No. So, to the future, 
neither will light switch or plug socket manufacturers, or heating controls be sold 
without the ability to connect and control them via our smartphones or tablets. This 
technology will become omnipresent, driven by demanding consumers. 

If I can finish by painting a picture of the future, where I wake to the blinds in my room 
being slowly raised while the music on my radio starts playing, the heat has been 
thermostatically set to 21 degrees for the kitchen and living space and the kettle has 
already boiled by the time I come down to the kitchen. On leaving the house the lights 
turn off and the alarm automatically sets and I can monitor the house from my internal 
and external cameras. The future of these systems is not a smart kettle, Smart Fridge a 
smart washing machine, or smart central heating systems but a seamless connection 
of electronically controlled devices all remotely controlled and monitored from my 
Smartphone from anywhere in the world. Today we have this technology and the costs 
and accessibility is only getting cheaper and more omnipresent. 

As a Wifi connected home, welcome to the smart home market you are already a player 
and participant without knowing it, now take control for yourself and learn more from 
the soon to be launched SmarterHomeStore.com.
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“Artificial Intelligence - The robots are coming to get us and other such 
stories.” #74

I must admit that I am a technophile. I firmly believe that digital technology will 
facilitate profoundly positive change over the coming centuries. So when I read 
recently that Stephen Hawking, Bill Gates, Elon Musk and Steve Wozniak had co-signed 
a letter warning that artificial intelligence could potentially be more dangerous than 
nuclear weapons, I had to sit up and take notice. When some of the world’s greatest 
minds, who have been to the forefront of global innovation, begin to question how 
that very same innovation could ultimately threaten the survival of our species, I feel 
obliged to dig a little deeper to test that hypothesis.

As you might expect, and more than a little ironically, there are thousands of pages of 
debate on this very issue to be found on the internet and in the next thousand words 
or so, I will try to give you a little insight into the challenges and opportunities that lay 
ahead for us all.

Just a few short miles from Cong, in the fields of Athenry, Apple is planning to spend 
€850m on developing a new data centre. Apple is also building a similar one in 
Denmark. In fact all of the world’s largest tech companies are falling over themselves to 
develop additional cloud storage simply because the amount of data being generated 
globally is expanding at an unprecedented rate.

By 2020 there will be over 20 billion devices connected to the internet and generating a 
unrelenting torrent of data every second of every day. Cisco predicts that global cloud 
traffic will reach 8.6 zettabytes by the end of 2019, four times what it is today.

     • A zettabyte is roughly 1000 exabytes.
     • An exabyte has the capacity to hold over 36,000 years worth of HD quality video.

Our data storage capacity is increasing at an incredible rate and it is being matched by 
the computing power required to analyse it at a forensic level. For example the servers 
that power the Xbox in 2016 contain more than the entire world’s computing power 
available back in 1995.

In fact if the world’s total computing capacity could be directed at running minds as 
efficiently as those of humans, we would currently have the equivalent of 1500 extra 
human minds available to us and by 2030 it is predicted that we will have around 50 
million such “minds” thus increasing the world’s effective population by about 1%.

By Ciaran Cannon

Synopsis:                                                           

During every single day of 2016 over 5 
million new devices will be connected 
to the internet. Best estimates suggest 
that at least 2.5 quintillion bytes of 
new data are being produced every 
day (that’s 2.5 followed by 18 zeros). 
As we feed every minute aspect of our 
lives into the hive mind and imbue 
that mind with a powerful new intel-
ligence, are we creating the perfect 
ally or the perfect adversary?

4 Takeaways                                                        

  
1. When some of the world’s greatest 
digital innovators begin to warn about 
the potential perils of AI, it’s time to sit 
up and take notice.
2. The pace of digital innovation 
outstrips all previous technological 
innovations and this is what makes AI 
so exciting...and challenging.
3. The real power of AI may lie in that 
magic space where humans and 
computers can collaborate in solving 
some of the world’s most difficult 
challenges.
4. If we get the ground rules right 
from the very beginning and establish 
a global consensus on how we should 
develop AI, there is little to fear about 
the future.

About Ciaran Cannon:                              

Ciaran Cannon is a TD (MP) for Galway 
East and a former Minister of State at 
the Department of Education. He is 
the founder of Excited - The Digital 
Learning Movement, a husband and 
dad, musician and songwriter, theatre 
owner and cyclist.
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Contacting Ciaran Cannon:                              

You can follow Ciaran on Twitter 
and Facebook or contact him by 
email.

However it is important to point out that despite the availability of unprecedented 
computing power, no one has managed to artificially create something that can 
function as well as one human brain. Computer-based neural networks, which try to 
mimic the brain, are still a long way from replicating what their human counterparts 
can achieve. Even the biggest current neural networks are hundreds of times smaller 
than the human brain.

However there is no question but that at some point in the future a computer, or an 
array of computers will have the intelligence of a human brain and then it is only a 
matter of time until such brains become ubiquitous and perhaps more importantly, 
sentient.

So the question we must ask ourselves is quite simple. As we feed every minute aspect 
of our lives into these newly minted minds, will we be creating the perfect ally or the 
perfect adversary? 

As you might expect, opinion is deeply divided on this profound question.

Almost every generation of humanity has experienced what it perceives to be major 
technological change and with that perception comes a deep fear of the unknown. 
Every century or so we whip ourselves into a frenzy and predict that some new 
technology will threaten our very existence. What is even more surprising is that with 
the benefit of hindsight, and the fact that we are still around, we cannot resist making 
similar doomsday predictions over and over again. Every generation succeeds in 
convincing itself that it is confronting a new technology that far surpasses the power of 
others experienced by previous generations.

So you could argue that the whole Artificial Intelligence (AI) debate is much ado 
about nothing. However there is already enough evidence to suggest that AI is indeed 
the change we should manage very carefully, the one that could break the rule of 
those centuries of experience. And it is because of the rapid pace of development of 
computing power and AI that we are being advised to proceed with caution.

Place a wheel from 1016 beside a wheel from 2016, well they look pretty much like 
wheels. The electricity that boiled your kettle this morning is much the same as that 
which powered Mr. Edison’s bulb in 1879.

However the smartphone you have in your pocket today contains 2.7 times the 
processing power of the Cray-2 supercomputer developed in 1985. A Cray-2 was the 
size of a family car and cost $16m dollars, thus putting it out of the reach of most 
humans. It was used by NASA, Ford and General Motors amongst others to carry 
out millions of very complex calculations. Now millions of humans have double that 
computing power in the palm of their hand. That pace of technological change is 
unprecedented in human history and it is increasing in speed, every day.

I believe fundamentally that AI will be a powerful force for positive change. With that 
kind of computing power at our fingertips we will see a blurring of the lines between 
man and machine. AI will bring together the complementary talents of people and 
computing systems. It’s already happening.

AI-enabled devices are allowing the blind to see, the deaf to hear, and the disabled 
and elderly to walk, run, and even dance. In 2011 gamers playing a protein-folding 
game called Foldit helped to unlock the structure of an AIDS-related enzyme that 

https://twitter.com/ciarancannon
https://www.facebook.com/ciaran.cannon
mailto:ciarancannontd%40gmail.com?subject=
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the scientific community had been unable to unlock for a decade, a feat that neither 
people nor computers working alone could come close to matching. The solution 
represents a significant step forward in the quest to cure retroviral diseases like AIDS.

Professor Geoff Hinton, known as the godfather of deep learning, has recently said that 
we are only at the dawn of AI and attempting to second-guess where it may take us is 
“very foolish”.

In his words; “You can see things clearly for the next few years but look beyond 10 years 
and we can’t really see anything - it is just a fog.”

As we negotiate our way through that fog it would seem sensible to do so very 
carefully and by laying down some basic ground rules. If we get those rules right from 
the very beginning, I believe that we have little to fear and much to look forward to.

Many modern AI experts, rather strangely, fall back on a simple set of guidelines 
devised by science fiction writer Isaac Asimov who was remarkably prescient when he 
wrote a short story called “Runaround”.......in 1942.

Asimov proposed three laws of robotics - taken from the fictional “Handbook of 
Robotics”, 56th edition 2058, and they are as follows:

     • A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to 
       come to harm
     • A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such 
       orders would conflict with the first law
     • A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict 
       with the first or second laws.

To me, that seems like quite a good place from which to start.
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Look to the Past to Determine the Future #75

Synopsis:                                                          

Gavin will argue that it’s our failure to 
learn from the past, that has landed 
Economics with the unflattering label 
as ‘the dismal science’.  That one can-
not really predict the future because 
it is largely steered by unpredictable 
disruptive events via technology, 
wars, and political upheaval.  How can 
one of the smartest nations on Earth, 
follow en masse Hitler?  How can 
almost 50% of the worlds most pow-
erful nation follow the bombastic and 
dangerous idiology of Donald Trump?  
What stopped Nokia, the once master 
of the mobile world, from not realising 
sooner that the mobile future lay in 
smartphones?

4 Takeaways                                                        

     
1. Societies operate in cycles.
2. Every empire will eventually fall.
3. We are only doomed to repeat the 
mistakes of the past if we fail to exam-
ine and learn from it.
4. Societies have short term memories.

About Gavin Duffy:                             

Gavin is a geoscientist who currently 
manages 3d environment simulation 
company RealSim.  In his business 
they supply people with a vision of 
the future in the planning service but 
also give people a vision of the past in 
their heritage applications for muse-
ums.  This allied to Gavin’s academic 
training as a geologist has helped 
form his appreciation of the passage 
of time and recognise the repeated 
patterns in the environment and life 
itself.  These musings are some of his 

We live in an environment comprised of multiple layers of order and dis-order.  Ordered 
elements like night and day are predictable because we know it happened yesterday 
and indeed everyday for as long as mankind can remember.

There are more chaotic oscillations in our system like the weather which are not 
so predictable.  Yes, we can make short term predictions via technology and our 
understanding of the atmosphere however meteorologists tell us it is impossible to 
predict with any certainty anything beyond 10 days.

On a much longer time scale we can say with relative certainty that we will have 
another Ice Age, an ironic fact given all the discussion on global warming.  The reality is 
that the predominant climate of the northern hemisphere over the past 2 million years 
has been an icey one and we are simply in an interglacial period.  How long it will last 
is uncertain but it is generally agreed our ‘warm period’ could last anywhere between 
5,000 and 50,000 years, determined by Milankovitch cycles (wobbles in the Earth’s orbit 
around the sun), and the as yet unknown affect of human activity.

Of course there are occasional traumatic ‘unforeseen’ events, which Nicolas Caleb 
calls ‘Black Swan’ events.  They tend to be life changing events, but what we can say 
is there will be more of such events in the future.  The Jurassic extinction event is 
largely believed to the result of a meteorite strike.  It was sudden, traumatic and had 
a profound effect on the planet.  Carl Sagan once said “If the dinosaurs had a space 
programme, they would still be about”.  However the dinosaurs did not have such 
insight, and Swan’s never mind Black Swans were yet to come in to existence!

Some people however try to claim certain events are Black Swan events, when in reality 
they are not.  They were entirely predictable if people took the time to look in to the 
past, and recognise similar historical circumstances.

One such example was the recent traumatic economic collapse of Ireland.

I still recall the reaction of one of my friends in the mid naughties when I said I missed 
the boat to get on the property ladder but I was happy to wait until the boat came 
back again and prices become more affordable.  The idea that prices might fall was 
completely incredulous to my friend, and indeed not just to him but by society at large 
and the so-called experts, who predicted a soft landing and certainly not a fall in prices.  
I am not an economics guru.  I did not foresee the credit crunch and did not know 
when the brakes would be applied, just that a time would come in the not too distant 
future that the prices would stop rising and in that event would certainly fall.  Why? 
Because 35 out of the previous 36 property booms around the globe ended in bust.  
Soft landings are not the norm, so why should Ireland have been any different.

I would like to suggest that human societies have oscillatory patterns much like the 
physical environment we inhabit.  The rise and fall of empires, the spread of religions, 
disease, periods of enlightenment and periods of repression are all part of the same 
circular cycle of the human experience, and as the saying goes, ‘it’s a big wheel that 
doesn’t turn full circle’.

Politically western society is in a state of flux, demonstrated by the rise of fascists 
parties across Europe, the Brexit vote and the election of Donald Trump as the next 

By Gavin Duffy
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President of the United States.  This political turmoil follows a period of economic 
turmoil across Europe and North America where the middle and lower working classes 
have suffered disproportionally whilst the gap between the wealthiest and the average 
workers wage has widened.

Such political upheavel normally occurs a short period of time after the sudden reversal 
of general prosperity which had extended long enough for people to become used 
to it as ‘the norm’.  The swinging 1920’s were followed by the depression of the 30’s, 
which was closely followed by political upheavel in Europe and ultimately war.  Many 
have drawn similarities to our current changing political landscape and those currently 
holding the centre in politics would be foolish not to take these warning signs very 
seriously.

Policies which view society as economic entities rather than social ones have failed to 
recognise the ghetto-isation of Muslim communities in France, Britain, Belgium and 
Germany and the lack of jobs and services supplied to such communities.   Media likes 
to focus on the threat of radical Islam to western society but the biggest threat to our 
stable society lies within us.

Supposedly educated people making uninformed decisions because they have not 
looked in to the past will unfortunately insure that this inevitable cycle continues, 
unless we can develop policies for the many and not for the few and educate people on 
the real outcome of following populist policies which defer to fear and isolationism.

over a pint thoughts.  They were too 
many to fit on the back of a drip mat 
so he decided to share them here at 
Congregation

Contacting Gavin Duffy:                            

You can contact Gavin by email.

mailto:gavin%40realsim.ie?subject=
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The Future of Play. #76

“How we play is related, in myriad ways, to our core sense of self. Play is an exercise in 
self-definition; it reveals what we choose to do, not what we have to do. We not only 
play because we are. We play the way we are. And the ways we could be.” (Psychology 
Today)

IMAGE: PlayTheFuture.jpg (Image credit: Design Academy Eindhoven)

So when it comes to future of play, what’s in store? Technology allows us to delve much 
deeper than ever before into ‘the way we are’ and the ‘way we could be’ and as a result, 
the options for what we’ll play are becoming limitless.

To begin with, let’s play a little game to see if it’s child’s or adult play that you’re most 
drawn to.

Pick a number between 1 and 10...

If you picked an even number, read this.  

If you picked an odd number, read this.

By Sabina Bonnici

Synopsis:                                                          

“Work Hard, Play Hard” says that old 
adage. But while the future of work 
seems to be increasingly dependant 
on one or many screens of varying 
sizes, what’s in store for the future of 
play? This contribution to Congrega-
tion 2016  takes a playful look at how 
we’ll play and what we’ll play with.

4 Takeaways                                                        

     
1. The definition of what is play and 
what is work, for both children and 
adults, is continually shifting with new 
technologies. Play and Work are not 
polar opposites.
2. The time and location for playing is 
changing, with play being a recog-
nised way to learn in schools, and 
public spaces being transformed into 
playgrounds by Augmented Reality 
games.
3. Spending “too much time on 
screens” will become a redundant con-
cept as we recognise that just because 
a child using a screen for play, it’s not 
necessarily a ‘bad’ thing.
4. The future of play is about increas-
ing the depth of interaction we 
have with people, with previously 
inanimate objects, and with new or 
inaccessible worlds. We will do this 
using Artifical Intelligence, Internet of 
Things, Virtual Reality and Augmented 
Reality.

About Sabina Bonnici:                             

Sabina Bonnici is a creative producer 
of interactive stories. Having started 
her career in traditional media, pro-
ducing radio and television, she was 
soon lured by bright, shiny, digital 

http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/the-future-of-adult-play.html
http://www.congregation.ie/blog-papers/the-future-of-childs-play.html
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things, and has been working ever 
since to create online engagement 
with stories and brands.

Since setting up FizzyThinking in 
2006, Sabina has worked with start-
ups, creative agencies, established 
brands, cultural organisations and 
TV production companies. She has 
strategised, produced, and launched 
a broad spectrum of award-winning 
digital goodies. A selection of work 
can be viewed at www.fizzythinking.
com. 

Most recently, Sabina was the digital 
producer for the RTÉ TV series Mak-
ing Ireland Click, and is developing 
an interactive installation for Dublin 
Sound Lab, as well as an interactive 
dance performance for people with 
sight loss.

Contacting Sabina Bonnici:                            

You can follow Sabina on Twitter, 
contact her on email or see her 
work on the Fizzy Thinking 
website.

https://twitter.com/sabinabonnici
mailto:sabina%40fizzythinking.com?subject=
http://www.fizzythinking.com/
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Farming post EU Structural Funds and Subsidies. #77

Forget the report of the Irish Economy’s success.  Forget that employment is growing 
and that there are increasing tax revenues.  Ignore the continued projected annual 
growth rates and the endless prattle about our Economic Recovery.

Instead consider the facts:  Farm incomes are dropping and every year there are up to 
7000 fewer farmers in the fields.  All this is happening despite huge structural funds 
and subsidies to allow the sustainability of primary food production.  These structured 
funds were initially set up to help put Irish farming in a position where it could survive 
of its own accord.  What has happened instead is that primary producers have become 
fully reliant on EU subsidies, as the market value of their produce is completely 
uneconomical.

Nobody is in any doubt that the EU Funds are running out (maybe Europe itself is 
running out...).

“The EU cake is getting smaller and more people want a slice”.  Remember that for the 
average farmer, 70% of his income comes from the EU and not from customers buying 
his produce.  In addition, there is increased pressure from outside the EU to abolish 
state supports for farming.  The World Trade Organization, for example, is vocal about 
the need to open up Europe to America, Australia and other food producers.

Perhaps it’s useful to look NOT at agriculture as a business, BUT at farmers as people......

The Future Post Subsidies
The future for primary production has to lie in a realistic market price for the farmer.  
This year, for example, only 28% of organic lamb produced in Ireland was sold at a 
premium price – the remainder was sold as mainstream produce.

Why?  I don’t have the answers....

Who dictates the price for Irish farmers’ produce?

Is it World trade prices?  Dominant processors?  Major Retail Outlets?

OR is it ourselves as consumers.....?

Are we really willing to pay premium prices for premium products?  Or is the overall 
Food Industry going to continue on its race to the bottom....?

AND Is there a connection between quality Nutrition and Health?

Illness in the 21st Century
It is characterized by Chronic diseases, largely caused by eating a poor diet, being too 
sedentary and living time-poor, highly-stressed lives.

“Obesity in Ireland is a much worse crisis than HIV/AIDS in the 1980s and cholera in the 
1800s”, says Prof Donal O’Shea, the country’s leading obesity expert.  

Along with obesity we have huge increases in the incidence of diabetes, cardiovascular 
illness and dementia.  Everyday foods (dairy, sugar and wheat) are often a major cause.  

By Tomas Tierney
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Mental illness is often avoided or alleviated by improved nutrition.

The foods we eat have often become severely depleted of essential nutrients – soil 
depletion has resulted in the loss of essential minerals, and vitamins are often lost 
because of the distance and time travelled for produce to get to its end user.

Food economics and agriculture must take sustainability into account.  This will result 
in better produce.  Intensive farming of animals necessitates huge amounts of grain/
cereal production to feed these animals; with subsequent loss of grasslands rich in 
Omega 3 fats and essential minerals and loss of wildlife habitat (bees etc), not to 
mention the fossil fuels used in its production.  Use of low dose antibiotics in intensive 
farming also exacerbates a health system already in crisis – the rise of antibiotic 
resistant bugs etc.

We must think of food in an almost political way – what we buy, what we eat, the shops 
we support – it all relates back to sustainability, seasonality and local producers, and 
automatically gives nutritional value for money in return.

Perhaps there is life post subsidies for the farmers in Ireland – but it necessitates a 
major shift in consumer thinking and logic, and subsequently in market prices for the 
primary producers. 

After all “We are what we eat”.
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“Live and Targeted” - The Future of Digital Video. #78

Synopsis:                                                             

The Digital Video revolution is well 
and truly here and it is evolving on a 
daily basis. In this article Greg looks at 
how video is putting the “Social” back 
into social media. He looks at how 
Live Video is evolving into a power-
ful broadcasting tool, whether there 
is a long-term future for drones and 
360-degree video, how video will 
become more interactive and how 
search engines may index video con-
tent in the future. Not to mention how 
VR may change the video we create in 
the near future.

4 Takeaways                                                        

         
1. Digital Video is not the future it is 
the now. Digital Video has become a 
necessity for businesses. If executed 
well can be the fastest and most effec-
tive way to build a relationship with 
your audience.
2. Live Video will continue to evolve. 
We need to become live broadcast-
ers and create “valuable” and relevant 
video content.
3. Video will soon become not some-
thing we watch, but something we 
interact with.
4. Video is about to reach a whole new 
level as VR becomes mainstream. Are 
you ready?

About Greg Fry:                             

Greg is an international trainer and 
one of Ireland’s top Social Media 
experts. He believes that in order to 
make social media work for your busi-
ness you must have a clear business 
goal, a clearly defined strategy, great 
content and make sure that every-

The Digital Video revolution is here and brands are struggling to keep pace with the 
changing technologies and the tactics required to execute video in an effective way.

I remember businesses flocking to Twitter in 2009/2010 as it became this amazing 
platform to communicate with their target market in “real time”. We were able to 
“follow” and consume content from celebrities and influencers and get to know them in 
a more intimate way than we ever could. I remember feeling like I got to know Britney 
Spears in a weird virtual way by reading her tweets prior to a concert performance in 
the US or reading her rant at recording studio. Twitter allowed us to reach and connect 
with an audience in a way we had been unable to do on the likes of Facebook or 
LinkedIn.

In many ways, I see similarities between Twitter back in 2009/2010 and the digital 
revolution, which is happening now. 

What do I mean? Well in a nutshell video is the most powerful, impactful way to 
demonstrate one’s expertise, passion and personality online. It is the quickest way to 
build a relationship with your target audience. Also, thanks to the likes of Periscope, 
Facebook Live and YouTube, we can now broadcast in real time. So, a viewer can 
witness and experience what is happening elsewhere in a way they never could before.

The big difference of course is that video is now popping up in different formats on 
all platforms and, in many ways, is changing the way we consume and communicate 
online. It seems silly typing this as I say it…….I will have to create a video version.

Despite the opportunity that video offers businesses and marketers, many have 
been slow to adopt and execute video effectively. Maybe they are waiting for the 
bandwagon to fill up before they feel comfortable enough to jump on. 

The key to success with Digital Video is to be “interesting” and brands need to make 
their video content stand out from the pack: So it amazes me how many Accountants 
are still producing “boring” Accountancy videos that people do not want to watch. A 
safe approach……...maybe……. but those 23 YouTube views are  not really going to 
generate any ROI for your video efforts.

Still not convinced about the Video Revolution? No article is truly complete without a 
few stats:

     • 96% of shoppers find videos helpful when making purchase decisions online.  
       - Animoto
     • Social Video generates 1200% more shares than text and images combined – 
       Brightcove
     • Companies using video enjoy 41% more web traffic than non users – Aberdeen
     • 70% of marketers claim video produces more conversations than any other content 
       -  Vidyard
     • Facebook is fast becoming a video social network with100 million hours of video 
       being watched on Facebook every day.
     • 80% of Millennials use online videos when researching a purchasing decision  
       - Annimoto
     • Snapchat Users Now Watch Ten Billion Videos Per Day! 

By Greg Fry
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So it appears the internet is going video, so much so that Cisco claim that by 2019 80% 
of World’s Internet traffic will be video.

So how will the current YouTube/Facebook type video evolve in the future?

  1. Video will become interactive: 
Not only will be able to view video content we will be able to participate in it. 

A great example of such an interactive video is Deloiite’s – Will you Fit Into Deloitte 
recruitment video. The video essentially tells the story of Deloitte’s values and ethics 
and challenges the viewer to make decisions throughout the video. The decisions you 
make help idenify whether you are a good fit for their organisation. These interactive 
type videos generate far more engagement than a regular video and a greater viewing 
time.

View the full video here or should I say participate in the video below -

Other great examples include Heineken’s  Go Places Campaign -

Very soon we will be watching videos or video ads that showcase a product or service 
and be able click and purchase the item with one click direct from the video. Trust me 
it’s coming……YouTube Cards are the first step towards making this a reality.

thing you do is measurable. 

Greg has worked with top companies 
including: Abbott Labs, Bord Bia, 
Sage, Enterprise Ireland, Ulster Bank, 
Microsoft,Vodafone,  Virgin Media, Sy-
mantec, Coca Cola Hellenic and many 
of Ireland’s Local Enterprise Offices. 

Contacting Greg Fry:                            

You can follow Greg on Twitter, 
connect with him on LinkedIn, 
see his work on Content Plan or 
send him an email.

http://goplaces.theheinekencompany.com/en/age-gate
https://twitter.com/gregfrysocial
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gregfry
http://contentplan.co/
mailto:greg%40contentplan.co?subject=
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  2. Video conversations become the norm.
Snapchat and WhatsApp have developed the ability to make one to one and group 
video calls on their platforms and the young audience are lapping the feature up. I only 
need to look at my eldest son and his mates to see the impact of video chat. In the past 
I feared that the world was getting very impersonal brands and staff members were 
hiding behind emails and tweets. However, thanks to video brands will be forced to 
communicate with customers through video. 

Let me think into the future and give you an example of how instant video could work. 
Imagine it is 1 year from now and I am looking to purchase a home and I am looking 
at a property on Daft.ie. With one touch on the screen I have a video conversation with 
a Mortgage agent who gives me advice. No appointments needed and conversations 
are able to take place at the time and place I want.  This instant video will revolutionize 
communication and make websites and social media more personal and interactive.

There have been a number of attempts to do this already with healthcare. Virtual GP 
visits are now a reality through video.

  3. Customized and targeted video.   
I have been talking about this for ages and it is coming.  With all the data that is on the 
web and the personal information we leave on the web (such as our age, our interests, 
where we live, who our friends, what our buying habits are etc.) we are going to be 
targeted with highly customized personal video. In the near future we could all be 
watching the same sporting event on TV and see completely different ads. The ads 
that would be served up during a break would be totally customized for me. The data 
about us all is already here and with automation getting smarter generating multiple 
messages for multiple audiences is no longer an expensive and impossible feat.
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  4. Influencer Marketing 
Video may have killed the radio star, but it is making some serious celebrities out of 
people who have adopted and built large audiences on platforms such as YouTube, 
Snapchat and Periscope. Brands are realizing that teaming up with new “Video 
celebrities” is a marketing necessity and a far greater way to reach a large targeted 
audience than traditional marketing efforts. Brands that team up and associate with 
“video stars” are not only reaching a large audience, but enhance they brand image 
and “likeability”. Whilst this is not a cheap form of marketing it is typically cheaper than 
traditional channels (TV, Radio and Print) that have dwindling reach. In many sense 
this concept is not different from Pepsi getting Britney Spears to hold their drink in 
a TV advert years ago. So ask yourself who is your target audience and who are the  
“internet/video celebs” they watch and/or engage with online?

Brands in Ireland are already using internet celebs for Snapchat account takeovers and 
YouTube videos.
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  5. Crowd Sourced Video
Always remember video works both ways. As brands video should not just be about 
broadcasting it should also be about collaborating. Or even listening.  Snapchat has 
looked at this functionality already. For example when watching the latest Conor 
McGregor fight I could send my Snapchat video to my story or to a collaborative 
Congor McGregor story that was made up of all the content shared by all the other fans 
around the world.  This type of video content is hugely popular as the viewers are also 
the participators.  A great Irish App to create crowdsourced video content is Shotclip - 
https://www.shotclip.com/.

The ultimate Crowd Sourced Video campaign. One third of the Irish population 
participated by uploading a video in a 2 week period.

  6. Drones and 360o Video
2016 has been the year for drones and 360 degree images and video on Facebook, 
however I don’t believe companies  have mastered the true art of using either 
effectively yet. In the near future you will see the cost of producing drone footage and 
create 360o video plummet and more people will adopt these video formats. The key 
to successful drone videos will probably be a “blended approach” a mix of regular and 
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aerial footage.

 I think less will be more. Currently most drone footage (in my opinion) is shot too high 
and lacks integration with traditional video. I think where 360o video will become 
more normal is the viewers ability to watch/experience content from different angles. I 
think we will see videos giving viewers several different viewing options.  Jamie Oliver’s 
YouTube channel already has videos were I can watch his recipe being cooked from an 
aerial view, face on or side angle.
   

  7. Live Streaming
Facebook Live has taken the Internet by storm this year and it is clear that Mark 
Zuckerberg believes video is paramount to Facebook’s continued dominance. 
Technology is changing daily and brands are struggling to figure out how they can 
become broadcasters and build “live TV” type channels on Facebook, Twitter and 
YouTube. We are going to see companies getting better at creating more “valuable” 
relevant content and use  tools that give broadcasters a slick branded appearance. One 
big development we will see with live streaming over the next year is better analytics 
and data on who exactly is viewing our live video content.  Some of the tools you may 
want to consider for live streaming are:

Open Broadcast Software (OBS) – Free software that allows you broadcast directly 
from a desktop computer. It allows you to add your logo to your screen, add text, and 
share your screen and more. You can broadcast live to YouTube, Facebook (pages, 
groups and personal accounts) and Periscope.

https://obsproject.com/
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There are lots of other similar tools out there. Including Wirecast, Blue Jeans and 
LiveLeap. If you were a fan of the recently deceased Blab you may want to look at 
Huzza.io or Firetalk.

So get on the Live Streaming bandwagon because it is only going to get bigger. 
Instagram have just jumped on and are allowing their community broadcast live to 
their followers via their stories feature.  Clever companies will plan and promote their 
live broadcasts in advance, create “valuable” and relevant content and broadcast on a 
schedule (much like a television network). 

  8. Search engines will index video better.
At present the use of srt files are great to add to your video. Thus files add captions or 
subtitles to your video that not only the viewer can read, but also the search engine can 
see. This helps search engines and Social Media algorithms understand and index your 
video. (A tool to create and add srt files to your video is Aegisub.

I believe that very soon we won’t need these and that the search engines and social 
media sites will be able to understand our video content, where it was shot and who it 
is aimed at.  

  9. Finally, brace yourselves for a VR revolution.
We will start to see and experience video that brings us into a virtual world. We got 
a great insight into the near future this year when Mark Zuckerberg used Facebook’s 
Oculus Rift to virtulally go home and check on his dog and whilst there call his wife and 
snap a selfie. All from a stage at a packed conference.

Eg. Travel agents in the future can show their customer that hotel in Thailand in a way 
never even imagined before.

Quite frankly, my brain hurts when I think of the possibilities for brands using video and 
VR.

Can you think of a 10th Point?
How do you think video will evolve in the coming years? There is no doubt it is 
changing the way the internet looks and I firmly believe it is helping the internet to 
become more real again. 

I firmly believe that other than face-to-face contact video builds relationships and 
“likeability “ faster than any other digital medium out there.

Do you agree?

http://primary.telestream.net/wirecast/
https://www.bluejeans.com/
https://liveleap.com/site/
http://www.aegisub.org/
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The Future of the Rights Movement #79

Synopsis:                                                            

Humans are creating machines that 
can think in ways we don’t understand 
and to feel in ways we recognise. 
The future of the Rights Movement 
is almost guaranteed to respond to 
the exploitation of these near-human 
machines and therefore the question 
arises of the rights of the robot. We 
have a morale imperative to do so ... 
or do we?

4 Takeaways                                                        

          
1. Humans rely on machines to work, 
hard.
2. Machines are becoming more so-
phisticated, to the point that we don’t 
know how they can do what we cre-
ated them to do – but they’re doing it, 
remarkably.
3. Humans have a sketchy record of 
appreciating the rights of anything 
that is different, for example children.
4. The shadow of exploitation and suf-
fering of robots that we have taught 
to think, feel and be autonomous is 
growing.
5. Rather than tackling the big issue of 
the Right to Life of sentient beings we 
have inspired  or created, let’s tackle 
what we humanely can – the exploita-
tion and suffering of workers.

About Belinda Brummer:                             

Belinda is a business advisor to 
technology growth companies, 
helping CEOs create work places 
that work. She heads up the 
People & Performance practice in 
Versari Partners. 

We humans have relied on machines for centuries to help us with work. Wheel. 
Locomotive. Washing machine. We take these conveniences for granted when all 
things digital consumes our attention. We hardly notice just how hard the machines 
are working away. They are machines after all; not workers, right? And if they are 
not workers, they don’t have rights, do they? And if they don’t have rights then fair 
treatment, protection from exploitation and suffering don’t apply to them, surely? What 
we know, for sure, is that human understanding and knowledge grows. And with that, 
despite competing values and perspectives, life has improved for humanity. 

Machine capability is advancing. Rapidly. The more sophisticated and capable 
they become, the more likely we will face this fundamental question:  What are the 
incremental significant moments that will result in worker rights for machines? 

But humans have a sketchy record of dealing with the recognition of rights. Be they 
related to owning property or being owned as property; statutory or natural; being a 
woman, a child, LGBTQ, disabled, an immigrant, a human, an animal, or any other right 
we take for granted. As well as those we are still championing for or fighting to be 
recognised and protected.

A simple example of our sketchiness is how long it has taken the civilisations in the 
West to recognise the distinct rights of children. In 1802 Great Britain introduced the 
(first) Factory Act. This was a significant but small step (1) was taken to address the 
suffering of children brought on by the Industrial Revolution. (2)

By Belinda Brummer
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“These were the real David Copperfields and Oliver Twists. Beaten, exploited and 
abused, they never knew what it was to have a full belly or a good night’s sleep. Their 
childhood was over before it had begun.” 

It took another 50 years for real change to happen and for children, at least under the 
age of 10, to have the right to a better existence. The change came indirectly, targeting 
the enforcement of access to education. Only as recently as 1992 did Ireland sign up 
to the newly introduced United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. “The 
Convention changed the way children are viewed and treated – i.e., as human beings 
with a distinct set of rights instead of as passive objects of care and charity.” (3)  

It took almost 200 years of suffering by young, barely formed, lives to recognise the 
rights of the child – and that’s only a glimpse of the Great Britain / Ireland story.
In 2013 I spent a year in South Sudan. All around me I saw children experiencing 
poverty and the abuse and 
ignorance of their rights that go 
hand-in-hand with hunger and 
instability. The world’s newest 
country had signed up to the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, however in 2016 sections 
of that same government are 
‘recruiting’ child soldiers (4) in 
renewed fighting. Globally, there 
are millions of child brides, child 
soldiers, child workers, child 
sex slaves and those genitally 
mutilated. The fight in their name continues.

Ask any minority group at any point in history about their struggle for rights. They will 
tell you that achieving recognition and protection of their rights is a long and often 
bloody affair – and never permanently successful. New regimes enforce their own 
personal values. Because rights, personal values and power are inexplicably linked.

New friends
Machines aren’t humans. If humans struggle to recognise fellow humans’ rights, 
what chance have the more sophisticated machines we create? And when are they 
‘sophisticated enough’ to ‘deserve’ rights and the protection of them – and who gets to 
decide, if we even get the chance to do that? To begin to process those questions, we 
should understand just how sophisticated machines are about to become. 

Machine learning is a method of data analysis that automates analytical model 
building. Using algorithms that iteratively learn from data, machine learning allows 
computers to find hidden insights without being explicitly programmed where to look 
(5). 

* • Microsoft’s short-lived Twitter bot, Tay.ai, was an experiment in ‘conversational 
understanding’ that, well, became a racist Nazi within 24 hours of communicating with 
tweeting humans (6). 

* • The Google Neural Machine Translation system is now able to make ‘reasonable’ 
translations of languages it has never been taught to translate – and humans haven’t a 
clue just exactly how it does it (7). 

Machines are learning – in different ways and to varying degrees of success. And they 
are learning not just to work, but also to feel. 

* • Ellie is an ‘AI like-minded counsellor’, a virtual therapist taught to empathetically 
work with decommissioned military personnel suffering from PTSD (8). 

Contacting Belinda Brummer:                            

You can follow Belinda on Twitter 
or connect with her through 
LinkedIn.

https://twitter.com/BelindaBrummer
https://www.linkedin.com/in/belindabrummer
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* • Nao and Kasper are two child-like companion robots who have been built to 
understand empathy and mimic it back to humans (9). Kasper in particular is used to 
help autistic children learn to connect with humans. Similarly, Pepper is an autonomous 
human shaped companion robot described by her makers, SoftBank Robotics, 
as “kindly, endearing and surprising … whose number one quality is to perceive 
emotions”(10). (I got to meet Pepper – a copy of her anyway – and asked her this very 
question here and here)  

And this is only the start. This is the now; not even the near-future. Machines, they are 
going to become very sophisticated, very quickly.

To boldly go where we have been before, just a bit quicker this time

Where there is light, there are shadows. Bradley Chavet’s Blowjob café (11), that he 
proposes to open in London, will serve coffee with a warm human-like robot-serviced 
blowjob. He has set the price, he says, at £60 so as not to undercut local human 
blowjob providers. The coffee is to keep the morning routine just that, a routine on-the-
way-to-work grab-as-you-go activity.

Robot sex workers. Globally, the debate about the rights of human sex workers rages 
on. How does that debate change when the worker is a robot? And what then when 
the workers are robots and are vulnerable to exploitation and suffering - because we 
have taught them to feel? 

It is this vulnerability and suffering of others that drove our Industrial Age selves to 
grapple with the rights of the child. John Locke’s* work in the 1600s resulted in humans 
having a deeper understanding of identity, self, property and the value of labour. This 
understanding will have influenced the road taken by society at this critical juncture.  
Who then will be the John Locke of the machine world and bring light to the rapidly 
growing shadow of machine identity and self? And will equal rights extend to all 
workers, regardless of how they are created? Perhaps, as was the case with recognising 
the rights of the child, an indirect approach will be more effective. Seeking the rights of 
sentient robots recognised as a first move will get us stuck in the mire of the “What-is-
Life?” debate. 

A first steps might be 
* • to protect against the exploitation and suffering of robot workers and introducing 
legislation that targets this. 

* • to extend this to the right to reap the benefits / wealth of their own labour. 

The Right to Life for human-inspired sentient beings, well, that feels like more than just 
a leap for mankind.

For all those feeling, thinking, autonomous, hardworking robots of the near-future, 
I hope it doesn’t take humanity 200 years to respond humanely to your exploitation 
and suffering. If it does, then despite our role as creators of your magnificent selves, we 
have learned nothing at all from our own suffering.

* John Locke (1632-1704) (12), a British empiricist philosopher, is often cited as the 
originator of the modern Western conceptions of identity and the self with his Theory 
of Mind13. He also introduced a Theory of Religious Tolerance in an era of extreme 
intolerance. And if all that wasn’t enough, he also introduced the idea that property 
is a natural right and is derived from labour in his Labour Theory of Value. Locke went 
where few had gone before, and he did so boldly and with immense impact – Kant, 
Rousseau, Hume and Voltaire were just some of those deeply influenced by his work. 
Locke grappled deeply with what it meant to be a human in the modern age. 
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